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PREFACE

This publication constitutes the proceedings of the Seminar on
Data Protection and Privacy held at OECD from 24 - 26 June 1974. The
initiative to hold the Seminar came from the Data Bank Panel created
by the OECD Computer Utilisation Group in order to study policy issues
arising from the widespread use of computerised data banks.
The subjects proposed for discussion during the Seminar met with
great interest from many well-known experts in the field, who agreed
to make major contributions to the discussions.
The objective of the Seminar was to highlight a range of policy
options relating to data protection and privacy at a time when intensive efforts were being made in many OECD Member countries with a view
to preparing appropriate legislation.
The opinions expressed in the various papers are those of the
participants and authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of
the Data Bank Panel or the Computer Utilisation Group members , their
governments or the OECD Secretariat.
The

Synthesis

Report

has

been

reviewed

by

the

Data

Bank Panel, but responsibility for reflecting correctly the discussions at the various sessions lies with its authors. It has not been
submitted formally to Member governments for approval and should not

,

----.-----------

therefore be construed as constituting their official policies or
opinions.
The success of the Seminar must be attributed to the dedicated,
active and keen participation of its Chairmen, experts and members.
To them the organisers of the Seminar wish to express their gratitude.
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Part One

I. SUMMARY STATEMENT
by Per Svenonius, Chairman of the Seminar (Sweden)
II. SYNTHESIS REPORT
by Hans Peter Gassmann and G, Russel Pipe
(OECD Secretariat)
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SUMMARY STATEMENT
by Per Svenonius,
Chairman of the Seminar <Sweden)

Governments and parliaments are challenged to respond to the public

opinion that the increased need for information and the prolifera-

tion of automated data systems have reduced the role of individuals
in decisions affecting their own welfare. New policies for greater
visibility of the use of personal register information will be required. More transparency of administration is necessary. Public confidence in administration may be improved by applying information secrecy
rules only to information of special personal or national concern.
Central governments should set the example in establishing standards
and instrumentalities for data protection in public administration.
To achieve these objectives, a combination of solutions presenting a high flexibility to cope with a changing technical environment
will be required. There is a need for new institutional mechanisms to
devise, monitor and enforce safeguards. In addition, self-regulation,
based on standards of information practices with appropriate public
notice requirements, is a necessary ingredient of a data protection
policy. The individual ought to be granted certain rights of access to
personal registers for inspection. The right of public or private institutions to acquire. personal data is not absolute; at some point the
need to gather information must give way to the right of the individual to maintain privacy.
Standards for the operation of personal registers should be established. Special authorities of an independent character may also be
needed for supervision. Care must be exercised that such institutions
are neither vested with greater authority than is necessary nor be
subject to improper influence. Their duties should involve compliance
with legal and administrative standards of information practice, evaluation of technical developments and response to citizens 'complaints.
Some Member countries have a long tradition in the use of personal identification numbers, while others have withheld their general
introduction.
While numbering systems specially devised for universal identification of citizens may present advantages in improving the efficiency
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and economy of record keeping, public concern over record linkage has
been widespread. However, information needs of modern society are such
that the introduction of personal identification numbers may become
inevitable. The timing, methods and procedures of their generalised
use, where public discussion and awareness

will be a crucial factor,

will need careful attention. Linkages of personal files more easily
accomplished through numerical identification must be strictly controlled. The public should be made aware of all important new patterns of
transfer or integration of individual data.
Individuals should be informed of the existence, purposes and use
of personal registers, public and private. Access to personal registers should be provided under rules which allow for correction of errors and challenges to disputed information. The principes endorsed
by the Council of Europe relative to individual rights in personal registers already serve as a common core of principles for some Member
countries.
Transnational flows of data are increasing rapidly, but little
systematic research as to its scope and volume is as yet available.
The normal expansion of international data linkages and computer/
telecommunications networks should not be interfered with. Rather, a
harmonization of national policies and agreement among central governments on minimum standards should be actively pursued. A code of principles might be desirable which would include the basic rule ·lhat data
originating in one particular country, when transferred beyond that
country's jurisdiction, can be used for their original purposes only.
Before legislation is enacted cost and benefit considerations
ought to be carefully evaluated. The information environment is experiencing vast changes which suggest that governments should prepare
comprehensive assessments of these developments and devise adequate
regulations for economic and social impacts.
The Seminar noted that a citizen's right of access to public and
private administrative records containing personal information on
himself is to be seen in relation to the more general principle of the
right of citizens to information as such.
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II

SYNTHESIS REPORT
by Hans Peter Gassmann and G. Russel Pipe
OECD Secretariat

INTRODUCTION
Most OECD countries - Western Europe, North America, Japan, Australia and New Zealand - are witnessing a rapid increase in the amount
of data on individual citizens collected by public and private institutions. No doubt this phenomenon is an expression of the growing complexity of our developed societies. The need to steer, manage and guide
the many facets of their functioning calls for precise, up-to-date
information. Innovations in modern information technology, especially
computers and telecommunications, bring new dimensions to traditional
methods of record-keeping. They have also sharpened public awareness
of the human value "privacy", which may face major changes as the use
of automated information and transmission systems expands.
What is at stake is the societal control of modern information
technology, and while the past decade has seen a "literature of alarm",
the 1970s will be dedicated to the development of the "social software"
in the form of laws, regulafions, codes of ethics, etc., neces-sary to
control information technology and ensure that its development will be,
on balance, of a positive dimension to humanity.
OECD's Computer Utilisation Group addresses policy issues in the
development of computer and telecommunications technologies.

Its Data

Bank Panel organised this Seminar in order to provide a thorough discussion of the main legal, sociological and economic dimensions and
perspectives of policy issues in the field of Data Protection and Privacy.
Three elements of an individual's privacy are most often noted
with regard to technological impacts - physical, psychological and
information surveillance. Monitoring an individual's actions, associations and thoughts has been the subject of constitutional guarantees,
laws and administrative regulations in most countries. This Seminar
focuses on ways in which the interests of the citizen in information
about himself kept in computerized information systems, both public and
private, can best be protected in the future. The concept of privacy
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the sense of data surveillance is undergoing adaptation to the

modern setting. The earlier notion that privacy is the ability of an
individual to withhold information about himself, a "right to be left
alone", is changing to a more practical current view required of man
in a complex societal environment. The concept is therefore shifting
from the right of preventing the extraction or collection of personal
facts, to the extension of control over information recorded on an
individual in a personal register. The new definition emphasizes the
conditions placed on information content, and the control over dissemination and use of personal data. From this stems a growing attention
to the notion of protecting the individual's information environment,
expressed in the now frequently-used term, "personal data protection".
This concept, that a certain amount of privacy can be retained if
adequate assurances are provided by data collectors and managers, leads
directly to the question of how conditions and control of data use can
be enforced, and by what mechanisms. The most likely alternatives are:
- auto-control through individual access to records ;
- auto-regulation through record-keepers setting their own standards ;
- special authorities to regulate information practices (ombudsmen or regulatory agencies)

;

- new administrative standards prescribed by legislation and enforced by the judicial system.
Rules as to the collection, processing, use and dissemination are
implicit in formulating control instruments. The underlying concept is
that personal information is collected and used directly or by third
parties according to the purposes for which it was originally collected.
The implication is that privacy can be assured by control as to the
7-----

use of personal data ; however, this can be effective only if administrative confidentiality and physical security of data systems are concurrently provided. At this point the Seminar embarked on a consideration of policy alternatives. An attempt is made below to report the
highlights of the five sessions.

Session I
REGULATORY INSTRUMENTS FOR DATA PROTECTION AND PRIVACY
The need to establish governmental regulations over personal data
depends on the nature and extent of real or perceived intrusions into
personal privacy in any country. The first question may best be : "What
has gone wrong 7" This session deals with the broad scope of privacy,
data surveillance threats in terms of framing public policies or regulations to ameliorate any improper or unnecessary intrusions on individual liberties.
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The mandate of any regulatory instrument should be to achieve four
general aims :
1. Assist citizens in asserting rights over personal information;
2. Provide visibility to the public of information practices and
raise confidence that controls on information collection and
use do exist and are effective
3. Regulate the content of information itself, according to
classifications of sensitivity, need to know, and provide guidelines for commercial applications ; and
4. Monitor the technology of information processing, the computer
and telecommunications systems used in modern information management.
Even these general responsibilities may not meet the needs of
certain countries where uneven perceptions of privacy intrusion and
national traditions and practices suggest different approaches. Nevertheless an array of alternatives have been advanced. These fall into
three general categories :
1. Adopt policies and practices for record-keeping to take into
account technological developments which require changes from
manual methods ;
2. Establish codes of information practices in record administration, covering both personal information and those who operate
information systems, which may be adopted and enforced by the
judicial system and/or the self-corrective of citizen inspection ;
3. Create regulatory instruments to set up and/or enforce certain
rules of information practice with powers similar to traditional regulatory bodies. These may be applied to both public
and private personal information systems.
Since automatic data processing was introduced more than two decades ago a number of significant trends can be seen. These include a
greater need by public authorities and private enterprises for individualized data, quite apart from automation techniques, and a growing
degree of sophistication in record processing and interpolation, since
data collected for one purpose are increasingly used for various others.
Computer-telecommunications technology has allowed for the collection
and integration of much greater quantities of personal facts. The tendency towards horizontal transfer of data among separate organisations
or administrations is vastly increased, as is a movement toward centralization of files along vertical lines. These developments have created a new relationship between those who are entrusted with manipUlating information systems and the citizen who is uncertain as to the
rationale for collection and use of personal information about himself.
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In dealing with the issue of data mobility and integration, much
wider considerations involving traditional policies toward record keeping, political decisions relating to dissemination of personal information and the bearing on centralisation of certain functions ought to
be addressed. Because the implications of regulating the collection,
processing,

use

and dissemination of personal information affect

major aspects of social policy, questions of objectives, institutional
change and priorities to be served merit close attention. These larger
consequences require time and a broad spectrum of political participation to resolve, and thus in part have delayed response to some personal information matters.
When regulation is contemplated, the following important questions
should be considered
1. What are the socio-political objectives to be met by information regulation ?
2. How does regulation fit into social and traditional patterns
of countries ?
3. How does regulation affect advances in information technology
on the one side, and the growing need for individualized
personal information on the other ?
A. Westin, after setting the data protection and privacy issue in
a historical and sociological perspective, described a clear pattern
emerging from those countries where thus far actual regulatory action
has been taken. Three approaches can be identified
a) The Swedish and German approach of setting up administrative
commissions and boards with the authority to register data
banks, to supervise the operation of such systems through a
licensing procedure and to provide various kinds of ombudsmen
or complaint mechanisms at national, or in the German case at
the Lander , level ;
b) The British approach in which after the Younger Committee report and its suggestion of ten leading principles to govern
the use of computerised information systems dealing with the
individual, a decision seems to have been reached to delay national legislation ; to rely instead upon self-regulation by
local authorities or by departments at central government level, and to use codes of good conduct and the force of public
opinion to provide the mechanism for protecting citizens' rights;
c) Somewhere between the two lies the experience thus far in the
United States, where legislation has been on an area-by-area
basis. National law such as the Fair Credit Reporting Act is
aimed at one particular problem - the use of information in
credit reporting, in pre-employment, in pre-insurance areas,
with legislation at state level pending in a number of states
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dealing with criminal justice information systems, and with
an effort to define a national policy that would cut across
some of these area-by-area approaches, and to shape an overall
policy for the Federal Government (Domestic Council Committee).
The clear implication of proposals for regulation, whether by
special instrumentalities or self-enforcement mechanisms, is to affect
the decision-making structure of government and private organisations.
It is a question of affecting the balance of power inside or among organizations and between the citizen and the State. This has been recognized

and is implicit in the State of Hesse Data Protection Act. In

the United States, various states and municipalities are enacting regulations over the transmission and integration of personal data and
economic information. Briefly, the balancing elements are : the individual versus the State, local concerns contrasted with national objectives, the private sector versus the public sector.
A. Westin, in summarising his presentation, contributed these
concluding points :
1. Central governments must provide the example of standards and
balancing of interests to protect the citizen ;
2. There should be an intergovernmental accord on sharing information and data systems which is based on proper standards and
procedures of data integrity and security ;
3. In federal systems, local and provincial standards and laws
should be adopted to insure retention of traditional relationships ;
4. The private sector should be given an opportunity to exert
self-regulation before controls are prescribed at the national
level.
Clearly, A. Westin states, these are political decisions which
must be made. Those involved in the technology will have to follow
political directions to see what are the chosen priorities and measures
of balance.
The major example of a new regulatory model, Sweden, is set in an
open information context. The Swedish Secrecy Law, supplementing a
constitutional requirement, provides that nearly all records held by
governmental authorities are public, open for individual inspection.
Except for security files and a limited number of other categories, all
a citizen needs to do is make a demand

to see a document. The civil

servant involved must surrender the document or face the possibility
of being found guilty of violating the open record statute. The Data
Act, resulting from a Royal Commission study and a 1973 parliamentary
Act, effective as of July 1st, 1974, is an effort to interpret the
pUblicity principle in the context of assuring proper use of individualized files in the computer age.
16

This Swedish Act was prompted by public reaction over the 1970
census of population, commercial exploitation of automated personal
data systems in the public sector, and international transfers of records of Swedish citizens. The Data Inspection Board created by that
Act is now attempting to sort out the openness and confidentiality
issues. C.G. Kallner's paper, presented by J. Freese, deals with the
formation and operation of the Board.
Apart from its formal structure, it is interesting to note several dimensions of this standard-setting, licensing authority :
- the Board hears requests for new public registers ; can issue
regulations, especially on the content of personal registers,
private and public ;
- it is designed to reflect broad public opinion ; will hear
public complaints as an extension of the ombudsman principle
- there have been about 30,000 applications (rather than the
10,000 earlier expected) for review. Most cases are routine
75 % of the first 1,000 cases were immediately approved;

- the decisions of the Board are public and appeals may be submitted to the government.
Problems facing the Board in its work are already manifold : the lack
of precise, uniform language presents difficulties in applying requirements ; security concerns are not easy to solve and it is difficult
to determine the line between commercial use of personal register
information and control on behalf of citizens.
The technological implications for record-keeping are important
catalysts to establishing regulatory authorities. These are framed as
the client vis-a-vis administration, the issue of centralization as
opposed to traditional diffusion of record repositories, the question
of democratization of the decision-making process, and the overall
role of the citizen in being aware and involved in decisions affecting
himself or his community. A Norwegian study indicates that in order
to maintain public faith in administration, three elements must be
assured
1. individuals must have knowledge of what is going on - the

access dimension
2. individuals must have confidence in how decisions are made the fairness dimension ;
3. individuals must have assurances on the general confidentiality
of information held about them.
The Norwegian study suggests the need for strengthening the rule of
law, preparing a set of rules for the collection of personal information, basis for administrative decisions, enlightenment of the public
and clarification of political issues.
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S. Simitis discussed a set of conditions or requirements for effective regulation in this field. He emphasized two points -

flexibility

in any regulatory instrumentality and broadly-framed legal basis for
operating any regulatory plan. Countries adopting the institutional
approach place responsibility for data protection and privacy on career
public officials, rather than attempting to build a basis for standards
on self-regulation. The latter is often favoured because of minimum
government bureaucracy and costs, but the "responsible person" concept
has inherent conflicts. Effective standards pivot on knowledge and
authority to implement them. Self-regulation posits "insider" control
reporting to internal authorities whereas an independent regulatory
agency acts as an outsider to those it regulates.
A parallel to financial auditing is data protection or data auditing. By carrying over such practices to improve data integrity and
security, the principle of professional independent auditors should
not be lost. The further parallel of professionalism, operating under
a code of ethics, is recommended for computer specialists. Principles
of personal integrity have been developed in the United Kingdom and to
a lesser extent in the United States. Those operating the ADP systems
are normally employees or consultants to proprietors of personal registers, be they public or private, and a conflict of loyalty may therefore arise. This conflict of interests could be avoided by calling on
independent auditors.
The deficiencies of self-regulation as seen by S. Simitis outweigh its lower cost and lesser administrative requirements. An additional reason for vesting data protection in the hands of an authority
with wide jurisdiction is to allow reporting of technical developments
and evaluation of compliance with standards for operating personal
registers. The elements of high flexibility, monitoring of operational
practices and authority to impose certain standards or controls make
the regulatory approach - the institutional alternative - the preferred
option.
Several main principles should be incorporated in any institutional system. Briefly they are
1. Control should not be restricted to either public or private
registers, but should extend to both, especially as standards
for collection and dissemination of personal information are
concerned ;
2. The regulatory instrument must be independent, because prestige and ability to exercise control are vital. This instrument should be neither part of administration nor privately
constituted, but independently accountable to the legislature;
3. The authority should have access to all information held by
public and private organisations. This would include law enforcement, military and security files, except if special
18

operational procedures apply to these sensitive areas ;
4. The authority should be responsible for continuously monito-

ring the operation of personal registers and be knowledgeable about violations of good practice, modification of systems
and important technical innovations ;
5. The agency must be empowered to impose direct interference in
systems at any given moment. However, this must be restrained
according to clear directives and objectives, so that operators
of personal registers are aware of what is expected of them.
Implicit in this dimension are both the planning function and
an ongoing programme of technical assistance to data system
management.
This Session elicited a variety of viewpoints on the regulatory
issue. There were three recurring themes, however, to which the panelists referred in their remarks
1. Any governmental action must seek at least to meet public
expectations for data protection ;
2. All alternative methods of satisfying public expectations will
require the formulation of basic standards of operation for
personal registers, including rules about collection, maintenance , use, dissemination and deletion of records.
3. The citizen must be able to ascertain that files relating to
him are properly maintained and decisions based on such information fairly determined.

Session II
'0----------

THE PERSONAL IDENTIFIER ISSUE AND PRIVACY

A number of Member countries have introduced a universal personal
identifier ; others are currently studying or may soon face the question of whether to adopt such a personal identification number (PIN)
system. While such a system has been in existence in Sweden and other
Scandinavian countries for more than 20 years, Germany, Canada, the
United States and the Netherlands are presently discussing whether to
adopt a personal identification number. Two sets of interests clearly
require balancing when the numbering issue is being considered ; the
first is the public need for greater information on individuals in an
accurate form, prepared under efficient conditions. The second is the
ability of persons to restrict the collection, dissemination and linkage· of personal data.
The PIN issue is all too often framed in oversimplified extremes.
That automation technology requires standardization and uniformity to
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access and manipulation of data is not an overriding reason to adopt
the PIN. Nor are traditional collection practices and restraints in
administration of manual files a full justification for vetoeing the
numerical code approach. This Session considered the workability of the
PIN and the types of controls which might be necessary for governments
to impose on its generalised use. The positive dimensions of ADP and
data transmission systems were seen simply as a focus for the PIN debate, rather than a root cause of any injury to individual liberties.
The nature of public concern over privacy was considered by S.
Rodota as a necessary departure point for examining the merits of a
population number. The new concept of privacy where the accent is placed on the condition enjoyed by one who can control communication of
information about himself may be helpful in framing societal control
of computer and telecommunications technology. Because privacy relates
to the very organisation of modern democracies, the foci of power and
methods of social control are vital to the public. This has removed
the concept of privacy as an individual assertion of rights - most
open to the upper classes - to the collective demand by the public for
countervailing power to a government establishment. The right to access
to public records is the starting point for new privacy thrusts.
It is the greater legitimacy to rights over information used by
power centres to determine economic benefits which is being asserted.
The technology has expedited delivery of social programme benefits,
and places in the hands of government or people greater ability to
exercise power over political action. S. Rodota states that by giving
greater importance to the conditions for exercising power by the public
and private bodies who control information, the claim for privacy goes
beyond the traditional individualistic realm and acquires a collective
dimension, since it is not the individual as such who is under consideration, but the individual as a member of a given social group.
This impact on decisions of a new information infrastructure poses a problem for those who receive or would reallocate political power.
The question of privileged groups or indeed "technocrats" having domi.nance over social and political decisions is a major factor in the outcry of the right to privacy. Such basic questions as these should be
resolved before

a

PIN system is introduced.

Apart from the personal identifier, the issue of proper application of information presently in government files cannot be excluded
from consideration. Statistical records and reports have expanded with
a certain parallel to the rise of administrative records. F. Land
cautioned that the difference in record use is all-important when comparing the statistical with administrative records.
Even though statistical data bases are concerned only with nonidentifiable units, there are two basic points to be raised about them.
The first is how and what procedures must be taken to protect individuals
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from improper revelation of files to third parties. A second and related issue is how to protect data from improper access or damage. Public
fears of misuse of statistical data can be allayed if these steps are
followed
1. Data accuracy - no data enters or is transferred from a system without a check as to its validity
2. Collection procedures - the content of data collections, penalties and purpose of collection must be understood by data subj ects ;
3. Processing and transmission - a high level 6f security surrounds the computer-processing and telecommunication of data
4. Individual identity - the name of an individual and other
identifying characteristics must be separated from statistical
files.
F. Land noted that most abuses take place in the collection and
processing stages, where accidents and anti-social behaviour are the
greatest hazards.
The Swedish example of population registration indicates how widely used the PIN may become in other countries. Yet the right of public

inspection of records serves as a counter-vailing force to ease

public concern over misuse of information in personal registers. This
tradition is specific to Sweden, but the knowledge of the orderly and
efficient operation of information flows may be of benefit to other
countries contemplating a similar approach.

(The operation of the

Central Population Register is elaborated on in the paper by E.Hallman
and L. Tenghed.)
In the near future an integration of the tax and population registers in Sweden is to be proposed. A national file as well as regional
centres will allow countries to have greater access to this information. There seems to be little concern about where information is held,
or that it is operated by a centralised ADP centre. The primary objective of the Swedish programme is efficiency and accuracy of information
and decisions on the one side, and open access and the role of the Data
Board to assure the public interest on the other.
In the United States a universal identifier in the form of the
Social Security Number has been evolving, but since this is administered as a social insurance account number its more general application
as a PIN has technical as well as political difficulties. D. Martin
referred to symbolic or psychological dangers rather than to substantive challenges to the objectives of introducing a universal identifier.
However, the root cause of public objection to numbering systems seems
to be the opportunity for facilitating a linkage of files, a significant increase in information exchange beyond the knowledge and control
of the data subject.
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The anti-technology phase of this issue, referring to the tendency
of automation to dehumanise persons by the issue of numbers, has been
largely replaced by opposition to a possibly unchecked integration of
personal files. The Code of Fair Information Practices as developed by
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare AdvisoryCorrunittee
chaired by W. Ware presents a model for imposing controls on information maintained and exchanged. The Congress and Domestic Council Committee.on Right to Privacy, under the chairmanship of the then VicePresident Ford, has formulated requirements for public authorities
operating personal registers.
A brief review of current developments in several OECD countries
relative to PIN brought these responses :
Germany : There is a connection between a population number and
generalised use of the personal identification numbering system. For
this reason and to enhance data protection generally, the personal
identification number will be introduced following the adoption of a
Data Protection Act.
Austria : The introduction of a PIN can both raise efficiency in
administration and protect privacy. Accuracy of information will be
raised by using such a system. The choice will be available as to where
linkages will not be allowed, even at the cost of some efficiency. This
will require full legislative protection.
Japan: The Japanese government has carried out a number.of research projects on the Standard Personal Identification Number since
1970. However, there has been serious opposition to the idea of a Personal Identification Number by the opposition parties as well as by
various social groups , including the labour unions.
The government currently maintains the position that the introduction of the Standard Personal Identification Number is a matter to
be decided with a careful eye on public opinion trends and the development in this policy area overseas.
France : The French situation is very similar to that in other
countries, but only by leaving aside emotional reactions are solutions
to be found. A greatly increased collection of personal data, the
adoption of a new and not fully understood technology, and the proposal
for a PIN coalesce into a target for public fears about government in
general. The way to begin to provide solutions is to establish laws
restricting linkage. Provisionally, the former Prime Minister has forbidden the linkage between central government computers.
Australia : The national health insurance number has drawn some
adverse comment, and the issue was one of a number of matters considered by a special committee set up by the Attorney-General to examine
protection of privacy in relation to the proposed Government Health
Insurance Programme.
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Italy : A new tax number will be issued this year as a means of
finding and report.ing all persons liable to pay taxes. A social security numbering system is not comprehensive but it will be used in the
central control for employment. One objective discussed is to unify the
tax and social insurance number, but no action has been taken as yet.
Netherlands : A central population administration has been proposed with its numbering system for internal purpose only. A coding system for scientific research whereby an individual's PIN will be separated when statistical applications are needed is under discussion.
Therefore there would be assured complete anonymity for all statistical
linkages although file separation and linkage would be fully possible.
Denmark : In 1968 a central population register was established
and all persons were assigned numbers. This register is only for internal public sector use, and the number is considered confidential.
However, there is an even wider public use of the number for passports,
driving licences and other documents. A government committee is
studying the content and linkage of private and public registers.
While the PIN has engendered wide public criticism, government
policy-makers are now trying to cope with the real causes of alarm.
These sources of concern stem not so much from the proposition to issue
permanent personal identifiers as with the resulting linkage and uncertain use of such dossier-type files. Putting aside the number per se,
the uncertainty as to the content and application of a PIN system continues to block its introduction. Nevertheless, there was a general
consen.sus that with modern information technology, a real potential for
integration of files exists and that accurate rules for keeping files
separate must be developed. If and when PINs are adopted, the most
feasible plan of implementation would be to create numbering systems
exclusively for this purpose.

Session III
CITIZENS' RIGHT OF ACCESS TO THEIR FILES

Traditional approaches to record-keeping have not taken account
of the build-up of comprehensive personal registers. Nor has much
attention been given to informing the public as to how ADP is changing
the operation of record systems. This has brought into focus a critical
question for those engaged in public administration : Should an individual have unlimited or restricted authority to inspect his files in
public or private organisations ? Coming to the operational aspects of
this issue involves two sub-issues
1) How can the individual be given the knowledge of what information
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is held about him and where, and the sources and use of such data?
2) How can the individual best be given access to his files and the
opportunity to copy or challenge information contained therein?
For many countries a positive response to these questions would
overturn a long tradition of record secrecy and require a new administrative infrastructure for implementation. National traditions as to
openness of records must be taken into consideration before a response
to access requests can be formulated. While overall public con'fidence
in the discretion of public or private record keepers is involved, the
automation of filing systems and vast new requirements for personal
data are usually the first priority of public concern. The problems
raised by the press and legislators are often speculative, less real
and physical, than fear about the unknown - the possible frustration
over loss of personal control over one's affairs. Public officials
should consider appropriate rules of access and administrative responses
to complaints according to their own traditions, bearing in mind new
technological and psychological elements.
G. Braibant gave a detailed analysis of various aspects of a
citizen's right of access to his personal files. He pointed out that
the question of regulation of this right was a part of the more general
issue of the right of the citizen, or groups of individuals, to information about all aspects of public life. The general problem of the
right to information as such has received a new dimension with the
large-scale use of ADP and telecommunications techniques.
The reason why the citizen's right of access to information about
himself has received growing attention in proposals or recent legislation is the growing desire for participation in decision-making, and
participation depends on timely and correct information. It is also
linked to the fear that the amount of personal information, which has
'increased substantially over the past years could create a dangerous
disequilibrium between the citizen and private or public institutions,
if not properly controlled. On the other hand it appears important to
assess what limits should be imposed

on the citizen's right of access

to personal information.
On the question of how this right of access should be regulated,
there emerge several issues which effectively sum up the discussion
1. What type of information should be disclosed ; what are the
rules about its content?
Should all the data, a summary, or its analysis be revealed?
Should the sources of information be given to the interested
citizen, especially in the case of investigatory reports?
Should the uses of his dossier be revealed to the citizen?
Here again a balance must be struck between the right of the
citizen to know and other rights of confidentiality, for
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instance business secrecy.
2.

In what ways should the information be released?
Should the individual have direct. access to his file or should
there be intermediaries, such as trade union representatives,
associations, ombudsmen or others? Is it necessary to impose
restrictions, as in the case of medical data?

3. At what moment should the citizen be informed?
Should the notice to the individual coincide with collection
of information, the time of decisions, based on information
contained in his file, or the dissemination of information?
Should there be a rationing of the frequency of access -

for

instance, once a year?
4. What is the price of access, and who should bear the cost of
making such notification? It could be a free notification, at
a nominal fee, or at its full cost.
5. What are the practical consequences of opening registers to
public access, especially to see that challenges to accuracy,
timeliness and relevance of information are resolved ? Where
does the burden of proof lie, on the citizen or on the data
base management? In France, for instance,in the case of the
driver's licence register, the data holder has to bring the
proof of correctness. Should the former users of a challenged,
wrong information be advised of the incorrectness ?
6. What control and enforcement structures are required? Are new
legal institutions necessary or is the normal judicial system
considered to be sufficient ?
Two final questions need to be considered
Should the regulations on right of access to files be limited
to ADP files or on the contrary extended to all types of files?
In other words, should a distinction be made according to the
type of information technology used ?
- Should a general regulation of right of access be created, or
a sector-to-sector approach preferred ?
The United States Congress deliberated for two years in its preparation of the Fair Credit Reporting Act over disclosure rules for
private credit reporting agencies. Because the background of empirical
information was less than definitive, a compromise was drawn between
unlimited access and access following notification of adverse action.
After two years' experience with the Act, K. McLean pointed out a number of objectives of proponents of a stronger consumer right of access
to credit files :
1. Disclosure must be written as well as given verbally, contain
the complete file and present the information in an understandable form;
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2. Notice of an adverse report should be sent to an individual
five days before a decision is to be taken and the basis for
the unfavourable report presented
3. Contents of investigative reports must be made available and
some rules on relevance and obsolesence prepared. A debate is
still in progress on whether the source& of. investigatory
reports should be revealed.
Notification of the existence and rules of access to contents of
personal files has been joined in many countries with the focus on
direct or indirect access based on public knowledge of register content
containing information about them. The concept of a registry of personal registers is strongly supported in Sweden and is receiving positive consideration in the United States. However, access to files involves two important policy dimensions : Should the data subject or an
ombudsman-like agent act upon complaint on his behalf, and should the
entire literal file be made available, including the sources of entries ? The diversity of purposes for public records on individuals
has impeded any clear answer to these questions in most countries.
The German Ministry of the Interior has been preparing a

federal

law on data protection designed to protect all personalized data. H.
Auernharnrner discussed the various alternatives and proposals in data
protection in his paper. As the issue is defined in the German context,
four aspects are of primary importance :
1. There should be rules as to what information can be collected
and when it will be divulged ;
2. Controls are necessary when information enters a system and
rules are applied for its confidentiality and security
3. When data are transmitted from one agency to another a record
of such activity must be maintained ;
4. Rules for change of data as well as the

deletion of obsolete

data must be drawn up, or, where absolutely necessary, storage
rules adopted.
In drawing up such regulations it is important that the legislator observes a balance between an adequate privacy protection of the citizen
and requirements and needs for information.
At this point it would seem important to draw attention to the
consequences for the individual of storage of data without a limit on
time. In this case data may soon become obsolete and lead to harmful
effects on the individual, especially if the information is of a negative character. In these cases it is often proposed that such data
should have the benefit of oblivion, and it would seem necessary to
exclude its use. Legislation should provide an obligation to delete
obsolete data, especially if they are of a detrimental nature. However,
the deletion of old data could also-lead to negative consequences, especially
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in making scientific and historical research impossible. An intermediary
solution may be the so-called "blocking" of data, that is, data continue to be stored, but can no longer be transmitted to third parties.
In the German Federal Data Protection Bill there is a provision for
blocking data, if these data are no longer needed for the execution
of public tasks of the storing agency and if the individual concerned
asks for such a transmission to be stopped. In cases of storage of
data for general purposes (credit agencies for example) data may be
blocked upon request of the individual if more than five years have
elapsed since its initial storage.
Present in each of these problem areas for privacy protection is
the importance of controlling the interconnection of personal registers. In cases of integration of personal files, the receiving organisation must demonstrate that this action will cause no harm. Receivers
must have the legal right to receive data and individuals must be told
of data transfers. There must be a legal and administrative basis for
providing effective security for the people.

Session IV
THE TRANS-BORDER DATA FLOW ISSUE

The Seminar considered whether the fast-growing amounts of data,
especially personal information, which are transferred from one country to another via computer-telecommunications links, constituted a
problem sufficiently important in its implications for national sovereignty for governments to propose regulatory action. A consensus
emerged that the evidence so far available did not indicate that these
were serious problems yet, but it was felt that in the not too distant
future difficulties might indeed develop. In any case, participants
agreed that more research into the issue was urgently needed, in order
that the real dimensions of the phenomenon might be revealed.
Some of the main elements for consideration are as follows

1. Determine the state of multi-national data flows and anticipated developments.in computer-telecommunications technology.
Networking by commercial and international organ1sations is
growing substantially, but there has been little systematic
research as to its scope and volume ;
'2. The search for uniform national legislation should be intensified.

The Council of Europe has been very active in recommen-

ding common principles for the regulation of data bases in the
private and public sector. Organisations such as the United
Nations and its Commission on Human Rights have also contributed to the research in this field ;
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3. In cases where multi-national organisations violate the laws
or codes o.r practices of a country, remedies must be devised
against such offenders and creation of data havens discouraged;
4. An international convention would be one mechanism to bring
about a uniformity of regulation, a common core of principles
for data protection and privacy which should be explored.
J.M. Carroll described the possible implication for citizens'
rights stemming from the southern flow of personal data on Canadians
into registers maintained in the United States. A discussion of why
transnational data flows occur was presented to illuminate the potential problem areas.
Data flows follow lines of multi-national companies
lines of commerce (as with credit cards)
- directions of economic advantage ;
to locations possessing special technical competence
- from special information sources ;
- between allies ;
- because of unilateral surveillance ;
- for convenience between governments (police, etc.), and to find
a safe haven.
The reasons for this expanding phenomenon can_be summarized as
1. for convenience and to save money ;
2. for centralized control of management in a multi-national
firm ;
3. because subsidiaries believe competence is better achieved at
company headquarters.
From the viewpoint of national governments, J.M. Carroll stated
that transnational data flows may adversely affect their economies in
the following ways
1. Loss of job opportunities to nationals if data-processing is
carried out abroad
2. Pertinent data may not be available, at least in its best
available form, to governments ;
3. Citizens may be deprived of access to their files when held
out of the country ;
4. Access to vast amounts of data of a personal nature could
create a situation where the "data-rich" country may exert undue influence on the citizens or, by extension, on the government of iTs "data-poor" neighbour.
J.M.

Carroll indicated that a number of these concerns, some of

which were first brought forward in the government report "Computers
and Privacy", are under continuing study by the Canadian Department of
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Communications. The Canadian perception of transborder flows of personal information may be more visible because of the proximity of the
United States as well as extensive multinational organisations. J.M.
Carroll offered a number of alternative solutions for countries to
consider :
1. Harmonize national laws on data protection, particularly of
neighbouring nations ;
2. Prepare reciprocity agreements, such as bilateral treaties,
EEC regulations, etc. ;
3. Embed a common set of legal principles in the basic laws on
data protection of the various countries ;
4. Enact special laws on data exchange among countries requiring
that a copy of exported data be kept locally for inspection
purposes ;
5. Assign a value-added tax rate to the processing of information coming into a country
6. Regulate the multinational corporation on an international basis.
The Council of Europe has engaged on research into transnational
networking and its Council of Ministers has adopted a resolution recommending to its Member governments a code of principles for protecting privacy vis-a-vis automated personal information systems in the
private sector. Rules for Data Banks in the public sector are being
given final consideration within the Council of Europe, D.F. Hondius
reported. There appear to be certain parallels between tax, military
draft and pollution havens and potential data havens, that is countries
having few, if any, requirements over information maintained on individuals. Parallel solutions may also

have been adopted in the postal,

telecommunications, tax and environment areas. These deserve careful
attention.
It is not so important to label transnational data flow activities
as being good or harmful as to see that rights of nations are maintained and there is no intervention in the normal growth of communications.
There is evidence that countries wish to be informed of what information is exported, (as required under Swedish and Danish law) but there
should be no prohibitions of any such activities. Sanctions are to be
discouraged but remain a possibility if there is disagreement upon international standards. The Nordic Council is studying this issue at
the present time.
It was suggested that a code of principles might be desirable
which would include the basic rule that data originating in one countrY,when transferred beyond its jurisdiction, must be used for their
original purposes only. This would prevent airline bookings, credit
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listings or bank account information from being exploited for other
pusposes when transferred to a central computer.
Session V
ACCEPTING THE COSTS OF DATA SECURITY

The "cost of privacy" ought to be regarded in the early warning
stages because this issue has not had the benefit of comprehensive studies needed to ascertain more accurately the relative scales of costs
associated with the privacy problem. It is important to cons·ider these
costs and balance them against the costs of privacy legislation in
order to introduce a degree of rationality into the debate on an optimal solution.
The ultimate costs associated with privacy safeguards have not
been reckoned with in the philosophical and sociological discussions
' f privacy protection, C. Renninger stated, in introducing financial
dimensions of data protection. There are four main types of costs originating from :
- the introduction of new institutional structures to implement
legislative safeguards ;
- the setting up to new administrative control procedures ;
- new and more complex technological safeguards ;
- potentially decreased operating efficiency caused by legal and
organisational privacy constraints.
At a recent series of the United States National Bureau of Standards conferences, data processing service organisations warned that
excessive requirements for safeguards could threaten the existence of
small independent data processing firms. Similarly, hardware and software organisations have indicated that security proposals represent expensive and time-consuming tasks which could be carried out only by
the largest of the computer manufacturers. Administrative burdens and
costs have been termed "horrendous" by some public administration official s. These challenges music be squar'ely contrasted with public willingness

to pay to insure that their personal information is properly sa-

feguarded.
There is evidence that among citizens of the United States, growing
interest

in

privacy or

individuality

is

a

result

of

greater

per-

sonal financial resources. It has demonstrated, however, that enhancing
privacy by separated dwellings, unlisted telephones and privately operated automobiles is given lower priority when incomes decrease or
shortages develop. The lack of any systematic studies on the public's
willingness to pay for privacy protection prevents any firm conclusions
from being drawn. Similarly, because the techniques of privacy protection
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and related cost increases are none too precise in many countries, public

opinion has been slow to develop.
It appears that for some time to come policy-makers will be grap-

pling with perfecting techniques for data protection and adopting those
most practical and prudent in terms of their ability to pay for them.
Public opinion has been increasing in most OECD countries on the subject of government attention to privacy, and it is important for government policy-makers when considering new work techniques to take into
account their costs and expected results.
Before assessing costs of data protection it is necessary to consider the conditions of secrecy, which can be either clearly defined
or kept obtuse. According to Mme. F. Gallouedec-Genuys, a clear definition of what type of data are to be considered confidential, and the
definition of access conditions could lead to a better respect of data
protection. In ADP systems it is possible to include technical safeguards, and if clear confidentiality definitions exist, protection costs
can be assessed in advance and calibrated to real needs, without going
beyond the necessary protection threshold. On the other hand an absence
of clear confidentiality definitions will lead to more difficult data
protection at higher costs.
Criteria of secrecy appreciation may fall into the following categories :

a) The nature of data
Collection of certain types of data may be totally prohibited.
This clear-cut solution, which is fairly frequently proposed, has several drawbacks: it leads to the exclusion of useful data, is ill adapted
to real social needs and may lead to an effect contrary to the desired
objective, in that individual and public rights might be restricted rather than protected. The solution of total prohibition of data collection should remain the exception. On the other hand, a selective approach towards data collection may lead to a certain fragility of data
protection. Experience and technical competence may improve the situation as time goes on.

b) The finality of files
In many cases it is difficult to determine for what precise reasons files have been set up. This is also at the. root of many instances
of double record-keeping. There ought to be an effort to make the finality of records and files more precise ; this can lead to substantial
cost reductions. The hypothesis of creating an organisation to monitor
the finality of files may be envisaged. This, however, would seem a
heavy and expensive approach ; rather, a flexible machinery which can
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be quickly adapted to ever-changing needs should be preferred.

c) The will of the data donor
Finally, the will of the data donor should be taken into account
more explicitly. Given a basic disequilibrium of forces between the
individual and those interested in obtaining data about him, the individual's options to maintain his privacy should be improved.

The "mys-

tified consentment" mentioned by S. Rodota, although a seemingly perfect solution, may be difficult and dangerous, because it may lead
to a great complexity of files and to an increase of exchanges between
the record-keeper and the record subjects, which means an enormous
cost burden. On the other hand, this could lead to a dangerous situation in that many record-subjects may be persuaded to give "blank
cheques" in order not to be bothered any further.
Another set of problems treated concerned the "management of confidentiality". The question must be raised whether traditional administrative units should continue to collect and keep confidential data,
or whether special information structures would be more adequate and
safer, with a special statute for the collection, storage and diffusion of personal data. Cost considerations will be important here.
While such specialised information organisations might be neutral and
might better resist the pressures to disclose data, a deep change in
administrative habits will be needed, justified only if the advantages
far outweigh

the costs.

On the human level, a policy of confidentiality of record-keeping
does not offe·r adequate protection without the co-operation of the individuals operating the information systems. Two approaches must be
considered :
- a low-cost version would consist in promoting professional
codes of ethics, which would amount to an elitisation of the
ADP profession - an approach fostered in Anglo-Saxon countries.
However, given the fact that most ADP professionals answer to
a superior, conflicts of conscience might easily develop. This
might reduce the effectiveness of such a policy ;
- a more expensive policy consists in either a strict surveillance
of ADP personnel, or a continuous effort at education, information and persuasion leading to a development of a high sense
of responsibility.
The question must be raised of whether personal data really need
such a heavy protection. Are cases of infringement of privacy or theft
of data so frequent or dangerous? Certainly, these are psychological
problems which should not be under-estimated, but perhaps the present
data protection approach is too narrow a one, too isolated and too
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partial. Traditional laws have many data protection aspects, but these
are often not respected. Thus, there is reason to emphasize the notion
of the right to information instead of the freedom of information. The
hopes of such an action tend towards an improvement of the participatory progress and real democracy.
For cost reasons, we are at present witnessing a certain centralisation of data in large data banks, which could lead to a monopolisation of information by powerful groups or the State. The creation
of an organisation in every country responsible for the development of
a national information policy, which should have the trust of the Chief
Executive, but be completely independent of all political influence,
has already been suggested by the OECD on another occasion. Perhaps
other means are possible, but clearly the protection of the individual's
right to information will need such an approach.
Governments have always needed information - much of it relating
to individuals - and it is an accepted principle that public officials
must protect data in their trust. This conscious need for security
takes new forms now that computers are employed for many record-keeping
tasks. Before assessing cost requirements for data protection in an ADP
environment, the administrator should ask uhow real are the risks ?",
S.R. Barnes suggested,and then determine what is needed to provide adequate levels of security.
Some facts and figures on the type and extensiveness of risks
have been documented by E.B. Parker of Stanford Research Institute
(Menlo Park, California). In looking at these examples, one shorthand
explanation could be that management, concerned with the cost of introducing computer systems, may be interested in system installation and
operation without giving proper regard to data security. The recentlypublished

IBM reports on data security indicate an array of threats

which clarify the nature of these threats to systems having inadequate
protection or where intentional breaches of system integrity occur.
These risks are more specifically from 1) accidental loss or damage,
or 2) from malfeasance or malicious damage.
Recently, aspects of malfeasance have caused some concern among
local governments in the United Kingdom, Mr. Barnes reported. Action
by union members among computer operators in support of pay claims has
closed some computer installations. Personnel rather than equipment
failure can be considered the greater risk to information systems and
the integrity of the data they contain. Accidents in the form of damage
and errors caused through ignorance, incompetence or lack of interest
must be closely monitored. Protection against malicious intent requires
greater safeguards, many related, however, to overall management policies.
A more topical concern in several countries relates to protecting
certain so-called "sensitive" information on persons from unauthorised
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or inappropriate access. In addition to controls over transfers, the
notion of access by data subjects to their files has been raised. One
approach being taken by some municipalities in the United Kingdom to
citizen requests for access is to establish a Data Access Board, the
members of which are elected public officials. They may determine what
is collected and who may use it. This is designed to build up confidence that personal information is properly handled by governmental
agencies.
The broader view of information - iTS pervasive role in the future - must not be overlooked by policy-makers.

New applications of

information technologies, sometimes referred to as the "information
utility", pose a cluster of dangers for surveillance of individuals,
suggested K. Lenk. Ascertaining "costs" of data protection may move
from the integrity

of personal record systems to issues of social

distribution of power, related to democratic participation in political decisions. It is extremely difficult for managers of data
systems to begin to calculate the prospect of broad-band communications systems and the accompanying problems of information protection,
but these are clearly on the horizon.
New communications media may add new dimensions to invasion of
privacy concerns. In government and business administration, broader
access to data bases can be provided with improved communications links.
Leakage from confidential data files may be less easy to detect if the
number of users tied into the system from the most remote locations
drastically increases, or if government information systems containing
confidential data are going to be interconnected via telecommunications
links.
This greatly facilitated transmission of material will allow government agencies to share their respective information, making individuals with whom they deal highly visible to other agencies without
these individuals being aware of it. Contemplating present requirements as well as new systems for future implementation places more
complex burdens on data administrators. Many of these techniques on
the horizon, as described by K. Lenk, could adversely impact individuals, through various forms of surveillance and monitoring, by the
creation of electronic "data trails".
In terms of the broad outlines of solutions to these challenges,
the task would be partly one of instituting new distribution patterns
of information flow and access rules. With "natural" barriers to communications disappearing, the policy-makers would be faced with the
whole question of balancing regulation against a liberal communications
policy. It will be difficult to anticipate these types of questions
in current cost and administrative restructuring due to computertelecommunications technology, but they seem inevitable in our future.
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In discussing the costs and constraints of data security, R.

Turn

reviewed problems of maintaining the overall integrity of systems, and
more particularly the security of data, from unwanted intrusions. An
additional requirement has been introduced, that of being protected
against potential violations of an individual's right to privacy.
There are several protection areas to be considered :
1.

individual rights safeguards required by law or voluntarily
adopted ;

2.

information confidentiality - the restriction on information
distribution;

3. data security - protection of data integrity ;
4.

compliance with the protection requests which involves auditing, testing and validation.

From a technical point of view these protection areas must be
looked at in terms of the effectiveness of the mechanisms important to
designers and operators of data base systems and cost factors. The
question of cost is more frequently raised in connection with privacy,
both for and against introducing certain requirements. If there are no
credible cost estimates as to the financial burdens of one proposal or
another, the validity of many arguments must be guessed at. Data points
to determine cost factors are few but those available should be considered.
There are costs associated with the installation of privacy protections as well as potential reductions in service and efficiency.
These requirements may place the two types of real costs on a system
those for the initial construction of the system and the recurring
operating costs are of particular importance. Then come the possible
hidden costs and those affecting the speed and efficiency of the system's operation. The magnitude of costs depends quite extensively on
the structure and design of the data base system itself. For example,

R.

Turn stated, the problems of unauthorised access are much greater

when many agencies are served by the same integrated base using remote
~erminals

and telecommunication systems. This is contrasted with a

limited dedicated system.
The requirements analysis must be drawn up to show the realities
of the protection desired. As much precision as possible should be
employed to see exactly what laws are applicable, what type of system
is involved, and what uses will be made of the data. Another cost dimension is that of software,which becomes expensive and complicated
as the need to guard against more sophisticated threats is introduced.
Modifying existing systems is even a more precarious and potentially
costly task.
It is essential that these cost factors be considered before laws
and policies are adopted. If the use of identification numbers is denied
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under a particular law, the retrostructuring of a data base system
will undoubtedly be formidable. Recurring costs increase in systems
where access requirements are changed and records of access are to be
maintained. Memory space similarly increases when individuals are allowed to record changes or objections to certain data in their files.
Communications costs are also affected if access and reporting rules
are expanded. Personnel and hardware maintenance costs are other forms
of recurrent costs.
When plans for data protection are drawn up by parliaments or
policy-makers, these must realise the cost implications, especially to
another of the desires of the public: efficient operation of systems.
It would be advisable to attempt to match the types of data protection
and privacy with the costs and technical constraints accompanying them.
This would result in a more rational approach in placing operational
requirements on registers containing personal inf~rmation.
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Part Two

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEMINAR

A. OPENING ADDRESSES

I

ADDRESS
by Charles Wootton
Deputy Secretary General, OECD

The evolution of our economies into the so-called post-industrial
stage is in large part a shift of the labour-force from the agriculture
and industry sectors to the service sector: for instance, in the
United States and Canada already more than 60 per cent of the total
active population are employed in this sector. In such a
nomy~

~service

eco-

information processing in all its forms is a very typical work

characteristic. Indeed, the term

~information

society~

is increasingly

used to define our future economic systems.
Now it is also true that the more complex our societies become,
the more the segments of society interact, the more closely knit the
inter-relations of grouping of countries become, the more information
is needed. Moreover, we need information ever more rapidly. We are thus
using computers and telecommunications for all kinds of administrative
information processing. By way of illustration, I would point to the
present status of OECD economies, which is characterized by inflation
and energy problems requiring a certain amount of crisis management,
and therefore fast information.
The price our advanced economies have to pay for the ability to
create and possess this information is very high. All the activities
involved in the processing of information - documentation and information systems, television, newspapers, data banks for industrial and
public administration, the enormous consumption of paper - give an
idea of the importance of this cost, and it is increasing rapidly.
Closely linked to these economic dimensions is the need to better
protect this rapidly growing information environment : everyone of
you is certainly aware of the masses of paper crossing your desk each
day and also the considerable amount of information which exists about
each of you in some file - tax, health, education records, driving
licences, car registration, police records and fines, etc. Modern information technology, especially computers and telecommunications,
make it increasingly possible to link up these records. The very quantity, as well as the linking, of this information could rapidly
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threaten our individual rights - our right to privacy - and in a

real

sense constitute a pollution of our information environment ; i t is
thus of critical importance that we start protecting this environment.
You might be wondering why the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development has invited you to a Seminar on Data Protection
and Privacy Issues. To many of you, these issues might look as having
a predominantly legal character and other organisations such as the
United Nations or the Council of Europe with their specialised divisions for human rights might seem to be more appropriate than OECD to
deal with these matters. Now, it is important to recall that the main
objective of our Organisation is to assist our Member countries in
their economic and social development ; the OEeD has a policy-oriented
role and I might also add a "future outlook" function.
For some years, public opinion in most OECD Member countries has
been concerned with the general problems of the introduction of the
computer into many aspects of daily life. More specifically, the realisation that there might be a danger of reducing personal freedom in
our democracies through the massive use of computerised information
systems is becoming more widespread. Many governments have been prompted to focus special attention on channelling the use of computers in
directions which are beneficial to society. I know you ladies and
gentlemen will agree that it is of great importance to assist policymakers of our Member countries in finding solutions to some of these
pressing problems.
Since the protection of our information environment has important
economic dimensions, economic considerations may well dominate the
discussion of privacy protection over the near term. This is why the
OECD appears to be a good place to consider questions on data protection and privacy. You perhaps know that the Organisation has already
carried out a study on "Digital Information and the Privacy Problem"
back in 1970, which was published in 1971 as report number 2 in the
OECD "Informatics Studies Series". Although this report today is obsolete, as is only natural in a field which is developing so rapidly,
it served the purpose to draw the attention of policy-makers to this
subject. The situation has changed since the publication of that report:
at that time, the main preoccupation was to point out the policy dimensions of the problem of data protection, confidentiality and privacy as such. In the meantime, a general consensus has emerged that
these problems deserve the attention of governments. It would therefore seem necessary to clarify the new dimensions of the problem and
to contribute to working out practical solutions. The Seminar therefore aims at pointing out the trends and perspectives in this field,
to discuss our so far rather limited experience and to develop new
concepts which could be used in resolving these highly complex problems.
The dimensions and characteristics of our future "service economy"
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or "information society" are so far only dimly perceived and require
much study to enable us to gain better insight into the problems ahead
of us. Some eminent sociologists claim that just as the industrial society is based on energy, the next stage of our economies will be based
on information as an essential resource. I hope that this Seminar
will serve the purpose of being a step in the direction of assessing
some aspects of what is needed to master the change, to control the
technology and to develop rules and concepts on which a new body of
law will be based to cope with these problems. I wish you every success in your very important and pioneering efforts during the coming
days.
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II
ADDRESS
by Keichi Oshima
Director for Science, Technology and Industry, OEeD

I wish to express my sincere welcome to the distinguished participants of this Seminar. I hope that this Seminar will be a good guideline

for

the future activities of our Directorate, especially since

I feel that the data protection and privacy issue is a problem with
important political dimensions ; we have to see how our countries can
incorporate these new types of rules into our social system.
I feel that this Seminar has great significance since we are
witnessing the very fast development of technology, especially information technology such as the computer , and that what you are going
to discuss in the Seminar is the control of this rapid development of
technology in our future society. This kind of issue is not only
relevant to computers, but to all high technologies: the new society
of the future has to face the problem of how this fast developing
technology should be controlled, and what the future life-style in the
post-industrial society will be.
I sincerely hope that your discussions in the Seminar will set an
example for alternative policy options which will also help us in the
Science and Technology Policy Secretariat to look at the future society
and see how the balance between technological progress and the control
of technology from the human side or, more, from the social side, can
be achieved.
I want to repeat my sincere welcome to all of you and express my
personal wish for the success or this Seminar.
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III
ADDRESS
by Per Svenonius
Chairman of the OECD's (Sweden) Computer Utilisation Group
President of the Seminar

The Computer Utilisation Group was created some five years ago
by the OECD Committee on Science and Technology in order to study policy issues arising from a fast-growing use of computer technology.
The Group used two different approaches, both important and partly interconnected. One approach consisted in the evaluation of how computers could be used to improve the functions and efficiency of public
administration. On the other hand, it soon became apparent that computers would have such an overall impact on society that governments,
too, would be faced with new administrative problems created by the
increasing use of computers in society. Policies would for instance
be needed concerning some aspects of non-governmental computer use.
Privacy issues are just one example, pertinent to the present Seminar.
To give you an idea of the task of the Computer Utilisation Group,
let me briefly explain to you its objectives.
These are to examine the economic, industrial and social implications of the rapid growth of computers and other relevant technologies
in OECD Member countries, and to identify, describe and analyse policy
alternatives to promote co-operation among Member countries in these
fields through the exchange of experience, international comparisons
and policy research.
During the 1969-71 starting years of the Computer Utilisation
Group special emphasis was given to cases where the administrative
practices had been clearly affected by the introduction of computers.
A special Data Bank Panel was established - a working party of the
Computer Utilisation Group - and it has produced several reports pointing out a range of policy issues. In addition, an inventory of data
banks in the public sector in Member countries was established for the
years 1970 and 1971.
One of the observations to be drawn from this inventory was the
high frequency of citizen-related data banks, the use of which could
mean an improved service in the interest of the citizen ; on the other
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hand risks became apparent that dossiers might be created much more
easily than before and that this might lead to a wider distribution of
information than was initially intended. To define privacy - the right
to a private life

7

in operational terms has proved to be very compli-

cated ; yet everyone agrees that there is a need for a private area for
each individual. Already in 1970 the Panel embarked on an early stU:dy
of the privacy problem based on a survey in Member countries, as already mentioned by C. Wootton. This seminar is a follow-up of the Data
Bank Panel's previous work.
Much has happened since the first OECD privacy report was written.
In many OECD countries privacy concerns have led to special legislation
or studies, but many different solutions have been adopted and we feel
there are logical reasons behind these differences. One of the aims
of this Seminar is to demonstrate why the solutions differ. We hope
that the display of policy options may give all of you and your governments an indication of possible future improvements. Once the idea of
legislation against the intrusion of privacy gets accepted, operational rules concerning data security and data protection have to be developed. This Seminar will also touch upon such problems, as already
indicated in the title of the Seminar - data protection is an area
where guidelines are at present very strongly needed.
We expect to have three very interesting days ahead of us. I hope
you will engage actively in the discussions, because the more active
you are the more valuable this Seminar may become. We have chosen the
form of a Seminar in order to facilitate an informal exchange of views.
Any suggestions you make will be reviewed by the Data Bank Panel in
their evaluation of the Seminar and in their discussions concerning
future work. They will meet immediately after the Seminar. If you find
that the Group should look more carefully into other computer-related
policy problems, we would appreciate your suggestions. The basic objective of the Computer Utilisation Group's work is to serve the governments in the OECD Member countries as well as possible.
I extend to all of you our most sincere welcome to this Seminar.
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IV
ADDRESS
by Hans Peter Gassmann
Head of the OECD's
Informatics Studies Unit

I don't think there is a need to go into the fundamentals of the
privacy problems as such - most of the participants at this Seminar are
more expert on this particular subject than anyone of us here at OECD.
Still, I think it is necessary to situate this issue in the more general context of the economic and social development of our Western democracies. I guess you all agree that we are faced with an ever-growing
mass of information, and that this information becomes more and more
important in our complex society. Of course, man has always used information as a typical and indispensable fact of life, but I think the
new dimension is that today information has become a mass phenomenon.
I want to give you two examples concerning this development.

You pro-

bably all know that when the battle of Waterloo took place, Mr.
Rothschild had installed in London a very special information service
which consisted of a man riding fast on a horse and crossing the Channel on a ship, so that he could have the benefit of knowing one or two
days in advance the issue of the battle of Waterloo. This enabled Mr.
Rothschild to make quite substantial profits in buying and selling
certain shares and commodities, the value of which was affected by
Napoleon's defeat. This example demonstrates the value of information
to one or to very few persons ; until the midst of the 19th century
the use of information was for the privileged few. The information
technology was basically paper, pencil and messengers ; only in the
second half of the 19th century were telegraph, telephones and typewriters introduced. The second example is that recently 200 million
people watched the 1974 Football World Cup simultaneously on television
relayed by telecommunications satellites. These examples demonstrate
the enormous advances made in the use of information technology in
150 years - between the time of Rothschild and today, and this has resulted in a fantastic increase in the diffusion and the use of information. Certainly this is linked to the continuously rising level of
education. I think you will all agree with me when I say that highly
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educated people use and produce more formalized information - information which is recordable-which you can put on an information support.
Innovations in information technology have been extremely rapid over
the last decades. Computers and telecommunications are forming new
hybrid systems and are adding dramatic new dimensions to our ability
to process, store and transmit over distance large amounts of information.
The data protection and privacy issue, however, is concerned not
with the general phenomenon of information but with only a part of it
- that is records on people, let us say all those records where a name
and an address playa role. Now these records are found in private as
well as in public information systems. In the private sector you will
find credit information, because millions of people have credit cards
today and banks and other financial institutions depend critically on
information about clients, business entreprises, etc. There are also
certain firms selling personal information to third parties as a
business. Finally, you have personalized data bases held by private
individuals or firms just for business reasons, the normal payroll for
instance. In the public sector, we have all the administrative records
on people such as tax, health, education, driving licences, car registration, police and criminal records, etc., and an issue in point here
is the tendency in many OECD Member countries to introduce what has
been called the personal identification number. Certain countries,
~specially

our Scandinavian Member countries, already have a fairly

long tradition in the use of personal identifying numbers. This is
p~rtly

due to the fact that they are traditionally countries with a

social-democratic government where large welfare programmes have been
introduced. In order to manage these programmes there is need for
efficient administrative mechanisms, for instance a unique numbering
system to make sure the money goes to the right people. On the other
hand, and from a more humanistic standpoint, one could perhaps deplore
this overall tendency towards a general identification number as part
of the development towards more administrative efficiency, since the
number may become the symbol of the anonymous mass society.
There are three types of countries, if I may very quickly typify
them, in the OECD area which have a different attitude vis-~-vis this
personal identifier. We have the Scandinavian countries, where it has
already existed for some time, and Germany, where it will be introduced
over.the next year. Then we have some countries where so far the personar identifier has been treated in a negative sense in public discussi?n ; the Anglo-Saxon countries fall into this category, namely
the United States and the U.K. Finally, in some countries like the
Netherlands, France and Italy the appropriateness of introducing these
personal identification numbers is being discussed at present. Clearly
the situation in the various countries is created to the existence,
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or not, of a population registration system. The Northern European
countries have by tradition such a population registration system, as
well as Switzerland, the Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands; but in other countries, like the United Kingdom, the United
States and Australia, such a system does not exist.
It has already been mentioned by Mr. Wootton and Mr. Svenonius
that OECD's Computer Utilisation Group started to carry out some studies on the privacy protection issue in 1970, and we published our
first report in 1971. Now it is interesting to see how in the last
three years in many countries the protection of privacy and data confidentiality issues have received growing attention from the highest
government levels as well as from parliaments. Let me start with the
United States. In July 1973 a report was produced under the auspices
of the Health, Education and Welfare j)epartment on "Computers, Records
and People".

In February 1974 President Nixon created a high executive

level commission to study this problem and to produce some concrete
results in four months' time. The Chairman of that commission was VicePresident Ford. Several bills were introduced in Congress in the spring
of this year. There were the Erwin and Congressmann Goldwater bills,
and recently the Nixon administration proposed a bill which hopefully
will come close to the bill introduced by Senator Erwin and so become
law.

In Canada, two or three years ago the task force of the Department

of Communications prepared reports on this subject. In the United Kingdom the report of the so-called Younger Commission was published in
1972. In Germany several Laender-provinces have legislated in this
matter ; many of you will probably know the Data Protection Act of the
Land of Hesse which became law in October 1970. At present, a

Federal

Data Protection bill is being discussed and public hearings on this
bill were held in May 1974. In Sweden, in May 1973, a Data Protection
Act was passed and a Data Inspection Board was established to look into
all matters relating to this Act ; this will be fully effective on July
1st, 1974 - that is in one week's time. In France, a report was prepared by the Conseil d'Etat in 1971 and recently a commission on Informatics and Individual Rights has been created to study this problem.
In the Netherlands a Royal Commission on privacy and data banks produced an interim report in March 1974 and many other OECD countries have
established commissions to study the situation and propose solutions.
From the countries and dates I have just briefly mentioned you
will see that this problem is a real present-day issue - it is not
future talk. I am perhaps not wrong in saying that for the first time
we see assembled here today in this room many leaders of commissions,
scholars and government officials who have contributed to all these
national efforts I have been mentioning, and I am very glad that we
can welcome you here at OECD. This Seminar, as has already been said
by Mr. Svenonius, has been organized by the Data Bank Panel of OECD's

S2

Computer Utilisation Group. Its preparation started at the beginning
of 1973 and the plan for the Seminar was approved in September of that
year. The main objective of the Seminar is to situate and evaluate
trends in current thinking, to point out to policy-makers alternative
approaches to the problem and familiarize them with the most recent
findings and concrete proposals. The Seminar will also be of assistance,
we hope, to national policy-makers to better situate their own policies
in the international context. I want to invite you to feel free to interact
with the panelists and Chairmen as much as you can in the country discussions, and to consider yourselves, not so much as country delegates,
but as participants in an open debate.

r wish you every success and hope that in three days' time, when
we have the final summary session, we will be able to bring together
some interesting results.
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B. BACKGROUND REPORTS *

*

The views expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Organisation.

Session I
REGULATORY INSTRUMENTS FOR DATA PROTECTION

1. INTRODUCTION

by

T. Koopmans

Dean of the Faculty of Law,
University of Leiden (Netherlands)
Session Chairman

Through my services as President of the Royal Commission on Data
Banks and Privacy, I was asked to act as Chairman of this Panel. In
Holland it is not uncommon for someone insufficiently experienced to
chair a special Commission. I am here to gain insight into data protection and privacy, as are those attending the Seminar.
This Panel is to consider various policy alternatives for national
governments now faced with public and legal inquiries on privacy and
personal information protection. The documents prepared by our panelists. embody two different approaches; a kind of analytical or intellectual approach, in which the authors try to define the array ofprob-lems,

and a more policy-oriented approach, in which the authors look

for an answer to the question of what should be done.
Upon examination the difference between the two approaches may
not be so great as they appear at first sight. Before you can state
exactly what the problem is, you must have a certain idea of what has
gone wrong in the development of information and its relation to the
citizen's privacy. If this is true, it may be that every intellectual
and analytical approach already embodies some policy element, some
idea of the aims to be achieved when you are dealing with privacy issues.
This brings me to the first array of alternatives in front of us
the alternatives concerning the aims we should achieve in preparing
regulatory instruments. I believe our documents show that basically
there are three overall groups of aims ; they concern respectively the
feelings of the citizen, the interests or rights of the citizen, and
the control of information as such. The "slightest" approach, so to
speak, is the one that takes the feelings of the citizen as its starting point. I am referring to authors whose principal anxiety is that
the development of information might result in a situation in which
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the citizen doesn't know exactly what is going on : he has some feeling

that important decisions are being taken on the basis of informa-

tion which he cannot guess at and which he may have given for quite
different purposes. We should, therefore, aim at restoring the citizen's
confidence in the information and decision-making process. Then, of
course, we have to work in the direction of what you could call "making
visible" the information and decision-making process. That is what we
could call, using the French term, the idea of "transparence" : the
first thing you are aiming at is visibility of the process.
When, on the contrary, you concentrate on the rights of the citizen, you have quite other aims in mind : you are thinking more in terms
of access to information by the citizens - a subject to be discussed
in another session of our Seminar - you could also think of the right
of the citizen to correct erroneous or inadequate information. It is a
more or less "legal" approach: statutory instruments recognise certain
rights of the citizen and try to elaborate these rights. The third
group of aims concerns control of the information systems as such. The
basic idea here is that development has got more or less out of hand
that certain evolutions cannot be tolerated in a democratic society
and that therefore one should, from the point of view of public wellbeing, try to control the flow of information in one way or another.
This is the first group of alternatives we have in front of us.
The second group concerns the methods by which we try to achieve these
aims. For each of our three groups of aims we could utilise very different methods. I think there are basically two approaches. First, one
could attempt to set certain general rules dealing with the handling
of information about access to information, and so on. The second
approach renounces fixing such rules, on the premise that it is not
possible to make hard and fast rules. The contention is that the only
thing we can do is establish procedures which would then enable citizens to enforce their rights or enable public authorities to control
the flow of information. A licensing system is the most obvious example of this approach. This idea implies that perhaps in such a system
you can gradually construct a certain body of rules to be applied in
this field.
These, I believe, are the most fundamental alternatives we have
in front of us. There is one dimension which we should add: it would
be hazardous to recommend one national solution as the best. This depends very much on the situation of a given country. Even among the
countries represented at this Seminar there are important differences
in traditional experiences. Administrative, legal and cultural backgrounds are so different that solutions which would be perfect for one
country would possibly be inappropriate for another. To give you some
examples : when you think of the Swedish system of publicity, of openness in the administration, and you confront it with the secrecy existing
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in other administrations, you might consider that such a general background makes a great difference as to the solutions to achieve these
long run objectives. Another example is the character of the administration -

it makes a great difference whether you have a large central

administration like France, or whether you have a federal system like
Switzerland or the Federal Republic of Germany, or perhaps the United
States. There is a third example I should like to give, because we are
inclined to forget it sometimes : there is also a difference between
our countries in the measure of confidence we have in our governments
and in our administrations. In certain countries there is a fundamental
belief in the decency of government. I think

this is particularly the

case in countries like the United Kingdom and perhaps the Netherlands.
In other countries there is a fundamental distrust at everything the
government does, and I think this is also a kind of traditional background which we should keep in mind before saying too quickly that a
certain solution could be a good solution. It depends very much on the
background of the country concerned.
Our session may be greatly conducive to defining certain solutions
but perhaps we can come to a kind of understanding of different alternatives, of how these are structured, and how they can be designed to
meet the.most important problems.
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2. PERSONAL DATA: THE OPEN ACCESS APPROACH

by C. G. Kallner
Director General, Datainspektionen

<Sweden)

Presented by
J.

Freese

Datainspektionen <Sweden)
INTRODUCTION
Sweden has had a unique system,dating back to 1766,for regulating
open access to public

authorities~iles

. As an attempt to solve the

conflict between the open access principle and the citizen's need of
protection of his personal privacy in the computer age,the country has
now, as from last year, a Data Act. Work going on in different countries indicates that at least the main principles of this protecting
Act will not remain unique.
Part of the Swedish legislative solution is the establishment of
a central administrative authority, the Data Inspection Board, whose
task it is to assist citizens, the public authorities and the Government in matters concerning the protection of the citizen's personal
privacy.
This report presents the Swedish legislative solution of the
conflict between open access and privacy and also reviews the work of
the Data Inspection Board.
:}---

PRIVACY AND ACCESS TO PUBLIC AUTHORITIES' DATA IN SWEDEN

1. The Conflict

According to constitutional law everyone in Sweden has the right
of access to all ufficial papers not constituted secret by a special
Secrecy Law. This right of access - or freedom of information - is
intended to be a protection for the citizens : it enables the general
public, including the press, to examine the conduct of public authorities, and provides a base for the lively social debate which is such
an important element of democracy.
On the other hand, this openness can be used, and is being used,
for the opposite purpose. Any individual, and any company, can store
the accessible information and use it for commercial purposes or other
purposes not intended by the principle of free access. Storage and use
are largely facilitated by computerization. Thus, the privacy of the
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individual is threatened by the very publicity principle which was
originally meant as a protection for the same individual.

2. Application for Access
The procedure for exercising the right of access is simple : any
citizen may enter any public office, for example, government offices
or a local tax authority office, and there demand to be shown any document, file or information concerning himself or others. He is not
required to prove his identity or reveal the purpose of his request.
The civil servant in charge must, on his own responsibility, decide
whether a document is public or whether the paper or part of it is
secret. The presumption is that a given paper is public unless it falls
under an exception laid down in the Secrecy Law. The civil servant must
make available, without delay, whatever

is not secret. If an official

refuses delivery, the claimant may appeal to the Supreme Administrative
Court. And the appeal will cost him nothing.
The exceptions enumerated in the Secrecy Law are numerous and detailed. To sum up, secrecy is permitted with a view to protectingprivacy, for example on the subject of criminality and medical care, social welfare and some financial interests. What may not be kept secret
is, for example, personal identification number, civil status, address,
income and taxation.

3. What Access Really Means
There are also rules about how to make the information available.
The claimant has the right to read or copy a document at the place
where it is kept and is further entitled to obtain a copy of it for a
fixed fee. All the above-mentioned rules concerning public documents
have been extended by Swedish constitutional law to cover computerized
information. But how is such information to be made available to everybody

?

The authorities' duties in these cases are as follows: the

information should be made available in a way that enables the claimant

to read it, or to listen to it. Thus the duty is carried out if

he may read the information on a display unit screen or printed out
from the computer in plain language on paper.
These rules are sufficient for people in general and for the
press, so they answer the purpose of the free access principle. Companies, on the other hand, have of course a great interest in the possibility of having turned over to them the tapes, discs, .data cells or
other storage media as such. This is important to them, because enormous quantities of commercially valuable computerized information are
stored by the various authorities ; in these cases there is little use
of information printed out on paper, at least until optical character
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recognition is more generally available. The Swedish principle of free
access to stored data, however, does not oblige the authorities to
turn over the media. On the other hand, they are not prohibited by the
Freedom of the Press Act from doing so unless there is a special rule
in the Secrecy Law.

4. The Data Act
The Freedom of the Press Act benefits openness and availability
whereas the Swedish Data Act benefits privacy. This conflict is partly
settled by a provision in the Data Act stating that regulations regarding the

issue of personal information may not restrict the duties of

·authorities under the Freedom of the Press Act. Therefore privacy can
be protected in different ways in this system.
One way is secrecy. If some information concerning personal privacy is secret under the Secrecy Law, the information is also secret
when stored in computer files, as mentioned above.
But more secrecy by legislation, i.e. enlarging the number of
provisions in the Secrecy Act, is not a good way to solve the problem.
The objections are the following. The possibilities of using relatively
harmless information in a way that may result in undue encroachment on
privacy would call for so much secrecy that there would be little left
of the free access principle. Furthermore, the method of trying every
document or piece of information under the Se'crecy Act is not always
suitable for the large amount of information in computerized files.
Another way of protecting privacy is by control. The Data Act
deals especially with the problem of opposed principles concerning public

authorities.
There are, in this context, two types of public authorities'

per-

sonal registers ; those established by decision of the Government or
Parliament, and those set up by decision of the authorities themselves,
both central administrative boards and local authorities.

(A distinc-

tive feature of Swedish government is that cabinet ministers, with
some exceptions, are not responsible for routine administration. Central
administrative boards apply the law on their own responsibility. ) Before a decision is taken by the Government or Parliament to establish
a computerized personal register, the Data Inspection Board must be
heard about the risk for undue encroachment on privacy. The Board is
one of the central administrative boards just mentioned - and its opinion is accessible, so there can be a public discussion in the press
and elsewhere before the decision. A decision by a public authority
to set up a computerized personal registrer requires the permission of
the Data Inspection Board.
For both types of registers in the public sector the Board is entitled respectively to propose and issue regulations. These shall concern
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the purpose of the register and, furthermore, the information about
individuals that may be included. The regulations may also concern the
ways and means of data collection and data processing. Thus, by regulating what data may be put into a public computer, privacy can be
protected without conflict with the free access principle, because
there is no access to what is not put in ! And regulating the cooperation between computers managed by different public authorities
means no curtailment of the principle.
Even if the personal information is accessible in the authority's
file - because it has been put in correctly and is not secret under
the law - the I authority is obliged neither under the Freedom of the Press
Act nor under the Data Act to turn over the storage medium or a duplicate of it, as mentioned above. This is of great importance, practically
and on business lines, where the protection of privacy is concerned.

THE WORK OF THE SWEDISH DATA INSPECTION BOARD

1. The Board's Members and Staff
The Data Inspection Board is so composed as to represent a broad
contact with public opinion. There are nine members, all nominated by
the Government.
The chairman, who is also the director general of the inspectorate,
is, according to parliamentary decision, a judge. Four members are
members of the Swedish Parliament, representing different political
parties. One member represents the Swedish Confederation of Trade
Unions, one the Federation of Swedish Industries, one is experienced
in data processing and one in central public administration.
The staff consists of about 15 officials who state the cases. They
are lawyers, economists and data processing experts and work together
in groups , balancing privacy, efficiency, cost and data technology.

2. Principal Features of the Data Act
A personal data register may not be established or maintained
without the permission of the Data Inspection Board. There is an exception : personal registers, established by a decision of the Government
or the Parliament, require no permission. There are constitutional reasons for this, meaning that the Board is responsible to the Government.
But even in these cases the Act decrees that the Board must be consulted. When the Act was passed, Parliament stressed that such consultation implied a guarantee that no public register could be set up in
secrecy. And Parliament expects the Government to attach great importance to the Board's opinion.
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Permission is to be granted if there is no reason to assume that undue
encroachment on the privacy of individuals will arise. When granting
permission, the Board shall issue regulations as to the purpose of
the register and the personal information that may be included. If
necessary, regulations can also be issued concerning ways and means of
data collection, the use of technical equipment, what data may be retrieved from the register and by whom, how data are to be stored
and also concerning control and security.
The Data Inspection Board has supervisory duties, too, and is
ready to serve as a department for complaints from the general public.
Therefore the Board can, so to speak, fulfil the tasks of an ombudsman.
It is empowered to inspect computer centres and to issue regulations
as occasion requires.

3. Procedure
The amount of personal register cases to be handled by the Board
during its two first working years is estimated at about 5,000. Some
100 of them are large data banks, mostly in the public sector and
including public medical service. Change and extension of those large
registers take a lot of time and are expensive, so the Board must be
prepared to grant advance decisions, so as to cause the least possible
delay and bureaucratic procedure. It is therefore the Board's endeavour
that some of the officials of the staff shall be continuously in charge
of these large systems in order to facilitate current co-operation between the Board and the responsible authority.
Two or three thonsand cases will probably be simple routine ones,
i.e. causing little or no privacy problems. For these cases the Board
has made out stereotyped forms for application and decision. If a personal data register does not include more information than is stipulated in -this form and is not processed otherwise than granted by the
form, the case will be settled easily, with little delay.
The rest of the cases represent data registers of varying sizes
and complexity.
When applications are made the civil servants of the Board's
staff read the documentation attached to the application. If needed
they ask for further information, occasionally discuss the cases with
the applicants and inspect their data centres.
When appraising whether undue encroachment on privacy may arise
the Board is instructed by the Data Act to pay special attention to
the attitude towards the register in question shown or expected by
the individuals to be registered. One important part of the preparation
therefore, is to reveal such attitudes and opinions. This is an easy
task where the individuals concerned belong to some association. In
other cases opinion can be gauged from letters to the editors in the
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press and to the Data Inspection Board or from discussions in the press
or on television. Arranging public hearings is a matter of time and
means and has not yet been tried. Finally, the Board itself is so composed as to represent a broad contact with public opinion.
Once the staff's preparations are made, the case, if easy, is
settled by the chairman. If the case is not easy, the application is
forwarded to the Board with a decision proposed by the official who
states the case, mostly after discussion with the chairman. The proposed decision includes permission or not and in the permission alternative, the relevant regulations. After due consideration the Board
comes to a decision. The decision is accessible to everyone, under the
Freedom of the Press Act.
Appeals against the Board's decisions will be tried by the Government. Appeals can be made by an applicant who has not been given permission or who dislikes the regulations issued by the Board. The Chancellor of Justice may appeal in order to safeguard public interests.

4. Some Conclusions of the Board's Work

The Data Inspection Board has only been operating since July 1st,
1973. The Data Act will have from force as from July 1st, 1974. Therefore up to the time of this report (February 1974) only a few conclusions can be drawn.
Initially, the chairman of the Board declared to the trade a deliberate policy of facilitating their work and business and of cooperation. The above-mentioned measures concerning the large data systems and the stereotyped applications are manifestations of such aims.
In the trade there seems to be an understanding that solutions of
the problem of ADP and privacy - which is a balancing problem - require
some sort of guiding principles. Competition in business is not apt to
give these solutions. Generally, the legal regulation is therefore
received with satisfaction. Under the Data Act the Board is entitled
to issue such regulations, for example concerning control and security.
But, in order not to grope in the dark when doing so, the Board must
know about security costs on different levels. Nowhere, ,so far, are
enough investigations being made into this subject, at least none which
might be useful for concrete permission cases. The Board is taking an
active part in an investigation project on such matters which has just
started in Sweden.
In all countries where privacy is discussed it is believed that
the individual registered should have the right to be informed, on
request, by the keeper of the register of the personal information concerning him in that register. Such a provision is included in the Swedish Data Act. It has already been found that the keepers, to perform
this duty, must adapt their data processing systems. Some extra costs
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will follow, no doubt, but not so much as to amount to a deterrent.
Out of respect for business competition here is another matter where
uniform regulations by the Board meet with satisfaction from the trade.
In this context the Board will have to decide, perhaps by enumeration,
what facts in files of different kinds are personal information. The
basis of such decisions is, of course, the meaning of the concept of
personal privacy.
The need of a uniform terminology about ADP is well known. Not
even in the Swedish language is there uniformity. This problem is
taking on a new dimension now that law and legal duties are involved.
A recently-started project on this subject is therefore important to
the Board, and the staff is taking an active part in it.
The examples mentioned above show that there is in Sweden extensive co-operation between the trade concerned and the Data Inspection
Board. The Board itself judges such co-operation to be an important
condition for successful results. And so far there is a positive attitude from the trade.
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3. STANDARDS FOR INFORMATION HANDLING AND CONTROL PROCEDURES
by K.S. Selmer
Norwegian Research Centre for Computers
and Law at Oslo University
presented by
R.D. Blekeli
University of Oslo (Norway)

INTRODUCTION

There seems to be a general social trend towards more administration of matters concerning the individual. This goes for the public
as well as the private sector. A key word is "the welfare state",
which has obvious parallels in the relations between an employee and
his firm. Society - or firm - offers social benefits, housing facilities, medical care, etc., but demands in return taxes or other compensation, and, above all, the right to control an increasing part of
the individual's activity.
Service and control must be administered, and the growth in public

administration is the inevitable counterpart of the welfare state.

Administrators on all levels are, however, under constant pressure to
reduce the costs and

resources involved in the administrative process.

EDP offers a unique tool in this respect.
It would have been strange if the increase in administrative activity had been readily accepted by those for whose - presupposed benefit the activity takes place. On the contrary, there is widespread
public concern over what is regarded as "centralization", "monopolization o-f power", etc. And history repeats itself ; as happened when
modern machinery was introduced in the textile industry, the blame is
put on the tool, the computer supporting the administrative process.
The introduction of new and complicated machinery will always
affect human relations. The steam engine and the telephone affected
them, and we see the changes in retrospect. It is, however, probably
true that never before in history has there been so much awareness of
the potential social problems connected with new machinery as when EDP
is introduced into administration. This awareness offers a fertile
climate for the study of these problems, and the carving out of a general philosophy to apply to them. It is all the more imperative to
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support these studies as administrative EDP systems, once implemented,
are costly and rigid, and exert great influence on the administration
in which they function. The next twenty years will be decisive in
these respects. We should therefore make great efforts to find out what
human values are endangered - if any - and to suggest safeguards.
This paper purports to present four different aspects of the social problem connected with administrative use of computers. They may
be roughly indicated by the headings "client vs. administration",
"centralization of power", "demographic data banks" and "control of
citizens". Under each of these headings we shall try to state where
the real problem lies and tentatively indicate solutions. In a final
chapter we shall say a few words about control procedures and other
means for securing sound development.

THE RELATION BETWEEN CLIENT AND ADMINISTRATION

The core of administration is decision-making. Decisions are
basedon information. Decisions affecting people - let us call them
clients - mostly require a good deal of information about the clients,
often comprising data on very personal matters. Much of the public
unrest about administrative computing has to do with the fact that
personal information is no longer to be kept in locked-up files with
the doctor, the social security officer or the taxation clerk, but
kept on magnetic tapes, and may be displayed, combined, transported
and manipulated in ways that are inconceivable to a person accustomed
to pencil and paper.
Consequently, the paramount goal must be to restore and secure
public faith in administrative information handling. Public faith in
an administration requires these things
a) sufficient insight into what is going on inside the administration ;
b) a conviction that the decisions taken by the administration
are based on full, up-to-date, correct and relevant - hereinafter called adequate - information ;
c) a general and justified feeling that the administration
maintains secrecy concerning such information as is considered
strictly personal.
In order to fulfil

these requirements, a computer-based administra-

tion must take more active steps - or at least take other steps than a non-computerized entity. To define those steps constitutes, in
our view, the core of the "privacy" problem.
There are of course other conditions that must be fulfilled in
order to secure full public faith, such as acceptance of the political
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goals that the administration is bound to pursue, and a feeling that
the administrators are reasonably honest and capable people. But this
has little to do with computing or not computing. The three public
interests listed above constitute,in our view, the yardstick to apply
to any administration which shifts from manual to electronic processing of personal information.
The Norwegian Research Centre for Computers and Law decided in
1972 to try the effectiveness of this line of reasoning on a branch
of public administration which handles a large amount of personal (and
sensitive) information concerning a great number of citizens. We chose
the Directorate for Seamen (DFS), a public body with wide responsibilities towards Norwegian sailors in matters concerning taxation, labour
relations and several others of a very personal nature. In the
we shall give a survey of the methods applied in the study and tentatively indicate some of the conclusions to be drawn (the report will
not be available until late in 1974). (1) *
The basic questions to be answered were the following

:

a) To what extent are the clients' interests concerning insight,
adequacy of information and secrecy taken care of in the case
of DFS ?
b) Have EDP techniques influenced the satisfaction of these interests ?
c) What measures are, if necessary, at hand to improve the satisfaction ?
d) What are the possible legal and administrative consequences
of the implementation of such measures ?
As far as the seamen's insight is concerned, we found that it varied from one administrative task to another. There was, however, a
pattern in these variations. The seamen were informed - or more correctly, were given possibilities of being informed - of the degree to
which the practical structuring of the information flow automatically
produced such knowledge. For example : when a piece of personal information was picked up by asking the seaman himself, he had a chance
(and a right) to ask what it was going to be used for. Or there might
even be no need to ask, because he "automatically" gained insight by,
for instance, filling in a form. But no special efforts were made to
inform the seamen in this respect if the practical functioning of the
system

was unfavourable to such information. With respect to the ef-

fects of EDP techniques, we found two trends
The new techniques caused no changes in the seamen's situation
insofar as they only mechanized earlier manual routines. When earlier
routines were changed by EDP, however, the degree of seamen's knowledge

* Figures in brackets refer to the Bibliographical References,
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was reduced. The reason for this was primarily that the seamen's participation in the administrative process was abolished. Personal in~
formation was no longer taken from applications sent in by seamen, but
collected from other authorities which had it already. Thus, computerizing· the administration undoubtedly saved time and labour both on
the part of the administrators and the clients, but it led to an increased risk of alienation.
We then proceeded to look at the seamen's interests in adequacy
of information and secrecy. These two interests are, in a strange way,
intermingled. Secrecy, in the traditional sense of the word, is of
course no problem in the DFS. The administrators know that they handle
sensitive, personal information about clients, and they are subject
to strict legal rules and strong administrative traditions. Seen from
this angle, we should have been very surprised if we had found any
"leakages" in the system. And in fact we found none. However, when
focusing on the process of making decisions concerning the clients, a
very important aspect of this process may be said to be the selection
of those bits of personal information that shall be considered relevant to the decision in question. From the total amount of accessible
information, the decision-maker must extract the appropriate data
elements concerning his clients. What happens during this process and
- which is important to us - what chance has the client of safeguarding
his interests in adequacy and secrecy ? And here secrecy becomes important : information which the client regards as strictly personal
should not be put at the disposal of the decision-maker unless it is
regarded as relevant and appropriate.
When deciding what information is relevant and appropriate, it
seems nec·essary to secure influence for the clients Ccf. below). When
the personal information that is considered relevant and appropriate
is to be collected from or communicated to another administrative unit,
it seems necessary to distinguish between personal information collected through some "dissemination" procedure and that collected through
what we called "same-purpose-communications". The reason for this is
that the privacy interests of the clients may be especially threatened
in connection with the former. For instance : a fairly extensive exchange of information takes place between DFS and the local tax authotities, with the aim - for both parties - of reaching a correct tax
assessment of seamen in accordance with detailed tax regulations. An
exchange procedure is necessary. "Dissemination", on the other hand,
occurs when the receiver is going to use the personal information for
other purposes than the sender. Such procedures may easily conflict
with the client's interests in adequacy and secrecy, because personal
information which is considered relevant and appropriate in one context may be felt to be threatening one's privacy when used in another
context.
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In order to make the distinction, it is necessary to be very specific in the definition of purposes. It is one of the remaining and
urgent tasks of social science to find adequate tools for analysing
and defining administrative purposes. Such definitions are indispensable when drafting computerized administrative systems.
As was the case with the seamen's insight, we found that their
influence on the selection of relevant information was pretty small,
and there was nothing to indicate that computerization would help.
There is, however, no reason to blame anyone for this. Up to now there
has been little research into the relations between client and administration, and there is no clear-cut philosophy as to what weight
should be attached to the various interests of the client in the way
the decision-making process is carried out. Perhaps this may be an
explanation of the widespread, almost unanimously positive attitude
towards "privacy" among administrators, at least in Norway.

Further

analysis may bring hidden conflicts to the fore : a claim for "privacy"
which seriously hampers the smooth-running economical administrative
process may well become a political issue of prime importance.
The study went on to consider possible strategies for increasing
the seamen's influence on the decision-making process. A problem common to all such measures is that they require participation and activity from the individual. It is well known that the means and possibili ties of taking personal action are very unevenly distributed among
citizens, and seamen have distinct handicaps in this respect. In fact,
the ideal of "the active citizen" applies only to a small minority of
the population. This will probably have to be compensated by some sort
of organisational structure based on popular interests and attitudes.
These possibilities are currently being explored in other fields. The
labour union of one Norwegian industrial concern has bargained for and
obtained an "EDP shop steward" to supervise the administrative and productive systems of the factories and advise the union leaders in policy questions ; the Norwegian Board for Consumer Protection and the
insurance companies have set up a joint organisation for handling individual complaints in the field of insurance ; one may also point to
the "ombudsman" institution which has spread from the Nordic countries
and which takes care of public interests in administrative matters,
with regard to EDP questions.

CENTRALIZATION OF POWER

One important aspect of the relations between client and administration is the degree of centralization of power on the part of the
administration. In the case of the Directorate for Seamen, centralization
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seems to be an inevitable and desirable consequence of the scheme
for the benefit of Norwegian seamen scattered allover the world one
single institution was established with the task of, inter alia, harmonizing decisions concerning complicated administrative matters.
This is, however, an abnormal situation. The "normal" branch of
administration makes decisions concerning clients living in different
parts of the country, and the administration is usually hierarchically
structured, with a central office and local representatives on different geographical levels. Under such conditions the clients (the public
at large) may claim that "the administrative decision-making power
must not be too centralized". Why cannot the local representative make
the final decision in my case, why should he be obliged to submit it
to some higher-up and distant official in the capital? "Decentralization" is at present a public demand of considerable strength. There
is widespread fear that a shift to computerized information handling
will entail centralization, which, in turn, will lead to increased
alienation on the part of the citizens.
The International Institute of Administrative Sciences has recently put the centralization issue on its agenda. The Norwegian Research Centre for Computers and Law participates in this project.

We

have studied two hierarchical branches of administration, the Inland
Revenue Administration and the National Insurance Institution, with
a view to finding out whether their administrative EDP systems lead
to an increased degree of centralization. These systems are partly
implemented, partly on the drawing board, and our conclusions must
necessarily be somewhat hypothetical.

(2)

The first difficulty consists in defining the concepts of "centralization" and "decentralization". In our view this has little to
do with the number of officials working on different geographical levels, but rather with the formal and factual comperence bestowed on
persons working on the lower levels of the hierarchy. Roughly, one may
say that if the introduction of EDP gives more administrative, discretionary power to low-level personnel, a decentralization has taken
place, and vice versa.
One may think of three different categories of EDP systems within
this kind of administrative body :
a) factual information systems, containing relevant information
about the clients (data on health, income, occupation, family
status, etc.)

;

b) legal information, systems, containing information about statutes, prescriptions, precedents and other directives for the
decision-making process ;
c) decision-making system which - on the basis of pre-programmed
formulas - combine fact and rule, produce individual decisions
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and take steps to execute them (for instance by distributing
postal orders for the paying out of social security or for the
collection of taxes).
A system containing factual information only is in our view neutral
as regards centralization. By means of telecommunications the information may be instantly reproduced at any level of the organisation,
and the

sys±e~

can easily serve centralization as well as decentrali-

zation. It must be added, however, that in none of the administrations
which we studied did systems of this kind play an important part.
A legal information and retrieval system - which is not yet operative but which is at present being considered for both administrations - is difficult to evaluate from a centralization point of view.
There are two possible effects :
a) The clear, exhaustive and unambiguous presentation of the
legal material, including selected precedents, will lead to a
slavish following of the rules. The central authorities, who
will have to select the legal material to be included in the
data base, will extend their power, to the detriment of local
independence ;
b) The clear and exhaustive presentation of the legal material
will reduce uncertainty on the part of low-level personnel,
liberating them in their attitude to particular rules, presenting them with alternative solutions and ways of reasoning,
thus demanding the best of their discretion.
The alternatives illustrate in our view a fundamental problem to
be handled by planners and users of branch-oriented legal information
systems.

"Law" and "rules" are not unequivocal concepts. The text of

a statute or a governmental decree leaves a great number of questions
open to interpretation, and it often makes use of vague "standards"
to be applied to the individual cases. The central authorities may
wish to solve centrally as many as possible of the questions of interpretation, and to lay down definite rules on the way the standards
should be applied to the various types of cases. They may wish to let
their rulings flow through the information system in the form of administrative prescriptions or selected precedents. Or, on the contrary,
the central authorities may want to facilitate as much as possible a
local, qualified decision-making process, giving the individual unit
a free, discretionary hand in the choice between the various possible
interpretations and solutions. This latter attitude presupposes an
up-grading of the low-level personnel. They must be entrusted with the
power to interpret and apply the rules to the best of their discretion, and they must be correspondingly well trained.
At the present moment it is impossible to predict with any degree
of certainty whether branch-oriented, legal information systems will
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start the one development or the other. On the one hand there is

little

to indicate that the central power of any hierarchical, administrative
body will delegate much of its real, decision-making power to subordinate units.

Unless strong political signals are given, the central

power will probably wish to keep the reins firmly in its hands, using
the instruments of regulation, decision of appeals and furnishing the
input to the legal data base. Such a course also seems to be necessary
if complete national unity of law is to be upheld. It is easy to proclaim that local opinion and attitudes must influence decisions taken
by the local unit of the nation-wide administrative body. However,
such "opinions" and "attitudes" will frequently occur in situations
where political, ethical or moral judgements differ, and where the
legislator

~

or other central authorities who are politically respons-

ible - have taken their stand. To illustrate this point : there may be
great regional differences in the moral attitude towards unmarried
mothers and children born out of wedlock, but such attitudes should,
in our view, not have the least influence on how a specific case should
be solved by the local social Gecurity administration. On the other
hand, it must be admitted that central control of the contents of the
legal data base is a very demanding way of steering administrative decisions.

Instead of giving the local offices wide competence, and hop-

ing for the best as far as uniform interpretation is concerned, i t is
much easier to restrict the competence and shift the formal power of
decision to a central level. It may therefore well be that legal information systems, if combined with an extended local decision-making
power, will serve decentralization.
The third kind of administrative EDP system, the decision-making
one, seems to lead to increased centralization. We saw clearly the
tendency in both the administrations we studied.
Automated decision-making requires forms to be filled in for subsequent registration and processing. If the information received
through the form shall be understood by a digital computer, it must at
the present stage of development be structured into yes/no answers or
simple numerical data. This requires a rigid structuring of the whole
decision-making process, and it presupposes that all questions of interpretation are solved and maintained for as long as the computer
programme is unaltered. If the "official" interpretation of certain rules
leaves three alternatives open, these alternatives must be reflected
in the form. The low-level clerk, who in his encounter with the client
sees a fourth possible (and sound) interpretation, has very little
chance to break the chain. In such conditions a considerable part of
the power of regulation, vested in the central authority, flows into
its system division, which is responsible for the structuring of the
decision-making process. We saw clear tendencies, both in the Inland
Revenue Administration and in the National Insurance Institution, to
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entrust their system divisions with the task of clearing up

legal am-

biguities unfavourable to the smooth functioning of a strictly logical
decision-making scheme.
Our conclusion is therefore that decision-making systems based on
EDP create an unfavourable climate for decentralization of administrative power. It will require a very strong political will to turn the
tide, and we doubt whether regional movements for "influence" and "decentralization" will be able to stand up against the alliance between
national politicians and administration planners on the central level.

THE DEMOGRAPHIC DATA BANKS

The Roman emperors counted their subjects, and rulers have done
so ever since. The number of citizens living in a town or region may
give a rough estimate of the soldiers available at any time, but the
modern state is also - and to an increasing degree - interested in
total planning of the living conditions of the inhabitants. Hence,
public centres for knowledge about the population have grown up, especially during the 20th century. It goes without saying that EDP is a
strong tool for holding and handling of such information.
Public demographic archives have a dual aim : to furnish and
maintain the population lists on which other branches of public administration base their activity, and to produce relevant statistics

for~

the planning of housing, education, communications, trade, etc. The
first task,raises no problems from the citizen's point of view.Everyone

accepts

that

members of the community must inscribe their name,

address, age and other basic data in the nation's inventory. The statistical function, however, creates serious problems in the computer
age.
There are two distinct methods of generating the statistical output from a public demographic archive : "The traditional way of preparing statistics is to collect data through a census or survey operation, and process the data once and for all to a set of tables. The
introduction of electronic data processing machines in statistical
systems has opened up for the statistical file system. The basic idea
behind this system is to identify the individual data collected by
unique and permanent identification numbers assigned to each statistical unit, and store the data in a systematic and easily accessible way.
The advantage of such a system is that data from different sources and
times can be linked at an individual unit level and contribute to the
enlightening of a number of problems which may not always be recognized
at the outset of the survey." (3)
These lines, written in 1969 by two of the leading theoreticians
of the Norwegian Central Bureau of Statistics, set out clearly the
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changes which have taken place in some countries, and which will take
place in other developed countries in the years to come. By means of
EDP, the state will keep an up-dated, operative register comprising an
ever-increasing amount of information about its citizens. The data collected through each new census - which in many countries now covers
items like education, health and housing - will add to the existing
files, and the archive will, over time, contain an extensive file, not
only of actual facts, but also of historical facts, concerning each
individual. This is no Orwellian nightmare, but a pragmatic description
of how a modern demographic archive, like the Norwegian one, operates.
Before stating the two kinds of problem which in our view are
involved in this development, let us briefly summarize the basic rules
which probably govern any such public data bank ;
a) the institution maintains absolute secrecy concerning individual data ;
b) information is

made public in statistical form only ;

c) the institution is, as part of the public administration,

sub-

jected to political decisions and guidelines emanating from
its superiors, in the last instance from the Parliament.
Now, the first kind of problem we shall deal with seems to be
connected more with the potentials than with the actual practice.

One

cannot discard economic and social planning in a modern sta e. As long
as the keepers of demographic archives live up to the standards of
secrecy, producing statistics only, they do not offend individual interest in "privacy", as defined above. The archive has, however, the
potential to furnish representatives of the state with individual records containing all the information held about each single citizen.
At present we know little about how such records can be used for the
purpose of control and manipulation, but most people are apprehensive
on this count.
The risk involved in demographic archives is therefore primarily
a political one. The democratic regime may be overthrown by forces
which do not respect the individual rights of the citizens, or the
country may be occupied by an enemy involved in total warfare against
the population. A counter-measure which lies near at hand is deliberately to reduce the amount of information collected and stored in
peace-time. Any such reduction would, however, reduce the value of the
archive for planning purposes correspondingly, and it may be difficult
to persuade politicians and administrators to sacrifice the tools of
their benevolent and beneficial activity. One should, however, not be
resigned on this point. In our view, it is of paramount importance to
consider which kind of personal information shall be stored behind the
locked doors of a demographic archive, and which shall not. Future politicians may open the doors, and an enemy may seize the archive before
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any pre-planned destruction can take place. We shall not go into detail on this point, but only suggest that the rules in future must be
based on a careful analysis of the various kinds of personal information, and the potential perils involved in having them centrally accessible during political crises. (4)
The other problem involved in public demographic archives is of
a less dramatic nature. The archive has a legal and factual monopoly
of information which serves not only planning purposes, but which may
also be very useful for social and medical research. The keepers of
the archive are consequently in a constant dilemma: either they must,
for the sake of scientific progress, give external research institutions access to their files of identifiable personal information, or
they must themselves do all the research which their material

invit~s.

The former solution will gravely endanger the general public faith in
the archives, and may thus hamper the collection of information from
the population. The latter method involves serious economic and administrative problems ; it restricts scientific freedom and may lead to
an unnecessary duplication of research facilities.
In Norway, the latent conflict between the university-based social sciences and the Central Bureau of Statistics may soon become a
serious political issue. A public commission has recommended that the
Ministry shall be empowered to authorize individual research projects,
which shall have access to the files of the CBS. Every research worker
engaged in such a project shall be bound to observe confidentiality
in the same way as the officials of the CBS, and the results of this
research shall only be made public in a manner that respects individual claims for secrecy.

(5) It is too early to say whether Parliament

will accept this slight opening of the door to the secrets of the public , demographic archive.

CONTROL OF CITIZENS

Every administration tries to improve its efficiency. "Efficiency"
may mean many things. It can denote the amount of work done for a "given amount of money, it can have a bearing on the conditions under
which the work is carried out - in pleasant buildings by a well-adapted
staff. We shall use the word in a way that has something to do with
the fulfilment of the goals set up for that administration by the legislator. An "efficient" administration is one which distributes benefits or collects contributions in such a manner that the rules become
efficient in as many of the factual situations on which they have a
bearing as possible. In other words : the police shall find and prosecute as many as possible of the persons who have violated the Penal
Code ; the prophylactic medical service shall analyse individual
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symptoms at large in order to find, treat and cure as many as possible of the persons representing a latent health risk ; the Inland Revenue Administration shall ensure that income tax is levied on as much
of the money coming under the legal definition of "income" as pos sible.
To every administrative purpose there is a corresponding administration branch.

(Or one branch performs several jobs that are to some

degree related to each other.) As shown by other authors, especially
Klaus Lenk, this division of the entire state administration into separate branches provides a very valuable protection of "privacy interests".

(6) Each branch must collect and store its own information,

and it will hardly be tempted to build up extensive archives for information that

is not directly relevant for the task to be peTformed.

And, above all : one branch cannot take into account the way in which
the individual client has behaved towards another branch

"You cannot

cut off the electricity supply for the man who doesn't pay his income
tax".

It is contended that the computer may wipe out the boundaries

between the various agencies of state power. Any kind of administration, be it for purposes of distribution or collection, may be infinitely more "efficient" (in the sense indicated above) if it can draw
on a common fund of information concerning the citizens. This entails
serious threats to liberty and freedom.
We agree that this is perhaps the gravest problem facing us in a
computerized world. We do not think, however, that the essence of the
problem has been fully grasped in the debate on privacy. Nor is i t a
new problem. Exchange of information between branches of state administration has always taken place, and the telephone probably counted
for almost as much in this practice as the computer will do. It is easy,
but not quite fair, to blame the computer for evils that we see turning up. Here, as elsewhere, the computer simply magnifies the latent
problems of the activities to which we apply EDP.
In our view, the remedies do not lie in prohibiting administrative computer systems, nor in limiting their use, but in defining and
strengthening the concept of "rule of law". Measures which purport to
regulate the use of computers will be grossly inadequate if we fail
to consider the basic administrative principles.
Daily experience shows that no computers are necessary for the
abuse of state power towards the individual. Abuses must be decided
on by human beings, transgressing their legally or morally defined
competence. When computers enter a branch of an administration they
will tend to establish the "rule of computer", which is a rigid and
primitive, but extremely consistent version of the "rule of law". This
is confirmed by our experience with the two branches of Norwegian administration: systems for automated decision-making come first, and
nobody is thinking of "data banks" where omnipotent administrators can
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search for spicy and injurious informations about the clients.
"Rule of law" means firstly that the legislator defines the facts
that must be proven in order to release a certain legal consequence,
and, secondly, that the prescribed order is upheld by the courts or
other control mechanisms. In principle the legislator has a

free hand.

If he prescribes that atheiits shall not be admitted to the State
University, it may be a bad and unsound law, but the form used for the
automated university admission system must contain a square through
which the computer can recognize, and expel, the atheists. Now, some
atheists may be tempted to cheat, saying, for instance, that they are
active Catholics or Protestants. Such attempts are very easy to detect
if you have a complete file of the popUlation containing data on
church membership, provided that you are willing to use these data for
controlling applicants to the university,
The question may be formulated in this way : shall we have a
"slack" or a "tight" administration, shall the citizen be allowed to
play different roles, for instance when he declares his health in order to obtain social security benefits and when he declares i t in order to obtain public employment ? This is an important political issue.
In the last instance it must be decided by Parliament, but one cannot
set one universal standard for all branches of administration in this
respect. In Norway today, regular electronic exchange of data concerning health and economy takes place between, inter alia, the Inland
Revenue Administration, the National Insurance Institution, the Directorate for Seamen and the Housing Subvention Administration.

It is

characteristic of these fields that the administration in question is
bound to make a great number of decisions, with a reasonable

degr~e

of accuracy according to criteria prescribed by statute. The "rule of
law" probably dominates all these sectors, in spite of a relatively
high degree of cross-checking of personal information.
In other situations, where the decisions to be taken are fewer
and less structured, exchange of information by computer is not practised or even allowed . When deciding on applications for public employment, it would be considered illegal if the agency in question
scanned the tax and social security files in order to get a broader
picture of the applicants. Here "rule of law" seems to presuppose a
relatively restricted cross-checking.
The legislator, when defining an

administrative task and setting

up a body to execute it, must consequently take great care to define
a) what personal information may legally be taken into consideration (is "relevant and appropriate", cf. above p. 69).
b) from what sources and through what channels such information
shall be collected.
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From the individual's point of view, both questions are important, and
both are related to the "rule of law" aspect. The first question has
to do with material law . It is misuse of power to take into consideration individual data that the legislator has deemed irrelevant.

The

second question concerns administrative procedures. The means for collecting information may be of some importance for the accuracy and
reliability of the information gathered (though it is highly improbable that an administration in the long run will use "cheap" but correspondingly inaccurate data). The main importance of the second question lies, however, in the fact that it defines the control measures
that may legally be applied. If much control is authorized, the administration will be a "tight" one, offering little possibility for the
citizens to play double roles. Whether this should be considered a
positive or negative achievement must be left for Parliaments to decide, in accordance with the general political views prevailing among
the population.
To uphold the rule of law in many ways become easier in the
computer age. The computer is terribly consistent, and cannot - as
opposed to human beings - do anything without rendering a clear account
of what it does. The political threats involved in evil-minded people
misusing data banks for evil purposes have been stated above. The
threats involved in establishing computerized administrative bodies
are in our view grossly exaggerated. On the contrary, the computer
makes it possible and necessary to analyse every bit of work done by
the administration, and to ask the legislator if he wants that kind
of work to be done.

POLICY-MAKING AND CONTROL

In the preceding sections we have in many places underlined the
importance of "carving out a philosophy", "making decisions on a political level", "encouraging public engagement in administrative development", etc. If we had seen today the contours of such a philosophy,
if we had known for certain what decisions it would be expedient to
make, and what interests the public ought to pursue, we would probably
have been able to recommend fairly definite measures on the part of
society, in order to support a desirable development. As it is, we do
not know the direction of the development, and consequently we must
restrict ourselves to asking which measures may be expedient for keeping as many roads as possible open, and for ensuring that future policy-makers have a better basis for reaching their decisions than we
have today.
In the present situation there are three intermediate goals that
should, in our view, direct our practical efforts :
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a) we should take seriously the public uneasiness about "computers and privacy" ;
b) we should try to bring to the surface as many questions of
principle as possible, and submit them to political decisionif necessary, provisionally ;
c) we should keep a very sharp eye on what administrators are in
fact doing, both in the public and the private sector, and
make them keep strictly to the existing rules.
The main reason for public uneasiness is probably widespread
ignorance. Most people know little about administrative procedures,
and even less about computers. But very many have read Orwell's "1984"
and have, with good reason, been alarmed by the perspectives which he
conjures up. What they forget, however, is that it requires evil people to make evil politics ; unscrupulous

rulers may abuse

co~puters

as well as police brigades, political indoctrination and concentration
camps. People know from bitter experience how these kindsof tools work
and they are able to distinguish, at least roughly, between "police
brigades" and street corner policemen, between "political indoctrination" and sound political activity, between "concentration camps" and
prisons for criminals. When it comes to computers, the public at large
knows very little about their potentialities for administrative purposes. The most urgent and important task in the present situation is
to help the ordinary citizen to distinguish between evil and beneficial use of computers. This would of course not eliminate every public
worry in this field ; many people are manifestly against the way police and prisons are used in democratic states, and likewise, there
would be many different opinions as to the proper use of computers.
Politics have their roots in public debate, and sound politics grow
out of enlightened debate. We think, therefore, that the computer people and the administrative planners have very great responsibilities
as regards enlightening the public. But as such specialists are paid
to do a practical job, not to teach the public, the state should, in
our view, take organisational steps to promote the common insight into administrative computerization.
Out of an enlightened and diversified public debate will come
political decisions. Politicians - at least those who come into power
through public elections - are always concerned with the same issues
as their supporters, and they will direct much of their political
activity towards such fields as the public at large consider important.
However, politicians depend heavily on the administration to furnish
them with insight, arguments and alternatives. If the administration
does not submit valid answers to problems causing public unrest the
relationship of trust between administration and politicians may suffer.

So there is, in our view, strong reasons for the administration

to keep an open eye on the public debate, and explicitly submit to
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political decision such questions as concern the public. It should
also encourage such research activities as may bring to light the principal issues.
That planners and administrators should strictly observe the principles and rules confirmed by political decisions needs no justification. This is all the more important as computerization leads to rigid
administrative systems which can subsequently be amended only at great
cost. Furthermore, many of the basic principles are as yet politically
undecided, but any system to be implemented must necessarily be based
on a number of decisions of principle. Therefore someone should, in
our view, keep a close eye on what is going on and sound the alarm,
not only when rules and regulations are broken, but also when.a basic
principle needs political confirmation or re-definition.
These three purposes - the enlightenment of the public, the clarification of the political issues, and keeping track of the administrative development - are in fact closely related to one another.
Measures to promote one of them are likely to further one or both of
the others. When it comes to the practical steps to be taken, several
roads are open. The essential remedy must be to secure that there are
sufficiently independent and efficient public organs to pursue the
goals mentioned. To this end the authorities should, in our opinion,
not hesitate to take efficient organisational measures.
Whether the tasks should be performed by.one single agency, or
the responsibility divided between several organs, is an organisational
question to which we have no definite answer. There is a tendency to
lodge the functions of watchfulness and control with a newly estab~
lished sort of ombudsman (Sweden,Hesse). This is probably necessary, as
control purposes can best be pursued by entirely independent bodies.
But it presupposes that the functions of research, enlightenment of
the public debate and clarification of political issues are not neglected. In these latter respects, the public organs responsible for planning and administrative rationalization may also play an important
role. It may be objected that an organ which is responsible for administrative development should not be given the task of checking that
development, as this will create conflicting roles. We are not convinced that the roles must necessarily come into conflict with one
another. Initiating research, contributing to a high-level public debate and offering alternative solutions of principles to the politicians are activities that may easily be combined with the responsibility for developing computer systems in administration.
Regardless of whether the tasks are allocated to one single, independent body, or distributed among several public instances, there
will be great need to co-ordinate activities. It is hardly possible to
tell when control of the development ends and research into that same
development begins ; both activities will unveil the problems of
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principle and furnish the arguments for an enlightened public debate.
The tasks of co-ordination and of feeding new ideas into the day-today activities could in our view best be performed by some standing
public commission comprising administrators, politicians, social scientists, computer people and "ordinary citizens". Such models have proved workable in other fields, where long-range questions of policy and
legislation have been placed under permanent supervision.
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4. ESTABLISHING INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURES TO MONITOR
AND ENFORCE DATA PROTECTION
by S. Simitis
University of Frankfurt (Germany)

WAYS OF APPROACH

For quite a long time discussions on data protection gave the
impression of more or less purely academic disputes. In more than one
country a growing number of scholars discovered their interest for
rescuing privacy from what at first seemed to be the unavoidable consequences of modern technology. However, things changed abruptly when
- governments stopped merely acknowledging national and international
appeals to protect human personality and decided that time for

leg~s

lative action had come. Both the Swedish and German examples, the
first of a series of laws which can be expected in the next few years,
underline the necessity of a statutory approach but point also in
spite of their fundamental differences to the imperative need for institutionalized structures of control. In other words, no legislator
has up to now considered statutory regulation of data protection as a
mere declaration of general principles,the application of which is
within the discretion of those who own information systems. On the
contrary, any attempt to develop statutory rules is at the same time
an attempt to enforce specific control instrumentalities.
Control, however, in the case of data protection is a rather ambiguous term. Nobody will of course deny the importance of mechanisms
guaranteeing strict supervision of information practices. But in the
case of information systems the law is not dealing with well-known
and more or less unchangeable facts. The computer problem is not only,
as the Younger Commission(*)has put it, one of apprehensions and fears,
and not so much of facts and figures, it also confronts the legislator with a constant change of techniques. The basic fact, the collection and storage of personal data, may remain the same ; the methods
are permanently altered. Efficient control presupposes therefore extremely flexible rules equal to dealing with the modifications of information systems. Hence control means far more than simply supervision;it is first of all an attempted anticipation of future developments

*

Report of the Committee on Privacy (1972), p. 179.
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of the information machinery. All instrumentalities proposed must, if
they really want to give data protection a serious chance, be able
not only to detect infringements but also to exercise policY-settingfunctions. Their chief task consists in considering all given standards as necessary but provisory rules. Control instrumentalities have
to ensure their application and work at the same time for new and
better ones. Whether a control scheme is acceptable or not depends
therefore on its ability to combine both aspects, efficient supervision and continuous planning.
Though the necessity for control has been scarcely contested
there is no unanimous or even prevalent opinion on the means that
should be adopted. Various solutions have been suggested. They may
nevertheless be divided into two broad categories, self-regulation and
control by specific state agencies. In the first case state intervention is accepted but strictly limited: the task of the law consists
merely in formulating security standards while the responsibility for
their application is left to those who own or operate an information
system. In the latter case it is up to the government to develop rules
and institutional means enforcing data protection.
This attempt to distinguish the different means of control should
not be understood in the sense of an alternative, the choice of one
approach excluding automatically the other. Its purpose is only to
allow a better appreciation of the clearly distinct policies behind
the two approaches, and thus facilitate the choice of the appropriate
instrumentalities.

THE FALLACY OF SELF-REGULATION

Self-regulation is probably the most popular of the different
control schemes discussed so

far. One of the reasons for the impor-

tance attached to voluntary safeguards is certainly the widespread
aversion for any further expansion of state bureaucracy. The control
of information systems may seem indispensable ; its value becomes dubious whenever it leads to the development of new branches of an already
proliferous public administration. It is therefore thought that state
agencies should not be established before it has been really proved
that all other means fail to ensure the necessary protection. Hence
the alleged priority of self-regulation is not so much the result of a
thorough examination of information problems but far more of the general belief that the smaller the degree of government intervention
the better the proposed solution. Furthermore voluntary safeguards not
only weaken sensibly the links to public administration , they also
reduce the cost and permit the development of forms of control which
do not jeopardise the equally necessary advances in technology. Costs
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are obviously one of the arguments most frequently used in connection
with all projects for better data protection. And again, as in the case
of bureaucracy, the less expensive means seem to be by far the better
ones. Once control is left to the systems owner there is of course no
additional cost for the state, and, too, the systems owner can deliberately

choose methods guaranteeing an economically acceptable burden.

Probably the best expression of this idea is to be found in the German
draft for a federal data protection law (§ 4). According to this draft
the systems owner must take the necessary technical and organisational
measures against probable abuses. Nevertheless he can only be expected
to take measures the cost of which is "appropriate".
As to the advances in technology, data protection has very often
been described as a serious danger to any further developments. Regulations of the information practices amount in this view to an obvious
restriction of all attempts to ameliorate the existing techniques or
to replace them by new ones. The German draft shows that such arguments
annoy even legislators. The draft repeatedly underlines that statutory
regulation should by all means avoid creating obstacles to progress
in technology. Once more the advantages of voluntary safeguards seem
to be evident. Since no one has a greater interest in technological
improvements than the systems owner, it should also be left to him to
determine which security measures are really compatible with a constant
amelioration of the information system.
Self-regulation is however by no means an exclusive task of the
systems owner. Once priority is given to voluntary safeguards one other
group of persons at least is obliged to ensure satisfactory protection.
The security of personal information depends equally on the existence
of rules affecting the activity of any person operating the information system. Self-regulation has therefore two distinct aspects. It
includes specific rules for all those who own an information system as
well as a particular professional discipline.
The most striking feature of proposals favouring self-regulation
is the concept of the "responsible person". The idea is neither new
nor typical of data protection. Ever since the law began to impose
detailed security standards the question arose of whether it would not
be useful to determine at the same time the persons responsible for
the application of these rules. The "responsible person" is in this
sense a person particularly well qualified to ensure that the principlesenounced by the legislator are complied with. The history of auditing is one of the most interesting examples for the gradual admission of such a concept. It can also be found in regulations like the
British Mine and Quarries Act or the German Law for the Protection of
the Environment. In all these cases the law concentrates the task of
securing the enforcement of the statutory principles on persons clearly
distinct from the management and not encumbered by any other commitments
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within the firm.
It is therefore not surprising that the Younger Commission as
well as the drafts in Western Germany and Austria for federal data
protection laws referred to the "responsible person". According to the
Younger Commission each user of a computer should appoint a

supervisory

officer. His duties would be mainly connected with functions like the
translation of the designed system into programmes of instruction to the
machine installation, the operation of the installation itself, the
safeguarding of information in transit between the user and the computer service, the nature and extent of security provisions to be incorporated into the information systems. The German draft defines the
duties in a very similar way but provides for a responsible person
only when information systems are used within the private sector for
strictly private purposes. In other words the "responsible person" is
considered as an adequate means of control as long as the owner of the
system does not intend to use it commercially for transmitting information to third persons. From the point of view of the German draft,
systems designed to serve purely internal purposes are less dangerous.
Insofar means of control like the responsible person are clearly bound
up with a certain degree of risk. Whenever this degree is exceeded
other and better control schemes are needed.
Even if the restriction of the German draft is accepted it seems
doubtful whether the responsible person concept really ensures efficient protection. First of all it must not be forgotten that the person
in charge of the security provisions belongs to the enterprise owning
the information system. He is in fact one of its employees. Data protection leads however inevitably to conflicts with the loyalty due to
his employer. The German draft openly acknowledges this situation but
it leaves it to him to decide, for instance, whether his employer's
legitimate interests demand a change of stored data and the persons
concerned have no interests worth being protected. It would not be at
all surprising if the responsible person tends to consider the wishes
of his firm as quite legitimate. As an insider he will choose criteria
for his evaluation which are necessarily influenced by the activities
and purposes of the firm. The responsible person can therefore never
act as an impartial outsider. To expect him to play such a role is
unrealistic. No legislator can ignore the links created by his position
and rely on his judgement. Data protection has to take the conflicts
resulting from the employee-relationship into consideration and not
operate with the fiction of impartial responsible persons.
It is not enough to use other parts of the law for developing
means of control like the concept of the responsible person ; the

expe~

rience made in these other parts should equally be born in mind. Auditing,
too, was at first considered as a task for responsible persons chosen
amongst the shareholders or even the managers of the company. But once
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the conflicting interests became clear an increasing number of laws
reduced the powers of the company to the election of strictly independent auditors. The lack of any connections with the company

seemed

to be the essential condition for their impartiality.
This does not necessarily mean that the legislator must abandon
the responsible person concept. He has only to be aware of its clearly
restricted value. Responsible persons are no more than additional means
of control. They may help to establish a constant contact between controlling authorities and the controlled firms and enable the controlling
agencies to obtain direct the information needed. This is clearly the
case in the Austrian draft though it only concerns public administration. The "responsible person" is again one of the employees but he
has to report at least once a year to the ombudsman charged with data
protection.
At the same time the legislator may provide for responsible persons as a means of internal organizational structure guaranteeing a
higher degree of transparence for security measures. The legislator
would thus underline the importance of the security standards by obliging the owners of information systems to appoint special officers. In
no case, however, does the existence of responsible persons make other,
external measures of control superfluous.
The claim for professional discipline reflects the conviction that
persons operating information systems represent a particular class of
employees because of the specific power given to them by the instrument
they work with. The professional rules countervail the social and
political influence which can be exercised by these persons. Anyone
concerned by these rules should not only be aware of the systems owner
interests but also of the necessity to respect the privacy of all persons affected by the operation of the system.
A few very general remarks appear necessary in order to understand
better the functions of institutionalized control agencies.
Assuming that there really exists such a thing as a clearly distinct and consistent group of persons operating information systems,
the law might have an interest in a professional code. At least the
British example shows that it is quite possible to work out such rules.
Nevertheless the different proposals for a professional discipline
seem after a close study to have no other function than to ensure a
higher self-appraisal and a better self-protection. The members of the
profession affirm by these rules their social concern and declare that
they have exemplary standards. They underline their obligation to behave
with integrity, act with complete discretion and avoid commitments conflicting with their duties. Certainly none of these principles will be
criticized. But it seems rather doubtful whether such platitudinous
propositions are of any help. Nowhere it is clearly stated what really
guarantees that conflicts between interests of the systems owner or of
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the profession on the one side and those of the persons concerned by
the information on the other will not be solved to the detriment of
the latter. Even the most perfect knowledge of computer techniques
does not secure a respect for privacy. Skill and detailed knowledge of
the information practices may on the contrary lead to solutions safeguarding better information and not to restrictions of the storage or
dissemination of personal data. Moreover experience shows that appeals
to fairness are in fact only means of protecting the profession against
any allegations.
Professional discipline therefore confronts data protection with
a situation comparable to self-regulation by the systems owner. In
both cases protection is left to persons with specific personal interests clearly distinguished from those of the persons concerned by the
storage of personal data. In both cases the conflict of interests minimizes the chances of efficient protection. Self-regulation thus proves
once more to be at best an auxiliary measure. The legislator might
turn to professional standards as a further way of ensuring data protection but he cannot rely on professional discipline as the sole way
to safeguard privacy. The necessity for strictly independent control
agencies again becomes apparent.
Furthermore, even if both forms of self-regulation ensure supervision to a certain extent, they are a serious obstacle to accomplishing
the planning task inherent in all control in the case of data protection. Information practices remain a more or less private affair. Selfregulation cuts the legislator off from the knowledge of new information
techniques, modified organizational structures and changes of the information market. Without such knowledge regulation risks becoming
rapidly obsolete. To the legislator flexibility is a measure of selfprotection. If he really wants to ensure the practical value of his
rules, he needs control schemes permitting him constant adaptation.
Both aspects, efficient supervision and flexible reaction to changing
information practices underline, therefore, the necessity for mechanisms
guaranteeing a control free from any conflict of interest due to the
relation between the controlled persons and institutions.

THE INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH

Data protection by state agencies is very often dealt with in
terms of choice between the several possible types of instrumentalities.
The discussion then amounts to a reflection on models like the data
ombudsman introduced by the data protection law of the state of Hesse
in Federal Germany or the specific agency provided by the Swedish law.
It seems, however, preferable before entering into the organizational
details to try to work out the leading principles of an efficient
88
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control. Which of the various models should be chosen is in fact a

ques-

tion which can only answered if the premises of data protection are
clear. The problem is therefore not solved by abandoning self-regulation
in favour of some type of state interference. Because state activity
has a very definite purpose, the safeguard of privacy, it is bound to
certain conditions directly connected with the particular aspects of
data protection.
Control is not restricted to the public or the private sector.
Control institutions have therefore to supervise both the public and
the private administration. Their only concern is the storage and
dissemination of personal data irrespective of the fact that the information systems may be owned by public or private organisations. The
wide range of control activities necessitates the highest possible
degree of independence for the controlling agency. Even if the agency
belongs nominally to the public administration its status cannot be
defined according to the principles normally governing public administration.
Though independence has repeatedly been acknowledged as one of
the most important premises for an efficient control, little has been
done to guarantee it. Obviously many legislators reluctantly consider
the idea of giving a particularly privileged status to a new branch of
public administration. A notable exception is the already-mentioned
Data Protection Act of the State of Hesse. The ombudsman for data
protection is directly attached to parliament. The legislator has thus
clearly distinguished between government and data protection. The close
relationship between parliament and ombudsman should shield the latter
from all kinds of pressure on the part of the public administration.
At the same time the obligation to report annually to parliament gives
the legislator the opportunity to modify the security standards. However,
i t must not be overlooked that the ombudsman has no powers of direct
interference. In fact his intervention is more or less reduced to a
public protest. The question therefore is whether the attachment to
parliament permits resistance to pressures in cases also where the
controlling agency is entitled to interfere.
Nevertheless the right to nominate the chief executives of the
controlling agency should in any case be reserved to parliament. Furthermore the legislator should give them a status comparable to that
of judges. This is probably the dominant idea of the otherwise very
incomplete draft submitted in 1972 to the Belgian parliament. The draft
provides for a special tribunal, "Chambre de controle de I' electronique", which in fact has to a large extent purely administrative functions. However, because of the specific character of the duties of
control, the authors of the draft thought it necessary to choose a
form securing inaependence. The qualification as a tribunal is therefore only in the sense of allowing the utmost protection against any
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form of pressure. A similar idea is to be found in the Control of Personal Information Bill reintroduced in 1972 in the House of Commons
by Mr. Leslie Huckfield. Even if there are serious doubts as to whether
an additional judicial body is really the appropriate way of control,
it cannot be denied that both bills demonstrate clearly the importance
of an independent agency for data protection.
The choice of adequate means for safeguarding independence is of
course linked to specific structures of law in every country. Once
therefore independence has been retained as an indispensable principle
it is up to the national legislator to define the best possible solution. Nevertheless it should not be overlooked that data protection is
scarcely comparable to the tasks fulfilled up to now by the different
branches of public administration. It necessitates therefore not only
new rules but also new instrumentalities. The use of old frames designed for other purposes may very soon prove to be a serious obstacle
to a satisfactory control.
The independent control agency should have access to all personal
data stored by any public or private organisation. The opposite idea
is to be found in the draft for a German federal law. It provides a
control agency for cases in which private organisations use information
systems commercially to transmit personal data to third persons. Such
distinctions may at first seem quite understandable. The dangers of
information systems have in more than one country been demonstrated
by investigating the activities of organisations which, like credit
bureaus, are from the very beginning interested in selling the data
they collect. Nevertheless it is already very difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish between third persons and insiders. Combined
enterprises illustrate the difficulties. If an insurance company prow:..~---

vides information to a travel agency owned by the same person one can
hardly speak of an outsider. And this becomes quite impossible when,
for instance, a credit bureau belongs to a small number of banks and
deliberately restricts itself to informing its owners only. Moreover
such distinctions have no other effect than to stimulate fraudulent
strategies. Once

the principle has been adopted that control should

be less strict whenever insiders are informed, nearly every owner of
an information system will do his best to present all the beneficiaries
of his services as pure insiders.
But even where no distinctions exist it is not quite clear whether
a control agency really has unlimited access to all information systems. The possible limits appear when the -individual's right to inform
himself on any data concerning his person is discussed. Nearly all laws
and proposales admit that certain data collections are always exempted.
Police, army and security services data banks are the commonest examples. The problem is, however, whether this restriction should also
apply to the controlling agency. Control must ensure the enforcement
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of security standards. There may be good reasons for denying information to the

i~ividual

in certain cases. But there is no reason what-

soever to abSDlve any data bank from the obligation to observe security
standards. Once this fundamental difference is acknowledged, the necessity for control becomes evident. As long as self-regulation is not
considered an adequate means of control, the idea prevails that there
is no information system where infringements are totally excluded. It
is the task of controlling authorities to minimize the infringement
danger irrespective of the controlled information system. Besides,
protection becomes even more necessary when, as in the case of the
examples cited, the collection includes primarily particularly sensitive
personal data.
The case of the data banks not subjected to the individual's information rights shows that there is a close connection between the
rights granted by almost all data protection laws and proposals and
the establishment of controlling authorities. One of the main raisons
d'§tre of such agencies is obviously to complete the control by the
persons concerned themselves. Furthermore it is fairly easy to imagine
situations where it may even be in the interests of the persons concerned to conceal certain data. One has only to think of medical information. If there is no controlling authority it becomes almost impossible to find out whether there really was a legitimate reason for
denying information. Denial should therefore be combined with the
obligation to inform the controlling authority.
Efficient control presupposes continuous and exhaustive information.
Security standards can only be enforced if the authority possesses an
overall view of the existing systems. Since according to most proposals
no system should operate without a licence from the control agency,
licensing becomes the decisive means for getting the

n~cessary

details.

But at the same time the authority is usually given the right to revoke,
suspend or renew the licence. Furthermore, the agency can combine the
licence with specific obligations. What at first appeared as a simple
instrument of information was thus gradually transformed into a most
effective method of control. Nevertheless the original idea shows
clearly why control agencies were most of the time also described as
registrars. The registering function is a precondition for supervision.
Though licensing is more or less generally accepted there is again
a tendency to restrict it to private information systems. The draft
for a German federal law is not the only example. The Canadian studies*
seem to hesitate when it comes to the extension of licensing to public
administration. The Swedish law starts by affirming that all informations systems need a permit from the Data Inspection Board but adds
* See, e.g. J.M.Sharp, Regulatory Models, A Study for the Privacy ~nd
Computers Task Force, Department of Communications - Department of
Justlce, p. 16.
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instantly that the King or the Parliament have the right to establish
unregistered systems. All these restrictions and hesitations are typical of the attitude of public administration. Whenever control crosses
the frontiers of state activity objections are raised. Supervision is
felt as an intrusion which should be eliminated as much as possible.
However, information on storage and dissemination does not cease

to

be important because the systems are used by the state. Privacy cannot
be safeguarded as long as any part of public or private administration
enjoys privileges. Such a privilege would be granted if licensing was
reduced to private information systems. The government may not need
registration to find out who uses information

system~,

at least within

public administration. But licensing is not introduced to augment the
knowledge of the government,

its purpose is exclusively to inform the

control agency and to enable it to follow the activities of every system.
The control agency should have the right to interfere directly
whenever the security standards are not observed. Once licensing is
established interventions in order to prevent, for instance, any further
infringements of the security regulations seem inevitable. Nevertheless
laws like the Data Protection Act of the State of Hesse have deliberately rejected the idea of an interfering power. They rely instead on
the pressure of public opinion. Since the ombudsman for data protection
is absolutely free to attract the attention of the public to certain
information practices it may well be that the reactions will force the
systems owner to revise his attitude. However, this_assumption can only
be understood if the limited field of the ombudsman's activity is considered. His control functions are reduced to the activities of public
administration. The influence of public opinion has therefore to be
seen in connection with the particular position of state agencies.
Government is probably more inclined than private enterprises to reconsider practices which are publicly criticised. The solution adopted
by the law of Hesse may thus help in a considerable number of cases.
But even within public administration there are limits to this attitude.
Whenever

the criticised information practices concern crucial points

of the government's policy the administration will at least be tempted
to find ways permitting any change to be avoided. Furthermore experience
shows that every time government shows proof of a remarkable resistance
to the pressure of public opinion, the data at·stake are particularly
sensitive.
Control agencies can therefore not be deprived of the right to
interfere directly. Such a right is far more than a means of correcting
infringements. The evaluation of surveillance by the institutions controlled depends to a great extent on the power of interference. The
knowledge that the agency may intervene at any moment is probably by
far the most important condition for ensuring its acknowledgment and
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the efficiency of its work.
The rights suggested have often led to severe criticism. It is
feared that the agency will thus acquire excessive power. Indeed, licensing and especially the different modalities of direct intervention,
may easily develop into instruments permitting strict direction of all
information efforts. The unlimited power of the control agency must
not in fact be the price of the protection of privacy.
The power problem is however a question which can be solved by
careful statutory regulation. The legislator should not restrain himself to the establishment of the agency. Once the necessity for certain
elementary control rights is accepted, the conditions under which these
rights might be exercised must be clearly formulated. The real source
of danger lies in regulations granting the control agency unqualified
discretion. It is not the task of the agency to clarify the purposes
of statutory regulation or to determine the cases in which information
systems must be considered a threat to privacy. The agency must always
operate within a frame of pre-established standards which can only
be altered by the legislator.
This is certainly not easy in an area where constant technical
development can be met only by continuous improvements in standards.
But the independence of the control agency, its linkage with parliament
and its planning function enable it to address the legislator at any
time and ask for the necessary changes. Exactitude may not always be a
feature of statutory regulation ; in cases like this it becomes crucial.
The legislator bears the responsibility for protecting individual privacy but also for developing instruments which do not shift the power
from expanding information systems to an uncontrolled control agency.
Precise rules and parliamentary surveillance are the basic elements of
balance between the control of information systems and the power of
the control agency.
Independence, licensing, continuous supervision, immediate interference in the case of infringements and permanent planning for an
amelioration of the security standards are conditions which can only
be fulfilled by a specific agency with a qualified permanent staff.
This is already the case in Sweden. In some other countries, as, for
instance, Austria, the idea has been supported of adding data protection to the normal functions of an ombudsman serving public complaints.
As far as independence is concerned there are no objections. However
the decisive question is whether the organizational means at the disposal of the ombudsman are really sufficient to permit efficient data
protection. If this is guaranteed the ombudsman may very well become
the administrative basis of surveillance.*
It has also been suggested that the licensing function should be

*Ibid.
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separated from the disciplinary task, in order to avoid the

impression

that the control agency acts not only as prosecutor but equally as a
judge. Whether it is really necessary depends in the final count on
the specific legal framework of the countries concerned. Nevertheless
decisions of the control agency cannot possibly be exempted from the
jurisdiction of the courts. Disciplinary measures should therefore be
left to the board which decides on licensing. Cartel law in more than
one country offers convincing precedents.
Even if the importance of specific agencies as a control means
is accepted, institutionalized instrumentalities are always one out
of two indispensable elements of a convincing control system. The powers of the control agency must necessarily be completed by rights
given to the subjects of the information. Nobody has probably a greater
interest in correct information and nobody will therefore prove more
eager to detect infringements provided adequate and continuous notification of the personal data stored is given.
However, none of these elements will really work if they are not
accompanied by changes in the attitude of both public and private administration. As long as information systems are considered exclusively
from the angle of efficiency, administration will prefer to develop
strategies undermining data protection instead of enforcing it. The
application of security standards presupposes the consciousness of the
importance of privacy. Data protection is therefore not only a question
of security standards but possibly even more a problem .of the willingness
of both public and private administration to accept their social responsibility. The law may be able to present a convincing regulation but
it cannot ensure the appropriate mentality. The claim to safeguard privacy appears thus to most people as a claim to re-consider the role of
administration in a society characterized by the necessity for producing constantly new and better information systems which at the same
time create some of the greatest dangers threatening its members.
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5. ENTERING THE ERA OF DATABANK REGULATION

AND HOW WE GOT THERE
by A. Westin
Professor,Columbia University (United States)

INTRODUCTION
To understand the choices of regulatory philosophy, rules and
procedures that advanced industrial nations confront in responding to
the computers-and-privacy issue, we need an historical and sociological
perspect i ve.
a) first, let us trace the way the privacy issue moved from an
elite concern in the 1950's to a topic of broad social discussion and some popular alarm, by the late 1960's and early
1970's;
b) second, let us see how the organisational and political dimensions of the "databank threat" were subjected to empirical
measurement by scholarly studies and parliamentary commissions,
primarily in the early 1970's, and note.the high consensus that
emerged on the true dimensions of the problem
c) third, let us identify the main approaches to governmental
regulation that have emerged by 1974, and the elements of similarity and diversity that these seem to present ;
d) finally, let us understand clearly the key tasks that should
be performed in the next decade of the databanks-and-privacy
problem, if we are to reconcile with intelligence the interest
of organisational planning and administration, provision of
social and business services, and protection of citizen liberties that are at stake here.

IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM
For the most part, demands for legal protection of a right to
personal privacy have traditionally been made by elite groups in modern democracies: by political and cultural dissenters, by celebrities
seeking some respite from intrusive cameramen and reporters, and by
intellectual elements. For the poor, privacy was generally not available as a social condition nor was it a primary social objective,
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compared with more basic needs. The aspect of the Western political
tradition that did provide a link between interests of the elites and
the middle and poorer classes, and provided a kind of historical alliance of a modest sort, was the role of privacy rights and their protection as a limit upon governmental power, particularly the exercise
of arbitrary and intrusive authority by the police, the tax collector,
and the regulatory agencies. By the post World War II decades - the
1940's and 1950's - privacy had become a respected but distinctly minority cause in Western parliamentary systems, associated with becoming government power within its proper constitutional bounds.
The enlargement of the privacy issue began in the early 1960's.
Alarms were sounded in many Western nations over the threats that
"cold war" applications of new electronic and optical technologies
might pose to the existential capacity of individuals to enjoy privacy
as a basic condition. My book, Privacy and Freedom (1967), classified
these threats in terms of physical surveillance (the micro-miniaturized
listening and watching devices)

; psychological surveillance (improved

sensors and tests for uncovering people's emotional states and psychological outlooks)

; and data surveillance (the growth of large-scale

organisational record systems controlling access to rights, benefits,
and opportunities in a complex society, and the new power of computers
to collect, store, process and distribute personal data).
a) Though the physical and psychological surveillance issues remain important, it was the computer that was soon recognized and rightly so - as the most important and pervasive of the
new technological forces with a great potentiality for transforming society ;
b) Thus, a literature of social alarm swept through the democratic
nations in the mid-1960's and early 1970's, like responsive
rings on the common, electronic line that Marshall McLuhan was
saying now connected (or was re-connecting) the culture of
post-industrial society. To name only a sample of the books
published, there were in the United States The Privacy Invaders
(1964) and The Naked Society (1964), Privacy and Freedom (1967)
and The Assault on Privacy (1972); in Britain, The Data Bank
Society (1970); in Australia, The Private Man (1969); in France,
Privacy and the Law (1971); in the Netherlands, the dramatically titled Data Bank or Data Beast (1973); in Japan, The
Crisis of Privacy (1973); in West Germany, Databanks and Personal Rights (1972); and in Norway, Government Data Banks and
the Protection of Personal Privacy (1972);
c) Alongside these books went articles in the press and features
on television; parliamentary inquiries into various invasionsof-privacy issues; privacy conferences sponsored by legal
groups and civil liberties associations; and considerable
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activities at the international level, in organisations such
as UNESCO, the UN Human Rights Commission and OECD. The taking
of population censuses in many nations in 1969, 1970 and 1971
served as a focus for popular debates, as did efforts in many
nations to install or augment personal identification numbers;
d) By the early 1970's, the alarm literature had identified computerization as the major technological threat to privacy,
and had developed a broad consensus that there were three
"inevitable" consequences of automating personal records in
the organisational world that threatened traditional conditions
and expectations as to privacy in record-keeping :
i)

Computers would lead organisations to collect more detailed and sensitive personal data than had been feasible or cost-effective for such organisations to collect
previously ;

ii)

The widespread use of computers would make it easier to
exchange personal data among computerized organisations,
and this would erode the separation of personal data

;

iii) Computerization would facilitate the creation of secret
files and information flows about people.

THE MOVE TO EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

In the early 1970's, the databank issue had become sufficiently
visible so that government commissions and private scholarly inquiries
were set up to investigate the problem and assess the dangers presented.
For example, Canada set up a task force on computers and privacy under
its federal departments of justice and communications. Great Britain
created a Parliamentary committee on the privacy issue as a whole and
Sweden convened a commission on public access, secrecy and privacy.
The French Conseil d'Etat prepared a report in 1970, as did

a

Justice

Department Committee in Finland in 1972 and a Danish Government Commission in 1973. In the United States, there were several Congressional
inquiries into databanks and constitutional rights between 1968 and
1972, and the National Academy of Sciences conducted the most extensive
empirical inquiry, a three-year study between 1969 and 1972, to see
exactly how computer use was affecting record-keeping practices and
citizen rights. Many other inquiries of a similar general character
were conducted, as in the Netherlands, Norway and by OECD.
Almost all of these studies came up with similar conclusions :
a)

They found that computerization of personal records and files
by organisations had not yet created the revolutionary effects
on the scope of data collection, exchange of data among
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organisations, and secretive uses of files that the alarm
literature of the 1960's had assumed to be alreadY taking
place, or about to happen very soon. Rather, the studies
found that computerizing organisations were basically reproducing the data collection, data-exchange, and data-access policies that these same organisations - for good or for i l l had been engaged in before computers came along (unless changed
by law, in the meantime).
b) However, the studies were careful to note that computers could
be used to do the things that were feared, in terms of the
existing state of the art. What had kept organisations from
doing so was a combination of factors in the late 1960's and
'early 1970's

the continuing high costs of

r~cord-automation,

leading organisations to pursue the cost-effective applications
and therefore to automate primarily the most

objectively~worded

and "codable" data and that most frequently used ; limitations
on the software capability for managing some of the more elaborate merged-file databank proposals, especially in local
government; strong opposition by bureaus and departments within
large organisations, especially governmental, to have "their"
data put into the central databanks of top managers and chief
executives ; the impediments created by some existing legal
controls over data-sharing or requiring confidentiality, and
concerns by some managers themselves about how their "data
subjects" might react to highly expansive databank schemes.
c) The inquiries of the early 1970's generally agreed, however,
that computers and telecommunications were facilitating some
trends in data uses that had important implications for privacy.
Computerization was leading to greater standardization of
records; the growth of more large-scale data bases; and the
expansion of regional, national, and multi-national networks.
Computerization speeds up data collection and transmission,
leads most organisations to make more extensive use of the
information they collect, and contributes to the overall datahandling efficiency of organisations.
d) Based on these conclusions, the studies of the early 1970's
agreed that the enhanced data-handling capacities and efficiencies being brought about by computerization required the
institution of new regulatory controls. Generally, these were
seen to require restatements or clearer definitions of the
privacy rights to be protected; applications of these interests
to the special features of computerized data systems; and
mechanisms for auditing and monitoring data systems to see that
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the rights were truly being observed and data-security properly
maintained.
THE ERA OF INITIAL REGULATION

By the mid-1970's, the movement toward national regulation of
databanks, in the privacy domain, had begun. Though the expression of
the civil liberties interests to be protected and the principles of
proper data usage to be observed by organisations, have been remarkably
similaro- even in terminology - among the Western nations and Japan,
there has emerged a predictable variation in regulatory technique that
deserves attention.
So far, three main types of regulation have been used ;
At one pole, represented by Great Britain, protection of privacy is
being pursued through the enunciation of codes of good practice for
organisations using computers, formulated by parliamentary groups
such as the Younger Committee on Privacy, local government associations such as the Local Government Management Services and Computer
Committee (LAMSAC), and private legal and computer societies. The
Ten Principles issued by the Younger Committee, which have received
widespread approval in Britain, include injunctions such as these
-

;

information should be regarded as held for specific purposes
and not be used, without appropriate authorization, for other
purposes ;

- access to information should be confined to those authorized
to have it for the purpose for which it was supplied ;
- the amount of information collected and held should be the
minimum necessary for the achievement of the specified purpose ;
- there should be arrangements whereby the subject could be
told about the information concerning him ;
- care should be taken in coding value judgments
-

in the design of information systems, periods should be specified beyond which the information should not be retained.

At the other pole, in terms of regulatory approach, is Sweden,
joined by several of the West German lander and likely to be the model
adopted by other Nordic countries. Sweden's national Data Act of 1973
creates a nine-member Data Inspection Board, its members appointed by
the King. All private automated systems of personal data must be registered and obtain licenses to operate, as well as all government
databanks (except those operated by the parliament or the executive,
and these too must be carried out in harmony with the Data Inspectorate's policies). No databank will be licensed if the Inspectorate
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concludes there is reason to expect that there would be "undue
into the privacy of the persons covered, and this standard has
been invoked to deny licenses to computerized dating bureaus that
lect information about sexual preferences and variations of their
(even with their voluntary compliance !). The Data Inspectorate sets
security standards for automated systems, regulates transfers between
automated and manual systems, and serves as what the Swedes call a
"wailing wall" to receive complaints from anyone who feels that the
data law is being violated in their case. Sweden's law makes it a
crime to commit "data trespass" - entering a data system without authorization to obtain its data, or attempt to alter or destroy it. The
punishment is up to two years in jail.
Between the British and Swedish models will be where, I

believe,

the United States will emerge very soon in its national legislation.
Most of the legislative activity in the United States (with the exception of the significant federal Fair Credit Repopting Act of 1971) has
been at the state level. During 1973 and 1974, about a third of the 50
American states passed legislation installing privacy safeguards in
specific areas of record-keeping (credit-reporting, law enforcement
information systems, education, health-care, etc.) ; setting up study
commissions on privacy ; or establishing state-wide rules for agency
data practices.
Now, spurred on by the Watergate scandal, I believe Congress is
ready to enact a broad federal privacy statute, and the political
question is what kind of law it will be. There are bills being strongly
supported that would adopt a Swedish-style registration and data protection board system, and other proposals that would limit a federal
law to a recommendatory code similar to the British approach.
In testimony on June 18th,1974, before a Senate hearing on this
legislation, I suggested that Congress should
a) limit its law at this time to federal agencies, to set its own
house in order and create a national model of good process;
b) not regulate at this time the activities of state and local
governments and the private sector, partly because of the complexities in trying to regulate over such an enormous terrain,
partly because the American federal system should encourage
the states to regulate their own domains, and partly because
the creation of political opposition from state governments
and the private sector would almost certainly defeat the passage of legislation in 1974;and that
c) a federal study commission should be established to look
carefully at the state and private areas, as well as several
trends such as electronic funds transfer, national reservations
and credit-card networks, etc.,to report to Congress on what
might be needed by way of future regulations in these areas;
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d) as to the substance of the federal law, it seems clear that
the approach taken by the Advisory Committee on Automated
Personal Data System, appointed by the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, in its Report of 1973, offers the ideal
regulatory mode for the American legal and political culture.
The HEW report calls for the enactment of a "Code of Fair Information Practice" for all automated personal data systems.
This would rest on five basic principles : "there must be no
personal data record-keeping systems whose very existence is
secret ; there must be a way for an individual to find out
what information about him is in a record and how it is used;
there must be a way for an individual to prevent information
about him that was obtained for one purpose from being used
or made available for other purposes without his consent ;
there must be a way for an individual to correct or amend a
record of identifiable information about him; and any organisation creating, maintaining, using, or disseminating records
of identifiable personal data must assure the reliability of
the data for their intended use and must take precautions to
prevent misuse of the data."
Drawing upon these principles, the HEW report called for the
drawing up of minimum standards in a federal code (and, by implication,
in state codes as well) whose violation would constitute an "unfair
information practice", subject to criminal penalties and civil remedies
similar to the unfair practices regulated in the fields of labour relations, trade practices, consumer protection, and the like.
Such a system, based on agency compliance with general regulations
set by Congress, public-notice proceedings and required public disclosures of agency' record-keeping systems and procedures, and rights by
citizens to install lawsuits and to draw the judiciary into supervision of the regulatory mechanisms - these seem to me the approach that
the United States showed and probably will take. *

* In December of 1974, Congress enacted a Federal Privacy Act along
the lines indicated above. Very briefly, the Act requires federal
agencies to disclose their information activities, justify their
collection and use of data in public proceedings, and give data
subjects a right of access to almost all their records. (A few
agencies are exempted from the Act, as are certain kinds of files.)
When it asks individuals to supply personal information, each federal agency covered must tell the person what legal authority there
is for the solicitation, whether it is mandatory or voluntary, and
the uses that will be made of it. Each year, each agency must pub.lish a notice about each system of records it maintains. This must
indicate the system's name, location, and categories of persons covered; the routine uses made and the users; the agency's policies
as to storage, retrieval, access controls, and retention or disposal
of the data; and the procedures by which an individual can be notified if there is a record about him or her, and how access is provided for inspection and procedures for challenge. Individuals who

... /
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FUTURE TRENDS IN REGULATION
Before the end of the 1970's, it is entirely safe to predict that
some form of national regulation along one of the three lines illustrated above will be installed in virtually all the OECD nations. This
is because a consensus as to the potential dangers to privacy and the
advantages to be had from computer technology has been generally accepted; the social support for this position is strong; and responsible
leaders in industry, government, the media, legal societies, and the
civic sector are - in general - in favour of public regulation.
As one would expect, major differences in constitutional and
legal forms, political cultures, and economic systems have produced
important variations in the administrative forms of regulation:
a) The Swedish-German approach represents confidence in powerful
administrative agencies, government registration and licensing,
detailed codes of procedure, and administrative rather than
judicial review;
b) The British have enunciated codes of good behaviour for government officials and private managers to observe, and will
intervene with legislation only if this system of self-regulation proves inadequate;
c) The United States will follow a system that sets general legislative standards for agencies to follow, defines rights for
the individual, and looks to the courts and citizen-initiated
litigation as the remedy for agency misconduct.
Variations and applications of these regulatory approaches can be
expected to be developed in other nations, and the strengths and weaknesses of particular rules and remedies will be observed and should
serve to inform the drafting of later regulations and revisions of
these early, pioneering efforts.

(Footnote continued from previous page.)
believe the~r rights have.been viol~ted and are denied relief by
the agency lnvolved are glven the rlght to sue in federal court
for injunctive relief and civil damages. In addition, limits are
placed on the use of the Social Security number, unless authorized
by Congress. No registration board or official ombudsman is established., but a 7-member Privacy Protection Study Commission is
establlshed to make a two-year survey of privacy issues at the state
and local ~evels, in the private sector, and over a set of special
problems llsted by th~ statute. Th~ Act goes into effect in September, 1975, to allow tlme for agencles to prepare for its requirements.
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CONCLUSION

It is approximately ten years before George Orwell's famous

1984

comes up on our calendars. If we move ahead with vigour and insight
in the drafting of regulations in all the advanced nations, we should
be able to say when 1984 arrives not, with regret, how terribly prophetic Orwell was, but to note, with satisfaction, that Western societies had the wisdom and made the commitment to avoid the abyss.
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Session II
THE PERSONAL-IDENTIFIER ISSUE AND PRIVACY

6. INTRODUCTION
by W. H. Ware
The Rand Corporation (United States)

Session Chairman

The subject to be treated in this session is the ubiquitous number that seems regularly to appear everywhere and to be used to identify each of us as a citizen in interactions with his respective government. In particular, we wish to address the subject of the personal
identifier as it relates to personal privacy and the invasion thereof.
As you may know such numbers have been created for many purposes and
have many names. For example, in the United States it is the Social
Security Number ; in Scandinavia it is the Personal Identifier Number;
in Canada it is the Social Insurance Number.
They have been created for many purposes that differ from one
country to the next. For example, the Social Security Number in the
United States was inaugurated in the 1930's simply as an account number
of the citizen with the Social Security Agency; it was in effect a
bank account number. It was simply a convenient label by means of which
a citizen and the government could refer to an item of mutual interest
and concern between them. Sometimes an identifier is created for the
expedience of the record-keeper; if it is desirable or necessary to
merge information from several sources, some identification system is
necessary to assure that the data which has been aggregated all refers
to- the same individual. Sometimes identifiers are created at federal
government level for the purposes of establishing national population
registers.
It is important to note that the situation has two sides. An
identifier system is created for one purpose but having done so, there
is risk that it may be used for other and undesirable purposes. The
other side of the argument, however, is that certainty of identification in many instances has definite social value for the citizen. Each
of us, for example, would be much more comfortable in knowing that he
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would not be confused with an individual of the same or similar name
that has happened to engage in unacceptable social activity, such as
committing a crime. We would also be very comforted to know that in
the case of accident, the medical records used to treat us are in fact
ours and not someone's of similar name. Thus, the situation is twosided - there is reason for concern and there is reason to create and
have a unique personal identifier. This is the issue we would like to
explore in this session.
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7. THE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER SYSTEM IN SWEDEN
by E. Hallman
Director, The National Tax Board (Sweden)
presented by L. Tegnhed
The National Tax Board (Sweden)

INTRODUCTION

Every administrative system is built to operate in a given environment. As this report presents the Swedish personal identification
number system it is necessary to give a very brief summary of important
factors specific to this system.
Sweden has about eight million inhabitants. The governmental power
is entrusted to the Government and the Parliament. Government administration is delegated to a large extent to central authorities, each
representing different areas of competence. The central authority for
population registration is the National Tax Board (NTB).
The country is divided into 24 counties for purposes of public
administration. These in turn are divided into 278 municipalities, each
with a local board, whose members are chosen by general elections.
The population registration is entirely a State responsibility
but the basic registration is carried out by authorities within the
State Church. The registrar is the vicar and his registration district
is the parish (about 2,500 parishes in Sweden). In his position as head
of the local Civil Registration Office he acts as census officer in the
civil service. Thus the municipalities are not involved, but they are,
of course, supplied with information.
The system of population registration at the local level, carried
out by clerks belonging to the Church of Sweden, is more than 300 years
old. Plans have been made but not yet implemented to turn these tasks
over to civil authorities.
The constitutional right of access to all official papers is of
the utmost significance. A more detailed description of this approach
is made by Dr. C.G. Kallner in a seminar paper entitled: "Personal
Data: The Open Access Approach". *

* cf. above pp. 59 to 65.
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SHORT DESCRIPTION OF PRESENT SYSTEM

The present system for ADP in population registration

wa~

prepa-

red in 1962-63. The main goal was to computerize the manual processing
of great masses of information, thus speeding up the procedure at
lower costs. The quality of the information in the automated system
should be the highest possible, but in any case not lower than in the
manual system.
The basic philosophy, to regard the automated population registration system as efficient only if the quality of information can be
guaranteed and safeguarded, was adopted for many reasons. The right of
access to all official papers formed the legislative basis for the automated population file.

It would be designed to be the source from

which basic information about individuals could be spread rapidly and
at low cost to users in both official and private sectors. This outflow of information means that there might be manifold errors. If so,
this would cause costs for agencies in building systems of high quality.
It would also have a negative influence on the efficiency of other systems.
Our experience leads to the conclusion that if the information,
when stored in machine-readable form, is correct, the possibilities of
safeguarding it from abuse and violation will be largely of a technical
nature. The weakest phase, where information could easily be corrupted,
is before it is processed in automated form. Consequently, special precautions are taken to secure this process.
The population register itself is prepared manually and the basic
document is a so-called personal document. These manual files are kept
~t

the parish office, as

mention~d

above. The personal document is

established when a child is born or when an immigrant enters the country, and follows the individual until his death or until he leaves the
country. To establish and maintain this basic information file, a network of information channels is created based on the local civic registration offices. Through these channels information about births,
marriages, divorces, deaths, etc., reaches the population register
rapidly and efficiently. Furthermore this process offers the advantages
of a safeguarded information flow from source to source through official channels and the burden of reporting to different authorities is
removed from the citizen's shoulders.
The automated population file is kept on magnetic-tape at the
county level. The file carries a restricted volume of information about
each individual compared to the manual registers.

Updating

is based

on. information from the civic registration offices.
The updated

record is printed on a card and returned to the po-

pulation registration offices primarily for control purposes but also
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to form a search file and serve as a medium for transferring future
register changes to the automated file. Thus one can find countywide
complete automated files for all persons. The population file is currently used for a large number of purposes, e.g., the taxpayers 'file
and general election file. The latter lists persons entitled to vote.
Register changes in the automated file , such as new names and
addresses, are forwarded on magnetic tapes, punched cards or other
media to the authorities concerned. The National Tax Board is responsible for the supervision and management of the regional and local
authorities. This responsibility includes both the material details
and the technical solutions.

THE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

The personal identification number (PIN) was established in 1947
in connection with the introduction of metal plates as file media for
the population registers on the county level. The number originally
had nine digits comprising date of birth (six digits) and a birth number (three digits). The date of birth is indicated by two digits each
for the year, the month and the day. Example : the date of birth for
a person born on the 25th April 1938 is written 380425. The use of this
order - year, month and day - was farsighted as The InternationalOrganization for Standardization (ISO) recently declared that the order
of year, month and day ought to be used in all information of numerical
dates. The birth number is just a serial number and has three digits,
for each birth day taken from the numerals 001-999. Odd numbers are
used for males, even ones for females.
When the county registers with metal plate systems were replaced
by magnetic tape in 1967 a check digit was added to the date of birth
and the birth number. This check digit is created according to module
10. The personal number therefore now contains ten digits. Between the
date of birth and the birth number plus the check digit there is a
hyphen, e.g. 380425-6653. The year a person reaches 100 years of age
the hyphen is replaced with a plus sign.

SAFEGUARDING THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE POPULATION REGISTER

The automated personal register comprises the most vital information about the individual. The Swedish open-access attitude toward
official files makes possible widespread use of information from the
personal registers for many secondary purposes. Lately, regulations
have been established concerning the use of personal information in
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automated systems.
It is important to note that with the Swedish approach to personal
registers the basic information is used to create and/or update other
files both in the official and private sectors. As mentioned earlier,
this means that an error in the population register can be a potential
danger to the citizen because it can affect the actions of authorities
which handle matters concerning his rights and obligations.
There are two aspects of the problem of preventing abuse or
violation of the system. One concerns safeguarding the computerized
operations and the security of computer installations. This problem is
of a technical nature involving a limited number of specialists. The
other relates to the capturing of the correct information during conversion into machine-readable media. This is a process which involves
every supplier of information. The following is a summary of some
measures that have been taken to secure - as far as possible - the
recording of only correct and complete information.

Source documents
The information to be registered in the system might originate
from many different sources. It can be the decision of a court, a land
registrar or a priest. It might be the official document which certifies the birth or the death of a citizen, or a migration reported by
the citizen himself. In any case, to create or up-date a record in
the automated population file, the personal identification number forms
the entry key or the guiding concept for entering data into the system.
Each manual transcription of the number adds to the risk of errors or misinterpretation. Thus it is important to avoid manual transcription as much as possible. Consequently, the routines for delivering
information to the ADP system are based on the use of pre-printed documents, carrying the identification number and other factual information. New or changed data are noted, and the completed document is
registered. After up-dating the file, it is printed, showing old and
new contents of the record. The input document as well as the newlyprinted one is sent to the civic registration office for visual verification. Thus the responsibility for controlling the correctness of
the ADP file is imposed on the authority accountable for both the
basic population file and for the data collection.
Another manifestation of pre-printed documents carrying the identificationnumber,is the income tax return. These carry tax status,
and are produced, sorted and distributed to taxpayers using the number.
At registration the identification number is taken from these documents
and other information from the tax returns. This is required even
though pre-printed tax return forms are sent to the taxpayers, because
these forms are not always filed.
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Apart from the advantage of reaching a more secure registration,
this system is beneficial in efficiency and costs.

Data-registration and software protection
With the introduction of ADP a check on the entry key to the
registers - the PIN - was needed. A check digit routine was introduced.
A tenth digit was added and a calculation made according to the module10 method. It was also decided that the check digit routine should be
performed in connection with data registration and not during the
computer operations. This was primarily decided to make possible the
detection and correction of errors at an early stage. If the procedure
takes place during the computer operations a detected error results
in information being taken out of "production" because erroneous information might be delivered to users.
The method chosen for the check digit routine is not a very sophisticated one but it was chosen for several reasons.Some of these
were
the routine should be hardware independent and not require
special equipment as the use of the personal identification
number expands in different files;
- it should be compatible in combination with card punches as
well as perforators;
- it should provide an immediate control when punching as well
as controls in the following operations;
- the check digit should be numerical, as the identification number is often the entry key to the master file when the data is
purely numerical;
- it is important that enlargement of the original nine-digit
number be restricted to one digit because each extension is a
drawback to usage and means increased costs for registration
and storage.
In a decentralized system with countywide computer operations,
where information is processed for identical purposes in different
places, the demands for uniformity are high. This is especially true
regarding the need to safeguard and control the operations. Therefore
all guiding routines, both for the mechanical operations and manual
aspects of the system, are given by the National Tax Board. FUrthermore,
the jobs within a computer centre must be carefully planned. Each county
has a rolling plan projecting at least the coming three months. The
basis for this regional planning is a detailed master plan elaborated
by the National Tax Board.
An important part of the National Tax Board's work is the securing
of feedback from the operating system. This is done in many ways. The
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visits to the computer centres playa great role. These visits allow
a sharing of experiences as well as fulfilling the purposes of controlling and following up the operational routines.

ATTITUDES TOWARDS AN AUTOMATED POPULATION REGISTER

The introduction of the PIN took place in 1947 in connection with
the construction of the metal plate registers. This automation altered
more than a 300-year-old tradition where the open access to all official papers is a recognized constitutional right. When ADP was introduced in the mid-1960s it received little public attention. The Swedes
knew that information was collected, because they contributed to the
system. People also knew that this information was used for different
purposes within the social administration.
The PIN was first introduced in the population registration system. Subsequently more and more branches of the official sector realized the gains in efficiency and costs deriving from the harmonizing
of identification codes. This was certainly the case in the social
security and military sectors.
It is axiomatic that the manual files themselves, for practical
reasons, restricted the possibilities and the economic advantages of
using information from the population files outside the official administration. Furthermore, the manual system and the personal identification number had worked well, without any signs of abuse.
Therefore when a bill concerning the introduction of ADP in the
fields of population registration and tax collection was presented
to Parliament for consideration, the debate merely concerned such
·items as calculated gains in efficiency and costs.
The automated personal register itself, when in operation, turned
out to correspond to the demands for secured operation, high quality
output ; consequently its existence was not questioned. But in connection with a General Census in 1970 performed by the Central Bureau of
Statistics, a discussion of privacy problems started in the mass media.
This discussion highlights two problems, the methods of data collection
and the possibilities for combining information from different files.
Parallel to this open debate concerning privacy and automated registers, an Official Committee was investigating the problem. As a result
of this work the Swedish Data Act was proposed and enacted. Its main
purpose is to regulate and control the use of information about the
individual in automated systems. The privacy debate has now lessened,
but it is obvious to authorities responsible for the construction of
automated systems that they should follow the provisions of the Data
Act. It must also be recognized that the efficiency of a system is not
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only measured by the volumes of output and the degree of sophistication
but also by the confidence among the general public as it affects their
willingness to accept and contribute to the system.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SWEDISH POPULATION REGISTRATION SYSTEM

The National Tax Board (NTB) and the National Office of Organization and Management are working on a proposal concerning a new ADP system
for population registration, taxation and tax-collection. This proposal
will be forwarded to the Government soon.
The primary task of this system is to serve population registration and tax administration. Access to information from these fields
is also vital to many other areas both in the public and private sectors. To meet these needs as efficiently as possible, great emphasis
has been placed on questions concerning the degree to which other systems will be integrated.
The proposal will contain three suggestions concerning future
system designs, one of which is given highest priority by the NTB. The
solution "par preference" is a central/regional system, where master
files both for population registration and taxation are developed for
the whole country and kept at a central computer installation. Data
collection, testing and conversion to magnetic tapes as well as conversion from magnetic tapes to lists are performed at regional computer
installations. There will be one computer installation in each county
except for the smallest ones ; these have to rely on the computer installations of neighbouring counties.
The capacity of these regional computer installations is estimated
to be of the same magnitude as the regional computers of the present
decentralized system for population registration and taxation.
It follows from this approach, on one hand the advantages of
having on-line accessible files covering the whole country, and on the
other data conversion and production lines close to the sources of
information and to its users. Through this solution the counties will
have computer capacity for various purposes such as regional planning,
statistics, and so forth.
Population registration and taxation in themselves are widespread
and complex fields with a constantly changing legislative basis. The
automated system serving these areas carries a great volume of information about the citizens. The information is of a delicate nature and
raises strict demands for security in its handling.
Security, keeping firm control over the outflow of information,
has been a guiding principle in the considerations relating to integration

of these systems.

Investigations have led to the conclusion
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that co-ordination of technical equipment with other systems tends to
lead to decreased costs but in turn causes more complicated systems
solutions and creates greater production risks. In the total evaluation,
factors of this latter type must be given serious consideration. Consequently, the National Tax Board rejects solutions involving farreaching technical integration with other systems in the administrative area. The basic goal is to produce information of high quality
under secure conditions and to supply other systems with necessary
data in a more efficient and less vulnerable way. This should be
achieved with the technical solutions not being too sophisticated.
The proposed system, now in draft form, will open up possibilities
of a quite different approach in terms of today's systems. It will be
possible to make inquiries and to up-date the files through terminals.
The nature of various functions in the system will determine the technical

solutions. Thus the facts to be considered include the volume,

demands for topicality and costs. In many cases this gives opportunities to reduce the enormous output of paper required by the current
system. The principal objective is to produce paper materials only
when they are justified for economic and practical reasons and otherwise unavoidable.
These lists would include files for storing in archives and for
election ballots for control purposes. The planned system will carry
considerable vital information about individuals. The question may be
raised whether it is'wise to handle these volumes of data in a central
file, even if this system offers profits in efficiency and costs.

Se-

veral observations may be made on this count. First, from the citizen's
point of view it seems to be of minor interest whether his record is
kept in central or regional systems as long as the Government guarantees safeguards to prevent improper use of the information. Secondly,
according to the Data Act, each user must have permission from the
Data Inspection Board. Furthermore the outflow of information in each
case is restricted according to the users' actual needs. Media for
access can be varied from case to case. Some users may have a terminal
with direct access, others may receive information on magnetic tapes
and cthers on printed cards. The possibilities of creating methods of
firm control of the total system and prevent abuse or violation are
more manageable than when scattered in several locations.
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8. THE INTEGRITY OF STATISTICAL DATA BASES

by F. Land
The London School of Economics
and Political Science (United Kingdom)

BACKGROUND

The administration of a modern state is not. possible without quantitative information relating to the activities of individ1.lal s and enterprises. Indeed there is evidence that in early civilisations one of
the drives leading to written languages, was a need to accumulate statistical records for administrative purposes. As early as the 11th
century, William the Conqueror, aware of the need for quant5.tative information about his new kingdom, compiled the Doomsday Book to help
plan his taxation and other policies. The Doomsday Book is one of the
earliest statistical data bases of which we have detailed knowledge.
However', the data base served a dual purpose - that of pl'ovic1ing ir.formatior •. about an individual so tl,at individual could be taxed and providing aggregate infoy·nation about the state of the kingdom so that
taxation policy could be determined.
The confusion between the records relating to individuals kept in
order to take some action about that individual, and records kept for'
the purpose of policy making or planning,

is still present today, so

that it is rare to find data bases which are purely statistical. A
true statistical data base should have the following characteristics.
i)

No user of the data base should be concerned with information
relating to an identifiable individual or an identifiable
enterprise.

ii)

Although the data may be held in various levels of aggregation, ranging from the individual up to the level of a nation,
no individual person or individual enterprise contributing
to the data base should be identifiable within it.

Three main groups of users of statistical data bases can be identified :
i)

Governments, and other public authorities (including supranational organisations such as OECD). With the growing complexity of government, the increased involvement of government in the economic activity of the state, the need for
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statistical data of all kinds has grown. From simple censuses
providing totals of population only, there has grown a

wide

range of government statistical data, serving many purposes.
Periodic censuses for recording population trends; censuses
of production and distribution; censuses of specific industries such as agriculture; sample surveys to provide data
about for example, the uptake of social security benefits
or trends in the expenditure of households; regular statutory returns under regulations stemming from specific legislation.
A feature of the data gathering activity of the government
is that frequently the data gathered for a specific purpose
by one government department

could be of use in conjunc-

tion with other information for some quite different purpose
by some quite different department.
It is of interest to note that the government activity of
data gathering, particularly for the population census, has
had a significant impact on the development of data processing techniques.
ii)

Commerce and industry. The development of data gathering
and record keeping in all levels of government and administration, is paralleled by the growth of data gathering by
businesses, mainly for the purpose of planning marketing
strategies, pricing policy, product development. Much of
this information is obtained by a variety of survey techniques. In many cases the data gathering and preparation of
the information is not carried out by the businesses which
want to use the information, but by specialist

market re-

search organisations on a sub-contract basis.
iii)

Academic research. A third development, which has accelerated
since the end of the Second World War is the growth of political and social research by means of sample surveys. Related to this growing field

is the establishment in a num-

ber of countries of archives of survey material to be drawn
on for further research and analysis by scholars, or to be
used for teaching survey research methods to students.
iv)

(1)*

There is a fourth category of users which has recently been
identified by, amongst others, John Carroll of Canada.
Whereas in general information about the public is used by
administrators, business concerns and researchers, the statistical data base could also be used by the public in order
to check on the performance of the administration itself.
Pilot schemes whereby the public have access to administrative

* Figures in brackets refer to the list of references, pp. 127-129.
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data are now in operation in a number of places.

(20)

MODEL OF A STATISTICAL DATA BASE

All statistical data bases can be regarded as part of a
in which some or all of the following activities take place
i)

system
(see fig.1).

Data relating to the population in question are gathered by
one or more of several techniques, e.g. census enumerators
and census forms for the population census, interviewers
and questionnaire for sample surveys, returns on specified
forms relating to particular activities, pre-selected panels
and questionnaires for marketing surveys, observations and
counts for transport surveys.

ii)

Data collected by these techniques are transmitted to some
centres for processing. The methods of transmission range
from the conventional postal services to data transmission
links using telephone wires or micro-wave links.

iii)

Data are scrutinised, edited and coded, to prepare them for
entry in to the data base. For a true statistical data base
the identifier (often name and address) may at this stage
be stripped from the individuals data.

iv)

Data are transcribed into machine readable form for processing on a computer.

v.)

Data are checked, edited, sorted, processed and finally
stored in a suitable form within the computer system.

vi)

Output in the form of tables or answers to specific queries,
are provided or displayed on a variety of output media,
ranging from the printed pages, micro-film, to digital or
graphical displays.

vii)

The output is transmitted to the user, again using a variety
of different techniques.

viii)

The user receives the output and takes (or has the potential
for taking) some action in relation to his planning, administrative or research function.

The integrity of the data base can be compromised in any part of
the above activities. The information content of the data base comprises
all the records kept within the system - the original data schedules,
the punched cards, proof lists, data dumps, computer storage and computer output. There is no point in simply taking the directly computerrelated activities and considering them in isolation from the other
activities.
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Figure 1
SIMPLE MODEL OF STATISTICAL DATA BASE ACTIVITY
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In practice the model depicted described above can be more complicated. Three such complications need to be considered in more detail
i)

Data related to an individual may be required over a period
of time involving the acquisition of data on a number of
distinct occasions. For example, a study in the United Kingdom (one of several such) of 5,362 children all born in
Great Britain in the first week of 1946, followed these
children at regular intervals for twenty years.

(2)(3)

A statistical data base of this nature needs a method of
linking the latest data recorded with those already stored
in the data base. This raises specific problems with regard
to the identification of individuals within the data base.
ii)

Data recorded for use in one context are found useful in
another context not envisaged at the time the data base was
established.

(4) There may be a primary user of the contents

of the data base, and in certain circumstances a secondary
user may have access to the information content of the data
base, either directly or via the primary user.
Problems can arise when, for example a primary user sets up
the data base to further, say, academic research, but the
secondary user wishes to utilise the data base for commercial reasons.
The development of a survey archive such as that established
by the United Kingdom Social Science Research Council at
Essex University, is an example of a statistical data base,
specifically set up to help secondary users to utilise the
contents of the primary research. A similar project operates
at the University of Cologne at the Zentralarchiv fur empirische Socialforschung . (5) Such a system operates under
disciplined conditions. But frequently the relationship between the primary user and the secondary user is informal.
iii)

The data are gathered by one agency for specific functions,
not related to statistical purposes, and hence retain

the

identification of the individual providing the data, but
may be used for statistical purposes by another agency.
For example, a payroll record including sensitive data about
individual employees' earnings may also be used for manpower
planning purposes, such as for example, the accumulation of
labour turnover statistics.

WHAT IS "INTEGRITY"
Three aspects of the integrity of a statistical data base can be
distinguished.
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a) Is the statistical data base safeguarded against wilful or
accidental corruption or destruction of its contents ?
b) Does the statistical data base safeguard the privacy rights
of individuals whose data is stored within it, against wilful
or accidental abuse ?
c) Does the aggregation of data from individuals isolate a particular group by some characteristic common to that group in
such a way as to harm that group's enjoyment of its normal
rights of citizenship? An example of this type of privacy
abuse has arisen where as a result of performance statistics
from schools, a particular group of immigrants has been identified as less capable than the remainder of the community,
although their position in the school performance tables can
be explained in a number of different ways.

(21)

CORRUPTION OR DESTRUCTION OF DATA BASE

With respect to the first category, the safeguards for a statistical data base do not differ materially from those of any other data
processing system but it is perhaps worth noting that certain statistical
data bases, for example, a national census, could be at risk from
wilful damage as a result of the fear expressed in many countries of
the use which could be made of the contents for political or commercial ends.
The United Kingdom Population Census of 1971 raised a considerable amount of discussion and even protest over the security of the
census records. Under such circumstances the physical protection of
data base becomes very important.
However, the nature of the problem makes it feasible for those
in control of the data base to set down the trade-offs between the
"cost" of loss of integrity, and the cost of providing various levels
of protection.
The most important pre-condition for providing adequate safeguards
is an adequate span of control. In circumstances when the whole of the
data base activities outlined in figure 1 are under a single control
agency, standards of practice and behaviour can be set up with adequate
sanctions to ensure adherence to them.
If,however, any of the activities are outside the control of the
agency, then standards of practice are much more difficult to enforce.
In practice it is rare for all the activities to be under one controlling responsible agency. The responsibility for data acquisition may
be separated from responsibility for the storage and processing of the
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data. Social survey archives,for example, have no control over the
initial gathering of the data; nor indeed over the output used by the
primary researcher.
The most vunerable activities - both for wilful and accidental
corruption of the data base - occur before the data enter the computer
system at all. False information may be entered by individuals, either
because they feel the information may be used against them or because
they feel they are expressing their democratic right to withhold information however innocent. More often errors are entered because of
ambiguity in the questionnaire or return to be made, or because of a
bias in the sampling procedure. (6)
Cases of some importance have arisen where the contents of the
statistical data base have contained serious errors, because the total
system of gathering and recording the data has excluded certain necessary categories.
Up to 1970 the United Kingdom balance of payments was wrongly
computed as a result of the under-recording of certain export items.
The scale of the error was sufficient to affect national economic policies.
A further difficulty can occur where the time base of the statistical information contains ambiguities. Thus the balance of trade for
a period of a month may include imports on the basis of payments made
by importers, but exports are based on invoice sales. The balance of
trade statistics would not then provide, as they may purport to, the
movements of funds resulting from trade in the period.
For certain classes of statistical data, a measure of protection
can be achieved by legal sanctions. Most population census and many
other government returns are backed by statutory duties to comply
with the conditions of the census or return. Penalties can be evoked
for failure to make the required return.
Business and research surveys carry no such sanctions and must
rely on standards of practice allied to more or less reliable plausibility checking methods.
The methods of checking on the reliability of data are widely
known. (7) They include the use of batch controls, serial numbers and
registers to control the number of input documents and to help identify
missing items. Data itself can be checked by a variety of systems and
consistency checks. Most designs of questionnaires will include a number of. redundant questions which are used primarily for spotting inconsistencies from the respondents.

(8)

Range checks of varying complexity can be utilised. If the statistical distribution of answers expected to a question is known or
forecasts of responses on the basis of previous results can be computed
the answers outside prescribed confidence limits can be identified, and
if necessary investigated.
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Where data are missing, decisions have to be taken, whether to
exclude the responses with missing values altogeth-er, or to make
mates of the missing value.

(9)(10)

esti-

Estimates can be made on the basis

of known distributions already in the data bank, or on such bases

as

the means for the missing value of all the other values in the sample.
When the relationship between two or more values

is known, or can be

deduced from the rest of the sample, the missing value may best be
fitted by means of the known value. It is interesting to note that
package programmes for the analysis of surveys have only limited facilities for dealing with missing data. (11)
In figure 1 the various activities connected with the data bank
system are shown. Each of these activities involves the handling of
the data and therefore each of these processes is inherently fallible
and will produce even under ideal conditions, a certain proportion of
errors. Further, at each stage of handling the data, the risk of malicious damage occurs. The most important method of safeguard involves
adequate systems of data control, the use of trusted staff, and the
employment of audit methods which ensure that processes have independent controls. Access to the areas in which data are handled and
stored may have to be restricted to authorised personnel. Copies of
the data have to be provided and stored under controlled conditions.
It is worth noting that the effort to safeguard against one risk
-

for example, the possibility of destruction of the computer records

creates further opportunities for damage by making available copies
of the computer records.

PRIVACY PROBLEM

For each activity of the model (fig. 1) it is possible to identify the risks of privacy abuse and hence the actions needed to reduce
the risk. Here again the biggest opportunities for abuse occur at the
point at which data is gathered, and also the point at which results
are used. In general, the computer-based activities are the safest
and can be most readily protected against abuse.

1. Data Recording
A study group in the United Kingdom (12) set up to consider
"Survey Research and Privacy" identified the following potential abuses
i)

The use of a particular source list for sampling purposes
may itself constitute an intrusion in privacy.

ii)

The interviewer's visit to sample a person at home may
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constitute an intrusion, particularly if the interviewer
is unduly persistent.
iii) The sampled person may be misled as to the purposes or
sponsorship of the interview, or may be wrongly led to believe that co-operation is obligatory.
iv) Questions may be asked which cause a respondent embarrassment
or offence.
v) Information given about an individual or family or enterprise, may be disclosed to third parties during the course
of the enquiry.
For large surveys and censuses in particular, a large staff of
enumerators or interviewers may be needed, and it is difficult to ensure that they will not at some stage be careless with the information
trusted into their care. They may themselves be tempted to abuse their
knowledge about private matters. Although given the frequency with
which data are collected, abuses are rare. It is in this area that
abuses are most frequently observed.
The remedies consist of the standard practices associated with
adequate control procedures, but probably, the most important preventive remedy

is

the proper training of people concerned with data

gathering. Under no circumstances should people be employed in data
gathering who may have a commercial or administrative interest in the
data which is being collected. For example, a local government officer
should not be acting as an enumerator in a census in a geographical
locality in which he has responsibility for a local government activity.

2. Data Transmission
Whatever method of data transmission is employed - postal services, telecommunications, private or public couriers - the data are
temporarily subject to interception by agents waiting to make use of
the data contents for non-authorised purposes. In practice interception
requires careful planning and is generally costly.
The cheapest method of protection is to vary the method, route
and times of transmission. If a very high level of security is required
the data messages can be coded into a cipher at the data source and
de-coded at the point of reception.

(13)

3. Editing and Coding
One of the functions of the editing and coding process is to
ensure the completeness of the data. Hence the data must retain some
method of identifying the individual data sources. The retention of
the link between the data source and the data record represents a
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potential threat, in that personnel responsible for editing and coding
have the opportunity to abuse the privacy rights of the individual.
The ability to "browse" through the records, even if originally no mischief was intended, represents a potential threat.
In general, however, the persons involved form part of the data
base organisation and as such are subject to the disciplines and sanctions operated by the organisation.
As a rule the identifying information is replaced at this stage
by a serial number so that in subsequent stages the possibility of
identifying individuals directly disappears.

4. Data Preparation

The transcription of data into machine readable form represents
a threat when the data contain the identification of the data source,
and in particular where the data preparation process is subcontracted
to a separate agency outside the direct control of the data base organisation.
The development of techniques of reading data documents directly
into the computer system, by means such as optical-character-recognition,
or optical-mark-reading, can cause problems unless special steps are
taken to strip or conceal the identifying data from the source documents.

5. Computer Storage and Processing
Once a statistical data base is safely stored in ,the computer
system, stripped of ail identifying information, and all original (paper) records have been destroyed, the risk of privacy abuse is limited.
However, some potential threats remain - the stored data may
themselves be copied or copies taken away by infiltrators, or by personnel belonging to the data base organisation (programmers, operators,
engineers and others).

(14)

Such behaviour can lead to abuse if :
i)

The stored data are maintained in the sequence in which they
were collected. Even if identifying information has been
stripped, individuals could be identified if the "thief" has
knowledge of the sequence of data collection, e.g. he needs
only know that data was collected in an electoral role order,
or, every tenth dwelling in a particular road. To avoid this
danger it is only necessary to scramble the sequence in which
the data base is stored.

ii)

The data base organisation has to retain a linkage record so
as to update the data base in the case of longitudinal or
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follow-up studies. Such studies often rely on having a name
and address record (which is susceptible to copying) with a
code number for each name and address. To update the data
base, the updating information is matched with the name and
address record, the code number is extracted, and attached
to the updating information. The code number identifies the
individual records in the data base which can consequently
be updated. Anyone with access to the name and address record and the data base can identify individual records.
A measure of security can be provided by increasing the number of
links in the chain. The. name and address file provides a code which
links it to a "link file". The "link file" itself contains a

further

code to provide entry to the data base proper. Astin and Boruch (14)
describe a system of this kind in which the "link file" is filed and
the update data matched with it by an independent organisation (in their
case in a foreign country) so as to avoid the possibility of identification within the data base organisation. The independent centre does
not of course have access to the data base.
Astin and Boruch point out the possible danger of the data base
being subpoenaed in a court of law. By holding the "link file" in a
different country, the data base, even if commandeered by a court of
law, cannot be linked directly to individuals because the "link file"
is inviolate in the other country.
Protection against copying the data base can be provided by standard security techniques ; use of standard operating systems which log
all users and all computer activity, security in the file library,
auditing of all logs, output from the computer system.

6. Displayanq use. of results
The data base organisation produces two kinds of output from the
system.
i)

Output which is intended to be used solely within the organisation as part of the processing of the data base. These
kinds of outputs include error reports, proqf lists, re-runs,
etc. They are frequently at the level of the individual's
record, and as such could contain information damaging to an
individual. Careless handling of such output (leaving it on a
programmer's desk for several months or the programmer taking
it home for checking) could provide a threat of abuse.
It is possible to safeguard against this threat by controlling the output of the computer by recording the whereabouts
of each piece of output and ensuring that it is destroyed as
soon as it has fulfilled its function.
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ii) Reports and tabulations for outside users produced either as
a result of enquiries or as scheduled reports. These reports
are always statistical, that is they are above the level of
the individual record. They can ,however, be used to extract
information about individuals if the user of the information
also has some other information about that individual which
he can correlate with information held in the data base.
Hoffmann and Miller (15) illustrate how it is possible to
get a personal dossier from the statistical data bank.
If certain attributes about an individual are known, and the
same attributes are stored in the data bank, it is possible
to obtain from the data bank unknown attributes by matching
the known attributes. Hoffmann and Miller present a general
algorithm for compiling a dossier from a statistical data
bank.
The most common way of protecting the privacy of individuals
against this kind of correlation is to avoid producing any summaries
containing attributes which are present in very small numbers. In the
U.K.,for example, any attribute which in a summary has a count of five
or less is not printed as the true number but "blurred".
The most important protection is to know precisely who is receiving information and what that information is being used for. It is possible to employ a system of threat-monitoring which monitors all requests to the system and keeps an audit trail. It can be used to detect
excessively active periods of use of the data base, too many successive
questions which are quite similar, or which result in small counts as
answers.

(15)

CONCLUSIONS

It is widely recognised that the integrity of statistical data
bases are at risk and that their organisers must look for methods of
safeguarding the data. Official, or semi-official reports (16)(17)
have outlined remedies. Academics and consultants have suggested techniques which help to safeguard the data.

(18) At the same time it is

recognised that whilst the integrity of data bases is threatened, there
is comparatively little evidence of abuse. Many statistical data base
organisations are already subject to codes of practice which go some
way to establishing safeguarding standards. This is true particularly
of government-run data bases, and those subject to guidelines set up
by trade associations, e.g. Associations of Market Survey Organisations.

(19) However, not all data base organisers have a strong incentive to
provide the appropriate level of safeguard and it may be difficult to
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employ sufficient sanctions. This applies in particular to academic researchers who can at times be very careless about the vulnerable data
they handle, and to business firms who either do not want the expense
of safeguarding their data bases, or have ulterior motives for getting
at private information.
Statistical data bases are most vulnerable at the points at which
data is collected and results used. Any code of practice or system or
protection must take into account all the data base activities. The
strength of the chain is determined by its weakest link.
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9. PRIVACY AND DATA SURVEILLANCE
GROWING PUBLIC CONCERN
by S. Rodota
Law Faculty,University of Rome (Italy)

INTRODUCTION

The new dimensions of data collection and processing have given
rise to an increasing number of appeals for privacy, and at the same
time have developed an acute awareness that it is no longer possible
to restrict these new matters within the traditional limits of this
concept. But today the problem is not that of adapting an idea which
had seen the light elsewhere to a deeply changed situation, while respecting its original reason and logic. Those who are able to decipher
the nature of the debate now going on can realise that it does not
only reflect the classical topic of the defence of privacy from outside
invasions, but that there is an important qualitative change, which
leads one to consider the problem of privacy rather within the context
of the present power organisation, of which the information
structure now represents one of the fundamental components.

infra--

This process may perhaps be summed up by pointing out that one
stresses definitions of privacy less and less as the right to be left
alone, and favours definitions where the accent is on the condition
enjoyed by one who can control the communication of information about
himself.

* This aspect was of course not absent from traditional defi-

nitions : but in those it rather helped to underscore and enhance the
individualistic component, appearing as a mere instrument for achieving
the goal of being left alone ; while today it draws attention especially
to the possibility of individuals and groups controlling the exercise
of information power, thus contributing to the establishment of more
suitable socio-political balances.
This trend is brought about by phenomena which are mutually interdependent. The new possibilities of data collection and processing,
achieved especially through computer technology, are accompanied by the
increasing need for information in public and private institutions :

* For an excellent general analysis, A.F. Westin, Privacy and Freedom
New York, 1970 ; A.R. Miller, The Assault on Privacy, Ann Arbor,
1971; and L. Lusky, "Invasion of Privacy: a Clarification of Concepts", 72 Columbia Law Review, pp. 693-710 (1972).
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and since this trend, common to all modern social organisations, will
certainly continue, uninterrupted, it is necessary to accept the situation realistically by analysing the changes it has caused in the distribution and use of power by public and private structures. Only thus
will it be possible to untangle the otherwise inextricable knot, of the
relationship between protection of freedom and administrative and entrepreneurship efficiency. By finding where information power has its
roots, and finding out those who really hold it in their hands, not
only wiil it be possible to develop forms of counter-power and control,
but also to exploit the possibilities offered by computer technology
in order to try to implement other forms of power management capable
of offering to individual freedoms those possibilities for expansion
which would have been unthinkable until very recently. While we are
struggling against the risks of a civil rights pollution, Utopia is
nevertheless near at hand. There is nothing to prevent us from working
to develop a strategy the final point of which would "consist in enabling the proliferation of rationalized decisional processes made transparent by means of the computer, with as a consequence social control
on the participants in the process, so as to achieve a participation
in the proces s itself". *
Due to realism or a limited vision of the overall situation, the
approaches which have prevailed so far have followed rather a different route, indicating the risks connected with the widespread use of
computers, and attempting only to develop defence strategies capable
of dispelling the impending fears of the imminent advent of Orwell's
198 1f and the brave new world imagined by Aldous Huxley. It is indeed
by following this route that one realised the inadequacies of the traditional juridical-institutional approaches, with regard to the new
problems which have emerged from the reality created by the present
information systems. In other words, it has been possible to see that
it is not sufficient to establish a line of confinement of the computer's power in relation to each of its possible uses, but that it is
necessary to analyse all possible meanings of these uses, assessing
them by comparison with the implications they can acquire within the
context of the whole political system.
If this is the overall picture to bear in mind it is no longer
possible to consider the problems of privacy only by following the
pendulum between reserve and disclosure ; between man, prisoner of his
secrets, and man who has nothing to hide; between the "fortress-home"
which glorifies privacy and favours selfishness, and the "shopwindowhome", which encourages social exchanges; and so on. These tend to
become increasingly abstract alternatives, because one sees reflected

* A. Predieri, "Nuove tecnologie

dell' informazione e nuove isti tuzioni: un rapporto problematico", in F. Rositi (ed.), Razionalita
sociale e tecnologie
dell 'informazione , III, Milano,1973, p.307.
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in them a way of considering privacy which neglects the very necessity
of broadening this concept beyond strictly individualistic dimensions,
to which its original background has always confined it.

FROM THE INDIVIDUAL TO THE COMMUNITY

To understand this background, rather than to insist on naturalistic data pertaining to the biological need for a reserved area, it
is useful to mention the socio-economic context which saw the development of the conditions which then enabled privacy to assert itself as
a need requiring special protection. It is sufficient here to quote
a remark made by Lewis Mumford: "The first radical change ( ... ) which
was to break down the form of the traditional medieval dwelling was
the development of the feeling of intimacy. The latter indeed implied
the possibility of isolating oneself at will from the life and occupations in common with one's associates. Intimacy during sleep; intimacy
during meals; intimacy during religious and social ritual; finally
intimacy of thought". This fact marks "the end of reciprocal social
relations between the upper and lower classes of the feudal system :
relations which had mitigated its oppression. The desire for intimacy
marks the beginning of that new ranking of classes which was to end up
in the relentless class struggles and the individualistic claims of a
later period". *
In this sense, the birth of privacy can historically be situated
at the time of the disintegration of feudal society, where individuals
were all linked together by a series of relations, reflected in the
very organisation of their daily life : isolation was a privilege of a
very chosen few or of those who, by birth or choice, lived isolated
from the communities - mystics or monks, shepherds or robbers. This
possibility then extends to those having the material means to enable
them to reproduce, even in an urban environment, conditions which were
capable of satisfying the new need for intimacy : and it is well known
that this is a process in which mUltiple factors come into play, from
new building techniques of houses to the separation between the place
of living and the place of work (the "private" home as opposed to the
office). Privacy thus becomes something available to the bourgeois class,
which manages to assert itself especially thanks to the socio-economic
transformation related to the industrial revolution.**

* L. Mumford, The Culture of Cities, New York, 1938, Chap. 1.

** For a general discussion, see G. Martinotti, "Controllo delle informazioni personali e sistema politico", in F. Rositi (ed.)
Razionalita sociale, cit., pp. 340-365.
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It is useless to insist further on the multiple set of conditions
which led to the development of privacy as a typical right of the
bourgeois class in particular environmental and social contexts (the
golden era of privacy, *, for instance, is identified with the second
half of the nineteenth century in the United States of America).

Here

it is important to point out that this was not the outcome of a linear
development, but of a disruption having occurred in the social organisation, as Mumford has rightly indicated. The emerging of the material
conditions for the satisfaction of the need for intimacy appears as a
phase of a more complex operation, by which the bourgeoisie recognizes
its own identity within the social body. The possibility of fully
enjoying one's intimacy is a feature differentiating the bourgeoisie
from other social classes : and the individualistic component will
then enable this operation to turn into an instrument of isolation of
each bourgeois within his own class. The bourgeois, in other terms,
takes hold of his own

~space~,

with a technique which reminds one of

the action accomplished in order to identify a right of

~solitary~

ownership.
Thus, at the social and institutional level, the birth of privacy
does not appear as the fulfilment of a

~natural ~

need of all individuals,

but as the acquisitionof a privilege by a group. It is not by chance
that the legal provisions protecting this right are mainly modelled on
the characteristic provisions of the bourgeois right par excellence,
the right of ownership; and that claims similar to those asserted by
the bourgeoisie under the label of privacy are either not acknowledged
to the working class at all, or else are implemented later by means of
completely different legal provisions (as an example, one can think of
the protection of the individual in the factory).
The material conditions of life are responsible for excluding
privacy from the horizon of the working class. It is sufficient to
consider the data collected by

Engel~

on the housing situation of the

English workers in London, Edinburgh, Bradford, Leeds and Manchester in
order to realise, by contrast, the elite connotations associated with
the concept of privacy. It has rightly been said that
privacy are simply

contradictory~;

~poverty

and

that indeed, the right to be left

alone can acquire a heavily negative meaning when this implies a disregard for the conditions of the less wealthy, abandoning the weakest
to social violence. **
Considered in this historical context of its origin, privacy
cannot therefore be considered as a unifying concept, as a notion

* See E. Shils,

~Privacy : Its Constitution and Vicissitudes~, 31 Law
and Contemporary Problems, pp. 281-306 (Spring, 1966).

** A.M. Bendich, Privacy, Poverty and the Constitution, Report for the
Conference on the Law of the Poor, University of California at
Berkeley, 1966, 4, 7.
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expressing needs which are distributed in a uniform manner throughout
the community. Naturally, it would also be wrong to consider privacy
as a monolithic whole within the bourgeois class itself; for instance,
it is certainly due to disappear where there appears a deterioration
of the living conditions of this class, as is the case for the small
European middle classes living in the great "beehives" at the periphery
of large cities. But different functions are attributed to i t according to the overall culture of each group within the bourgeoisie.
The various thoughts having inspired the founding fathers of privacy, Warren and Brandeis, have been rightly highlighted. The former,
a conservative traditionalist, fused concern over the immunities of
high society with a press investigating political and social scandals
the latter, a liberal, joined concern over the privacy of the socially
prominent with a fear that the artistically sensitive or intellectually
unpopular would be harmed by press intrusion. This double point of view
can be found, over and beyond the specific American culture,
greater part of debates on privacy right down to our own day.

in the

*

It is indeed well known that the enormous increase in the quantity
of personal information collected has two main objectives ; the acquisition of elements necessary in order to prepare and manage social
action programmes by public powers, and the development of private entrepreneurship strategies; and the control of conformity of citizens
with respect to the dominant poliiical trend. Urider these circumstances
the claim for privacy takes on different meanings according to the
objective pursued by means of the collection of information.

In fact,

a widely-spread attitude, strongly represented in the debate now in
progress, consists in the resistance to supplying public authorities
(local, state and federal) with data which are relevant for the preparation of social plans. This attitude is especially to be found in the
middle classes, and hence leads to opposition as regards a public intervention policy with social objectives. A serious policy in the sense
indicated indeed requires a deep knowledge of the real situation, on
the one hand, as a basic condition for a rational and useful action ;
on the other, this implies a cost for the community, which is expressed
in actual fact, by the need to find adequate financial resources. In
this case, under the disguise of privacy, one finds the hostility with
regard to greater fiscal burdens and to a policy which tends to diminish the social gap, which would affect the middle class first of all.
With a motivation which is different from the original one, but still
of the conservative type, the identification between protection of
privacy and interests of the middle class is thus enhanced.
The reaction against the collection of data with a view to controlling political bahaviour moves instead in the opposite direction.

*

A.F. Westin; op. cit., p. 348.
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This reaction clearly belongs to the liberal tradition of the defence
of privacy, and is expressed especially by progressive groups and leftwing parties : but it has now lost its original aristocratic and ~
character, and acquires growing attention from public opinion at large.
It is thus not possible to establish a link between this attitude and
the one mentioned earlier, trying to detect a misleading common denominator in the fact that, in both cases, there are forms of reaction
on the part of the individual against the interference of public power.
The change of motivation modifies the meaning of the claim for privacy:
in the first case, by refusing the information necessary in order to
promote social actions privacy appears as an instrument for enhancing
the privileges of a group; in the second, it serves to react against
authoritarianism and aginst a policy of discrimination based on political opinions (or religious, trade-union, racial, etc.). Privacy, in
this way, becomes a means of enabling all citizens to be treated alike,
of promoting equality and not of

protect~ng

privileges, thus breaking

down the identifying link with the bourgeois class.
The sensitivity for the political risks connected with mass filing,indeed, goes far beyond the bourgeois class, because the possibilities of discrimination particularly affect the various minorities
and the members of the working class. Thus, the subjects which voice
the claim for the defence of privacy tend to change, and the very quality of the claim itself changes. By according greater importance to
the conditions for exercising power by the public and private bodies
which control information, the claim for privacy goes beyond the traditional individualistic realm and acquires a collective dimension,
since it is not the individual as such who is under consideration, but
the individual as the member of a given social group. It is not by
chance, for instance, that the most significant innovation of·Italian
legislation in the field of personal information is contained in a law
on the workers' rights, where it is forbidden for "the employer, when
engaging staff, or during the normal course of employment, to carry
out investigations, even through third parties, pertaining to the political, religious and trade-union opinions of the worker, as well as
to facts which are not relevant in order to assess the professional
apti tude of the worker". *

"OPINIONS", AGGREGATE AND ECONOMIC DATA

Thus, from a matter restricted within class barriers, privacy
extends to the community at large. The very event which would appear
to announce its death, that is to say mass filing, is the basis for a

* Workers' Rights Statute, art. 8 (Legge 20 maggie 1970,
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n. 300).

qualitative change which can enable privacy to recuperate a

vital im-

pact and carry out a function which was unknown until recently. As a
result of its concern for the collective dimension, indeed, there are
immediate consequences which still appear unacceptable to those who
tackle problems in the traditional individualistic outlook.
Let us consider, for instance, the case of the research files used
by public powers for decisions concerning investment programmes and
interventions. It has been said that these files, containing exclusi-

vely aggregate data, are no danger to privacy, so that, so far as they
are concerned, one may exclude special legal provisions enabling access
to them. It is however easy to object that even anonymous data files
may be used in a manner which can seriously prejudice the rights of
individuals : it is sufficient to think of the harm that can be caused
by using aggregate data pertaining to a racial or linguistic minority;
or of the consequences that can derive from an economic policy decision
adopted on the basis of the analysis of anonymous qata. Why not allow,
in these cases, too an intervention on the part of those concerned with
a view to controlling the precision of the information collected and
the correctness of the way the data have been processed, demanding suitable modifications, if necessary?
Having taken this step forward - from the isolated individual to
the individual as a member of a group, of a community, of a class it appears clearly that the fact of excluding the right of access to
anonymous data implies that one remains imprisoned in the individualistic logic, and refuses to seize the occasion offered by the use of
computers in order to enable an expansion of the intervention and participation possibilities of individuals. It would appear that this is
the only way of preventing-in the presence of such radical technological innovations-changes of power from occurring in one direction only,
to the benefit of even more limited

groups and closed, centralized

structures.
These considerations obviously refer to data which are generally
speaking of an economic nature, of which everyone knows the importance
for public decisions of interest to the entire community : and it is
well known that, typically, these are anonymous data. The fact of continuing to exclude generalized forms of access to this type of information not only means leaving in the hands of privileged groups

the

power to make these decisions, but, above all prevents those not inside
the "magic circle" of true government power from being able to make
criticisms of government choices, and suggesting alternatives corresponding to the reality of facts. Liberalizing access to economic information, its "socialization", is indispensable in order to put all
those who are interested in contributing, by means of free discussion,
to the definition of the policy of their country on an equal footing;
in order to better exploit the processing possibilities of the data
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available, possibilities which have enormously increased with the
advent of computers; in order to reduce the gap between data collected
and data made available to the public, a gap which has increased enormously, in percentage terms, since the time when the increased data
collection capacity was not always matched by an equivalent capacity
to make the data public.
This utopian projection helps to illustrate a key point in the
present problems pertaining to data collection, and hence in the modification of the extent of the very notion of privacy. A trend visible
in all countries shows a growing gap between the protection granted to
what we may call, in a broad sense, the "opinions" of a person, as
well as to his characteristics and habits, and the guarantee acknowledged to data concerning his economic activity. The latter is growing
progressively weaker, leading to a true revolution of the scale of
values which, in many cases, were the guiding principles of regulations
in matters of privacy.*
It cannot be forgotten, for instance, that at the time of the
first six censuses in the USA (1790-1840) the problem of confidentiality arose for economic data only.** As has already been mentioned,
this is an obvious consequence

of the complex structure of bourgeois

juridical systems, in which the formal acknowledgement of personality
rights is mainly expressed by a marked guarantee of ownership, considered indeed as the maximum projection of individual freedom rights.
The privilege granted to economic data, from the standpoint of confidentiality, represents an instrument which enhances the position of
property owners and businessmen, who are thus able to elude real controls by the community as a whole.
The undermining of this position is particularly apparent if
one considers the changes which have occurred in legislative provisions
regarding income data collected by the fiscal authorities. In some
countries absolute secrecy still prevails, and there are indeed penal
sanctions for those who divulge information pertaining to an individual's income; in other systems official secrecy is tempered by periodic forms of publicity; elsewhere, finally, each citizen is entitled
to obtain data from the fiscal authorities on the income of any other
citizen.
Such radical differences between legal systems are obviously the
outcome of political-social assessments which differ widely from each
other, but it does not appear arbitrary to consider that the trend is

*

S. Rodota, Elaboratori elettronici e controllo sociale, Bologna,
1973, Chapter II.

** R.C. Davis, "Confidentiality and the Census, 1790-1929", in U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Records, Computers
and the Rights of Citizens, Washington, D.C., 1973,p.178.
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towards a pr'ogressive reduction of the sphere of secrecy and a growing
liberalisation of economic information pertaining to individuals, with
a corresponding reappraisal of the concept of protection of privacy in
this latter field. The reason for this is to be found in the acquired
awareness of the fact that, on some personal data having an economic
content, there must indeed be some control by the community as a whole,
and not only by specialized public bodies.

PRIVACY AND SOCIAL CONTROLS

The problems of privacy, at this point, must be situated in a
dimension which takes into account two types of impulses which we have
previously illustrated. They indicate, in actual fact, the existence
of a radical process of reappraisal of the criteria for classifying
personal information, according to a renewed value scale, in which
maximum opacity should be guaranteed for information capable of leading
to discriminatory practices, and maximum transparency should be possible for information which, pertaining to the economic sphere of individuals, contributes to decision-making of importance to the community
in general.
It is clear that this reappraisal process is directly influenced
by the transformation of the whole information system, now at a very
advanced stage, of which data processing by means of computers represents only a part. The fact that our society is increasingly showing
itself to be a social organisation based on the accumulation and distribution of information implies the development of a new basic "resource", to which the establishment of new power situations is directly
linked. The problem thus arises of legitimizing this new power based on
information : and this legitimizing process develops along a path which
starts w-ith the demonstration of the impossibility, for the state and
industry of this epoch, of doing without an increasingly extended and
sophisticated information infrastructure, and leads to the promise of
a real guarantee, and even of an expansion, of traditional civil rights.
The existence of a clear orientation in this sense is also demonstrated
by the fact that the computer industry has directly committed itself,
in more than one country, to promoting laws guaranteeing the rights
of citizens with regard to automatic data collection, so as to prevent
spreading mistrust for this form of data collection from bringing about
a limitation of the use of computers.
Traditional techniques appear inadequate to achieve this result.
It is not sufficient to determine a

"hard" core of privacy, the inten-

sive protection-of which must be guaranteed and a area of information
which is of significance for the public at large and for which the circulation and the pUblicity are permitted to varying degrees ; consistent
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with the very change of the definition of privacy, mentioned at the
beginning, the accent must be shifted from secrecy to control.
This implies, in the first place, that it is increasingly difficult to determine the type of information the citizen is ready to
"strip himself of", in the sense of definitely giving up all control
as to the conditions of its processing and the subjects making use of
it. This attitude depends mainly on the fact that even the most apparently harmless information can be integrated with other data so as
to be damaging for the person concerned. And it cannot be said that
this attitude is in contradiction with the trend, mentioned previously,
according to which there are entire categories of personal data (like
those having an economic content) which should and must be made known:
publicity and control are not contradictory terms, like pUblicity and
secrecy. It is indeed where the maximum circulation of data with an
economic content is allowed that individuals should be enabled to exert
a true control power over the correctness of data, the persons who may
use them, and the conditions for their utilization.
In the second place, the new situation brought -about by the use
of computers for the processing of personal information makes it increasingly difficult to consider the citizen as a mere "supplier of
data", without granting him any control at allover the use of this
data.

* The obligation to supply data, indeed, cannot merely be consi-

dered as a compensation for the social benefits which, directly or
indirectly, the citizen may enjoy. The data collected not only enable
public and private organisations to prepare and implement their plans,
but also enable the growth of new forms of power concentration. As a
consequence, citizens are entitled to claim direct control over those
persons having acquired an increased power, thanks to the data supplied
to them.
One thus arrives at a further problem. What type of control ? It
is indeed obvious that in the outlook we have indicated the possibility
of control does not only serve to reassure each citizen as to the precision and the correct use of the data concerning him directly, but
can become an instrument of balance in the new distribution of power
which is beginning to emerge. This latter result, however, could obviously not be achieved if the prospect of control were to remain only
of an individualistic nature, the whole matter being limited to granting individual citizens the right of access to great public and private files.
The individual citizen is not always in a position to grasp the
significance whicn the collection of certain data can have for complex
organisations equipped with sophisticated data processing facilities,

* Cf.S.Simitis,"Chancen und Gefahren der elektronischen Datenverarbeitung", Neue Juristische Wochenschrift 1971, p.676.
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so that he may fail to understand the very extent of the danger which
the use of those data by these organisations represents. Moreover,
enormous imbalance of power between the isolated individual and the
great data collection organisations is perfectly obvious : under these
conditions, it is a pure illusion to speak of "control". Indeed, the
fact of insisting exclusively on means of individual control can in
fact be an alibi on the part of a public power wishing to avoid the
new problems brought ·about by the development of enormous personal data
files, seeking refuge in an illusory exaltation of the powers of the
individual, who will thus find himself alone to run a game in which he
can only be the loser.
As a result, the accent must be shifted from individual means of
reaction to social control instruments: and it may even happen that,
following this path, some instruments traditionally at the individual's
disposal get lost. This is a loss, however, which can easily be compensated by the existence, at the collective level, of a much more
efficient and attentive control system than the previous one.

THE INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE

The tendency is clear: from whatever standpoint the matter is
considered, it can no longer be restricted within its traditional
boundaries,.and extends to the collective dimension. This was already
obvious considering the real significance of privacy in contemporary
systems; and it is confirmed by the prospect in which the control problem

must be situated. On this latter point, speaking of collective

control, we wish to refer to instruments which not only can no longer
be identified with the traditional individualistic ones, but which are
also different from corporative self-discipline, from a control entrusted to professional ethics or the goodwill of technocrats, and from
the intervention of public bodies of a purely bureaucratic nature.
This definition of the correct perspective in which to situate
the whole problem does not concern its "defensive" aspects only - the
condition and the powers of the individuals who are investigated; it
also covers directly the sense and the position of the new "information
infrastructure". With regard to the latter, the attitude of rejection
still expressed by marginal sectors of public opinion only may be considered outdated.And the very denunciation, often in apocalyptic terms,
of the risks connected with the new computer technologies, has had the
beneficial effect of giving rise to a general interest.in something
which, probably, is becoming the most significant innovation of our
times.
This certainly does not mean that all the knots have been unravelled. In contrast to the enormous and still unexplored possibilities
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that the new technology offers, its promise of becoming the only instrument capable of mastering the infinite variables of a social organisation increasingly stifled by growing needs on the one hand and
limited resources on the other, there are the risks connected with
impetuous progress which political and institutional planning has not
so far managed to keep up with. A state of equilibrium has even been
seen in this contradiction. The obstacles represented mainly by the
inefficiency of the public administrative system have so far prevented
all those connections and integrations between the various information
systems which technology already makes possible, thus protecting the
fragile civil rights structure, guaranteed by obviously inadequate
legal-institutional instruments. And, until one manages to prepare a
new Bill of Rights, the maintenance of a situation of inefficiency,
the payment of a high price in financial terms, more limited possibilities of fighting crime and revolutionary tendencies, have appeared
preferable to the relentless growth of power of authoritarian bureaucracies, both public and private.*
But it is not possible to put everything off for the future and
think that today can be managed only in terms of-inefficiency. It is
not possible, too, because the messianic expectation of a new Bill of
Rights is not only likely to create a situation of inertia, while computers are proliferating without any control in our society, but especially because this creates an illusion that the new state of affairs
can be governed with one intervention only, whereas experience has
shown that an articulated range of provisions is necessary, corresponding to the various levels at which information technology is already
producing its effects. **
What is necessary is a strategic choice, making it possible to
situate the various provisions along a consistent line. This choice is
not between optimism and pessimism as

to the future socio-political

implications of information technology. It mu-st have as its start ing
point the fact that real Utopia today is that expressed by those who
believe it possible to uproot the computer infrastructures of our
society: but this does not mean that one should look to technology as
an ever-progressing value, replacing the laisser-faire ideology by a
laisser-innover; nor does it mean that one can conceal the "totalitarian" aspect of the computer, masking it behind a shroud of efficiency.
If the aim to be reached is that of implementing the best possible use
of the most important basic resource of future society, the path to
follow is the one which, consistent with the indications given in the
* J. B. Wiesner, "The Prospects of 'Information Tyranny'", Computers
and People, 1974, p. 41.
**Cf. S.Simitis, "Notwendigkeit und Voraussetzungen einer gesetzlichen
Regelung", Datenverarbeitung im Recht 1973, pp. 138-167.
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above analysis, leads to the expansion of collective power.
The new "infrastructure", indeed, cannot be considered from the
same point of view as that with which one could, and can judge interventions in the field of highways, railways and the supply of electric
power, because it directly affects the political community. Attention
is therefore focused on those who, until now, were the privileged users
of that structure (some public bodies, large corporations) wondering
first of all if that privileged condition can be considered as a transitory situation, determined by the particular position of those subjects and by the characteristics of the new technology, or if it is
tending to become a stable condition of the new system.
This is the central question, because the fact of actually reserving information technology for privileged subjects, either public or
private, has an obvious consequence: that of increasing the possibilities of discrimination and the power imbalances within a social organisation. In other words, this is a line of action in open contradiction to the spreading of the collective dimension which can be noted
as a need or a tendency at the level of the notion of privacy and of
control powers, and which information technology can indeed turn into
reality.
We cannot formulate overall conclusions, which might distort the
specific conditions and the future history of the various systems. We
can however say that the spreading of the possibilities and of the
capacity of being informed now represents the premise for new sociopolitical stratifications also, and hence for the very democratic vitality of a political system. Otherwise, due to the dramatizing effect
of the choices which the overall character of information carries with
it, the only realistic alternative is that of a new form of illiteracy,
which would further widen the gap between the "information-haves" and
the "information have-nots".
Along this line the alternatives are clearly outlined before our
eyes. The spreading of information, at the level of the political system, can produce increased participation, enhancing the traditional
party system and favouring the organisation of independent groups: but
the opportunistic corruption of the way in which information is to be
spread can favour a kind of functional feudalism rather than a vigorous system of group competition. *

And it will always be the mode of

access to information which will influence the future of centralizing
or decentralizing processes: a centralization which, by collecting information in one place, and making it accessible to all, makes access
to knowledge and participation easier or, otherwise, a decentralization
which, by fragmenting information and reserving it for restricted

* T. Lowi, "Government and Politics", in Conference Board, Information Technology. Some Critical Implications for Decision Makers,
New York,1971, p. 141.
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groups, actually brings power into the private sphere. Other examples
could be given.
Thus it is the very data supplied to us by information technology
which can inform us as to what our future may look like. Mythology and
technology converge: once again, we have in our hands the instrument
capable of healing the wounds it causes.
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Session III
RIGHT

OF CITIZEN ACCESS TO THEIR FILE

10. INTRODUCTION
by W.R. Atkinson
Director, Central Computer Agency (United Kingdom)
Session Chairman

I am sure you will agree the subject we are attacking in this
Session is of great importance. This issue of whether the individual
should have either absolute or limited access to some or to all of
the information held about him on public files and on private files
seems to be one of the most vital and controversial aspects of the
total privacy issue. This is in part no doubt because of the conflict
of interest between the right.s and liberties of the individual and the
requirements of administrative efficiency and authority at the level
of both central and subordinate government and in private, commercial,
industrial concerns. This is an area of very real concern; but it is
also a highly emotive issue. It is one which is charged by the .growing
concern of the individual with the implications of both information
processing and of telecommunications as applied to the build-up of
comprehensive and automated personal registers holding information
about his personal circumstances. It is a problem which is being tackled,

and I suggest must be tackled, in different ways and at diffe-

rent speeds in particular countries according to different circumstances and to the forces at work within each country. Thus we have an
approach which ranges from the comprehensive open-access line of attack
of the Swedish government through the attack on particular aspects of
the problems in, for example, the Federal Republic of Germany, Canada
and the USA to the present less publicized efforts of the United Kingdom. But, generally speaking, I think open access to public and private records is not at present generally provided for in most countries.
This morning, however, we have a panel whose members are wellversed in both the wider governmental aspects of the problem and in
particular features such as the regulation of credit information bureaux and, in the paper which you have before you but not represented
on the panel, the holding of personal information by law-enforcement
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agencies. On the basis of the respective presentations I would like,
in structuring the debate, first to identify the areas of particular
concern. These range from the general administrative and statistical
data bases of government, including those of the law-enforcement agencies which are at present either linked or are capable of being linked
to the private registers of credit rating and other enquiry agents.
We shall need to pay careful attention to the particular features of
especially sensitive records such as those of medical histories. I
think the emphasis in terms of public concern and disquiet may differ
from country to country. For example, in the United Kingdom at the present time, unquestionably much more concern is felt about central government records than about the registers of private concerns and possibly indeed about the registers of local government.
Having identified the areas of particular concern I would like us
then, in the context of modern record keeping practice and its possible
extension and new applications, to identify the common problem areas
inherent in right of access and, having identified them, to consider
how most satisfactorily they may be attacked. We should, I suggest, in
this two-stage exercise range over the following matters: one, how we
give the individual the knowledge that information is held about him
and wher~ it is held - the question of prior information. This will
I

involve consideration of the practicability and utility of guides for
the citizen on record systems containing personal information and the
rules under which they operate; and it will involve consideration of
other methods of notifying individuals on these matters. We need also
to take account of the important point to which G. Braibant draws
attention in his paper, namely right of acceSs to information on the
source and the use of data.
The second problem area we should examine is how best to give the
individual the right to inspect the information held about him and to
correct inaccurate data. This is the right to challenge and the right
to file objections. This, I suggest, must include an assessment of the
respective merits and disadvantages, including cost, of providing for
inspection of records and of print-out; and an examination of the special considerations which attach to medical records and to intelligence
and other information affecting state security, public order and the
prevention of criminal offences. I think at this point we need to have
in mind the risk to privacy which can result from the very act of making
information accessible. Thirdly, we should pay attention to what must
be done to purge records of inaccurate or obsolete data and to assure
the individual that this has been done and H . Auernhammer will be
drawing particular attention to this point.
Obviously, the precise solution to the common problems will vary
in detail from country to country having regard to particular national
features. As A.B.

Miller points out in his paper, in the United States,
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the issue of federalism and state rights appears materially to affect
some of the issues. Nevertheless it is I am sure possible to identify
common elements capable of general application and it is to these that
we will be looking as the debate continues this morning. I would urge
only one point and it is that, in searching for solutions, we should
distinguish somehow between the theoretically ideal and what is practicable. There is I think a real sense in which regulations which are
unenforceable or manifestly inoperable tend to bring the whole legislative system into disrepute and, as

K.

McLean points out in his very

frank assessment of the weaknesses now being eradicated in the U.S.
Fair Credit Reporting Act, such deficiencies can rebound to the disadvantages of the individuals they aim to protect. But the papers you
have before you, and I am sure the presentations you will hear, will
point the way to success.
I think all the papers emphasize the point that legislation and
good intent are not of themselves quite enough.,What may prove to be
absolutely essential is to build on a foundation of sound law and good
practice an effective organisation to administer and control the system,
an organisation which is accountable and which is reinforced by realistic sanctions.
So, having identified the problems and outlined solutions, we
need to pass to what we might term the administrative infrastructure
for implementing them. One thing seems quite clear at the outset: it
is difficult for any country to evolve a totally comprehensive and foolproof legislative and administrative infrastructure for the preservation of privacy and, in particular, the right of an individual's access
to information. In my submission that is no excuse for failure to
attack the problem. The very act of so doing will stimulate both awareness of the risks and the dangers, and help to create an informed
public interest in the subject which will of itself help to refine and
improve the safeguards we are surely all seeking.
That is all I wish to say by way of introduction in order to set
the scene and to direct, if I might, our discussion to three principal
themes: the problem areas of particular concern; the lines of attack
on the main problems; the general organisational infrastructure within
which these problems can be attacked. I will now call successively upon
G. Braibant who will talk about the general issues from his point in
government. We will move then to the very specific and highly important
areas of credit investigation and of the justice information systems
and finally

H.

Auernhammer will, as it were, round out the subj ect by

discussing the broad administrative and legislative framework within
which we need to consider action. I will,after each speaker has made
his presentation,ask for questions on points of detail, but not opening up the debate at that point for general discussion. In the absence
of A.R.

Miller we will, I think, when it comes to the reading of his

paper have to play it a little by ear.
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11. THE CITIZEN'S RIGHT OF ACCESS TO HIS PERSONAL FILE

by G. Braibant
Maitre des Requetes at the Conseil d'Etat (France)

INTRODUCTION

Increasing computerisation of information must be accompanied by
an extension of the right to information. This right may, in fact,
help to counterbalance the power inherent in the control of computers
and data-files.
These statements are generally made in relation to anonymous
data-files, used for formulating policies and for decision-making. They
are equally valid, subject to certain conditions, as regards identifiable data-files. It is true that the use of the latter should, to a
large extent, be governed by secrecy regUlations to safeguard the privacy and individual freedom of persons on whom information has been
collected. A person's right to secrecy here prevails over the right of
others to information. The protection of the individual is assured by
a system of restraints, consisting in a set of legal, technical and
ethical rules which limit access.
However, this very protection involves recognition of a particular right to information: the individual's right to the data concerning him.
Psychologically, public apprehension at the proliferation of datafiles is partly accounted for by the mystery which surrounds them.
People know that information on themselves is being computerised, but
they do not know where, how, or by whom; they have the impression that
they are surrounded by an information network which is the more impressive because it is invisible; and just like children who are afraid
in fog or in the dark, they tend to exaggerate and to add imaginary
dangers to the real ones.
These fears may be dispelled by clear and precise information on
the existence, the contents and the end-purpose of data-files.
Such information would, in law, be tantamount to recognition of
two fundamental civil rights: the right of defence and the right of
redress.
In France, at the beginning of the century, well before the advent
of computerisation, a famous provision, section 65 of the Act of 22nd
April, 1905, made it compulsory to communicate to a person his file
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before taking any disciplinary action against him. The provision read
as follows: "All civil and military officials, all non-manual and manual workers in public departments, are entitled to have communicated
to them personally and confidentially all notes, case-sheets and other
papers forming part of their files, either before being subjected to
disciplinary action or to a compulsory posting, or before being refused a length-of service increment. ',' This provision has always been
regarded as an expression of the general principle of the right of
defence.

But in the particular context, the right to access arose in

connection with the threat of a sanction. It would, no doubt,. be necessary today to go far beyond that and to adopt the principle of free
access of each individual to his file at any moment, and this for two
reasons.
Firstly, a citizen must know what others know about him so that
he may act accordingly.
A citizen must above all be in a position to challenge that information either on the ground that it is inaccurate,incomplete or
out-of-date, or else because the person who holds the information did
not have the right to collect it and does not have the right to retain
it.
It may well be, for instance, that a file might contain the record of a pardoned conviction which should have been struck out, or
information concerning a disease which a person had had long ago and
which had been cured. Errors may also have crept in from the outset,
through incompetent enquiries, mistaken identity, or through a purely
physical cause such as a typing error. Information may also be harmful
if it is incomplete or insufficiently precise: for instance, the fact
of having been arrested may prevent a person from obtaining employment
if it is not clearly stated that the arrest was not followed by any
conviction and that indeed the person concerned was found to be innocent. The right to know and to challenge is perhaps more important
still when the file does not contain solely statements of fact which
can be verified but also oplnlons or assumptions, such as the attribution of a political label or a psychological report, which are often
of a subjective nature and disputable.
It is therefore absolutely necessary to restore the balance between those who collected the data and those whom the data concern,
and thus to substitute clarity and dialogue for mystery and authority.
This is why the principle of the citizen's right of access to
information which concerns him,

a principle which some people have

called the "habeas data", is repeatedly asserted in all the texts,
drafts, writings and documents relating to computerised data and to
data banks.
This principle is of course to be found in the legislation of
those few countries, such as Sweden, which have long recognized that
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government files should be accessible to the public. As the files are,
as a general rule, accessible to all, they are, of course, also accessible to the party concerned. It is not therefore surprising that the
Swedish Act of 1973 on data banks contains specific provisions on the
right of access. But this Act, which relates especially to computerised
information, contains two important innovations: firstly, it adapts
the right of access to the new conditions arising from computerisation;
secondly, it extends the right of access to private data-files.
It is more remarkable still to find that the same principle is
recognised in countries where the administration was until fairly
recently and still is, in most cases, influenced by a strong tradition
of secrecy. Thus the principle has been adopted with certain variations
in the French 1970 Act on the national register of drivers and in the
United States 1971 Act on records for employment and credit purposes
(Fair Credit Reporting Act). The principle is also to be found in
draft legislation or in official reports which have been prepared in
Canada, France, Great Britain and Germany. And international organisations such as the Council of Europe and the United Nations have also
adopted the principle or proposed its adoption.
This convergence of opinion is striking, but it is not enough
merely to take note of it. Indeed, difficulties and differences appear
when determining the content of the principle and when defining its
limits.

THE SUBSTANCE OF THE RIGHT OF ACCESS

The principle of the right of access may be demonstrated in one
proposition and two corollaries. Citizens should be given the opportunity of knowing the data which concern them. This right would be of
little effect if they were not first informed of the existence of the
data; and it would be useless if it were not accompanied by

t~e

right

to challenge this data.

1. The right of access "per sen
Two questions arise here: who is entitled to the right of access?
And what is the scope of the right?

a) The holder of the right of access
It is, of course, the file subject himself who, as a rule, has
the right of access to his personal file. But this seemingly simple
rule raises a technical and a legal problem.
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It is of course essential to ensure that it is in fact the file
subject who is requesting the information in order to avoid frauds and
leakages. This raises the usual problem of identification which arises
everyday

in post offices or in banks. It will frequently be the case

that because of their bulk and of facilities for remote-control processing, files are kept far away from the citizen. The citizen will
therefore have to request information as to the content of his file
by correspondence -or by using a remote data transmission circuit.
Consequently special methods for verifying identity will have to be
adopted; and these would no doubt best be worked out by applying the
techniques proper to computer science.
The legal problem arises because it will not always be the file
subject himself who will be exercising the right of access. This applies particularly to those under a legal disability, such as minors
or persons of unsound mind; in such cases, the rules of legal representation should be applied with particular care. It will no doubt be
possible in certain cases to allow an authorised agent or attorney to
consult the file or to request communication of it on behalf of the
file subject; but here again measures will have to be taken to prevent
specialised agencies from making up new data files from their clients'
dossiers. Finally, the law itself will in 6ertain cases compel recourse
to an intermediary, such as a control agency for files involving the
peace of the realm or military security, or again, a medical practitioner for files relating to health.

b) The subject matterof the right of access
The main subject of the right of access is obviously the data;
but it may be useful to extend access to the sources and uses of the
data.
All existing or draft legislation provides for the file subject
to be able to obtain communication of all the information which concerns him. In cases where a distinction is made, as in the French Act
on the register of drivers, between those entitled to only partial information, the file subject falls within the first category.
On the other hand, laws do not generally make provision for the
communication of sources of information. The reason may be that this
would place an undue burden on custodians of data-files and might have
an adverse effect on their means of obtaining information. This communication might however be useful and it would allow the file subject
to challenge far more easily and effectively erroneous information or
dubious opinions. The promoters of the Fair Credit Reporting Act understood this perfectly. They made provision to the effect that file subjects could, on request, obtain not only the nature and substance of
all the information contained in the files used for purposes of
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employment, credit facilities and insurance policies, but also the
source of that information; this rule is however subject to one exception, which in turn does not apply in one particular instance: the
source is not disclosed if the information is acquired solely for use
in preparing a report on the file subject and is used solely for that
purpose, but this exception does not apply if legal proceedings are
involved. This illustrates the difficulty of reconciling the interests
of data-file administrators and data-file subjects.
This difficulty is to be seen again in the answer to another
question: should citizens know the uses to which their files are put?
This is certainly of major interest to them: indeed it is not the
collection nor the storage of information which may cause prejudice
but its use. The communication of a file to a third party may result
in the refusal of a job or of credit, or in dismissal for health reasons, or in a discriminatory act on grounds of race, politics or religion, without the file subject being aware of the origin or reason for
the decision taken against him. This is the stage at which data-files
may be the most harmful and ignorance regarding them particularly regrettable, and at which the balance between the large agencies which
have custody and make use of data, and the citizen, is likely to be
the more seriously upset. This is why it appears essential to extend
to the fullest the scope of the right of access so as to include, in
addition to the data themselves and their sources, their uses. This
concern has already been reflected in several enactments. The American
Act of 1971 contains in this respect two types of provisions: the first
compels the data administrator in a case relating to employment to
notify the file subject of any communication of a report on him to a
third party, together with the name and address of that third party;
the second compels the data user, when he has taken the decision to
refuse to give a job or credit or insurance, or to increase the rate
charged for credit or insurance, for reasons derived solely or partially
from a report supplied by a specialised agency, to so notify the file
subject, giving the name and address of the agency; the burden of informing the file subject is thus divided between provider and the .user
of the information. It is with a similar intention that the Swedish
Act of 1973 empowers its Data Inspection Service to add to the provisions which it contains, by issuing directives on "the question of
knowing whether individuals should be informed of the processing of
data concerning them"

and the German Bill, like the UK Bill of 1969,

lays it down that file subjects should have the right to be informed
of data concerning them and, subject to the same limits and conditions,
of the name of the persons who have received communication of that information.
This is no doubt, even more than access to sources, a necessary
complement to access to the information itself.
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2. Corollaries to the right of access
To be effective, the right of access must as far as possible be
backed by two other rules: the file subjects must be informed of the
very existence of files of data concerning them, and they must have
the opportunity of challenging the data.

a) Prior information of the existence of data
Data-files present a greater source of danger to citizens if their
existence is kept secret from, or is simply unknown to, the file subjects. There is no point in giving a citizen the right to demand to know
the contents of his file if he is not aware that such a file exists.
No doubt he often assumes that it does: everyone knows or assumes that
he is the subject of a file in the tax or social security department;
there is nothing unusual in a government having files on its officials,
a university on its students, a hospital on its patients. But the
existence of certain data files, among the most threatening to privacy
and individual freedom, is less well known, if not in fact totally unknown,to the vast majority of the public. This is so particularly in
the case of certain police files or credit files which are often made
up of information collected without the knowledge of the file subject.
Subject to general reservations as regards the protection of the peace
of the realm and of military security it is desirable that the existence of such files be known to the file subjects so that they may, if
necessary, invoke their rights of access and of redress.
This prior information may take two forms. The most effective is
individual notification to each file subject when the data file is
being drawn up initially or when it is transferred to a third party or
again when the name of the person is first inserted in it. The UK 1969
Bill went even further and provided for notification not only of the
existence of the data file but of a complete statement of the data
contained in it, within a delay of two months after the name of the
file subject had first been inserted in it. In the case of large data
files containing tens of thousands of names such notification may prove
to be very expensive. Consequently a second solution has been proposed;
that of pUblication in an official Gazette. This is provided for in
the German Bill on public data-files: the sett·ing-up of a data file
must be publicly annouced in the Official Gazette after the first storage operation and must contain a statement of the type of information
which the file contains. A similar type of pUblicity comes from the promulgation of laws setting up particular data-diles. The 1970 French Act
on the national data-files for drivers is an instance. It is true that
the effectiveness of the system is limited since the public is not an
assiduous reader of the Official Gazette and also because a large
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proportion of the public would not be affected by the data-file until
a long time after its creation·had been announced. But these observations are also valid with respect to ignorance of the law which,
according to an old saying, is no excuse. Publication will at least
allow groups, unions and associations to be informed of the existence
of data-files and so to inform their members; the national press might
also publicise .the fact; and it would be easy, from the successive
pUblication of notices concerning new data-files, to build up a register of data-files.

b) The right of challenge
The main objects of the right of access are the opportunity to
challenge and the obligation to correct incomplete, inexact, obsolete
or unlawful data. Most laws or bills contain specific provisions to
that effect.
Two possibilities must be distinguished.
In the simpler cases, the data consist of pure fact; for instance,
a conviction, a surgical operation, the possession of a university
degree. The ·fact is or is not; there is no possibility of misinterpretation; the only problem is that of proof. The 1970 French Act on the
data-file for drivers contains an interesting provision in this respect: in the case of challenge the burden of proof lies on the person
responsible for the data-file. A similar provision was to be found in
a text providing for a national health file, inserted in a 1970 Act on
hospital reform but rejected by the French Parliament. This rule is
extremely favourable to file subjects and is consistent with the longrecognized rule of evidence that the burden of proof shifts in cases
of negative averments; indeed, the information often consists in positive facts which it is difficult to disprove; a citizen cannot be asked
to prove that he was not at a certain place, or that he had not been
summoned by the police some years previously. It must however be admitted that such a rule deprives computerisation of a great part of
its advantage, because the basic documents, such as records or reports
used in constituting the electronic data-file, cannot in practice be
destroyed; the rule therefore does not contribute to the volume reduction which would normally result from transfer to tapes or discs.

It

will therefore be necessary to arrive at more flexible formulas varying
according to category of data-file. Such a formula is to be found in
the German Bill: if the file subject disputes data information without
adducing any proof the information will not be deleted but a record of
the point in dispute will be attached to the information and will be
annexed to any subsequent communication of it to third parties.
It often happens that data consist not of statements of facts but
of opinions as to behaviour or character which are both more dangerous
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for the individual and more difficult to dispute. For this category
of data, the 1971 United States Act provides an interesting solution,
which recalls the general principle embodied in the German text to
which we have just referred; the file subject may submit a short statement containing his objections which will be annexed to his file and
communicated to third parties unless these objections are considered
to be "frivolous and irrelevant"; so that the statement should not be
too long and consequently expensive for the data administrator, the
latter may request that it be limited to a hundred words provided that
he assists the file subject in wording it clearly. Thus the file assumes an "adversary" form in the procedural sense of the term, which
gives added value to its contents and ensures the protection of the
citizen.
The protection thus afforded should be reinforced by two general
rules. First, corrections, additions or deletions should be notified
to persons who have received the information so that they may in turn
modify their decisions or alter their attitude towards the file subject: the United States and Swedish Acts contain provisions to that
effect within the first case, a time limit (corrections should be sent
to all persons who have within .the two previous years received a report
on the file subject for employment purposes and within the six previous
months for purposes of insurance and credit). Secondly, disputes are
s~bject to judicial supervision and the matter may be referred to the

courts if the parties have failed to reach agreement on the accuracy
of the fact or on the relevance of an expression of opinion; the French
Act on data-file of drivers has, in this respect, introduced a summary
procedure to reinforce the effectiveness of this supervision and remedy
the disadvantages caused by the delays of the law.
Right of access, right to information as to the existence of data
files, right to challenge data, if necessary, before the courts: these
are three essential articles of the declaration of the rights of file
subjects. Like all rights and freedoms, they are subject to limitations.

LIMITATIONS ON THE RIGHT OF ACCESS

The very principle of a right of access may conflict with other
principles, with which it must be reconciled. Furthermore, application
of the principle gives rise to practical difficulties which necessitate
limiting the exercise of the right.

1. Limitations on grounds of principle

The right of access, as in a general way the right to information,
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may be limited in the public interest or in the very interest of the
file subj ect.

a) The public interest
Certain data-files should in no case be accessible to those whom
they concern. It is "obvious that if the police authorities build up
data on persons suspected of drugs traffic there can be no question
of allowing traffickers to ask whether they are on the file and to
obtain communication of the information collected on them. The same
applies to data-files used in the prevention of tax frauds or smuggling.
This is why some acts or bills contain a general exclusion for police
files, in the wide sense of the term, from any regulation or, in any
case, from accessibility.
For instance, the provisions of the 1969 United Kingdom Bill regarding rights of access and correction do not apply to data banks
controlled by the police, the security services and the armed forces.
Likewise, in the German Bill the obligation to pUblicise a new dataf-ile and the right of file subjects to know and to make changes in the
data concerning them does not extend to data-files administered by the
Office for the Protection of the Constitution, the Federal Secret Ser"vice, the Army Counter-Espionage Service, the Public Prosecutor's Office, the Police and the Prosecutions Department for fiscal and customs offences.
Such limitations, necessary in principle, have serious disadvantages: the files which most threaten the liberty of the citizen are in
fact outside his control. It is at the very moment where the dangers
of data-files, often imaginary, become real that protection is no longer available.
These disadvantages may be alleviated in two ways; firstly,

it is

desirable and possible to limit the range of exceptions : not all police records must necessarily be kept secret; a distinction must be
made within that category between records which can be subjected to
the ordinary law (for instance, the record of administrative penalties
in relation to driving licences or the sale of drinks, or again the
record of persons arrested merely for identity checks) and those records which should be excluded (for instance, the record of wanted
persons - whether wanted in connection with legal proceedings or being
sought by their families). Secondly, for this second category, as the
right of access and of verification could not be granted to the interested parties themselves, it might be granted to an impartial and
independent supervisory agency which would be bound to the same form
of secrecy as is provided for in a number of bills on data banks, and
in Acts already enacted in Land Hesse and in Sweden. The files would
thus be safe from indiscretion but would not be outside all control.
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b) Reasons of private interest
It may happen, paradoxically, that a person is refused the right
of access in his own interest. This would generally be the case as
regards medical files. It is a moot question whether a sick man should
be fully and immediately informed of his condition. In most countries
the principle is that he should be informed not by being brutally faced
with his dossier but by an interview with a doctor who will give the
necessary explanations with the care and understanding which the patient's physical and mental condition demands. This is why a number
of Acts, Bills or court decisions provide that medical files held by
hospitals, insurance companies, social security branches or any other
agency should be communicated to a medical practitioner only and not
to a patient or to his family. The right of access is thus assured but
it is exercised through an intermediary, and is therefore of an indirect nature.

2. Limitations for practical reasons
The exercise of a permanent right of access, coupled with the
obligation to notify the existence of dossiers, and the right to have
corrections made to them can have practical disadvantages of two kinds.
Firstly, operations are costly; the multiplication of printouts is
likely to increase considerably the overhead expenses of administering
files.

Furthermore, the large inflows of reque£ts for communications

which may either be spontaneous or organised by pressure groups would
obstruct the proper functioning of the service and, in the long run,
completely disorganise it.
This is indeed where the specific nature of computerised information is more clearly apparent by reason of the centralisation of
operations and the resulting increase in costs. However, these aspects
should not be exaggerated. In particular, the question of cost would
require far more detailed study. A comparison should be made of the
total cost, manpower costs included, of delivering extracts from a
manual register and from an electronic file: it is not at all certain
that the comparison would be to the advantage of the former.
ever

But what-

the case, it is essential that custodians of data-files should

be protected against possible abuses of the right of access.
Such measures of protection take two forms which, moreover, are
not mutually exclusive: communications may be charged for and may be
restricted in number. The Swedish Act lays it down that access of the
citizen to his private data is generally free, but that it may be subject to a fee if the Data Banks Inspection Service so authorises. The
1969 United Kingdom proposal provides that the initial and compulsory
statement is issued free but that information subsequently communicated
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to file subjects, at their request, is subject to a fee. The German
Bill provides for payment in all cases. Moreover, requests might be
restricted in number: each citizen would for instance be entitled to
a credit of one free communication a year, as provided in the Swedish
Act; it might further be provided that other communications would not
be subject to a fee whenever particular circumstances justified the
request. The German Bill provides that information may be refused if
it is "requested manifestly for malicious purposes ".
It is not possible in this field to lay down general rules. Each
category of data-files must be governed by particular provisions depending on the purpose, the number and the nature of the items which
it contains.

CONCLUSIONS

The right of access of individuals to their own data must be given
statutory recognition and must be extended and reinforced, even if it
has to be subjected to .certain limitations. The principle must be given
effect to by legislation which, in our opinion, should be both general
and applicable to various cases.
It should be of general application because most of the questions
put relate not only to computerised data banks but also to ordinary
manual records. In this instance, as in others, computerisation has
brought to light a latent problem and given it new dimensions. Personal
records do not date from yesterday; the right to process data is a
claim advanced in our times for reasons which project far beyond computer technology. Nevertheless it is because of data computerisation,
and simultaneous with it, that the problem of access to personal data
has been given its full expression. But computerisation should not be
penalised for the service it has rendered. Legislative provisions
should not be made solely for it, and especially not against it; some
of the existing laws are of general application and make no reference
to data computerisation even if it is in fact data processing which
has prompted the legislation; such is the case, for instance, of the
French Act on data-files for drivers, or of the United States Fair
Credit Reporting Act; it is true that others, such as the United Kingdom Bill, the Act of Land Hesse and the Swedish Act, only deal with
computeris~d

data; but some, as in the case of the Swedish Act, merely

apply customary principles to the field of computerised information,
and the scope of application of the others may perhaps be extended
subsequently. The best solution would no doubt be to apply common principles to all data-files independently of technology, while making
particular provision to deal with problems linked specifically to data
computerisation, such as the cost and rate of communications.
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It should be of varied application because the detailed rules for
implementing the principle cannot be common to data-files which are
different in their purpose, their nature and their administration. Some
will be excepted from the right of access, while being subjected, it
must be hoped, to other forms of control. In the case of other files,
the form and extent of access will differ according to the respective
interests of the file subject and of the custodian of the file.
If, as shown here,computerisation helps to recognise the right
of access, it will have finally contributed to the reinforcement of
security systems to safeguard the privacy and individual freedom of
persons instead of weakening them, as is at times feared.
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12. LEGISLATION ON DATA PROCESSING AND PARTICULARLY ON
DATA TRANSMISSION AND DELETION
by H.Auernhammer
Ministerialrat,
Federal Ministry of the Interior (Germany)

INTRODUCTION

Legislation on the protection of privacy is intended to safeguard
the individual and his private life from the misuse of computerised
information. In jurisprudence, however, the concept of privacy is not
always applied in the same way, since it is not an absolute concept.
It does not have universal validity, but has to be defined for certain
persons individually, in terms of a particular space and time. Nor can
an abstract legal definition of the concept of privacy be chosen as a
basis for general privacy legislation in all public and private sectors and used for analysing concrete cases or determining their legal
implications.

*

Again, a casuistic solution will not do. Separate regulations
covering all possible and conceivable cases in which privacy might be
breached during data processing cannot be the basis for a general law
for the protectipn of privacy. There would be no end to this and such
a course would also be thwarted by the relativity of the privacy concept.
In principle, therefore, general legislation on the protection of
privacy should not try to give to personal data confidentiality ratings
according to their importance for the privacy of citizens as a whole.
It cannot be based on the data content and use the rating of that content for building up a system of privacy regulations of various kinds.
In principle such legislation should instead safeguard all personal
data, even if these data appear not to affect privacy in general.

In

this way it would usually be possible to protect privacy effectively
and in particular to prevent the unrestricted collection of isolated
data for building up general personality profiles.
To achieve this goal, computerisation of personal data should be
*These comments mostly show how the matter stands in the Federal
Republic of Germany. See also Steinmuller in Kilian-Lenk-Steinmuller,
Datenschutz, 1973, p. 67; Sim~tis, Datenverarbeitung im Recht, 1973
pp. 143 ~; Auernhammer, Offentllche Verwaltung und Datenverarbeitung, 1971, p. 26, 1974, p. 52.
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controlled and, for this, the complex system of data processing should
be analysed and its various stages studied from the standpoint of
their need for protection, only those requiring protection being subject to control. A law on these lines might solve the problem of how
and in what circumstances personal data could and should be processed
for the protection of privacy. While the following analysis is concerned with these questions, two important data processing stages,
namely transmission and deletion, will be considered in more detail.
We will therefore begin with the concept that privacy will in principle
be safeguarded in all the public and private sectors of a country by
a comprehensive Data Protection Act as contained in the Federal Bill
for the protection of privacy in the Federal Republic. * The fact that
its all-embracing provisions will inevitably be slightly broader and
more abstract is unimportant, since in keeping with the initial concept
they will be supplemented by provisions on privacy which have been or
will be issued as technical regulations on a special restricted subject
and which, because of their nature, may be drawn up in a more practical
and detailed manner. **

LEGAL CONTROL OF DATA PROCESSING STAGES REQUIRING
SAFEGUARDS

1. Stages requiring safeguards
The first stage to be controlled in a data processing system is
the data input. It goes without saying that this stage should be looked
at critically, since it is the first factor governing processing and
hence the possible misuse of data during processing. There is, however,
some argument as to just when this critical stage takes place and it
is suggested that it may be either at the time of the collection, preparation or storage of the data. By means of storage, entry of the data
into the computer system is of course virtually physical, if, as is
generally the case, this means recording data on input media for later
use during processing. It is sometimes maintained that the critical
stage begins even when the data are collected, i.e. it begins with the
question and answer process,*** and should be controlled, but this is
probably untrue, since there are few possibilities of misusing
* Published in Bundestag paper No. 7/1027 of 21st September, 1973.
Also applicable in the public and private sectors are the United
Kingdom Data Surveillance Bill of 6th May, 1969 and the Swedish
Data Act of 1st May, 1973, both issued as Council of Europe documents Nos. CCJ/Prot.Priv. (71)4 and EXP/Prot.Priv. (73)5.

** A similar idea is also put forward by Arthur Miller in "The Assault
on Privacy" quoted from the German version "Der Einbruch in die
Privatsphire", 1973, pp. 271 and 276.

*** Simitis, Datenverarbeitung im Recht, 1973,pp.170
Auernhammer, Offentliche Verwaltung und
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See also
1974,p.53.

Datenverarbe~tung,

data which are not recorded for future use and are therefore not stored
(we will not deal here with the subject of data processing methods and
stages, e.g. the process of gathering data by means of wire-tapping
devices). Data preparation, i.e. the recording of data on an input
medium (which can be read by the computer), has no legal implications
if the record on the input medium is controlled.
The moment when the data leave the processing system, either in
their original stored form or as new data directly generated in the
data processing system, is of particular importance. This stage may be
described as data transmission, i.e. the communication of data which
were either stored or directly obtained by processing to persons or
institutions outside the place of storage. The data may be communicated
by action taken at the place of storage, i.e. by passing them on, or
else by making them available for consultation or retrieval with the
aid of certain technical devices, e.g. on-line terminals in the case
of electronic processing. Here it is especially important to protect
the interests of the person concerned by making sure that no data about
him fall into the hands of unauthorised persons.
In addition, the data must also be protected against misuse while
in the computer, and here the alteration and deletion of data should
be pointed out as other important stages relevant to the protection of
privacy. Data may be changed by adding new information, by incorporating them with other data, or by partly deleting them, and the main
point is to prevent any falsification of records. Generally speaking,
deletion means making data unrecognisable by removing or erasing a
record or by superimposing other data. A wrongful deletion may damage
a person's privacy, while on the other hand it may be in his interest
that information concerning him should be deleted.

2. Regulations on what data may be processed
The first object of privacy legislation must be to establish what
personal data may be subjected to any of the processing stages described above, so that· no personal data could be stored, transmitted,
changed or deleted unless authorised by that legislation.* Such legislation is necessary in data processing services to protect the citizen's
privacy., and it cannot be effectively protected in any other way. Nor
is the inverse procedure possible, i.e. only to prohibit computerisation
of strictly defined personal data and groups of such data, or in particular cases specified under law. A comprehensive law on privacy would
therefore provide only very incomplete protection, since it is impossible to make a universally valid selection of personal data and

* This is laid down in the Federal Bill for the protection of privacy
in Germany.
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processable cases, such as this type of legislation would require,
and the legislator would have to confine himself to a comparatively
narrow and quite inadequate range of prohibited cases.
The privacy legislation in existence or in preparation, and political and technical discussions, apply widely differing criteria for
permitting the processing of personal data·, and the legislator must
see that the regulations are effectively balanced. The provisions as
to what data may be processed should guarantee adequate protection of
privacy without depriving the citizen of the advantages of computerisat ion in public departments and business life, and without prejudicing his right to information, which can be asserted more effectively
through modern technology. Here general legislation on privacy should
contain different regulations to suit the different sectors of application, both in public and in business life. In the case of business
there should be special regulations for enterprises which process data
commercially for third parties, trade in personal data (e.g. agencies
providing information on creditworthiness) ,or use such information
for rationalising their own business (e.g. banks and insurance companies). Since the provisions on what data might be subjected to in the
various processing stages would also naturally vary considerably, there
would be a wide range of regulations under a general law on privacy.
So far in this discussion we have frequently insisted that privacy legislation should allow the processing of personal data only in
cases where it was permitted by a specific legal provision unconnected
with the law on privacy * , but this requirement is not realistic.
Either we should have to postpone legislation until all the legal provisions required to cover all conceivable cases of processing personal
data in public departments and business life had been made, or else
data processing in these areas, and therefore in public departments
and business enterprises, might be seriously affected, since at present
there are no such legal provisions covering every case. In addition
permission to process qat a often requires the consent of the person
whom the data concerns, which is reasonable, since it is usually an
adult citizen's privacy which is being safeguarded and he must be able
to waive protection in certain circumstances, if he wishes. However,
this solution would have to be rejected if it gave him overriding
control, i.e. if he did not consent to having his records computerised;
but if there was a legal provision authorising it in a particular case
the processing should be allowed.
In more recent Bills on privacy there is a third possibility;
namely, that the law on the protection of privacy itself should lay

*

KamIah, Die offentliche Verwaltung, 1970,pp. 36
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down rather broader conditions for permitting data processing.* These
would vary according to conditions and requirements in the different
sectors of application. The solution often put forward whereby permission to process personal data would depend on the actual job to be
done with the aid of the computer seems constructive and appropriate
and would mean that the need for using data processing would have to
be proved in each case. A more detailed explanation of the data transmission and deletion stages will be given in the following sections.

3. Data processing controls and obligations
As already mentioned, effective legislation on the protection of
privacy should also include provisions obliging the data processing
services to process certain personal information, at least at certain
stages of processing. At first sight it would seem doubtful whether
this would help to protect the citizen in view of the arguments in the
preceding Section regarding the need to stipUlate when data processing
was permissible, which would mean that processing would be forbidden
in all other cases. Even so, such provisions would be of major importance for the person concerned, since they would give him rights enabling him to check whether the rules on processing his own data had
been complied with and to have them enforced.
It is important, for instance, that a data processing service
should be required to make specified changes in data which have been
stored incorrectly or have become incorrect after storage, i.e. 'the
changes required to put them right. Changes may also be necessary in
order to supplement stored data which are incomplete or defective, in
which case the storage of personal data may be made obligatory. Another
example of an obligation to store data would be when the correctness
of personal data was challenged and the data processing service could
not prove their accuracy, nor the person concerned their inaccuracy;
in this case the service could not be compelled to make a correction
(but at most a deletion). In such cases a suitable solution would be
to make it compulsory for the service to note that the data were contested and not proven, or that the person concerned had a counterstatement of fact. The obligation to transmit and delete data will be
considered in more detail in the following sections.

*

According to Section 2, Sub-Section 3, of the Federal Bill for the
protection of privacy in the Federal Republic, the processing of
data protected by the Act would be permitted only when the person
concerned had given his consent, or if the Act or some other legal
provision authorised it.
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LEGISLATION AND THE TRANSMISSION OF DATA PRIVACY
1. Restricting the right to transmit data
An explanation of what is meant by data transmission has already
been given above. It also shows how legislation on the transmission of
personal data is of special importance for safeguarding privacy, particularly since it is considered that the threat to privacy does not
usually begin until data are transmitted to third persons.* However,
this view does not go unchallenged, and in any case an institution
which fulfills the requirements for storing certain personal data, and
therefore stores them legitimately, is certainly not on that account
authorised to transmit them to third persons or institutions. It is
preferable to have independent reasons for authorising transmission.
As was pointed out above, the transmission of data should be permitted
when authorised by a special legal provision unconnected with the law
on privacy, or when the person whom the data concern has consented to
their transmission. This two-way classification of cases in which data
transmission is permissible should be followed in all fields of application of privacy legislation, but the regulations authorising communication, included in a general law on the protection of privacy could
and should take into consideration the requirements and special features of the various sectors of application and proposals to this, and
are put forward in the following paragraphs.**
If the computerisation takes place in the· public sector, data
transmission between the various authorities might be allowed, provided
that the data were needed for the actual work to be done by the receiving authority then. To be more specific, in these cases the law should
lay down two conditions for allowing transmission. First, the need of
the authority receiving the data to have knowledge of them in order to
do its work lawfully, and second, the competence of that authority to
do the work for which the data are needed. The various authorities
would then be sure of receiving, simply and rationally, the data which
they legitimately required, and nothing more. If the authorities were
transmitting personal data to private persons or institutions, authority to transmit would have to be regulated differently. Generally speaking, the recipient would be required to have a demonstrably legitimate
and justifiable interest in being given the data to be transmitted,
and the private interests of the person concerned which required protection not be prejudiced by the data transmission.
As regards the regulation of data transmission in the private
sector, general privacy legislation should make a distinction between
the types of caae_ If thepe was a contractual relationship or similar
·Paragraph 3.6 of the general statement of the grounds for the Federal Bill for the protection of privacy in Germany .
•• In the main these proposals are in keeping with the regulations in
.
the Federal Bill for the protection of privacy in the Federal Republic.
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confidential relationship between the data bank and the recipient of
the data, the transmission of stored personal records to other persons
or institutions might be declared allowable if it filled a purpose of
the legal relationship, which in fact means, if the data transmission
was required for the conclusion, performance or discharge of such a
contractual agreement. In cases where there was no contractual agreement, data transmission should be allowable, provided that it was
required to safeguard the legitimate interests of the transmission service or of a third person, and provided that interests of the person
concerned which deserved protection were not prejudiced by such transmission.

If personal data were stored for sale to other persons or

institutions, their transmission could only be allowed if the recipient
had a legitimate reason for knowing them. Generally speaking, this is
the case with loan, insurance and service contracts, if the recipient
requires the data in order to conclude, carry out or discharge such
contracts. It is well to add that the recipient should prove that he
had legitimate reasons for knowing the data. Furthermore, the person
selling the data should record the reason for the recipient's legitimate interest and of the proof provided.
We now come to the question whether, in addition to the regulations proposed above, general rules which would make transmission
difficult in every case can be laid down for certain groups of data
which are sometimes claimed to be definitely private, as, for instance,
data of a medical, religious or political nature. The reply is given
in the introduction to this paper, where it is said that, in principle,
data processing regulations should not set priorities for the protection of personal data in terms of their significance for everyone's
privacy. The relativity of the privacy concept is also involved in
data transmission and whether privacy is threatened depends on the
recipient's personality and ultimately on the interests of the sender,
the recipient and the person reported on. The following approach would
therefore be preferable. Assuming that the special legal obligations
on officials and members of certain professions in many countries to
observe secrecy (e.g. fiscal or statistical secrecy and the duty of
doctors or lawyers to observe professional secrecy) are the result of
long experience, they may offer the right basis for special regulations.
These could provide for extending the scope of professional or official
secrecy regarding personal data to cover other persons or institutions
who receive data from a person bound to secrecy and wish to pass them
on. This would mean in practice that a sickness insurance company, for
instance, could not send to a life insurance company data on a patient
which it had rightfully received from a doctor, except with the same
safeguards as those observed by the doctor.
In the case of automatic data transmission, as used for instance
in teleprocessing, appropriate precautions should be taken to avoid
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misuse by means of additional regulations, e.g. by requiring data to
be coded or an input blocking deviqe to be built into the hardware or
software. If the data can be retrieved automatically without any opportunity for direct human intervention, a record should be kept of all
retrievals, stating at least the party asking for retrieval,

and in

wha't form and when the retrieval was obtained.
2. Legal obligation to transmit data
Legislation which makes it a duty to transmit personal data is
less important than legislation limiting what data may be transmitted,
but there are cases when it is in a person's interest to have data
about himself transmitted and the data processing service should be
bound by privacy legislation to transmit such data. First, the person
concerned should have the right to be told what information has been
stored about him, which is important, since be can then verify that
it has been lawfully stored and is correct. Data must in fact be transmitted to the person concerned, so that he can ask for them to be
deleted or corrected. Another example concerns the case described earlier. If the data have to be accompanied by a note stating that they
cannot be proved, or by a counterstatement of fact, the computer department can reasonably be required, when transmitting them, always
to add such reservation or counterstatement.

LEGISLATION AND THE DELETION OF DATA PRIVACY

1. Permission to delete data
The concept of data deletion has already been explained.

It may

be a disadvantage to the citizen if personal data stored about him are
deleted, and especially if they are removed from their context, so
that the question of when the deletion of personal data should be
allowed requires a ruling. The regulation would allow records to be
deleted whenever they no longer met the purpose for which they were
stored and if their deletion did not harm any of the individual's interests which deserved to be protected. In the public sector, for
example, records do-not have to be kept any longer if they are no longer
needed for the lawful performance of the duties of the authority which
stored them.
2. Legal obligation to delete data,
Provisions prescribing an obligation to delete data are much more
important than legislation to decide when they may be deleted. The
most important case, and also the simplest, is that of data stored in
defiance of a legal prohibition. In these circumstances it is proper
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to make it the duty of the processing service to delete such data and
to grant the citizen concerned the right to demand their deletion.
Legislation is much more difficult if the original reasons for
allowing data storage no longer hold good, or if the data had to be
stored for an unlimited time because they might always be required. An
important consideration in this case is that when stored for ·an unli-.
mited time information may well become obsolete and incorrect. Furthermore, storage without a time limit, particularly of unfavourable data,
may have detrimental effects on the person concerned, so that such data
are often required to be consigned to oblivion after a suitable lapse
of time. In all these cases it would seem necessary for storage to cease
in order to prevent the data from being used.
The legislator will therefore probably make it compulsory to delete the data specified above. Discussion of this subject up to now nas
shown, however, that there

~ay

be considerable disadvantages, includ-

ing disadvantages for the person concerned, if the records are removed
or destroyed. It has been pointed out that scientific work, such as
historical, medical or sociological research, is hampered, and that
commercial and legal activities are in practice made more difficult. *
These objections are well founded and another way must. be found to
make the data unusable, which would be the purpose of deleting them.
This could be done by a regulation stipulating that data need neither
be removed nor obliterated, yet preventing them from being used illicitlywhile providing for their use, however, in exceptional cases.

The

data would have to be "blocked" in this way by having a suitable note
added to them.
According to the Federal Bill for the protection of privacy, which
apparently pioneered such regulations for blocking data, records would
have to be blocked whenever they were no longer required for the original purpose for which they were stored and if the person concerned
asked for them to be blocked. In the public sector, data would no
longer be needed for the purpose for which they were stored if the authority which stored them no longer required them for the lawful performance of its duties. In cases where factors other than the nature
of the recipient permitted the storage of data (e.g. in the case of
status information agencies), the data would have to be blocked if stored for five years and if the person concerned so requested. The blocked
data could then no longer be processed or used in any way. The only
exceptions would be when use of the data was essential for scientific
purposes, for supplying missing evidence, or for other reasons of

* This was pointed out at a three-day hearing arranged by the Federal
German Ministry of the Interior in November, 1972 on the first
Federal Bill for the protection of privacy.
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special interest to the data-storing service or to a third person, or
if the person concerned had given his consent.*

* Regarding the problem of regulation for blocking data see Auernhammer,
et seq.

'Oifentliche Verwaltung und Datenverarbeitung, 1974, pp. 126
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13. REGULATION OF CREDIT INFORMATION BUREAUS
by K. McLean
Professional Staff, United States Senate (United States)

INTRODUCTION

1. Description of the Consumer Reporting Industry
Since the end of World War II, the American economy has witnessed
a phenomenal increase in the use of credit and insurance by consumers.
Those who are in the business of extending credit or selling insurance
need an information system to evaluate the credit worthiness or insurability of individual applicants. Accordingly, the rapid growth in
consumer credit and consumer insurance has led to a parallel growth
of a consumer reporting industry designed to meet the informational
needs of creditors and insurors. The availability of an organized
information system has inevitably led to other uses of reports on
consumers including reports to prospective employers,to landlords and
to governmental licensing agencies. In 1973, consumer reporting
agencies in the United States furnished more than 170 million consumer
reports of all kinds at a cost of more than Z 400 million.

2. Objectives and Coverage of the Fair Credit Reporting Act
The rapid growth of the consumer reporting industry since World
War II proceeded without any appreciable governmental regulation until
the passage of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) by the Congress
in 1970. In passing the FCRA, Congress had two major objectives: first,
to protect consumers from being damaged by inaccurate or misleading
consumer reports; and second, to see that consumer reports do not unreasonably invade an individual's right of privacy. Congress did not
challenge the requirement for a consumer reporting system to meet business information needs. Congress was concerned, however, that the
consumer reporting system which has grown up to serve business needs
also respect the rights of individuals on whom reports are made or
compiled.
The FCRA recognizes two basic kinds of consumer reports. First,
there is the traditional credit bureau report on persons who apply for
credit with retailers, banks, or other creditors. Credit bureaus deal
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primarily in objective-type information relating to a person's financial credit record: where he has credit accounts, how long does he take
to pay his bills, etc. Credit bureaus also collect and report public
record information including records of suits, judgments, liens, etc.
Most of the reports furnished by credit bureaus are for credit purposes
although they also occasionally furnish reports to prospective employers.
The second type of report is an investigative consumer report on
a person's general character, reputation, habits and morals.

The in-

formation is primarily sUbjective in nature and is gathered through
interviews with neighbors or associates of the person being investigated. Agencies which specialize in making investigative consumer reports furnish the bulk of their reports to insurance companies for the
purpose of determining an applicant's insurability. They also may make
reports for employment or credit purposes.
In general, the FCRA is intended to regulate the collection and
reporting of information on consumers by third-party reporting agencies. The Act only covers reports on individuals when the report is
used for the purpose of evaluating the individual's eligibility for
consumer credit, consumer insurance, employment or similar benefits.
It does not cover reports on business firms

; nor does it generally

cover reports on individuals made directly from source to user without
the assistance of a third-party reporting agency; nor does i t cover
reports on individuals made for non-consumer purposes, e.g., a report
for the purpose of evaluating an individual's eligibility for credit
or insurance for business purposes or a report to evaluate the
legitimacy of an insurance claim submitted by an individual.
The FCRA became effective in April of 1971. Since that time, t h e '
Federal Trade Commission (FTC), which administers the Act, has concluded the Act is deficient in a number of respects. Accordingly, in
August of 1973, Senator William Proxmire of Wisconsin, the sponsor of
the original legislation, introduced a bill to implement the FTC recommendations. Hearings were held on this bill in October of 1973 by
Senator Proxmire's Subcommittee on Consumer Credit; however, when the
Subcommittee met on November 27, it voted to table the measure by a
vote of 4 to 2. Despite this setback, Senator Proxmire has said he
will continue to press for legislation to strengthen the present Act.
This paper will describe briefly the major provisions of the FCRA and
will outline some of the Act's major deficiencies. Any opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of any member of Congress or Federal agency.
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MAIN PROVISIONS OF THE FCRA
1. Improving the Accuracyof Consumer Reports
One of the main objectives of the FCRA is to protect individuals
from inaccurate or incomplete consumer reports. The Act employs two
methods to achieve this objective. The first involves giving consumers
access to their files and the right to challenge inaccurate information.
The second involves a statutory requirement imposed on consumer reporting agencies to adopt procedures for maximizing accuracy with civil
penalties for non-compliance.
Under the access method, the FCRA imposes the following requirements :
a) Those who deny credit, insurance or employment or take certain
other adverse actions either wholly or partly on the basis of
the information in a consumer report must disclose that such
action was influenced by a consumer report together with the
name and address of the consumer reporting agency.[Sec. 61S(a)]
b) Consumers are entitled to an oral disclosure of the "nature and
subtance" of the information in their file maintained by a consumer reporting agency except for medical information or the
sources used on an investigative consumer report.

(Sec. 609)

These disclosures can be obtained through a visit to the consumer reporting agency or by phone if the consumer first makes
a written request and pays any long-distance tool charges.(Sec.610)
c) Consumer reporting agencies must reinvestigate any item disputed by
the consumer and delete the information if it cannot be reverified.
If the reinvestigation does not resolve the dispute, the consumer
is entitled to have his version of the dispute entered in his file
and included on all subsequent reports. (Sec. 611)
The FCRA also seeks to improve the accuracy of consumer reports by
requiring consumer reporting agencies to adopt reasonable procedures to
assure maximum possible accuracy of their reports. [Sec. 607 (b)]

Those

who are negligent in meeting this requirement are liable for actual
damages plus court costs and attorney fees.

(Sec. 617) Anyone

of wilful noncompliance can also be assessed punitive damages.

guilty
(Sec. 616)

2. Protection of Privacy
The second major objective of the FCRA is to protect individual
privacy. To achieve this objective, the Act imposes the following requirements :
a) Information compiled by consumer reporting agencies can be
used only for purposes permitted by the Act, i.e. to evaluate
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a consumer's eligibility for credit, insurance, employment,
license or similar benefit; or in connection with a

business

transaction involving the consumer where the report user has
a legitimate business need for the information.

(Sec. 604)

b) Consumer reporting agencies cannot furnish a report unless
the user certifies the purpose for which it is to be used and
that it will be used for no other purpose. [Sec. 607

(a)l

c) Consumer reporting agencies cannot report adverse information
older than seven years or 14 years in the case of information
on bankruptcies. These prohibitions do not apply if the report
is in connection with an application for credit or life insurance in an amount of 3 50,000 or more or an application for
a job which pays 3 20,000 or more a year.

(Sec. 605)

d) Those who order an investigative consumer report must inform
the consumer of the investigation and his right to request
further information concerning the details and scope of the
investigation. These disclosures are not required in the case
of employment reports ordered on individuals who have not
applied for the specific job opening.

(Sec. 606)

e) Consumer reporting agencies must adopt reasonable procedures
to prevent reports being made for unauthorized purposes.
[Sec. 607 (a)l Civil and criminal penalties apply in the case
of negligent or Iwil:ful violations.

(Sec. 616, 617 and 618)

f) Anyone who obtains information from a consumer reporting
agency under .false pretenses is subject to criminal
penalties. (Sec. 619)

MAJOR DEFICIENCIES IN THE FCRA

The FCRA represents the first attempt to regulate the consumer
reporting system. It provided a statutory footing to certain basic
rights of the consumer including the right to be informed and the right
of reasonable privacy. However, as in the case of most new legislation,
a gap has developed between the major objectives of the FCRA and the
procedural requirements designed to achieve those objectives. After
three years of administering the legislation, the FTC has concluded
that many of the Act's specific provisions are unintelligible, insufficient and unenforceable.
The gap between the promise of the FCRA and its actual performance
is due primarily to major modifications made by Congress to the original bill introduced by Senator Proxmire in 1969. These modifications
were agreed to following strong representations by industry that the
original Proxmire bill was too stringent and would severely cripple
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the consumer reporting business. Because Congress was entering a new
legislative area and because it was generally unfamiliar with the details of the consumer reporting business, many members of Congress
tended to give the industry the benefit of the doubt. As a result, the
Proxmire bill was gradually reshaped to accommodate many (but not all)
of the industry's objections. The bill which eventually cleared the
Congress was not opposed by the major elements within the consumer
reporting system. The remainder of this paper will outline some of the
Act's major deficiencies and how it may be strengthened.

1. Notification of Adverse Action

One of the most crucial disclosure provisions of the FCRA is the
requirement imposed on the user of a consumer report to notify the
consumer whenever an

adverse action is influenced by a consumer report.

[Sec. 615. See Paragraph 8 (a)j All of the consumer's rights to have
access to his file and challenge information are triggered by this provision. Unless a consumer knows adverse action taken against him has
been influenced by a consumer report, his other rights under the Act
are of little consequence.
The FTC has found that the notifications given by report users
pursuant to Sec. 615 are inadequate and in some cases, misleading. A
survey made by the Commission revealed that less than 25 percent of
consumers who received a Sec. 615 notification exercised their right
to contact the reporting agency and have their file disclosed. One
reason why many consumers fail to exercise these rights may be due to
the fact that the Sec. 615 disclosure statement does not include a
specific reference to such rights.
Many consumers who did contact the reporting agency after receiving a Sec. 615 disclosure were confused when they were told their file
contained virtually no adverse information. The reason for this anomaly
is that many report users take adverse action primarily on the basis
of the information supplied by the consumer himself on his application
rather than on any adverse information in the consumer report. For
example, a consumer applying for credit may have insufficient income.
The FCRA requires a Sec. 615 notification whenever adverse action
is based either wholly or partly on a consumer report. If a consumer
report contains any adverse information, no matter how trivial, a
prudent creditor, seeking to avoid liability for non-compliance, feels
compelled to make a Sec.

615 notification even though 99 percent of

the reason for the adverse action may be based on the information contained in the consumer's application and the creditor's own policies.
Rather than explain their own credit policies to their customers, some
creditors simply use the Sec. 615 disclosure to shift the apparent
blame for a credit denial to the consumer reporting agency. Consumers
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are thus sent on a wild goose chase and inevitably become confused and
suspicious that someone is withholding information.
In order to remedy these problems, the FTC has recommended that
whenever adverse action is influenced by a consumer report, the report
user should give the consumer a copy of the report and indicate the
items of information considered to be adverse. The FtC believes the
report user should also be required to disclose the name, address and
phone number of the reporting agency and the consumer's right to find
out what is in his file and to correct errors.
The procedures proposed by the FTC will enable an individual to
challenge immediately any adverse action if it is based on erroneous
information in the consumer report.

Al~,

if the individual feels the

report is accurate, he is spared a time consuming trip to the reporting agency to find out what is in his file. Conversely, in cases where
the report contains inaccurate information, the consumer is specifically made aware of his right to inspect and correct the information
in his file maintained by the consumer reporting agency. Finally, if
the report contains little or no adverse information, the consumer is
alerted to the fact that the adverse action taken by the report user
is probably based on some factor other than the consumer report. The
consumer is then motivated to seek an explanation from the report user
instead of wasting his time with the reporting agency.
Another change being considered by Congress is to require that an
individual be given a copy of any adverse report to be sent to a prospective employer five days before it is sent. This will give the individual an opportunity to challenge any inaccurate information in the
report before it is received by the employer. Advance disclosure is
less essential in the case of a credit report or insurance report since
a person who is rejected for credit or insurance on the basis of an
erroneous report can always reapply after getting the erroneous information corrected. However, an individual can be irreparably damaged
by an erroneous employment report--by the time the individual gets the
error corrected, the job may have gone to someone else.

2. Written Copy of Consumer Report
Perhaps the most serious complaint raised by consumers is their
inability to see their files and obtain a written copy of the information contained therein. As a result of these complaints, the FTC
has proposed an amendment to the FCRA entitling consumers to actually
see and inspect their consumer file and, upon request and for a nominal charge, to obtain a written copy of any information in the file.
The written copy could be obtained at the office of the reporting
agency or through the mail.
The consumer reporting industry has argued that the written copy
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proposal would be unduly cumbersome for small reporting agencies and
that consumers wouldn't understand the esoteric trade jargon used on
consumer reports. Some reporting agencies also fear that if an individual can obtain a written copy of his credit report, he will use it
to obtain credit and that creditors will find less of a need to purchase reports from the reporting agency. However, this fear is contradicted by the experience of the Credit Data Corporation (CDC), a large
mUlti-state firm which makes over 20 million reports a year. CDC voluntarily provides consumers with written copies of their credit report
with appropriate explanations of the report's format. No evidence has
been presented to suggest that consumers have misused their copy of
the CDC report or that they have been unable to understand the trade
symbols used on the report.
Whatever the merits of the speculative fears raised by some elements of the reporting industry, there are concrete benefits to the
consumer arising from the written copy proposed. These benefits can
be summarized as follows :
a) The right to receive a written copy will insure that reporting
agencies disclose all of the information in a consumer's file.
The FTC has found that under the oral disclosure mechod, there
tends to be wholesale withholding of sensitive information
reflecting adversely upon a consumer's character or morals.
However, because the disclosure was oral, an aggrieved consumer
would find it difficult to prove in a court of law that the
reporting agency withheld material information. Reporting
agencies would find it more difficult to withhold information
if the conSumer were entitled to a written copy of his file.
Moreover, if the reporting agency still withheld information,
the consumer would find it easier to prove a violation of the
FCRA since he could compare his written disclosure with the
actual contents of his file obtained through discovery procedures.
b) Even assuming 100 percent compliance by reporting agencies,
a written copy may still be necessary to satisfy the suspicions
of some consumers that they are not getting full disclosure.
Many Americans are confirmed skeptics and want to see things
"in writing".
c) A written copy may also be necessary for those consumers who,
for one reason or another, are unable to comprehend fully an
oral disclosure. There may be language difficulties; or some
consumers may be intimidated by the officious behavior of reporting agency personnel.
d) In many cases, the consumer may live some distance from the
reporting agency and unless he is willing to pay for a long
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distance telephone call, there is no convenient way for him
to find out what is in his file. Under these circumstances, a
written disclosure through the mail may be the cheapest and
most effective way of informing the consumer.

3. Disclosure of Sources on Investigative Reports
One of the most controversial provisions of the FCRA is the
exemption given reporting agencies for disclosing their sources used
for investigative consumer reports. The investigative reporting industry and their insurance customers have argued that these sources will
dry up if they are disclosed to the consumer on whom the report is
made. Others have argued that it is contrary to the American system
of justice for a person to be damaged by an anonymous accuser. Congress
must obviously weigh these conflicting arguments and balance the need
of business to obtain information against the right of individuals to
confront their accusers.
Under the present FCRA, the issue is resolved almost entirely in
favor of the right of business to collect information. The Federal
Trade Commission has proposed moving in the opposite direction by re- .
pealing the exemption for disclosing sources. The Congress is also
considering an intermediate proposal midway between the FTC position
and the present FCRA.
Under the intermediate proposal, a consumer would not be initially
entitled to a disclosure of the sources for an investigative report.
However, if the consumer disputed the accuracy of any item of information in the report and if, after reinvestigating the disputed item
the reporting agency elected to keep the item in.the consumer's file,
the sources of such information would have to be promptly disclosed.
If the sources were unwilling to be disclosed, the reporting agency
would not be required to disclose them providing it expunged the disputed information from the consumer's file.

4. Disclosure of Medical Information
Another controversial provision of the FCRA is the exemption
given reporting agencies from disclosing medical information. The argument made on behalf of this exemption is that it would be improper
for untrained reporting agency personnel to disclose sensitive medical
information when they are unable to interpret it properly to the consumer or when disclosure could adversely affect the psychological health
of the consumer. Medical information is most frequently used by insurance companies in connection with applications for life or health insurance.Those who are turned down for medical reasons have been frustrated in their attempts to learn why.
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Another problem with the FCRA is that it fails to regulate the
activities of the Medical Information Bureau (MIB), an organization
owned and operated by the nation's major life and health insurance companies.

Individuals who apply for life or health insurance generally

authorize the insurance company access to their medical records.

How-

ever,they are not told that the insurance company will routinely forward
adverse medical data to the MIB where it is coded, st.ored

in a compu-

ter, and made available to any of the more than 700 subscriber life
or health insurance companies to whom the individual might subsequently
apply. If any of these companies reject an individual on the basis of
an investigation triggered by an MIB report, the individual is not
told that an MIB report was involved. The MIB has medical records on
over 12 million individuals and makes 2.2 million reports a year.
In order to remedy these defects, Congress is considering the
following reforms :
a) Individuals who authorize insurance companies access to their
medical records would have to be told whether their records
will be released to the MIB, and if so, they must be given a
description of the MIB and how their records might be used by
the MIB.
b) Insurance companies who take adverse action on the basis of
an investigation triggered by an MIB report would have to
disclose that an MIB report was involved and advise the consumer of his right to obtain access to his MIB file.
c) All reporting agencies including the MIB would be required to
advise the consumers of the existence of medical information
in their file and their right to have such information disclosed to a physician of their choice. The doctor chosen by
the consumer to receive the medical information would be free
to disclose it to the consumer or to withhold the information
if he considered disclosure to be medically inadvisable.

5. Procedures to Insure Accuracy
Another problem with the FCRA is that the requirement imposed on
consumer reporting agencies to adopt reasonable procedures to assure
the maximum possible accuracy of reports is vague and incapable of
effective enforcement. The FTC does not have rule-making power to
specify the precise procedures to be followed or to prohibit procedures
which fail to meet minimum standards. Consumers have been unable to
collect civil penalties from reporting agencies who make inaccurate
reports partly because of the difficult burden of proof (the plaintiff
must show negligence by the reporting agency) and partly because the
Act only entitles a consumer to recover actual damages (unless the
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violation was willful). In the case of individuals denied credit or
insurance because of an erroneous report, it is difficult to show actual monetary damages.
The problem of inadequate procedures was highlighted during a
recent hearing of Senator Proxmire's Subcommittee on Consumer Credit
on February 5. Testimony was taken from four former employees of the
nation's largest consumer reporting firm. These employees alleged they
were under constant .pressure to produce a large volume of daily investigative reports - in some cases more than 20. It was further alleged
that the company imposed quotas for adverse information and that investigators who did not produce the minimum number of derogatory reports were reprimanded and eventually fired. The former investigators
further testified that as a result of these pressures, it was common
practice for investigators to fabricate reports and to fail to carefully confirm adverse information from at least two independent sources
as required by the company's operating manual. A complaint against the
same company based on similar charges has been filed by the FTC. The
company in question has denied these allegations although it does
acknowledge that it keeps daily records on the number of adverse reports turned in by each investigator.
Any systematic bias in reporting agency procedures could be dealt
with in several ways. First, the FTC could be given rule-making power
to prohibit specific practices which tend to produce an unreasonable
percentage of inaccurate reports. Second, reporting agencies can be
induced to tighten up their own procedures by making it easier for an
aggrieved consumer to recover civil damages because of an inaccurate
report. Third, arbitrary quota systems for adverse information or
unrealistically high production goals can be prohibited directly by
the Congress.

6. Prenotification of an Investigative Report
One of the basic purposes of the FCRA is to protect an individual's
right of privacy when he is made the subject of an investigative report, most frequently in connection with an application for insurance.
These investigations often delve into the most intimate details of a
person's private life and in many cases are only remotely related to
the applicant's insurability; Accordingly, the present law contains a
two-stage disclosure procedure under which the consumer is first told,
in general terms, that he may be investigated and that he has the right
to make a written request to learn more about the nature and scope of
the investigation. These pre-notice requirements were intended to enable consumers to decide for themselves whether the benefits applied
for outweigh any loss of privacy which might result from the proposed
investigations. Individuals are thus given an opportunity to challenge
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the propriety of a proposed investigation and to withdraw their application if they feel the investigation is an unreasonable invasion of
their privacy.
The FTC has found the two-stage pre-notice requirement in the
FCRA to be obscure and wholly unsatisfactory. Most consumers take
little notice of their option to learn about the nature and scope of
an investigation. According to figures supplied by the life insurance
industry, less than two-tenths of one percent of life insurance applicants exercise their rights to obtain the second stage disclosure
authorized under Sec. 606(b) of the Act.
Even when the individual asks for a second stage disclosure, he
is given a vague statement which generally omits any mention of the
highly sensitive questions asked by the investigator. For example, one
life insurance company, when asked for further information, discloses
the fOllowing:

"This report will be based on interviews with neighbors,

acquaintances and business contacts and will cover the character,
general reputation, personal characteristics and mode of living of any
individuals involved in this application". The company does not tell
its customer that their investigation will inquire into his drinking
habits, what he drinks, how often, why he drinks (if because of domestic or other trouble), whether he lives in a bad neighborhood, whether
his house is dirty, whether he has trouble with his spouse, or if divorced, whose fault it was, and what type of friends he has.
It is doubtful that the general phrases used in meeting the prenotification requirements under Sec. 606 tell the individual anything
meaningful about the true nature and scope of the investigation. One
measure of the Act's failure in this regard can be seen by comparing
the questionnaire forms used by investigative reporting forms prior to
the FCRA and the forms presently in use. A close comparison reveals
virtually no changes in the detailed questions being asked.
One solution being considered by Congress is to require an advance
written authorization from the consumer before an investigative report
can be made after disclosing to the consumer the complete details and
scope of the investigation. However, even if the disclosure method can
be perfected, there is some doubt that 'unwarranted invasions of individual privacy will cease. An individual who needs insurance may feel
compelled to authorize the investigation even though he is deeply offended by the seemingly unlimited probing into his private life. A more
direct solution, therefore, might be to limit by law or regulation the
kind of information which can be compiled by investigative reporting
firms.
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14. PERSONAL INFORMATION MAINTAINED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT
AGENCIES
by A.R. Miller
Law School of Harvard University (United States)

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Among the most controversial applications of computer technology
in the United States is the rapid development of automated criminal
justice information systems by both the state and federal governments.
At the vortex of the debate is the Federal Bureau of Investigation's
National Crime Information Center (NCIC). Initially this system contained information only on wanted persons, outstanding warrants and
stolen property. Since each of these deals with situations in which
there is a high probability that criminal conduct has occurred, the
system seemed relatively benign. But when plans were formulated for
the computerization of individualized "criminal histories" (Computerized Criminal History File) (CCH), the privacy and security implications of the FBI system became manifest.
The FBI's criminal history system went into operation in November,
1971, with 130,000 individual records. This figure has steadily increased as have the number of remote access terminals located in FBI field
offices and state and local law enforcement agencies. It now is forecast that there will be 21.7 million entries in the system within 10
years.
While the NCIC has been maturing, the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA) of the Department of Justice has been granting
money to various state and local law enforcement agencies to develop
sophisticated criminal justice information systems. The long range plan
is the integration of these state and local systems with the NCIC,
thereby establishing a nationwide, federal/state, two-way flow of criminal history data. Thus far Arizona, California, Florida, Illinois,
New York, and Pennsylvania have joined the FBI's CCH program.
In recent years the potentially deleterious side effects of a
national crime information center have entered the public's consciousness and a number of NCIC practices have been challenged. In the case
of Menard v. Mitchell, 328 Fed.Supp.718 (D.Dis.Col. 1971), a federal
judge in the District of Columbia declared the system to be "out of
effective control" of any governmental organisation. Accordingly, it
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imposed limitations on the dissemination of criminal offender record
information outside the federal government, thereby preventing the
data being used for employment or licensing by local governments or
private companies. But a year later, 1972, the Congress enacted legislation reinstating some of the FBI's policies regarding arrest data
dissemination.
Pressure also has been exerted in the legislative arena. As a
result, the Justice Department, which has jurisdiction over the FBI,
and various senators began to consider the need for legislative restraints on NCIC. The Crime Control Act of 1973 prohibited the use of
data compiled by LEAA funded agencies other than for law enforcement
purposes and required the adoption of procedures to ensure that files
are kept current. In early 1974, Senator Ervin introduced a comprehensive legislative proposal that would regulate all law enforcement systems and ensure that attention is paid to security and privacy. This
submission was countered by a Justice Department proposal introduced
by Senator Hruska that also is designed to kerb potential abuse, but
is a much more limited attempt at regulation than the Ervin Bill.
Action on these proposals during this session of the Congress seems
doubtful.
Shortly after these bilJs were introduced, the Justice Department
issued proposed rules for the governance of state criminal justice
information systems funded by LEAA or operated by the federal government. They require state systems to present plans for the maintenance,
accuracy, and security of criminal offender record information. As to
federal systems, the proposed rules give the FBI responsibility over
information relating to federal offenders and provide some guidelines
for the operation of the NCIC and the FBI's Fingerprint Identification
Service. In general, however, the Department's rules represent a very
modest regulatory scheme when compared to other proposals.
The increased public sensitivity to problems of privacy and data
security also has led to activity in various state legislatures.

In

Alaska and Massachusetts statutes have been enacted based upon proposals made in 1970 by Project Search, an informal consortium of state
governments funded by LEAA. Iowa also has legislated and a number of
other states probably will act this year. The political appeal of the
privacy issue - especially in light of the Watergate affair - also has
emboldened various state officials, most notably Governor Sargent of
Massachusetts, to make strong public statements disclaiming any intent
to ally their state criminal justice information systems with the NCIC
until the latter has been placed under effective security and privacy
safeguards. The proposed rules recently issued by the Department of
Justice may have a dampening effect on this volubility, of course.
Before undertaking a discussion of some of the practical issues
that have arisen during this formative period in the development of
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criminal justice information systems, it seems desirable to identify
the significant political and social themes and forces that are at
work.

In the United States, questions as to the dimensions and content

of a federal criminal justice information system and its relationship
to state information systems is directly tied to the problem of defining the respective roles of the federal government and the states in
the law enforcement field. Police officials and political figures in
various locales fear that centralization of recordkeeping in an FBI
controlled National Crime Information System ultimately will subordinate all state and local law enforcement organizations to federal domination, thereby undermining a fundamental aspect of federalism and
debilitating the powers reserved to the states by the United States
Constitution. These fears, which undoubtedly partially reflect the self
interest of local law enforcement officials, are reinforced by the fact
that most of the funding for state systems comes from the LEAA and
they are not assuaged by FBI assurances that its only interest is uniform crime reporting and automated recording practices.
The Ervin Bill is quite sensitive to this federalism question. It
provides that if a state is more demanding with regard to matters of
privacy or data security than is the federal government or any of the
other states associated with an interstate criminal justice system, the
law of the stricter state is to be honored. The effect of the Ervin
Bill therefore is to achieve a uniform level of effective control over
criminal justice systems while honoring local policies with regard to
access and dissemination or system security. Nonetheless, it may yet
prove to be necessary to formulate a more refined legal mechanismperhaps something in the nature of a federal-state compact - to provide
for a sharing of power over criminal justice information systems between the states and the national government.
Viewed from another perspective, the debate over criminal justice
information systems pits the advocates of law and order--adherents of
forceful crime control--against civil libertarians of all descriptions
- especially minority groups and those who fear the advent of Big
Brother or the potential development of a police state. Given the expanded surveillance activities in recent years of the military, the
FBI, and various state and local intelligence units, which has been
justified by the inner city disturbances of the mid-1960's, the campus
unres·t of the same period, the protests against American involvement
in Vietnam and Cambodia, and the war against crime, there is deep
resentment and fear in many parts of the United States that criminal
justice information systems are part of a

repressive governmental

scheme to debilitate the constitutionally protected rights of speech,
assembly, petition, and dissent as well as to suppress lawful political
and social activity.
Yet another facet of the controversy is the concern that these
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systems represent the keystone of an integrated governmentwide, computerized data system that will have the capability of assembling the
much despised womb-to-tomb dossier on every citizen. Not only does this
raise the spectre of the individual becoming a mannequin in a record
prison but it also suggests a radical alteration in the

relations~ip

between the people and their government as well as the possibility of
abuse of information assembled from disparite quadrants by individuals
and agencies both within and without the government.
Accordingly, any consideration of the operational issues that have
surfaced in the debate over regulating criminal justice information
systems must keep in mind that the drama really is being played on a
very large stage. Both the stakes and the emotional fervor are very
high indeed, often obscuring the merits of the points. At issue are
··such diverse matters as the control and assessment of modern technology,
the preservation of individual privacy, the quest for social justice
and equality of treatment for various historically disadvantaged subpopulations, and the desire for domestic tranquility and personal safety.
As of this writing the ultimate shape of the regulation of law
enforcement information systems in the United States is not clear. As
has been indicated, serious attempts to secure legislative control are
underway at both the federal and state levels. There is little doubt
that challenges to the unfettered operation of these systems will continue, both in the nation's legislatures and courts. Although the contours of the final policy solutions are not sharply in focus, a number
of generalizations are feasible.

ACCESS TO AND DISSEMINATION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
INFORMATION

Policy issues relating to the release of criminal justice information may be divided into three major categories. The first concerns
what information may be circulated; the second deals with the problem
of defining who should have access to the inf.ormation; and the third
relates to preventing the secondary distribution of information by
those authorized to receive it. Obviously, the problem of defining what
criminal justice information should be disseminated is inextricably
tied to the question of who is given access to it. A more liberal attitude as to what is distributed would be appropriate when it will be
available only to law enforcement officials on a need to know basis.
Conversely, if people outside the criminal justice community, especially
those beyond the government, will be privy to the files, their content
must be very carefully circumscribed.
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Perhaps the most significant issue that has arisen in connection
with the dissemination of criminal justice information is whether only
information relating to a proceeding that ended in a conviction should
be released or whether information should be circulated without regard
to the nature of the disposition or whether the proceedings followin"g
the arrest have been terminated. The basic principle of Sections 202
and 203 of the Ervin Bill is that only records relating to a conviction may be disseminated. There are exceptions, however, such as :
1. for the release of information when the subject has applied

for employment at the criminal justice agency requesting the
data; or
2. when the information is relevant to the commencement or adju-

dication of criminal proceedings against the subject by the
requesting agency; or
3. when the requesting agency has taken the individual into cus-

tody or commenced criminal proceedings against him on a subsequent charge and the prior arrest occurred less than one year
before the request and the prosecution of it is still active;
or
4. under certain circumstances, when the release of nonconviction

data expressly is authorized by a federal or state statute.
In contrast to the restrictiveness of the Ervin Bill, Section
SCb) of the Hruska Bill states that "no information relating
to an arrest may be disseminated without the inclusion of the
final charges if a disposition has been reported". This not
only allows the circulation of arrest data when the proceeding
terminated in an acquittal but permits raw arrest records to
circulate whenever the system has not been informed of any
subsequent judicial action.
The proposed regulations of the Massachusetts Criminal History
Systems Board, which has been given control over the operation of that
state's developing automated system by statute, provides that data
relating to proceedings in which :
1. the defendant is found not guilty; or
2. there is a judicial determination of no probable cause may

not be put "on-line" or disseminated, except for such purposes
as the Board's in-house use, the preparation of statistical
compilations, pre-employment investigations by criminal justice
agencies ;

or

3. when there has been a finding or verdict of guilty as to a

subsequent offense. Another proposed regulation takes a similar position with regard to files that do not show any court
activity whatsoever following arrest. Approximately 20% of the
arrest files in Massachusetts appear to fall into this category
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But despite its low probative value and its "probable harm to
the individual" if circulated, the Board decided to include
this data because it "was important for research, planning and
system management purposes".
Turning to the question of who should have access to criminal
justice information, it is understood that all criminal justice agencies should be able to see these files on a need-to-know basis. The
Massachusetts statute defines "criminal justice agency" as an organization whose "principle activities relate to
a) crime prevention, including research or the sponsorship of
research ;
b) the apprehension, prosecution, adjudication, incarceration or
rehabilitation of criminal offenders, or
c) the collection, storage, dissemination or usage of criminal
offender record information".
The Criminal History Systems Board has construed this statement
broadly and, for example, granted access to various military intelligence units.
There also is general agreement that criminal offender record
information should be disseminated only to those non-criminal justice
agencies that are authorized by law to have access to it and only those
portions of the record relevant to the agency's duties should be revealed. Unfortunately, considerable ambiguity exists whether there must
be an express legislative statement that a particular agency should
have access to criminal justice information or whether the agency simply
must demonstrate that it needs to have access to carry out the functions
assigned to it by law. Acceptance of the latter construction is likely
to create pressure for the development of an integrated information
system embracing the files of both law enforcement and social service
agencies.
The problem has been dealt with inconsistently. One of the proposed Massachusetts regulations defines the statutory words "authorized
access by statute" to require a "specific statutory directive that
such individual or agency have access to criminal offender record information or a statutory requirement that such individual or agency
consider criminal offender record information in his or its decisionmaking processes". This regulation would deny access to any organization that sought to create authority by administrative or executive
fiat. In Iowa, the administrative unit - the Confidential Records
Council - may authorize access to "public agencies"; but no legislative
guideline for deciding when to do so is provided. Perhaps the most
restrictive attitude toward non-criminal justice agencies appears in
the Ervin Bill, which limits utilization of criminal justice information to law enforcement and research related to it. The only exception
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is that conviction record information may be made available for purposes
other than the administration of criminal justice when that is expressly authorized by state or federal

stat~te.

The Hruska Bill provides

that only officers or employees of criminal justice agencies are to
have direct access to data in a criminal justice information system.
This principle is partially undercut by other provisions permitting
certain types of criminal offender information to be released when permitted by statute, court order, or executive order.
All of the major attempts to regulate criminal justice information
systems in the United States have accepted the view that law enforcement information should not be made available to private organizations.
When this principle becomes law, as it has in Massachusetts, the effect
is to deny consumer reporting agencies, retail merchants, banks, insurance companies, and employers access to information that typically
had been available to them previously. Not surprisingly, this has led
to attempts to circumvent the law, either by bribing those having access to the system or by using an informal information buddy system that
seems to thrive on mutual backscratching. It is not clear whether the
ability of these private companies to intrude upon criminal justice
systems will undermine the effectiveness of the statutory prohibitions.
In order to make the limitations on the dissemination of criminal justice information effective, most proposals direct authorized
recipients of criminal offender record information not to make it available to

other persons or agencies. Section 8(b) of the Hruska Bill

partially achieves the same result by stating that anyone receiving
information relating to an arrest use it "only for the purpose of the
request" and requiring a new inquiry -to be made before any subsequent
use is made of the data.
One interesting problem is whether a probation or parole officer
may reveal criminal history information pertaining to one of his clients
to an employer who has indicated an interest in hiring that individual.
In the overwhelming majority of cases the release of the information
undoubtedly would be consistent with the objectives of the rehabilitation program and be in the best interests of the file subject. Accordingly, the Massachusetts Criminal History Systems Board, with the
approval of the Massachusetts Security and Privacy Council, has authorized probation and parole officers to release an oral summary of the
record of a probationer or parolee when there is a serious prospect of
securing employment for him. This permission is subject to three conditions
1. the subject's consent must be secured before the data is released ;
2. the rehabilitation officer must determine that it is in the
best interests of the file subject ; and
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3. hard copies or extracts from the report cannot be given the
employer.
These restrictions make sense from a policy perspective because
they
1. involve the file subject in the decision concerning his file;
2. require the rehabilitation official to decide whether the data
release really is likely to be productive ; and
3. limit the secondary use and potential misuse of the record.
Not surprisingly, therefore, the Ervih Bill contains the same condi tions.' The Hruska Bill is silent on the problem but the Attorney
General appears to have sufficient regulatory authority to deal with

it.

THE CONTENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE FILES

A heavily debated question relating to law enforcement information systems is what should be included in the automated files. Civil
libertarians usually argue that security and privacy are best served
if automated systems only include data dealing with events in the criminal justice cycle--arrest, prosecution, judicial disposition, sentencing, incarceration, and parole or probation. These data elements
usually are referred to as "criminal offender record information",
"criminal history record information", "conviction record informat ion" ,
or "criminal offender processing information". This restrictive view
of file content clearly \-lOuld bar intelligence and investigative material from the operating system, and also might exclude evaluative data
of the kind used in connection with pre-sentencing reports and rehabilitation decisions. This presumably would result in independent information systems - most likely manuel systems - being created for evaluative, subjective, and highly sensitive data. The Iowa statute imposes a modest restraint on this possibility by prohibiting any storage
of surveillance data; surveillance data is defined quite narrowly,
however.
The argument for excluding intelligence and investigative data
has been widely accepted. Section 208 of the Ervin Bill contains a
clear prohibition against the maintenance of criminal justice intelligence information in any criminal justice information system. Similarly,
the Massachusetts legislation excludes these items from its definition
of criminal offender record information and the Iowa statute prohibits
their inclusion within a computerized system. The Justice Department's
proposed rules would require state systems to "seal" data pertaining
to an arrest that does not result in a termination adverse to an individual, although "seal" is defined very loosely.
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On the other hand, the Hruska Bill places no limitation on criminal offender processing information, which would include various
evaluative reports, choosing to regulate its dissemination instead.
Unfortunately, that Bill permits criminal intelligence information to
be used for purposes not related to criminal justice if the Attorney
General determines that it is necessary "because of reasons of national
defense or foreign policy". It also allows criminal intelligence data
to be used by a noncriminal justice component of the agency that collected it "if the information is necessary for performance of a statutory function of the noncriminal justice component". There also are
significant exceptions to the control of the dissemination of criminal
offender processing information.
Limiting the automated - particularly the on-line - system has
the desirable effect of minimizing the adverse impact of a breach in
security and reduces the incentive snoopers might have to secure illicit access. However, exclusion from the regulated systems often will
put intelligence, investigative, and evaluative data beyond the ambit
of the governing legislation and render various procedural safeguards,
such as inspection by file subjects and periodic auditing, inapplicable. This is the effect of many of the American proposals, although the
Iowa statute does purport to restrict the dissemination of manually
maintained intelligence data. Unless intelligence systems are brought
under effective regulation, there is little likelihood that citizen
fears concerning the possible malevolent purposes and uses of these
systems will be allayed.

NOTICE TO FILE SUBJECTS

A number of privacy commentators have argued that an individual
should be notified when information about him is recorded in a criminal justice information system for the first time. Some take an even
stronger position and argue that notice should be given every time an
individual's file is modified in any significant way and every time
access to the file is permitted. There is no doubt that this type of
notice decreases any sense of helplessness individuals might feel regarding these systems and maximizes the likelihood that they will
exercise their rights to examine and challenge files pertaining to
them. On the other hand, opponents of these proposals, who thus far
have been successful, contend that the modest increment in security
and privacy protection personal notification affords does not justify
the administrative burdens and costs that are involved.
Building on a suggestion made in the Report of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare's Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems, entitled Records, Computers, and the Rights of
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Citizens, Section 305 of the Ervin Bill simply requires every law enforcement system or agency to give annual public notice of the "existence and character" of the system. The notice ~ust identify the type
of information collected, the categories and number of persons on whom
data is maintained, the policies and practices of the system regarding
data storage, the duration information is retained and the disposal
thereof, the system's sources of information, the nature and purposes
of the system, and the identity of the person immediately responsible
for it. The bill also requires public notice of any expansion of an
existing system or the establishment of any new system before it becomes operational in order to provide an opportunity for the public
to comment.
The Massachusetts notice is less informative. A proposed Criminal
History Systems Board regulation states that the giving of public
notice and the pUblication of the system's regulations and their filing
with the Secretary of State constitute sufficient notice "to all affected persons of the public existence of criminal offender record
information concerning them". The Hruska Bill also has a somewhat less
informative version of Section 305 of the Ervin Bill but does require
that notice be given to an individual of a request for information
about him for a purpose not related to criminal justice and of his
right to review the record.
None of these proposals seems to strike an appropriate balance
between the demands of system efficiency and the desirability of providing effective notice to citizens of the existence of criminal justice information pertaining to them and their rights of access and
correction. Public notice, which means publishing a legalistically
worded statement in small type in the back pages of a newspaper of
general circulation or in an official gazette or newspaper of limited
circulation, hardly is a realistic method of communicating information
to citizens affected by criminal justice systems. The only hope is
that increased citizen awareness of the dangers posed by these systems,
the emergence of public interest law firms, and the formation of private watchdog groups - such as the American Civil Liberties Union Data
Bank Project - might breathe some life into the public notice approach.
Furthermore, there is a reasonably effective and inexpensive
alternative. Since the subjects of criminal offender files have been
arrested, there seems to be no reason why notice of the entry of information into a criminal justice system and of the rights of access
and challenge cannot be given to an individual when he is arrested.
Moreover, if the subject is convicted, a second notice might be provided
when he is released from prison. In light of the relative ease of providing individualised notice that is reasonably calculated to be effective, many of the administrative and financial fears that have been
voiced seem overstated. The only significant expense item would be
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giving notice to those people already in the system when the scheme is
adopted.

ACCESS TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION BY INDIVIDUALS
AFFECTED THEREBY

Current American proposals for the regulation of criminal justice
information systems all include recommendations establishing a procedure for giving individuals access to information relating to them and
for challenging inaccurate or incorrect data. There are several variations worthy of note, however. For example, although it is acknowledged
that upon proper identification (the Justice Department proposes that
this be done by fingerprint comparison) the individual should be permitted to see his file during the business hours of the agency having
custody over it or the system in which the data is located, there is
disagreement whether the subject should be given a copy of his record.
The arguments against providing a copy are a combination of concern
about administrative inconvenience and a fear that third persons, such
as employers, insurers, or credit grantors, might make procurement of
a copy of an applicant's criminal justice file mandatory, thereby destroying the prohibition against disseminating data to private companies. This latter point has considerable merit despite its paternalistic flavor. Yet, the subject often will need a copy of his file to
effectuate his right of challenge.
The Massachusetts solution has been to give the subject a copy
of his file but to eliminate any identifying information. This enables
the file subject to study the file at home or to bring it to his attorney or agent while at the same time reducing the possibility that
the file subject will be coerced by third persons. Both the Ervin and
Hruska Bills try to achieve the same objective by giving the file subject a copy of his file but providing that he may not be requested or
required to show or transfer it to a third person.
Law enforcement agencies vehemently insist that an individual not
be able to examine intelligence information because doing so might
impair the investigative process. By and large, their representations
have been accepted. The quid pro quo normally is that intelligence data
is not placed into the on-line or operating system so that its dissemination is minimized. Thus far, the use of a neutral official or
agency to screen intelligence data on behalf of an individual has not
been seriously advanced.
Proposals authorising challenges to the information in a criminal
history file also follow a relatively common pattern. The individual
may petition the agency holding the information or the operating arm
of the information system to correct or expunge information though
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inadequate or inaccurate. Upon petition the organisation must investigate the claim and respond to it within a fixed period of time.

If

the individual's claim is not acted upon, a formal hearing procedure
within the agency follows and the final administrative decision is
reviewable in a court of general jurisdiction.
Should the challenge prove well-founded, the criminal justice
agency or information system must take appropriate action, including
correcting or purging the record, giving notice of the correction to
all agencies that have received the subject's file containing the inadequate or inaccurate entry, and directing all other agencies having
a copy that the record be corrected in accordance with the decision
of the custodial agency or system.

ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATION OF SECURITY AND PRIVACY MATTERS

The Massachusetts criminal records statute establishes a Security
and Privacy Council, currently composed of seven uncompensated, public
members appointed by the Governor, a representative of the Attorney
General, and the Chairman of the Criminal History System Board. The
legislation gives the Council authority to conduct investigations relating to the operation of the-system and to make recommendations to
the Criminal History Systems Board concerning privacy and security
matters. To date, the Council's efforts largely have been devoted to
aiding the Board formulate policy with regard to such matters as which
nonlaw enforcement agencies should be authorized access to the system,
preparing regulations concerning research utilisation of criminal
justice data, considering the form that replies to inquiries by authorized users of the system should take, and est·ablishing policy for the
release of criminal offender record information by parole and probation officers to prospective employers.
Going beyond the Massachusetts model, most observers agree there
is a need for an administrative organisation that is not dominated by
the user or law enforcement community to oversee the operations of a
criminal justice information system, especially with regard to privacy
and security. A glaring exception to these principles is the Hruska
Bill, which does not provide for an administrative unit, or even an
advisory committee, but gives all regulatory control to the Attorney
General of the United States. Similarly, although the rules proposed
by the Department of Justice call for the establishment of a National
Crime Information Center Advisory Policy Board, that body is purely
advisory and "the selection and tenure of the Board shall be at the
discretion of the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation"
after consulting with criminal justice agencies participating in NCIC.
The effect is to minimize, if not eliminate, any possible outside
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influence on the system or effective ventilation of its practices. In
addition, this type of captive advisory board will not promote public
confidence in the system and seems to feed the insecurities of those
concerned with the survival of state power in the criminal justice
arena as well as those who are fearful of Big Brother.
What powers should be given to the administrative unit ? The
Massachusetts statute clearly does not provide the Security and Privacy Council with sufficient authority to be effective. The Council
cannot promulgate privacy and security regulations or procedures,
impose sanctions for the violation of the system's regulations or procedures, award relief to citizens with legitimate grievances. or modify
the system's operation based on periodic monitoring or auditing. Actual
control - even with regard to matters of privacy and security - lies
with the Criminal History Systems Board, which is composed of fulltime government employees drawn from users of criminal justice information.
Fortunately, the Council and the Board have developed a reasonably
accommodating relationship so that the Council's lack of power has not
proven serious thus far.

For example, the Board invited the Council's

participation in drafting the system's regulations. However, there
are signs of potential abrasion between the two bodies and should conflicts develop, the Council's only power is its ability to "go to the
public" on a particular controversy or seek assistance from the Governor's Office, which can exercise its "persuasiveness" with certain
members of the Board.
The powers of the Iowa Confidential Records Council, which is not
dominated by the law enforcement community, should be contrasted to
the Massachusetts Council's lack of authority. The Iowa Council may
require reports from state agencies, promulgate rules to ensure security and confidentiality, certify access by noncriminal justice agencies, and approve all agreements and arrangements regarding the interstate transmission and exchange of criminal history data. The 1973
report of the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals also goes further than Massachusetts and recommends
that the enabling legislation vest the Security and Privacy Council
(composed of an equal number of public and private members) with power
to promulgate regulations, establish standards, and impose sanctions
against individuals and agencies found to be in violation of the Council's regulations.
Section 301 of the Ervin Bill establishes a Federal Information
Systems Board, which would have general responsibility to enforce and
regulate practices under the act. It would be composed of three federal
agency representatives, one of which would be the Department of Justice,
and six members to be nominated by the president with the advice and
consent of the Senate, three representing statewide criminal justice
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agencies and three "private citizens well versed in the law of privacy,
consti tut ional law, and information systems technology". The Board
would have authority to issue regulations that would be binding on the
entire federal government and every state criminal justice agency,
criminal justice information system or criminal justice intelligence
information system. The Board would operate the interstate information
system described in the proposed statute, conduct audits, have standing to bring legal proceedings to enforce the statute, and exercise
other enumerated powers. The Ervin Bill appears to be quite sound in
terms of the Board's authority and composition.

PURGING AND SEALING CRIMINAL JUSTICE RECORDS

There is general agreement that criminal justice history information should be withdrawn from an automated system and its circulation
curtailed or eliminated when so much time has passed that retention
of the data may prove to be more damaging to the individual than useful
for law enforcement purposes. But there is no meeting of the minds as
to whether the data simply should be withdrawn from the operating
system and retained off-line, remaining accessible for research,

sta-

tistical, or rehabilitative purposes, as well as for subsequent criminal proceedings involving the subject or, at the other extreme,
purged from the system - actually destroyed - so that further access
to it would be impossible and any inquiry would receive a reply of
"no record". A mediate position would be to require obsolete criminal
history information to be sealed and access allowed only by court
order under a narrowly circumscribed set of conditions. Another compromise position, one adopted in the proposed Department of Justice
rules, is to prohibit all uses except by criminal justice agencies
for criminal justice purposes, for statistical compilations or research,
or by the file subject. As with purging, any other inquiry should yield
a response of "no record".
There seems to be a consensus that felony conviction information
(generally offenses permitting imprisonment for more than one year)
should be placed under restriction approximately seven to ten years
after the subject has been released and no longer is under the control
of any parole or probation authority; misdemeanor data should be restricted five or seven years after that same point. There also is
agreement that these provisions should not apply if there is evidence
of criminal activity on the part of the subject or a criminal prosecution was instituted against him during the applicable period.
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OPERATING PROCEDURES AND SYSTEM SECURITY

The effectiveness of any attempt to control the privacy and security aspects of -a criminal justice information system's operation
depends upon the procedures its management employs and the physical
security of its components. Since these are largely technical, administrative, and procedural matters, it is not surprising that the
existing and proposed legislation simply delegates regulatory authority
to the Security and Privacy Councilor its administrative counterpart
(the Attorney General in the case of the Hruska Bill) with a

general

directive that the system's physical security be sufficient to prevent
unauthorized access and that the information be as accurate, current,
and complete as possible.
Sections 11 and 12 of the Hruska Bill contain a typical list of
security and operating matters. As to security, it calls for regulation
of the implementation, management, and control of the system; design
standards taking maximum advantage of current technology; physical
protection standards for the system and associated telecommunications
networks; and administrative procedures for safeguarding, removing,
and controlling access to data. As to operating procedures, the regulations are to include a program of verification and audit to insure
the regular and accurate updating of information; limitations on access
and dissemination of data; an administrative review mechanism for
challenging the accuracy and completeness of records; an affirmative
action program for the training of system personnel; and the maintenance
of a complete and accurate record identifying all persons and agencies
given access.
The Massachusetts Criminal History Systems Board and the Department of Justice have issued explicit and detailed proposed rules that
provide excellent illustrations of the potential content of administrative regulation. Not surprisingly, they focus on the accuracy and completeness of the information and the manner by which its dissemination
is to be limited. The Department of Justice regulations, which are
aimed primarily at state systems participating in the NCIC program,
also deal with procedures for sealing data associated with an arrest
not leading to a conviction. The Massachusetts proposals deal with various physical security matters intended to minimize the risks of intrusion and destruction - identification of employees, personnel security, clearances governing access to various classifications of data,
and the maintenance of files for auditing system users.
Both the character and quality of the regulations governing a
system are a function of the expertise and philosophy of the regulating
unit. This is further evidence of the importance of its composition.
A completely internalized rulemaking procedure, as is called for by the
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Hruska Bill, is less likely to focus on operating procedures and security concerns from the civil liberties and privacy perspectives as
is the administrative Board proposed by the Ervin Bill. Nor is it as
likely to command public confidence and respect.

RESEARCH UTILIZATION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION

It generally is agreed that the use of criminal history information for bona fide research purposes must be permitted. Nonetheless,
certain restriction must be imposed on researchers, particularly scholars outside the .law enforcement community.
For example, the regulations proposed by the Department of Justice
for state systems call for procedures to ensure that "the benefits
reasonably anticipated from the project outweigh the potential harm to
security and privacy", and that the "research will not be used to the
detriment of persons to whom the information relates nor for any purpose
other than those specified in the research project". The Report of the
National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals
suggests that a complete research design be presented and approved
before data is released and that permission be withheld unless the
design provides adequate security and privacy protection. In Massachusetts, the proposed regulations require that elaborate precautions be
taken to preserve the anonymity of file subjects. There are provisions
for departing from this principle when the research requires that individuals be interviewed or there are follow-on studies or longitudinal
work. Similarly, Section 201(d) of the Ervin Bill contains a statement
concerning anonymity and the execution of nondisclosure agreements by
researchers; it leaves the details of regulation to administrative
action. The Hruska Bill simply delegates the regulatory task to the
Attorney General under a general directive to preserve security and
privacy.
Most commentators agree that research work should be monitored
by the Security and Privacy Councilor its equivalent to make certain
that the restrictions placed on the use of the released data are honored.
Finally, it generally is required that the organisation conducting the
research enter into a formal contract in which its duties and obligations are defined carefully and the consequences of violating them such as terminating access - are described.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND SANCTIONS

Because control of access and dissemination are central to the
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establishment of an effective privacy and security system, there is
universal appreciation of the need for meaningful accountability procedures. These generally take the form of maintaining records on those
to whom information is disseminated - an audit trial amounting to a
data bank on data bank users. Some proposals go further. For example,
Section 306 of the Ervin Bill requires an annual random audit of the
practices and procedures of federal data collection agencies by the
Information Systems Board and a comparable audit of at least 10 statewide systems. The Bill also directs every criminal justice information
system subject to the act to· audit itself.
The imposition of sanctions to deter the misuse of the system by
authorized personnel and users also is thought essential. Although the
proposals differ in detail, these generally take the form of
1. administrative sanctions -

dismissal from employment or ter-

mination or suspension of user privileges ;
2. civil remedies - an award of actual or exemplary damages
(usually plus costs and attorney's fees) to anyone injured by
improper access to or dissemination of criminal history information relating to him, or the issuance of an injunction or
declaratory relief to halt the offending conduct; or
3. penal sanctions - fine, jail, or both. Criminal sanctions would
apply only to willful violations of certain statutory rights
or duties. Because of their severity and the press of more
"important" matters, prosecutors will rarely seek criminal
sanctions against those misusing a criminal justice information
system.
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Session IV
RULES FOR TRANSBORDER DATA FLOW

15. INTRODUCTION
by P. Leclercq
Charge de mission

a

la Delegation
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(France)

Session Chairman

The subject which will be discussed in this Session is unquestionably the most vague and elusive of any on the Seminar's agenda.
Four or five years ago, however, the whole matter was quite as
confused, subject to the imaginary misgivings of public opinion and
the press as opposed to the dogmatic assertions of a few speciali"sts,
who denied that any such problem existed. Since then a large-scale
effort at rationalisation, encouraged by various international organisations, has been taking place in various countries. Attempts have
been made to analyse the situation, and the point has now been reached
where legal proposals have been made and have even become law in some
countries. Even those who are postponing

the decision to build up a

legal standard until much later have accepted this forward-looking
approach.
Actually, this is the first time in the history of technology
that it has been felt necessary to control the main lines of a new
tool's foreseeable development before such development is allowed to
take place.
A point to be noted in this connection is the exceptional amount
of intellectual co-operation between the authorities in the various
countries which have had to draw up legislation on the protection of
privacy for their respective governments. I believe that never before
have government authorities jointly studied some legal matter before
deciding on their own position. From the very beginning they have
endeavoured to co-operate with their colleagues from other countries
and have thrashed out the question together. This is an extremely noteworthy event.
On the subject of this meeting, the problem of securing possible
regulations on the transnational flow of data, we must unquestionably
make the same effort in regard to analysis, legal proposals and international co-operation as before.
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We cannot hope to reach any final conclusions on the subject today but, just as four or five years ago discussions on the overall
problems were initiated and guided by the preliminary work, we think
it is important that the matter be dealt with today. Many of you have
felt the need for such a study of transnational flows of data, and
numerous reports mention it, but there cannot be said to be any work
similar to that carried out in the form of surveys covering the internal
situations of the United States and Canada.
The interest you show in this subject derives first from your
widespread conviction that if transnational flows of data are regulated,
the legislation which might be introduced in the various countries
would lose its effectiveness. Mention is thus often made of the risk
that any excessive constraints imposed by national laws may be evaded
by setting up data banks outside of their jurisdiction. It is also
claimed that the development of a country's information processing
might be threatened, owing to files not being treated with the same
degree of strictness. If I may be permitted such a quip, we might almost say that while we are willing to be clumsy in our desire to safeguard privacy and therefore to risk slowing down computer development,
we do not want to be alone in this .and at any time find ourselves at
a disadvantage compared with neighbouring countries.
I propose that the subject be dealt with in two parts; one an
inventory of problems, the other an attempt to find legal solutions.
In making an inventory of problems several aspects should be taken
into account. I think it will be fairly easy to see how 'the transnational flow of data is affected when the data are compiled and used by
public services. Especially in Europe, fears as to the development of
information processing are primarily directed against control by the
government. Yet the problem of the transnational flow of data belonging
to each State is hardly critical. We have seen during the previous
days' discussions that information is already being internationally
exchanged by public bodies. A reference was made to co-operation between
Canada and Germany in the matter of social security data. Files have
been started in international organisations.
Yet it is in the private sector, I believe, that we most instinctively feel that there is a real problem.
First, there is the influence of technology: we find international
networks being set up and wonder what they will be processing in the
future. To be sure, many tele-processing systems already extend beyond
frontiers, but when there are genuine information-processing networks
with exchanges between computers, technology may possibly accelerate
a process which today has only just begun. Personally, I do not think
that this development network itself creates the problem, any more than
the computer was really responsible for creating the general problem
of files.

But the network system in itself seems still less alarming,
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since any desired technical protection can easily be introduced between the different computers exchanging data. The process will be
accelerated, however, and can already be given concrete form merely by
exchanging magnetic tapes, without reaching the teletransmission stage.

r have mentioned the problem of technological influence in order
to point out that, in the final account, it is only a factor of acceleration, while the real cause of the problem is the need to disseminate information beyond frontiers. Just what does this need consist
of ?
First there is the fact of multinational enterprises, which owing
to the centralising effect of information processing, can and already
do use their head office to process data belonging to or coming from
subsidiaries located in various countries.

r believe r am right in

saying this, and will ask Prof. J. M. Carroll, who is Canadian, to tell
us what is happening in his country, for instance, as regards the
management of data from insurance

comp~nies

located in the United

States handling Canadian files. There should be many other examples in
Canada and still others in Europe. In France we are as yet little
aware of such a situation, but countries which have regular contacts
at economic level - I am thinking particularly of the Northern countries
- must already realise that flows of information of this type occur.
We may. ask Mr. Paulsen, who represents.the Ministry of Justice in Denmark, if he can give us some information on this subject.
And there is the other problem which I earlier mentioned, and
which is referred to in a number of reports, namely the possible existence of peripheral agencies surrounding countries where the State has
a monopoly of radio services. Some have referred to data bank "pirate
agencies". If national or local laws (since I feel that the problem of
transfrontier data flows is not one that arises simply between national
frontiers but also within the frontiers of federated states) are particularly severe with regard to agencies providing information on solvency, will there be a tendency for these agencies to be set up outside
the jurisdiction of such laws? Although I am not sure, perhaps the
Canadians might give us some information on this matter, since I understandthat in some provinces such information agencies are subject
to local regulations which are not applicable everywhere. Has there
been any general reluctance to set up in provinces where the laws are
stricter ?
I do not intend to dwell on this matter myself, and will only
suggest possible solutions. The first and most ambitious one, which
must not be rejected, although we know that it cannot apply to all our
countries, would be to seek to pass laws which, although not absolutely
uniform in their details, would at least be based on common general
principles. The Council of Europe has already undertaken a number of
studies along these lines. I feel that while these are worth continuing,
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such an effort cannot be general in scope.
There is another solution, already apparent in Swedish law, which
is to try to take internal measures. This might first take the form
of retaliatory measures against companies or individuals systematically
attempting to collect data in a country and processing them abroad in
order to evade application of the country's laws.
It is also advisable to provide for the application of national
legislation by distinguishing the various stages of file operation,
i.e. collection, processing and the use of data transmission. Legal
measures can be sought which are applicable to some particular stage
rather than to the whole system of data bank management.
The last solution, one which I think should be sought by all of
us, is to draw up international agreements. While this will be no easy
task, we ought to begin thinking about it now. As to what form and
content they might take, we shall .have to talk this over. Two possibilities emerge to begin with, but they must be discussed in greater
detail. One is to impose certain internationally agreed restrictions
on data transmission, and the other, less ambitious solution would
be merely to persuade countries to include in their national legislation measures to prevent the evasion of foreign laws. These are simply
two types of suggested agreement, and there must be others. Moreover,
the other members of the Round Table have already discussed this matter.
Dr. F. Hondius, Head of Division in the Council of Europe,has done so,
since he has already directed Working Party proceedings in the Council
of Europe dealing with general principles in this framework which can
be accepted by the countries which are members of the Council. He has
also already considered the feasibility of drawing up an agreement
following upon this joint study of fundamental principles. Mr. J.Paulsen,
an official at the Ministry of Justice in Copenhagen, has worked with
Mr. U. Kornerup (who unfortunately is unable to be with us here today
owing to illness) on these same general principles defined in the
Council of Europe; he also has drawn up - the Danish contribution attracted particular notice in the Council of Europe - a draft agreement.
Certainly it will not be accepted in its present form, but it can serve
as a valuable basis for discussion.
In accordance with my proposed outline, I will first ask Prof.
J.M. Carroll to speak, since I feel that he is best qualified to describe first the present situation in practical terms. You will have
noted that his very interesting report only deals with the processing
of health data, but I will ask him to comment on other aspects as well,
since I feel that the problems of data dissemination, generally from a
vertical standpoint, between the United States and Canada should enable
him to throw considerable light on the concrete problems of data flows
across frontiers.
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16. THE PROBLEM OF TRANSNATIONAL DATA FLOW
by Prof. J.M. Carroll
University of Western Ontario <Canada)

INTRODUCTION

Data concerning or describing identifiable individuals has always
been part of the information transmitted across national borders.
Transnational data flow is, however, immeasurably facilitated by computer telecommunications. This mode of data transmission may soon gain
preeminence over more conventional modes of communications for many
reasons, among them a world shortage of paper. Therefore, the volume
of transnational data flow may be expected to increase. The intent of
this paper is to explore the various reasons why personal data is
transmitted across national borders, what adverse effects such data
flow may have upon the nation state

and what control mechanisms are

available.

REASONS FOR TRANSNATIONAL DATA FLOW

Three activities account for the preponderance of transnational
data flow :
Intracompany information transfer;
International information transfer; and
Transnational pursuit of information resources.

ACTIVITIES OF MULTINATIONAL FIRMS

Intracompany information transfer generates transnational data
flow when a foreign company regularly transacts business within a
host nation. There are three kinds of data-transfer activities :
Exchange of internal company administrative information;
Response to requests for service by customers;
Maintenance of records concerning or describing customers or
subjects.
Persons belonging to the category called subject are individuals
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about whom records are maintained by credit-reporting or other business intelligence organizations.
Data follows the normal lines of administrative control within
multinational companies. Thus the Canadian branch plants of Ford and
General Motors furnish data to their parent firms in Michigan and in
return receive directives and allocations. One American branch plant
in St. Thomas, Ontario,has its payroll and other personnel data processing done by its parent firm in Cleveland, Ohio.
Data flow in response to customer requests follows the normal
lines of operational activity. Thus requests by Canadian passengers
for reservations on American Airlines are transmitted to the United
States. Similarly, requests by American passengers for reservations on
Air Canada are transmitted to Canada.
Transaction data to update customer accounts are frequently transmitted across national borders. Most of the major credit card companies - American Express, Diners Club, Master Charge, etc.,are located
in the United States. They maintain their files pertaining to Canadian
customers at their principal data processing centres in the U.S. The
Retail Credit Co., which is the world's largest investigative consumer
credit-reporting firm, operates in both Canada and the United States.
It pursues its subjects in either or both countries depending upon
their movements and upon the places at which requests for personal
data about them originate. This firm's record-keeping has not as yet
become completely

computerize~.

DATA EXCHANGE BY NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS

Data transfer between national governments beyond that conducted
through conventional diplomatic channels occurs in at least three situations, when:
National governments cooperate closely in administrative matters;
Nations are allied militarily; or
One nation regularly gathers intelligence data within another
nation's borders.
The U.S. and Canadian tax authorities exchange data regarding the
earnings of their nationals who reside in the other country. There is
an exchange of social insurance and benefit information between Canada
and the German Federal Republic. Exchange of tax and benefit information also occurs within the European Economic Community. The U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
exchange information about stolen automobiles and wanted persons. The
International Criminal Police Organisation disseminates information
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regarding the activities of international criminals to its 113 member countries.
Military data is exchanged between allies for reasons of mutual
defense. For example, there are transmissions from the Distant Early
Warning line of radar stations in Canada to the joint North American
Regional Air Defense Headquarters in the U.S., and there are supplementary data flows of a logistic nature which may include personalized
data.
Some data flow of a defense nature is unilateral. For example,
consider the visual and electromagnetic observations of Canada and
other countries by American Surveillance Satellites. On the other hand,
the United States government does make some of the data obtained from
Surveillance Satellites available to Canada for its own peaceful purposes such as mapping its Arctic resources.

PURSUIT OF SPECIAL INFORMATION RESOURCES

Transnational pursuit of information resources is carried on usually by organizations in the private sector. There are four basic motivational factors involved :
Routine data processing operations can sometimes be performed
more

chea~ly

abroad;

Foreign data centres may possess technical expertese not obtainable locally;
Vital information may be available only in foreign data banks;
Foreign data havens may make it possible to evade national laws.
Data tends to flow in the direction of economic adyantage. Some
Canadian-owned companies find it more economical to engage the services
of U.S. data processing firms than to do it themselves or hire Canadian service firms to do it for them. Similarly, some U.S. firms have
found it economically advantageous to have their data processed in
Canada. Service companies such as IP Sharp Assooiates, Data-line, and
Systems Dimensions Ltd. have benefitted from such exchanges. This phenomenon is not specific to U.S.-Canadian context. The International
Institute of Applied Systems Science in Vienna is currently making use
of computer telecommunication facilities to have data processing performed for them by the Honeywell organization in Cleveland, Ohio.
Data flows frequently towards locations possessing special technical competence. Questionnaires used to diagnose mental illness are
often analyzed at laboratories outside the country in which they originate. When a psychiatrist in Ontario administers to his patient the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), it may be sent to
a laboratory in California to be interpreted by a computer whereupon
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a report is returned to the attending psychiatrist. This report may
well suggest that the patient shows definite evidence of schizophrenia.
Many medical practitioners believe that the patient should not have
access to such a report. On the other hand, if he were to have accesS,
should this access be granted to the records of his own psychiatrist
or to the records of the data centre that performed the analysis ?
Should the data centre ever divulge this information to anyone except
to the psychiatrist who forwarded the material for analysis -

that is,

not to the patient nor to a third party? What would be the situation
if the patient were, in fact, sane and had been erroneously labeled
schizophrenic because of misinterpretation at the data centre and were
then denied access to his record-on the grounds that he is mentally
ill. If laws were ever devised to protect in Canada the rights of privacy of information and to afford recourse to the aggrieved, at the
present time these laws could not be enforced if the data bank were
located in another jurisdiction. Transnational processing of medical
data does not stop with questionnaire analysis, it extends also to the
analysis of electro-cardiograph, electro-encephlograph and other records which are being digitized and transmitted across borders.
Data flows from special information resources and there is a
piecemeal counterflow of data to update those resources. Canadian applicants for life insurance are checked for unfavourable medical history through the Medical Information Bureau (MIB) in Boston, Massachusetts. This is a central bureau to which some 700 life insurance companies contribute information on individuals who have applied for insurance and have been rejected

or have been charged an extra premium

because of an unfavourable medical condition or history. The motivation
for this activity is to prevent the individual from shopping around
from one insurance company to another by making it possible for each
insurance company to check him through the bureau and find his prior
disqualification. It was determined in an investigation of this organisation that about 10%

of its records go into matters other than

strictly physical well-being. These records may include data upon the
individual's whole life style if this is thought to be potentially
injurious to his health. This is not a unique institution. Canadian
applicants for credit cards may be checked for prior defalcations
through the Credit Index which is maintained in Morristown, New Jersey.
This is a file of about nine million derogatory reports on individuals
who have defaulted on financial obligations incurred through use of
credit cards. Claimants for casualty insurance benefits or applicants
for casualty insurance may be checked through another file called the
Casualty Index. Both the Credit Index and the Casualty Index are maintained by Hooper-Homes Bureau Inc.
As nations begin to enact laws to protect the privacy of the individual, data may begin to flow across borders in search of a safe
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haven. The American Council on Education carried out a study on the
habits and life styles of young people and accumulated highly sensitive information, some having to do with illegal, non-medical use of
drugs. A key-tape that would render the anonymous file personally
identifiable was stored in Canada to keep it safe from possible subpoena by U. S.

court s. This sort of thing can cut but both ways and it

IS

qui te possible that multinational firms and other syndicates who may be
in violation of national laws will seek data havens abroad. In the
Canadian province of Manitoba, a consortium of foreign industrialists
allegedly defrauded the provincial government of 3 92 million and a
number of individuals implicated in the scheme have reportedly taken
refuge in the United States and elsewhere where they are beyond the
jurisdiction of Canadian authorities investigating the matter.

PROSPECTS FOR INCREASED TRANS BORDER DATA FLOW

It seems inevitable that the volume of transnational data flow
will increase over time. Not only is its magnitude predictable, so
also is its direction:
Data which provides the basis for decision-taking will flow
toward richer, more developed natio!ls:.
Information reflected in decisions already taken will flow
toward poorer, less developed nations.
The reasons behind this emergence of information hegemony derive
from: geography, relative affluence, national power, and technical
leadership.
Geographically, it is more convenient to transmit data from Vancouver, British Columbia to Seattle, Washington, than to transmit it
from Vancouver to Toronto.
Commercial organisations would find it uneconomical to duplicate
data processing facilities at similar locations. It would not make
economic sense for an American branch plant in St. Thomas, Ontario,to
duplicate the data processing facilities that already exist at the
home office only 70 miles away in Cleveland, Ohio.
The centralization of data processing is viewed by many private
companies as a means for solidifying centralized control over company
operations. It would, therefore, be counter-productive to their management strategy to delegate data processing tasks to branch plants for
administrative, as well as economic reasons.
Users tend to believe that competence and reliable performance
of duties can be achieved only if the work is done at corporate headquarters.
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SUBVERSION OF THE NATIONAL INTEREST

Transnational data flow in an outward direction can have at least
four adverse effects on the country from which it flows.

It can cause

loss of job opportunities, and it can render a national government
unable to control foreign corporations operating on its soil; impotent
in defending the rights of its citizens; and diminished in stature in
the community of nations.
When organizations in the private sector process data outside
the country, there is a net loss of job opportunity in data processing
positions for the host country's nationals and jobs in data processing
are particularly attractive in terms of the salary and benefits they
offer.
When corporate data is processed outside the country, pertinent
information is not available to national regulatory agencies. This
tends to deprive the host nation of some of its regulatory prerogative
regarding foreign controlled branch plans. It could not, for example,
successfully pursue cases of suspected tax evasion. Transborder data
flow, therefore, exacerbates the problem of coping with multinational
corporations, many of whom have budgets which exceed the national budget of a host country.
The fact that some or all of the personal records concerning or
describing its citizens may be located outside the country, would deprive those citizens of any protection that might accrue to them under
national privacy of information laws. Furthermore, documentary records
of decision-taking processes regarding the individual would be unavailable to answer pertinent questions about whether the host country's
human rights code was followed in all instances.
The possession of or access to vast amounts of data about a nation
and its citizens place a "data-rich" nation in a position to exert
undue influence over its "data-poor" neighbour.

POSSIBLE CONTROL MECHANISMS

There are four control mechanisms that might be employed to ameliorate the adverse effects of transnational data flow :
Harmonization of national laws
International agreement
Adherence to a minimal set of basic principles
Enactment of self-protecting laws by the offended nations.
One possible control mechanism is the harmonization of national
laws for data protection, particularly those of nations that exist in
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close proximity and have approximately the same legal systems and social environment.
There exists also the possibility of reciprocity agreements.
These might take the form of bilateral treaties or perhaps EEC regulations regarding the privacy of individual data.
In accordance with the spirit of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, nations might obligate themselves to embed in their basic law on data protection a minimal set of cornmon general principles.
In the absence of international cooperation or agreement, countries that find themselves victimized by the adverse consequences of
transnational data flow, may have to act unilaterally for their own
protection. A nation might properly make a requirement that copies of
files be kept locally for inspection purposes, although it might be
difficult to curb willful evasion of such a law. To protect against
loss of jobs arising out of the fact that data is being processed
abroad, a nation might levy value-added tariff on processed information
flowing into the country.

CONCLUSION

The problem of transnational data flow is, indeed, a serious one
and a great deal more information than currently exists will have to
be acquired before appropriate solutions can be found and debated.
The very dimensions of the problem are but dimly perceived at this time.
However, once it is recognized that this problem does, in fact, exist,
we shall have taken the first and the longest step towards its eventual
resolution.
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17. INTERNATIONAL DATA PROTECTION ACTION
by F. Hondius
Directorate of Legal Affairs
Council of Europe (France)

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this article is to explore some international aspects of electronic data processing of personal data, and the consequences resulting from it with regard to data protection. This question
has three distinct but interrelated aspects. In the first place we
should investigate to what extent the processing of information at the
national level has any repercussions at the international level. In the
second place our attention will be drawn to transnational data processing operations. Thirdly, we should examine the question of whether
any amount of electronic data processing is taking place exclusively
at an international level and with what consequences.

DATA PROTECTION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

The vast majority of data processing operations take place within
the limits of national frameworks, either in the private or in the public

sector. This is obvious in the case of data processing by local,

regional or national public authorities, although even in such cases
parts of the operation may be contracted outside the country concerned.
But it is equally true of the majority of private data banks.
Consequently, data protection action is undertaken at present
mainly on a national basis. Reference has been made in other parts of
this volume to various existing or proposed national laws, such as the
Swedish Data Act and the West German Bill for a Data Protection Act
(which follows the earlier pioneer, the Data Act of the Land of Hesse).
On a sectorial basis special mention could be made of the U.S. Fair
Credit Reporting Act and its Danish counterpart.
Where new measures are being introduced, the impression is sometimes given that data protection is a completely novel idea, intimately
connected with the advent of the computer. This is not entirely correct.
In the public sector, the legal protection of information collected
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and used for statistical or census purposes, of fiscal files or of
archives, has a respectable history. In the private sector, the bank
secret or the business secret are classic examples. Likewise, the
right and duty of priests, physicians or lawyers to observe a discreet
silence with reference to the confidential communications received by
them in the course of duty has been sanctioned in more or less stringent form since olden times. The protection of individuals against
adverse consequences of knowledge by others of information concerning
them is also implied in their right to privacy, to secrecy of their
correspondence or their telephone communications, to the inviolability
of their homes, etc., and fortified by civil or penal remedies against
disclosure of secrets or breaches of confidence.
Legal protection of the right of individuals to the protection of
their privacy vis-a-vis electronic data banks (for the sake of convenience this long-winded term is often abbreviated to "data privacy")
characterises itself by the fact that it is directed at the meQium itself. Since in some countries the medium is still in its infancy,
whereas in others it is fully developed, its regulation by law differs
from one country to another. Moreover, even between countries having
reached a comparable stage of development there are differences with
respect to the legal situation. In certain countries it has so far
been left mainly to the interested circles to determine their own attitude and to lay down their own rules. In others laws have been adopted
to bring data processing under public surveillance.
Notwithstanding the criticism that legislation may raise obstacles
to the utilisation of modern technology for the benefit of society like the law that required a man to walk with a red flag in front of
the locomotive - legislators have justified their intervention by pointing out that computers can overcome at one stroke several constraints
which have so far applied to the existing means and methods of data
recording and processing. Not only does such an argument militate in
favour of public measures - laws, or at least policies - but almost at
once the question has arisen of whether data privacy can be adequately
protected by measures stopping at the border. The computer is used not
only to overcome problems of quantity, complexity and time, but also
problems of space. It is an international medium par excellence. This
is one of the reasons why States developing or considering rules on
data privacy have been in close touch with one another, both directly
and under the auspices of international organisations such as the United
Nations, OECD, the Council of Europe, the Nordic Council, and recently
also the European

Commun~ties.

A further reason for international co-operation in this field is
that the problem seems to present itself in more or less the same
manner in different countries. When reading reports from countries far
apart we are struck by the fact that time and again the debate seems to
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centre around the same questions: to what standards of quality should
data conform? What. purposes are permissible? Has an individual the
right to know information concerning him and what right to access can
be granted to others? etc., etc. A recent series of publications on
this question from New Zealand echoed almost word for word the preoccupations to be found in some European countries. Much is therefore to
be gained from close international collaboration. It enables, for
example, countries where electronic data processing is still in an
early phase of development to learn from the experience of the more
advanced countries and to try to avoid pitfalls.
It stands to reason that informaticians are exchanging information
about their own trade and that international organisations should promote this process. The mutual learning process is beginning to show
its effects in the instruments drawn up with regard to data processing;
the pilot Act of the Land of Hesse has been followed by legislative
bills in several countries; several of the considerations of the Younger
Committee of the United Kingdom have been subsequently taken up by
other countries.
Parellel development of national regulations is not sufficient in
itself, however. Several countries which have a satisfactory domestic
system of data protection feel the need for additional international
rules in order to prevent their system from being eroded from outside.
Data and data subjects must be protected not only against domestic
abuses and misuses but also against unwanted interference from across
the borders. Such interference is not necessarily the result of malicious intent. It may result from imbalance of data flows, such as witnessed between the United States and Canada, or from the proximity of
a large number of sovereign States with intensive internal movement of
goods and persons, as is the case in Europe. There is a certain risk
that countries which offer insufficient legal safeguards for data protection will become an attraction for data bank users. Those who are
concerned about this problem have pointed to the analogous problem of
the attraction which countries with low anti-pollution standards or an
easy fiscal regime offer to investors, to the detriment of the community
as a whole.
It is not surprising that with regard to data banks counterarguments are being advanced on this question similar to those put
forward with regard to pollution or fiscal policy. Countries which find
themselves at a less advanced stage may see little reason to enact restrictive legislation or they may even be of the opinion that too early
introduction of such legislation might either discourage potential users
of the new medium, or enable them to find loopholes in the new laws.
On these various grounds they may show little enthusiasm for co-ordinated
international action , or they may argue that it is not reasonable to
expect them to lay down rules for the sole benefit of third States. The
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latter States may then point out, in reply, that national policy-makers
should anticipate future developments and not delay the introduction of
measures until it is too late. Such an argument is not entirely inappropriate in the case of electronic data processing, because it concerns
an expensive medium. Considerable financial loss may result from technical or structural changes necessary to satisfy the requirements

laid

down by new legislation.
In addition to the problems described above, the question has been
raised of whether it is possible to regulate electronic data processing
independently from other forms of data processing. It has been pointed
out, for example, that if the rules for this medium are felt to be
unduly restrictive in comparison with those applying to traditional
data media the development of electronic data processing might be retarded. If on the other hand the rules for electronic data processing
are expected to correspond to those already applying to the traditional
data processing media, pronounced differences between the States are
bound to complicate international harmonisation. For example, on what
common basis can rules be developed for access by third parties to data
held by the administration when the tradition in Scandinavia is so different from that, for example, in Austria or Italy?
Such questions can only be solved by sUbjecting the apparent differences to closer scrutiny. Not seldom this may lead to the conclusion
that the differences are less fundamental than they seem to be at first
sight, for example because there are exceptions on both sides, or because the situation is not static but moves in a common direction.

Such

a line of reasoning may prompt States to seek agreement in phases. The
Council of Europe's member States, which have been collaborating in this
field since 1971 in the Committee for the Protection of Privacy, have.
first singled out the area where they saw both an urgent need and a.
possibility for early co-ordinated action, namely that of private electronic data banks. To allow for the differences then existing, which
were not however real obstacles to international collaboration, and in
order to proceed with the required expediency, the European States
concerned did not seek to arrive at once at a binding instrument. While
they did not rule out the possibility of concluding such an instrument,
a convention, in the future, they preferred temporarily to adopt basic
principles (contained in Resolution (73) 22 of the Committee of Ministers of 26 September 1973) which will serve as guidelines for legislation and public policy in the member States. From there on, they moved
to the study of other aspects, such as the streamlining of regulations
in the public sector. A draft to that effect has been submitted to the
Committee of Ministers for consideration at their meeting in September
1974.
Reference has been made above to the fact that where different
rules apply to data banks in different States, data banks abroad may
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have a certain effect on the domestic scene and, under adverse conditions, may even be regarded as a disturbing factor. This problem has
sometimes been compared with similar ones in the sphere of broadcasting,
where peripheral and pirate stations can cause disturbance and lead to
proposals for international regulation.
We do not think it necessary to dwell here on the interesting,
but mainly theoretical question of whether it would be possible to
create a

~pirate

electronic data

bank~,

i.e. a data bank located for

example on board a ship outside territorial waters, and exempted from
any form of national or international control. On the other hand the
problem of peripheral data banks, which may become

~data havens~,

is

a real one and causes concern. In order to see this problem in a proper
perspective, it is necessary to avoid taking a one-sided view, that is
to say, from the vantage point of one country. The fact of the matter
is that substantial amounts of data about individuals are flowing
across borders. This problem should therefore be locked at from the
international view point.

TRANSNATIONAL DATA FLOWS

The flow of data across national borders is a necessary consequence of, and an essential condition for free interaction between the
nations of the world, whose common interests are served by the exchange
of persons, goods and ideas. Computers are gradually assuming a role
of greater importance in this process: a certain part of the information
transmitted across borders comes from computerised systems in one State
and/or enters into such systems in another State.
In this connection, three main elements enter into play
a) the data base of origin;
b) the transmission mechanism;-and
c) the data base of destination.
At present most data are transferred in non-computerised form
from one country to another. This is, for example, a customary procedure in the case of money transfers.
Some of the information dispatched abroad is not for use in the
receiving country. It is sent there only to undergo treatment in a
data processing facility. For technical, commercial or other reasons,
data processing operations are often carried out, partly or wholly, in
a foreign country. In the early days of the computer the most common
reason was the lack of proper computer facilities in the country concerned. But the practice has continued. There is no valid reason why
this particular branch of the service industry should not be allowed
to play its role on the international market.
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A step further towards automation of international data flows are
those systems where the data are not only processed by computer in the
country of origin and the country of destination, but where the transmission process between these two points is also automated. Airline or
ferry-boat reservation systems are an example. Such applications are a
vivid demonstration of the capacity of computer technology to overcome
problems of space, time, volume, and even of translation.
Apart from the two examples just mentioned - travel reservations
and money transfers - there are many other applications of computer
technology for transnational data movements : circulation of newspapers
and periodicals, mail orders, credit cards, insurance transactions,
hotel bookings, etc. The bulk of transnational data movement takes
place in the private sector. International movement of computerised
personal data in the public, or semi-public sector is much less frequent,
although by no means unimportant. The public sector is traditionally
confined to the national or sub-national framework. However, in our
times, it is no longer hermetically sealed. In many fields, such as environment, weather forecasting, health, crime control, energy and culture, the public interest str'etches across national borders.
One of the consequences is that there is also an increasing stream
of information, some of which is computerised information, between public

authorities in different States. Examples are the fields of public

health and of crime prevention. Several data exchange arrangements
between States are based on bilateral or multilateral treaties.
Inter-governmental data exchange normally takes place between
national systems which remain strictly independent of each other. The
setting up of a joint data processing facility by authorities of several
States will remain, as a matter of principle and for reasons of expediency, a rare exception. The organisation of and responsibility for
such

~n

inter-governmental facility would raise complicated legal and

political problems. Moreover, data exchange between public authorities
of different States is usually not of such intensity as to justify the
creation of a special inter-governmental facility.
On the other hand governments recognise the importance of harmonising their national systems in certain fields in order to promote the
transmission and processing of information of reciprocal interest. An
example is the. study at present underway

in the Council of Europe on

the possibilities of harmonising the computer processing of blood
grouping tests.
Harmonisation of national data systems in particular fields may
result in several such systems being eventually linked together in a
transnational network. Public opinion, insofar as it is at all aware
of such initiatives, does not appear to be particularly concerned, and
generally takes a sympathetic view because of the obvious benefits
which can be derived from the pooling of national data systems. However,
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the implications of harmonisation and co-operation of data systems of
two or more States at the national level should be carefully considered.
An interesting example is the feasibility study on electronic

passport cards which was initiated a number of years ago by ICAO (the
International Civil Aviation Organisation) and which has also been
studied, in respect of the European region, by the Council of Europe.
The purpose of electronic passport cards would be to speed up and render
more effective control of persons at airports and possibly also at
other border points. The viability of the project depends on the willingness of States to participate in an integrated data processing system.
In order to be electronically readable, the cards should have a standard
size and contents. States using personal numbers would show the number
on the passport card. The net result would be that States can store information on each other's citizens into their own data systems, and,
furthermore, that standard personal identifiers would be used internationally, a detail which is bound to attract the attention both of
partisans and of opponents of standard personal identifiers.
It has been observed that computers have the capacity to track
and trace data and data subjects through time and through space. Some
observations should be made here with regard to the space element.
When people are moving, their data move with them. When people are
crossing borders they will leave certain data behind and will "emit"
new data in the country to which they are proceeding, or through which
they are in transit. To the extent determined by the needs of the person
or of the country, that person's data will be entered into the data
systems of the country of destination or transit.
One of the basic needs, in terms of personal data, of the person
moving from one country to another is to identify himself. Since in many
countries electronic data processing is becoming increasingly common,
the person arriving from abroad may be confronted with the need to
enter into those systems, failing which he might be treated as a "nonperson" or as a suspect person. This difficulty is already frequently
experienced by people staying in a foreign country where the bulk of
financial transactions are handled by computers. In the same connection
it can be noted more and more frequently that persons who receive education or medical care in a foreign State make their entry into the
electronic data systems serving those purposes.
The case of the electronic passport card can illustrate our point.
These cards are intended primarily for frontier control purposes, but
their use can easily be extended to other purposes, for example hotel
registers.

(It will be convenient for the foreigner who arrives tired

at a hotel desk after a long journey that he no longer needs to fill
in the usual form but that it is enough to have his passport card
checked.) The next step might be that shops, banks,etc. would also ask
foreigners to produce the card. All such transactions form the person's
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trail and can provide public and private bodies with a much wider range
of detailed information than was formerly possible.
As a general rule persons sojourning in another country for a

li-

mited period are not particularly interested in the modalities of recording data regarding them. Their relationship with the country is too
superficial and ephemeral. The lack of interest on the part of the individuals concerned should, however, be one reason more for those
handling their data to treat them with every care.
Given the increasing transnational movement of data and data subjects, the question arises of whether special principles and rules
should be adopted. The very reason which is often invoked in support
of such new rules, namely that transnational data movement tends to
circumvent national regulations, can also be invoked as a counterargument. The freedom of unhindered international communication of information is one of the cherished ideals of western democracy; any
restrictions on it will have to be motivated by considerations of sufficient weight. A further practical argument against international regulatory action is that abuses are less likely to occur. One of the
dangers which has been pointed out repeatedly with regard to electronic
data processing concerning individuals is the tight control and close
observation. Now the very fact that data about persons in one country
are held in another means that there is much less close a relationship
between the subject and the controller and therefore less likelihood
of wilful or accidental interference by the latter in the private life
of the former, and less chance of abusive exploitation of these data.
Risk of intrusion into privacy diminishes in .inverse correlation to
the distance between the data bank and the user. Also arguments of the
"Big Brother" class are on the whole unconvincing, since the dangers
in this sphere arise mainly, if not exclusively, in a national context.
An interesting argument in favour of international regulatory
action is that data privacy rules deal not only with the restrictions
on data flows but also with the permissible uses. There are certain
legitimate foreign or international interests in data held abroad. An
individual who is searching for relatives abroad may have such an interest. Likewise, certain medical research may justify the collection
of personal data abroad. It may even be that a foreign party can show
a vital need for certain information which is unimportant from the
domestic point of view.
To a certain extent, the international measures called for may be
realised in the form of adaptations of national measures. We will pass
in review a number of principles pertaining to data processing in the
national context, in order to illustrate this.
With regard to q~ality of information, there is a generally accepted principle that the data ought to be correct and up to date. Of
course this should be no less true for data used on a transnational
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basis than data held nationally. However, it should be recognised that
it may be less easy to corroborate information obtained from a foreign
source, and that consequently it may be more difficult to correct the
possible sources of abuse or misuse. It may therefore be necessary to
provide that certain data transferred across' national borders should
carry the additional indication of the source.
Regarding the use of data, a basic rule is tha't - save for special
derogations - it is permitted only in direct connection with the purpose for which the information has been collected. Transnational use
can as a rule not be construed to fall automatically within the stated
purpose, unless that purpose is, for example, to transmit information
abroad, or if it is self-evident that the information may be used
abroad. In all other cases, transnational use should be explicitly provided for in the stated purpose of the data bank.
Concerning the right of the data subject to have access to the
information stored about him, the distance separating a data subject
from a data bank abroad may prove to be an unsurmountable barrier, both
to knowing the information and to undertaking any steps to obtain correction or erasure. While it goes almost without saying that data banks
should recognise an individual as "person concerned" even when he is
abroad, further measures should be taken to safeguard his interests,
particularly by enjoining persons responsible for electronic data banks
or persons supervising these data banks to respect the interests of
absent persons.
In connection with the difficulty of verifying the correctness or
obsoleteness of information, it might be necessary to impose stricter
rules on erasure. On the other hand, as we have pointed out above, a
person whose data are temporarily entered into a data system in a foreign country may encounter the inverse problem, namely how to preserve his vital data <medical record, employment record, tax record,
social insurance and pension benefits, etc.). In Western Europe the
movement of persons in the course of tourism, business, education or
migrant work is counted in six-figure numbers, hence the need of these
persons themselves and of private or public bodies in the countries
between which they circulate to see the accompanying circulation of
their data computer-aided. The rules on erasure of information should
therefore be counter-balanced by a "second ,paragraph" recognising the
right of the individual concerned to ask, instead of erasure, for the
transfer of his data to corresponding data centres abroad or for a
final print-out allowing him to arrange personally for the reintroduction of his vital data into data banks abroad. Analogous provisions
to that effect can already be found in certain bilateral or multilateral
treaties, for example in the field of social insurance.
We should also warn against drawing too sharp a boundary between
rules on data privacy in the private or the public sector. Not only do
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certain activities take place in one country in the private and in
another country in the public sphere but there is also intensive interchange between the two sectors (for example public bodies entrusting
certain operations to private firms).

INTERNATIONALLY HELD DATA

The examples of transnational data flows examined above concern
communication between separate systems in different countries. In spite
of the close ties that may exist between these systems, particularly
where the transmission process has also been computerised, each system remains a distinct legal object under the jurisdiction of the
State where it is located. It is, however, also possible to organise
a data system which is international in character from the outset.
From the legal point of view, two major forms can be distinguished
international data systems in the private sector, and public international data systems.
International data systems in the private sector are for example
those operated by multinational corporations, such as central administrative departments which service national branches of a multinational
company. The unit in question has to be established in a particular
country and will be subject to its laws, but the choice of the country
where the operation is located lies with the company. As the data are
moving freely from one part of the corporation to another, this means
that they are also moving across international borders. The legal effects of such international data systems can be effectively absorbed
by applying the harmonised national rules or the transnational rules
referred to earlier.
Quite a different case is that of the international data systems
operated by intergovernmental organisations. These data are generally
subject to a regime sui generis, that is to say to the proper laws of
the organisations which enjoy, for purposes of the conduct of the tasks
entrusted to them, legal immunity from the State of seat, and other
States. National legiSlation on electronic data processing, even if coordinated internationally, will fail to affect such intergovernmental
systems.
A current example is the staff files of international organisations. An interesting case is also the system of data retrievalestablished

by Interpol (International Criminal Police Organisation). The

Organisation receives information released by member bodies in different countries from their data systems, several of which are computerised systems. At present, Interpol prefers, for technical reasons,
manual treatment, but it might eventually decide to create its own
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electronic data bank. The question of how to implement the principle
of data protection would then arise.
Our general approach to this question leaves little doubt. Since
the data systems operated by international organisations can be subject only to the law proper of those organisations, it is up to the organisations to make the law, if such

l~w

does not exist already. It

should be stated, in this connection, that many international organisations may in fact have a considerable body of applicable law.
The next question is what the law ought to be. We are here reminded
of the old adage: "quod licet Jovi non licet Jovi". International organisations, in their dealings with data concerning the privacy of individuals should observe the same principles as States or private bodies.
However, this presupposes that there is a fair measure of agreement
as to what exactly "non licet bovi"; what are the minimum rules to be
observed at the national level. This is an additional argument in favour of States reaching further agreement with one another on this
question.

International organisations can play an important role in

bringing such an agreement about.
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18. RULES FOR TRANSNATIONAL DATA FLOWS
by J. Paulsen
Ministry of Justice (Denmark)

INTRODUCTION

Computers and telecommunication do not respect national borders.
It is possible today to establish data banks in one country for persons in another, and have access to the data via networks. At the same
time, due to growing international telecommunications, data about individualsare being increasingly exchanged across national borders by
means of electronic data processing.

DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF TRANSNATIONAL DATA FLOWS

The problem of transnational data flows may be illustraced by
asking the following question: What is .it that makes us anxious, or
what forms of data flow worry us most? Two aspects in particular may
give rise to concern and will be discussed.
The first one may be characterised as the "manipulation of population". This I would define as the exertion of a massive influence
on the citizens or a group of citizens of another State, as regards
politics, advertising or any other attitude. This may, at least theoretically, take place if it is possible in one State to establish large
data banks on the population of another, containing data on the race,
religion, political conviction, education, resources, interests, etc.,
of individuals. That risk may be obviated through the adoption of
rules at the national as well as at the international level. I shall
later discuss the ways in which this might be done.
The other aspect I wish to discuss originates in the regulation
established by each country. Major differences in national legislations
are indeed likely to result in data banks being chiefly established
in countries where the legislation on electronic data banks and privacy is very liberal. The same may be the case if the price of the
technical runs, etc.,is particularly low in certain countries. For such
matters-it is also possible to take these into account at the national
as well as at the international level.
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NATIONAL ASPECTS

At the national level this can be achieved through legislation
to reduce the risks I have mentioned above.
In most States, data about individuals, very often sensitive data,
are widely used in the public sector and are kept in electronic data
banks.

In the private sector so far, the possibilities of, and also

the need for, collecting and storing data about individuals have been
limited. Technology, however, makes it possible to provide easy and
rapid transmission of mass data to the private sector, which may indeed at the same time find a need for mass data about individuals.
That trend is reinforced through the view that open access to the documents and records of the public sector in itself affords a fundamental legal protection of the citizens. This is recognised in Scandinavia, most pronounced in Sweden, where open access also gives admission to mass recording from data banks. In Denmark, open access has
so far not in9luded admission to mass recording, such as magnetic
tape or micro-film, from data banks in the public sector. Personally,
I think open access to mass recording by the private sector <press,
business life, etc.) to public data banks may result in the establishment in the private sector of data banks which are not required to
undergo

social evaluation. Rules to the effect that private bodies

have access to documents in the public administration, but not access
to mass data from the public data banks ,then will in my opinion be a
useful element in the surveillance of electronic data banks in the
private sector, and will also reduce the risks of a hidden data flow
to other countries.
Another possibility of reducing, at the national level, the risk
of transnational data flows is the introduction of rules prohibiting
the exportation of personal data. The Swedish Data Act thus contains
a rule that personal data stored in a data bank shall not be transmitted without the permission of the Data Inspection Board if there
is ground for assuming that the data are to be used for electronic
data processing abroad.
In Denmark, the Register Committee has proposed a rule for credit
information offices, according to which data may not be exported. Individual data, on the other hand, may be exported. These are indeed
necessary in international trade. Thus, an EEC directive presupposes
free exchange of the services of credit information offices.
Rules prohibiting exportation, then, must not be too strict,
since in many fields there is an obvious need for exchange of data
about individuals. F9r example, the Scandinavian countries and North
Germany have developed a common data bank of persons in need of kidney
transplant.
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To this must be added that, due to the possibility of telecommunication, etc., it is difficult to enforce such rules. A more effective protection in the long term is best achieved through international
agreements, but awaiting the conclusion of such agreements rules of
that kind will, in my opinion, have a certain effect.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

A better protection against transnational data flows may be achieved through international agreements. On the other hand, I do not think
that, at the present time, such agreements are likely to be accepted
by a sufficient number of countries. The individual countries should
first have the opportunity to find an attitude to those problems at
the national level. Obviously, however, it will be much easier to conclude international agreements or conventions laying down general rules
on data bank activities if the national legislations are based on the
same principles. It is therefore gratifying to see that there is lively
international activity in this field.

In that context, I think it

should be pointed out that the Member States of the Council of Europe
have adopted basic principles for data banks in the private sector.
The adoption of a convention laying down general rules on the
activities of data banks requires long and difficult efforts. On the
other hand, the question may be raised of whether it will be possible
to draw up a convention within a limited area in a shorter time. A
convention like this should reduce the risk of data banks being established

in one country for the registration of persons in another.

The field of the convention should be the dissemination of personal information by private computerised data banks to third parties.
A private data bank operating within the territory of one of the
Contracting States should not be allowed to maintain a data bank containing personal information on private citizens of other States who
are resident in another Contracting State if the activities of the data
bank are not legal in that State.
A convention (like the one on the following page) will have to
provide for a great number of exceptions. Also I think it is necessary
in this field to await national legislation, which, I hope, will be
based on the same basic principles. Each State must define which activities of data banks would be legal. But to make the discussion more
concrete, a draft convention is presented on the next page.
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DRAFT
CONVENTION ON TRANSNATIONAL PRIVATE DATA BANKS

Preamble

Article 1
For the purpose of the present Convention "data bank" shall mean
any system for electronic data processing which has as its purpose the
exploitation of personal information and which can disseminate such
information.

Article 2
A private data bank operating within the territory of one of the
High Contracting Parties shall not be allowed to maintain a register
containing personal information on private citizens resident within
the territory of another Contracting Party unless the operations of
the data bank could legally be carried out in that state either without
an authorization or pursuant to a licence, which would foreseebly be
granted by the appropriate authorities.
The rules in the previous paragraph shall not apply if there are
valid reasons for the registration of the citizen in the state in which
the data

ban~

operates, because of his nationality or his relationship,

commercially or otherwise,to that state.

Article 3
A Contracting Party to this Convention shall on request from
another Contracting Party provide adequate information to decide whether the requirements of the first paragraph in article 2 are fulfilled.
Each Contracting Party shall designate the authorities which can
directly request and give the information envisaged in the previous
paragraph. It shall give notice of such designation to the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations.
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Article 4
The application of the provisions of the present Convention can
be refused by the Contracting Parties only if such application is manifestly contrary to public policy.

Article 5
. • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . final clauses
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Session V
ACCEPTING THE COSTS OF DATA SECURITY

19. INTRODUCTION
by C. R. Renninger
Staff Assistant for Computer Utilisation Programmes
U.S. Department of Commerce
National Bureau of Standards

(United States)

Session Chairman

At the opening session we heard Prof.

A. Westin outline his

historical perspective of the privacy issue by his reference to the
early warnings of the 1960s about the encroachments on privacy, progressing then to the empirical studies of the late 60s and early 70s
and finally to the regulatory or legislative phases which many of our
couYlt,ries are now engaged in. Throughout this period we have been propelled toward a resolution of the privacy issue by those who express
a concern for privacy and an urgent need for establishing regulatory
or legislative safeguards.
It's been only recently that another group has been struggling to
be heard. This group is trying to say there is an Ultimate cost associated with privacy safeguards which has not been adequately reckoned
with in the philosophical and sociological discussions in favor of
privacy protection. These costs are generally represented by the cost
of the introduction of new institutional organizations required for
the administration of legislative safeguards, the administrative control procedures that would be invoked, new and more complex technological safeguards that would be required and the effects of potentially
decreased operational efficiency and effectiveness which could be generated from these protective measures. The argument being made is that
these costs must be balanced against the costs of privacy legislation
so as to introduce a degree of rationality into the ultimate solution.
In terms of Mr. Westin's historical perspective on the privacy
issue, the related issue of the cost of privacy is still in the early
warning stage since it has generally not had the benefit of comprehensive studies that are needed to be very sanguine about the ultimate
cost or the relative scales of costs associated with solving the privacy problem. Yet these warnings are growing stronger and louder as
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the prespect fer legislatien cemes cleser to. reality.
We recall Mr. Weetten's epening remarks in which he suggested that
the ecenemic aspects ef the privacy preblem may well be an everriding
censideratien in the Ultimate selution. Let me also. cite a few warnings and concerns which arose eut of a recent series o.f conferences
sponsored by the Natienal Bureau of Standards on the subject of privacy
and security in computer systems. These warnings basically came from
the cemputer industry which is going to have to previde the technological safeguards and frem those who will be required to. implement seme
ef the legislative prbposals. The Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association stated that the diversity of legislative proposals dramatically peints out the need for a clear understanding of
the relationship between the privacy benefits and the costs required
to achieve those benefits. An even more ominous warning came from the
Association of Data Processing Service Organizations which said that
the legislative proposals in the United States for accomplishing the
commendable goal of safeguarding personal information demonstrate an
ignorance of the special economic characteristics and problems associated with its attainment, pointing out that the potential costs of
compliance could be disastrous for the small, independent data processing service companies who would be forced to comply with the legislative requirements. The Computer Industry Association warned that
the technological development of secure data processing systems represents such an expensive and time-censuming task for the company that
it potentially exceeds the resources of all but the largest of the
computer manufacturers. And finally, from the administrators who. would
be faced with the task of implementing legislative previsiens we hear
the call for in-depth consideratien ef the administrative burdens and
costs that weuld result frem the legislative provisiens.
But, in the final analysis, it seems to. me that the all-censuming
questien that we must censider is the attitude ef the general public
toward the question ef privacy and cest. Is there a limit to. what the
man on the street is willing to. pay to insure that his persenal information is being preperly safeguarded? I know of no. study which purports to answer this question with certainty, but by 10.0. king at ether
patterns ef behavier in society there is evidence to suggest that
people are indeed willing to. pay fer privacy.
This is illustrated in the United States, fer example, by the
large number of peeple who choese to. purchase single-family hemes as
opposed to. renting apartments, er who. prefer to use the private automobile in lieu of mass transpertatien, er who. pay extra rental charges
for living quarters which previde security protectien, er who. pay extra
for the privilege ef having their telephone numbers unlisted and removed frem public directeries, er who. prefer to. use private scheels
in lieu ef public facilities. Knewingly then, peeple are paying for
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many types of privacy and security and in some cases they are paying
substant ially.
Yet it should not go unnoticed, in the examples I have used, that
there is also a tendency to forego privacy as the cost of that privacy
increases. It is apparent, for example, that the inflationary trend in
real estate values has been accompanied by a distinct massive shift
from the purchase of single homes to condominium-type clusters of housing. The recent 80% increase in the cost of gasoline has made carpooling and mass transportation immeasurably more attrative to thousands of people who are now willing to forego the privacy of their own
automobiles. And one cannot forget that 85% of the telephones in the
United States are still listed in public directories and that hundreds
of thousands of persons in search of lower telephone costs subject
themselves willingly to a possible invasion of their privacy by subscribingto multiple-party telephone lines.
Thus, it seems probable that public attitudes toward the privacy
of personal data may well be influenced by the level of associated
costs and that responsible officials should accordingly devote increasing attention to the consideration of these costs in deciding upon
the alternative courses of regulatory action. There has been distinct
even though limited evidence during this Seminar that this concern is
beginning to catch on. I recall for example Mr. Braibant's plea for
information on the probable cost of providing for the citizen's right
of access, saying it is undoubtedly a question of detail but nevertheless
an important one in considering alternative policies for granting this
right of access.
Our panel is hopefully equipped to shed some light on the issue
of costs related to privacy and I should like at this point to give
them their turn at the microphone. In accordance with the shift in plan
suggested by Mr. Gassmann, the cost aspects of privacy will be addressed most directly by Mme Gallouedec-Genys and Dr. Turn and we will
expand our discussion to some of the managerial and administrative implications of privacy proposals and take a more global view of the
privacy issue as it relates to futuristic technological developments.
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20. PROTECTION OF CONFIDENTIAL DATA
by Mrs. F. Gallouedec-Genuys
Centre national de la recherche scientifique

(France)

FOREWORD

Certain documents and data are considered confidential either by
law, by regulation, by contract, or merely from custom. In this report
neither the reason for confidentiality nor its nature and purpose will
be considered. Our study-will deal only with the administrative practices and procedures by means of which the protection of confidential
data can be guaranteed.

(1)*

First of all, a few important points must be made clear
- The OECD's study, which was a source document (1) for this report,
confuses confidential records and individual records. Thus, such an
important problem as the accessibility and communication of non-personal
documents and data and the individual's right to information is eliminated from the start;
- The means of preserving confidentiality and the relevant practices
and procedures to be followed cannot be disassociated from the regulations on which they are based, and call for a specific type of behaviour on the part of those who must apply them;
- We shall refrain from defining the terms: data, record and file.
Their use in a text of this kind does not, we think, create any sort
of ambiguity;
- We shall not give examples since other reports do this;
- We shall not go into the technical aspects of protecting confidentiality, leaving this to data-processing experts, better informed than
we are.

INTRODUCTION

The use of data banks or computerised filing systems, that is
"the application of the computer to the filing, revision and selective

* Figures in brackets refer to the list of references, p. 242.
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retrieval of data" (2), the creat ion of data networks and the use of
teleprocessing create many legal problems. But it is the intrusion on
privacy and the infringement of confidentiality which are most often
and most vigorously condemned. The matter causing the greatest concern
is the unlawful disclosure of information of which the individual is
or might be made the victim.
Is it reasonable to take this fear so seriously? In particular,
can today's search for greater protection of confidential data be
explained by the greater number of offences or by the vulnerability of
such new techniques? Nowhere has confidentiality seemed to be more
frequently broken although such offences continue to be few,

perhaps

because of the very small advantages compared with the risks involved.
Alan Westin even states in his report "Data Banks in a Free Society"
(3) that he was unaware of a single offence committed by persons other
than employees of the organisation owning and administering the files:
in the fairly rare cases notified to him the participation of computer
personnel in the administering organisation was established, which
unquestionably shows the technical difficulty of gaining access to the
computer's stores or the effectiveness of security measures installed.
In the same way fears of systematic and illicit merging or interconnection of files do not seem to be borne out by actual facts. Observation shows rather that, apart from the technical complexity of
such operations, the practices which protect confidential data in manual filing systems have been transferred bodily to computerised files.
The anxiety which centres around data banks containing information
on individuals is in fact due to factors other than technical progress
or actual experience. It is the expression of a dual crisis: one of
permissiveness in a world where there is an ever greater pressure to
conform throughout the social, economic, and political spheres, and a
widespread lack of trust directed mainly against the men in power, one
which has been aggravated by recent scandals.
One would prefer some more constructive and less self-centred
reaction than this feverish demand for a protective shelter or mask,
but the fact is that today's concerns are centred on the individual to
the detriment of the interests of society. The ordinary citizen relies
on others, at the risk of disappearing with democracy: he is no longer
interested in anything but his own familiar work

and peace of mind,

which he is bent on defending against all comers, including the State.
The fact that the search for better safeguards to confidentiality
is prompted by psychological rather than technical considerations in
no way lessens the gravity of the problem. Data-processing has disclosed
the existence of a dangerous situation: the multiplicity of files and
the insecurity of secrets. Whether the development of data-processing
has beneficial, undesirable or even disastrous effects will depend on
the use which is made of such files and secrets, something which the
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public is quite as concerned about as computer experts, file managers
and governments. Thus there are plenty of reasons why the best means
of safeguarding confidential documents and data should be sought.
Any document or data whose distribution is in some way restricted
is confidential. Confidentiality specifically refers to data access
and the sharing of data by authorised persons and by them alone.
There are two possible extreme solutions to the problem of protecting confidential documents:
First, the concept of confidentiality of documents could be simply
abolished by granting everyone free access to personal data. This
drastic measure establishing an open society is (perhaps) not as shocking as some people may think. Sweden, which comes closest to this idea
-in striving towards an ideal democracy, has never given the impression
of a country at bay.
Secondly, confidentiality could be absolute, meaning that any
communication, and in the extreme case any collection of data on individuals, would be forbidden. Such a solution, in spite of its obvious
social disadvantages, has not been rejected by all plans; at all events
it sometimes emerges as an ideal.
Our own ideas and proposals will be based on a more realistic
outlook. They will aim at more positive and potentially dynamic conclusions in an attempt to promote effective and reasonable choices
reliably guaranteeing the protection of personal data.
The following outline will be adopted:
The requisites for confidentiality:
- Defining the rules, secrets, which are well established.
Secrets calling for evaluation.
- Adjusting the rules,
the use made of secrets,
the users of secrets.
The management of confidential information
- prevention of misuse,
an environmental policy,
a policy of anonymity.
- monitoring misuse,
measures of detection,
recourse to sanctions.

CONFIDENTIALITY REQUIREMENTS

Whether one is dealing with confidential data in a mUltipurpose
file, a completely confidential file, or another shared or not by
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several users, the confidentiality of documents can only be guaranteed
if two conditions are fulfilled: the rules of access must be closely
defined and so adjusted as in no way to impede their application.

1. The need for precise rules

Confidentiality- calls for a number of rules reserving certain
data for the use of certain persons who have no right to reveal such
data to unauthorised persons or for unauthorised purposes. While such
rules determine the secrecy, which by nature is relative, of data, the
means and degree of strictness used differ vastly, thus inevitably
affecting the quality of protection.
It is interesting to note that while the terms "secret" and
"confidential" are theoretically synonymous, the result in practice is
that identical rules of secrecy are not applied with the same degree
of strictness.

A) Secrets which are well established
The protection of national defence, (secrets), which is carefully
organised and fairly effective in all countries, could serve as a
model for drawing up adequate rules covering other kinds of documents.
A prior requirement is that confidential documents, or the authorities
empowered to make them so, be clearly specified, as well as to whom
and under what circumstances access may be granted.
In fact this is the procedure adopted in most countries whenever
the sensitivity of data or risk of disclosure calls for strict observance of their confidential character. This is true both for regulations dealing with individual documents and comprehensive files, such
as Articles 768 to 781 of the French Code of Criminal Procedure with
respect 'to police records, or the Act of 24th June 1970 (so often quoted
yet so rarely applied), on driving records. Other instances are regulations concerning certain people's entitlement to data, such as provisions regarding professional secrecy, in particular medical secrecy,
and those governing some specific bodies, such as the statute of Statistics Canada (4). In each of these cases the regulations must define
precisely the requirements for access to specific data and predate any
requesL for communication.
Regulations of this kind seem to be the best way of protecting
confidential documents, and are even more necessary when file management is computerised. Systems for handling data must be devised and
security procedures must be implemented: since whatever procedures are
chosen will depend on confidentiality requirements these must be precisely defined.
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B) Secrets calling for evaluation
The need for defining precisely the rules of confidentiality has
prompted considerable research into prevailing conditions and the subject of secrecy. Observation has often shown that ambiguous situations
existed while proposals have tended to lay down hard and fast rules
of confidentiality. Since a speculative rather than realistic approach
has been the rule, we will not consider each and every proposal, which
in any case would be irrelevant, and merely challenge a few suggestions
concernin~

the protection of secrecy: the nature of the data and the

purpose of the files.
Thus the nature of the data, even when no screening or restrictive measures are called for, has served to establish degrees of confidentiality.

For example, a classification which would distinguish

highly sensitive from neutral data has been proposed, each category
being subject to some specific type of dissemination. It has even been
suggested that the disclosure of any and all data on individuals should
be authorised beforehand. Without prejudging its worth we would suggest
that any such typology based on the nature of data cannot be presumed
to do away with doubtful and exceptional cases, and therefore loses
most of its value.
The purpose of files has also been put forward as a possible if
not the best criterion determining the confidentiality of data. In our
opinion this is to neglect the fact that, apart from a few rare exceptions, it is difficult to say for what precise purpose a file is estab:lished . The functions of a company or government department are not
so narrowly circumscribed that the future duties of either body and
the use it will have to make of certain data can be closely identified.
Were respect for confidentiality to be based on the purpose of files
the normal activities of an organisation might well be unduly impeded.
What is more, it would prevent the perfectly legitimate interconnection
of different files temporarily kept apart for reasons of expediency.
The problem can clearly be stated if data are to be distributed
outside the organisation. On this point certain common misconceptions
must be avoided. If an organisation which controls a file entrusts its
management to a third party while alone taking advantage of it, the
problem again boils down to the internal use of data. But the situation
changes if the rule of the organisation is to collect information merely
for the purpose of disseminating it. The purpose of the file is then
of no help: the problem is one of free enterprise or trade, and specific regulations may be called for.
Yet another situation arises if some public or private institution,
exceeding its normal functions, transmits personal data to a third
party: can any such use be prevented by reference to the purpose of
files? There is no general agreement on this point. We may thus mention
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an extremely liberal Canadian practice (5) in both the private and
public sectors which is diametrically opposed to the thesis advanced
by most French writers on the subject.
Moreover, respect for the purpose of files could prevent statisticians and researchers from gaining access to them, thus neutral ising
valuable information and compelling such experts to launch similar
surveys of their own, unless they were allowed to argue the merits of
their case before some appropriate body. This would however be tantamount to opening up yet another loophole.
One may as well admit that there are no satisfactory criteria
and that the evaluation of secrecy leads to infringements of confidentiality and even arbitrary decisions.

2. Adjusting the rules
While respect for confidentiality requires that precise rules be
defined, it also depends on the proper adaptation of these rules and
consequent practices and procedures to both uses and users of confidential data.

A) The use made of secrets
The rules for protecting confidentiality have a dual purpose: to
protect personal data and the computer (manual filing systems are no
great problem).
We shall not discuss the special need to protect personal data,
since this is our initial premise, but rather the way this should be
done. We can draw no definite conclusion from facts as they stand,
but if quantity is any criterion, then specific laws and individual
regulations invariably carry the day, and most of these prove sufficiently clear and precise. Moreover the little general legislation
which exists stems from particular historical and constitutional situations rather than from principles.
Turning from fact to fancy, general laws on the protection of
confidential data would gain almost everyone's approval. Hence it is
surprising that personal data stored in manual files should be almost
entirely neglected, as though in this regard the protection of privacy
did not call for the same attention. Even assuming that data banks
were a greater peril, surely it would be unwise to promote inequalities
which would be easy to manipulate and to bas.e the protection of privacy
on in-built technical threats which are invariably subject to change.
The particular contribution of general legislation would be based,
in the first place, on its authority as a source. Secondly, it would
be based on a definition of minimal safeguards for all information
systems, providing fundamental guarantees for the individual citizen
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and establishing a balance between private and public interest.

Finally,

legislation of this kind would have the undoubted psychological effect
of re-affirming the rights of the individual and of calming the public's fears. This latter result, we think, would moreover be considered the essential one.Bills of a general nature should be regarded to
some extent as intended for public consumption. Indeed, there is perhaps no better role that such legislation can play, while the effective
protection of confidentiality should be left to specific regulations
tailored to carefully analysed situations and clearly defined risks.
The new dangers which threaten due to the computerised management
of files obviously have yet to be correctly identified. This inadequate understanding, often one of foreboding, of a situation which
people feel should be remedied at all costs, is the more to be deplored
as techniques gain in sophistication. Data-processing is marked by
certain constraints, but it would be pure fallacy to claim that any
such right as the confidentiality of personal data must be forfeited
on this account. The use of rights may of course be subjected to new
requirements, but it would be nonsense to object to these or challenge
their validity. The invaluable advantage to both the community and
individual offered by the computerised management of data cannot be
outweighed by ignorance or prejudice. Hence it is essential that no
general or specific standards be established until the data-processing
systems have been carefully analysed, until their capacity or inability
to protect data has been ascertained, and until methods and procedures
have been devised or adjusted for remedying defects and improving such
protection. Unless such studies are undertaken no regulations can be
adequate or be enforced.

B) The users of secrets
Finally confidentiality rules cannot be strictly complied with
unless they are tailored to the users, that is to those who will have
to apply them.
Those who manage confidential information must be divided into
two groups: institutions and people. Institutions which set up one or
more files containing confidential data are many and diverse. Some
authors have alleged the smallness of certain files as arguing for
much looser rules of management, which we regard as an opportunistic
and legally indefensible approach. Another more widely accepted proposal
deserving of special attention is to distinguish between public and
private institutions. Thus the first law dealing with the protection of
data, promulgated on 7th October 1970 in Hesse, Germany, covers only public authorities, bodies and institutions subject to the jurisdiction
of the Land. This limited scope of the legislation was however neither
the result of long consideration nor of a deliberate intention to
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oppose the methods and procedures respectively used for protecting
secrecy by public and private institutions.
The general tendency today is to look for solutions serving a dual
purpose, as shown by the Swedish Code of Fair Information Practice
adopted in 1973 appearing in the Report of the Secretary's Advisory
Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems, US Department of Health,
Education and Welfare,July 1973. While the general consensus has been
that legislation should cover all organisations, whatever the sector
individually deemed to be most sensitive, the relevance of recommending
such overall solutions may be challenged (6). Would it not be better
to treat private institutions differently, thus no doubt providing a
greater incentive to search for procedures promoting respect for confidentiality? Agreements within some particular group, such as a trade
association, should be encouraged, since these could promote more appropriate and acceptable policies for tne protection of confidential
data. On the other hand it might be possible to grant government departments or public services a certain amount of autonomy in choosing
suitable procedures, which would depend, for example, on the volume of
information collected, the frequency of consultation and the type of
user.

Such measures would moreover facilitate the acceptance of new

secrecy procedures by those concerned.
Participation by the personnel is in fact highly important, and
means that no rule should be adopted before the full effects of its
acceptance or application have been measured. Yet planners seem not to
have been concerned with this aspect at all. A happy medium can however
be found between rules which are sufficiently detailed to be easily
applied and regulations so complicated that they cannot be applied at
all.
The new procedures for protecting secrecy should moreover be seen
as both necessary and reasonable. In an organisation where there have
been burglaries or where attempted fraud has been discovered, the personnel is more likely to accept new obligations so that confidential
data can be better protected, whereas they may be interpreted as acts
of

mistrust

or persecution by employees in a service where no such

event has ever occurred. In any event staff will always have to be made
aware of the new requirements for protecting personal data, and the
ground prepared by information and educational campaigns.
Confidentiality and the privilege of privacy must be seen to be
in such hands.
Specific appropriate rules are the requisites for confidentiality
and its strict observance. If these qualities are lacking their value
will be largely lost and they will fail to achieve their purpose, which
is to manage secrecy, i.e. to ensure the effective protection of confidential data and implement procedures capable of preventing such data
from being wrongly used, whatever the cause.
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THE MANAGEMENT OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
By combining two methods, secrecy can be safeguarded adequately:
firstly, by preventing misuse; secondly, by monitoring misuse. While
it appears preferable to concentrate more heavily on prevention,

it is

however essential to retain an exact balance between prevention and
cure so as not to paralyse information systems during attempts to
improve them.

1. Prevention of misuse

There are several ways of preventing violation of confidential
data, in particular by making access to data more difficult or by
"depersonalizing" such information. The first means adopting an environmental policy; the second, a policy of anonymity.

A) An environmental policy
The environment of data files, whether partially or totally confidential, is made up of administrative, human and technological factors. To obtain adequate results, the prevention of misuse must be
tackled from each of these different angles.
Many suggestions have been put forloJard for improving the administration of files or the general organisation of information systems.
The most current is that some authority should be responsible for each
file. This authority, which might be an individual or agency, known
as a file "custodian" or "controller" •.. *

would have the main task

of ensuring the effectiveness of safeguards built into data management
systems ;it has also been suggested that the body should have more functional duties and should, if necessary, act as intermediary for the
controlling authorities or the individuals in respect of whom data is
stored; it is further suggested that the authority should be civilly
liable, or indeed criminally liable, in cases of damage or fraud.
As regards improvements to the file administration structure,
opinions vary. Should the possession and processing of files be left
solely in the hands of the owner agencies controlling access to them,
thus avoiding any external contact and minimising the risks of unlawful
interference? The file would thus be considered a part of the general
organisation and, like its other parts, would be subject to the sole
control of the internal and responsible authorities. This solution has
been advocated or adopted in several countries in the case of such
sensitive files as criminal and police records.

*

"Gardien des registres", "maitre du fichier".
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While this recommendation offers certain direct advantages, especially that of not interfering with traditional organisation, it may
however not provide the surest means of safeguarding secrecy. Another
more "revolutionary" approach would therefore be to set up separate
information units. Each agency would set up a special service responsible for file administration. It would have a separate status, and
under certain conditions would be fully responsible for the storage
processing and dissemination of data, including confidential data.
Such a specialised service would obviously have all the time it needed
to concentrate on the problems of safeguarding data, and would more
easily escape the pressures of interested parties. Moreover such a
structural improvement would, in many cases, meet certain recognised
technical demands which require that the information be dissociated
from other administrative functions, and what Francis Netter (7) calls
"structures of means",that is, centres whose speciality is the processing information being set up. The public information service conceived
by D. Parkhill is based on this principle of separation, stretched to
the utmost to serve wider purposes (8).
Nor should we ignore a suggestion generally rejected for reasons
of an emotional rather than cogent nature which well deserve serious
consideration. It will be remembered that the universally known American
plan for a national personal information centre aroused serious objections and is still the most hackneyed example of the harmful effects
that data banks can have. Yet dissociating himself from those opposed
to the Centre, Richard Sprague (9) maintains that the only way of protecting the rights and privacy of individuals effectively is to set up
a national information utility for individuals, the records of which
would be geographically dispersed but could be interconnected. The main
advantage of this national office, independent of its daily usefulness,
would be in the existence of a single legal record for each individual
citizen, in having access to complete sets of data, and in ease of
control. It would resolve to advantage a chaotic situation where infringements of secrecy are consistently practised and most of the time
unfortunately without the knowledge of the interested parties.
These arguments are not without force, especially if one is willing to recognise that the very defects of manual files (difficulty of
handling, extent of dissemination, lack of consistency)offer no security, and

that the only true protection lies in the observance of

obligations. Owing to the usual resistance to changes of this kind and
to the hesitation over which methods to adopt, so far little progress
has been made in preventing misuse, while the evidence shows that prevention can be really effective.
Similarly, a policy for computer staff is slow to materialise.
There is a tendency to prescribe deontological rules for the guidance
of persons having access to confidential data, and particularly for
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computer specialists. Professional associations like the British Computer Society, groups of service bureaux or of users such as SYNTECINFORMATIQUE in France or the Government Management Information Science
Users Group in the United States, have thus published codes of professional ethics and have recommended to their members that these rules be
strictly applied. It is indeed surprising to note that the demand for
such codes has mainly come from the computer specialists. Did they
think that a code would benefit their customers or feel a need for it
themselves to ensure the proper performance of their duties? Or has
the aim merely been to follow the prevailing practice? Whatever the
reasons, the codes have a symbolic rather than practical value, especially as the data-processing profession is difficult to define, since
it is no organised group and as most computer specialists are salaried
employees. Moreover, since such specialists are not the only persons
engaged in the administration of files, rules applying to them alone
would afford very incomplete protection. In most cases the rules would
fail to cover those in charge of files, despite their direct involvement. Nor do such staff, the key to any policy for the prevention of
misuse, place any great faith in codes and in other moral rules. They
prefer to educate the staff, exercise stringent internal surveillance
and rely on fool-proof technological safeguards.
Technological procedures are surely the safest means of preventing
the infringement of confidential data. We will mention only a few,
either for controlling access to stored data from a terminal or otherwise (automatic identification control, hardware or software authentication devices, ... ) or for safeguarding files: protection of the storage device (by means of lists, or keys; at the index or record stage,
... ),protection of the contents (protection of programmes, ... ) or
protection of communications (by wire, radio, or beam, ... ).
There are numerous techniques, their relevance varying according
to system and their permanence being no more than relative. The fast
rate of development of such techniques should in fact induce those
responsible for the protection of files to keep in constant touch with
computer specialists and manufacturers, who are often greatly concerned
by problems of security and are ready, guided by the experience of
users, to develop the necessary safeguards.
Recourse to technical processes or other means in order to make
files difficult of access and thus prevent misuse is not however justified in certain situations, where a policy of anonymity would be
more appropriate.

B) A policy of anonymity
The confidential character of individual data is warranted by the
risks possibly fOllowing identification. Because of their confidential
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character, data may moreover be refused, often unjustifiably so. To
counter both the risks and the refusals and encourage the imparting of
knowledge which can profit everyone, an adequate solution would in many
cases

be the neutralisation of data by some measure of anonymity.
This may be done by various means. Technical processes are those

most frequently employed, such as a mask or shield covering the confidential parts of data.
The Canadian law on statistics (10), which governs census-taking
as well as the processing and use of census returns, provides that
completed forms shall be microfilmed as two separate records. While
one of them, available under carefully prescribed conditions only to
sworn investigators, bears the name, address and age of the person
investigated, to the exclusion with effect from the last census of
any other information, the other shows no name except on the microfilmed
copy: the computer tape does not contain any names in machine language.
Once the forms are reproduced on microfilm the originals are destroyed
by shredding. The Canadians have so much trust in this law that they
have no hesitation, for instance in reporting to the census authorities
that they grow marijuana.
To safeguard the anonymity of data another type of measure which
is equally reliable and easy to use is a numerical code. The American
Council of Education, which stores personal information often of a
very compromising character such as drug addiction or prostitution,
uses a code number to identify its personal records. Access to master
index relating numbers to names is very carefully controlled. The directors of the American Council of Education are in fact so distrustful
even of the Courts that they have deposited their master index in a
foreign country, in this case, Canada. The American example might easily
be followed by all agencies in possession of confidential data. The
allocation of a number would not create any undue burden, and its use
would greatly facilitate the automatic processing of data. Without
necessarily adopting the American solution as regards its location,
safe custody of the master index must however be ensured, regarding
which many other reliable solutions are available.
Having thus "depersonalized"

the individual data, their dissemi-

nation need no longer be prohibited, which would be to everyone's advantage, whether to users or to the

individua~and

the community. Since

to foresee or prevent all types of fraud or error which might result
in a violation of secrecy is an impossible ideal, the prevention of
misuse does not constitute a sufficient safeguard. Other means must be
employed to ensure the utmost protection of confidential data, in particular to prevent any kind of unauthorised access and discourage intruders.
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2. Monitoring misuse
Any violation or attempted violation of a confidential file, whatever the reason for it, must be detected on the following grounds
a) firstly, because detection helps to improve the information
system while providing information on the users, legitimate
or otherwise;
b) secondly, because detection in itself is an initial deterrent,
one possibly followed by sanctions.

A) Measures of detection
Misuse may be detected at different times: during the act, immediately afterwards, or at any later time.
Various procedures can be used in the first two stages, such as
permanent surveillance of persons and premises and keeping a register
recording every instance of access to individual data, mentioning the
name of the applicant, the reasons for consultation and the reference
number of the relevant authorisation. Certain measures can moreover be
taken, which generally come under the heading of "threat monitoring".
By these means any irregular activity is detected while procedures are
set in motion either for the immediate protection of a file or for the
post facto

inspection of any unlawful sequence· of events. We may thus

mention warning systems which are triggered at the first inkling

of

some abnormal attempted access to a file, and which, among other things,
can close down the infiltrated terminal, send an alarm signal to the
main terminal of the system, and prevent the suspected terminal from
functioning again until the security officer intervenes with the help
of an appropriate code. Other devices consist of a continuously recording "logging" file, in locking files to certain terminals, and in changing identification and authorisation lists ... Furthermore, by inspecting the logging file and checking it against the input-output register,
intrusions into confidential files can be detected at any time.
Vigilance exercised by the interested parties themselves can also
vastly improve the detection of misuse. Obviously, these are primarily
individuals, because their privacy is at stake and since they are being
increasingly allowed considerable control over data which is collected.
Yet can they readily discover which rules have been infringed, and are
they likely in every case, even if well informed, to transmit their
findings and complaints to the proper authority?
Would detection be better assured by a body set up for that express
purpose, or performing such a task as part of the wider duty of inquiring into the consequences of data-processing, as has so often been
suggested? It would be rash to claim that such a body would anywhere at
any time be capable of carrying out the numerous and searching enquiries
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required, or that it would be welcomed without reservations.

On the

other hand, barring a few exceptions, the management of a filecontrolling agency, or, in the case of public administration. the higherranking officers, and the staff trained by them for that purpose, would
best seem able to detect attempted or successful violations of confidential files. The interest of one party and the duty of the other here
coincide with the wish of individuals to ensure the confidentiality of
data; and to this may also be added the fear of sanctions.

B) Recourse to sanctions
The sanction is evidence of the failure of protection measures
and is a measure of reparation: it is also a deterrent, provided that

it is sufficiently severe and effectively applied.
Breach of secrecy is no novel offence and the administration of
computerised files has not created such a new situation as to necessitate drastic changes in the existing law on the subject. Thus, subject
to the rare exception, no provision has been made for any special jurisdiction or exceptional court, nor is any such provision intended.
Disputes are, or would be, submitted through normal channels to the
ordinary courts of law or the administrative courts, depending on the
place or the subject matter.
The main new changes consist in the definition of certain offences
and in heavier penalties for breach of secrecy in regard to personal
data.
As an instance of the former, we will refer to the definition in
Swedish law of the crime known as "tampering with the integrity of data
by undue manipulation". This offence is committed by any person who
obtains unlawful access to computer-stored data or who fraudulently
modifies or destroys data. It is punishable by imprisonment for a term
not exceeding two years.
As instances of the second type of change, we will avoid quoting
examples which are devoid of interest, but will merely point out that
responsibility, whether civil, criminal or disciplinary has been extended, that stiff fines or sentences of imprisonment are prescribed
and that there is a tendency to grant examplary damages for physical
or moral injury.
We have not however come across any proposal for establishing a
special liability. The law of confidentiality continues to be part of
the ordinary law, and, in our opinion, rightly so.

CONCLUSION
Secrecy and the protection of confidential data have been affected,
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and indeed considerably so, by computerisation; new and more satisfactory solutions are thus being proposed, and appropriate options and
policies must be selected. Men should adopt them for such purposes as
they deem proper: for the protection of privacy, for instance, i f such
is their wish; theirs is the responsibility. They should not therefore
accuse the computer of sins which they themselves propose to corrunit
and should not give the computer the ears and eyes which it neither
has nor possibly could have.
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21. DATA SECURITY : COSTS AND CONSTRAINTS
by R. Turn
Information Sciences Department
The Rand Corporation (United States)

INTRODUCTION

All computer systems face the problem of controlling access to
the system and its resources to properly account for their use and to
maintain the integrity of their programmes and 1ata. In computerised
data-base systems that contain sensitive information on government
operations, proprietary industrial and business data, or personal information on individuals, there is also a need to maintain data security - the computer system and its resources must be protected from
deliberate destruction or damage, from unauthorised access, use, and
modification of the programmes and data, and from attempts to deny the
system's resources to its legitimate users.
In data-base systems that maintain personal information on individuals, which is often collected without their consent and sometimes
without their knowledge, questions of potential civil-rights violations
arise. One of these is violation of an individual's right to due process, which arises when the information in the data-base system is used
as a basis for making decisions and taking actions that affect the individual. Another potential violation is denial of an individual's
right of privacy.
These questions have received a great deal of attention in the
United States and in other OECD countries. In the United States, legislation has been enacted to regulate credit-reporting, and in the German
state of Hesse and in Sweden privacy protection statutes are being
enforced. New legislative proposals for privacy protection have been
introduced in the United States and in almost all other OECD countries.
The following requirements are prominent in these statutes and
legislative proposals : The data base system must
a) provide data security against anticipated threats or hazardS;
b) maintain data confidentiality;
c) assure data integrity; and
d) protect data subjects' rights.
The implementation of these requirements will involve both procedural
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and technical means, some of which are still being developed.

Indeed,

it is imperative, however, that the privacy-protection statutes do not
contain requirements that are technically or practically infeasible.
In the technical area of maintaining data security, ·current research and development efforts are focused on the following : theoretical models of access-control features in computer operating system
programmes; definition and implementation of security "kernels" in
operating system software; techniques and tools for testing system
security; methodologies for security requirement analyses and security
system synthesis; and system-analytic aspects of secure data-base
systems (1-3) *. This research has produced numerous approaches to the
implementation of data security features in hardware and software and
has defined sets of requirements and design principles that enhance
data security.
The impacts of privacy and security requirements on the system's
operation are equally important to the legislators and to those who
must implement the requirements: What are the operational effects of
providing individual rights, safeguards, confidentiality, and security?
How are the efficiency, utility, flexibility, and economy affected?
What are the effects on agencies that plan to consolidate their data
bases into large centres and integrate the files ?
This paper cannot provide definite answers to these crucial questions; rather, it will analyse, for different data-base structures,
the effectiveness, cost, and constraint considerations associated with
implementing hardware and software techniques available for security
system design. However, even these are discussed only tentatively since
the research in this area is only now starting to produce results.

DATA-BASE SYSTEMS
A data base is a systematically organised collection of data to
which a number of users have access. A computerised data-base system
consists of data files, the associated computer facility, and involves,
in some way, the following (4) :
a) subjects of the information in the data base;
b) a controller (an agency) with authority over the data-base
system, which specifies the population of subjects, type of
data collected, and the protection policies;
c) a custodian (an agency and its personnel) in physical possession of the data base and responsible for implementating and
enforcing protection policies;

* Figures in brackets refer to the list of r.eferences, pp. 258-259.
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d)

~

of the data base;

e) society at large, in the form of the general public, organised
citizen's groups, government, the press, etc.; and
f) intruders (individuals or agencies) who deliberately attempt
to gain unauthorised access to the data base.
However, some of the above share multiple roles and have overlapping functions.
The nature of the data-base system's controller, the principal
use of data, and the structure of the associated computer facility
markedly affect the potential threats to the data and the complexity
of the required data security system. It is useful, therefore, to
identify those dimensions of a data-base system that focus attention
on threats and security requirements. These include the following

(4):

a) Public/private : public data-base systems are operated by
government agencies, private ones by nongovernmental institutions;
b) Administrative/statistical/intelligence : in administrative
systems personal information on individuals ·is used on a routine basis to make decisions about or to take actions regarding
those individuals; statistical systems obtain personal information for studies of group characteristics or behavior; intelligence systems gather data on individuals for making judgments about their character and potential future actions;
c) Centralised/decentralised : in a centralised data-base system
all data files and the computer facility are at the same location; in a decentralised system the data base is distributed
over a network of computer facilities;
d) Specialised/integrated : a specialised system contains information for a single purpose; an integrated system is used for
a variety of purposes by mUltiple agencies;
e) Dedicated/shared : a dedicated computer facility is devoted
to the exclusive use of a single data-base system; in a shared
facility several independent data bases or other types of
applications also use the computer facility;
f)

Off-line/on-line : an off-line computer facility does not permit
direct interaction by users with their processing t.asks; an
on-line system does provide this capability through local or
remote terminals. Finally,

g) Closed/open:ina closed computer facility users are restricted
to the use of interaction languages and formats provided by
the system, while in an open system the users can write and
process their own programmes.
Although the above classification dimensions are not of equal
importance, nonetheless, they permit a rough ranking of data-base
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systems in terms of their needs for data security. For example, high
on the security requirements scale are private, decentralised, integrated, intelligence data-base systems, that use shared, on-line, open
computer' facilities accessible from remote terminals.
The "commodity" to be protected by data privacy and security
techniques is personal information. The degree of protection required
depends on the circumstances of the data-base use, existing statutes,
the subjects' and society's value scales, the availability of the
information outside the data-base system, sensitivity in terms of the
potential damage to the individual by its publication or possession by
others, and its potential economic value to would-be intruders. These
characteristics can be used to establish sensitivity scales and classification systems for personal information (5) .
Threats to personal information data-base systems may come from
a variety of sources. For example, without the consent or knowledge of
the subjects, the controller may change confidentiality safeguards;
the custodian or users may exchange information with unauthorised
agencies; and users, agency personnel, outsiders, or even subjects
themselves may attempt to gain access to modify, or to destroy information. Hardware or software errors may cause inadvertent disclosures,
modifications, or data losses.
The motivations for these threats may include the desire for power
and control, quid pro quo favors to the controllers, custodians, or
users of other data-base systems, the wish to remove unfavorable data,
desire to disrupt agency operations, or potential economic gain. The
latter, in particular, can be regarded as a strong motivation for intrusions from an outside source. While empirical information about
actual intrusions into personal data-base systems is almost nonexistent, the intrusion case histories involving other types of computer
systems show that a sophisticated population of intruders exists

(6)

The techniques and tactics that can be employed by would-be intruders range from subversion of a data-base employee or user to technological attacks. The latter include various ways to penetrate through
the communication system in on-line and decentralised (but connected)
data-base systems (7) ; exploitation of the existing or planted operating system software errors in open, shared, or integrated data-base
systems (8) , or outright physical theft of the removable files or
hard copy.
Every type of intrusion technique and tactic has associated with
it the payoff expected by the intruder, the technical feasibility of
his attack plan, the cost of required resources, and the risk involved.
Regarding the latter, it is typical of remotely accessible, computerised data-base systems that the risk of penetration attempts from
remote terminals is far less than that of breaking and entering into
a manual data-base system. Therefore, if a rational intruder can be
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presumed, one of the main objectives in the design of data security
systems is to increase intrusion costs and risks beyond the expected
payoff.

PROTECTION OF DATA-BASE SYSTEMS

Protection for a personal information data-base system must contain technical and procedural means for :
a) safeguarding subjects' rights, as required by applicable statutes and regulations;
b) maintaining a specified level of confidentiality of identifiable information;
c) preserving data security against deliberate, unauthorised access, modification, or destruction attempts;
d) maintaining data integrity, and the integrity of the system's
hardware, software, and personnel, and
e) auditing the performance and effectiveness of the protection
systems.
The following sections examine each of the above categories in
more detail, with special emphasis on their potential effectiveness,
expected costs, and constraints in their use in different data-base
systems. Prior to this, however, some general aspects of the effectiveness and costs of protection are briefly examined.

1. Effectiveness

Each protection system is designed with a certain performance
expectation in mind. The level of effectiveness of this protection
technique is measured in terms of its ability to meet the design goals.
For example, a password system may be implemented with the expectation
that unauthorised access to protected resources will be prevented. Here
the intrinsic effectiveness is related to the effort required to discover the correct password by some analytical or trial-and-error method. However, a total system's point of view must be taken - if other
parts of the system are weak, then even the highest intrinsic effectiveness will be of no avail. Thus, a password system can be defeated by
careless users, wiretapping of communication lines, tampering with
password testing programs, and so forth.
Despite the widely acknowledged need for quantitative measures of
effectiveness of protection techniques, especially for technical data
security mechanisms, no practical measures are presently available.
Indeed, it is not yet clear what properties of the security mechanisms
should be measured, what units of measurement should be used, how the
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measurements should be made, and how they can be used in the design
of security systems. Research in this area is continuing (9) .
Among the candidates for use as measures of effectiveness are :
a) logical measures evaluated in the form of "true-false" answers
to checklists of security-relevant features of a system;
b) "work-factor" measures of the resources that an intruder must
spend to overcome a security mechanism; and
c) probabalistic measures for assessing reliability, risks, and
threat-detection capability.
Several problems must be resolved before logical measures can be
used effectively. The most important among these are the selection of
checklist questions and determination of their relative importance,
derivation of techniques for aggregation of the individual answers into
an overall effectiveness score vector, and determination of how to use
the latter in the security system design. However, several checklists
have been published (for example, see (10) ) .
Work factors can be used to express the effort required to "break"
password systems, cryptographic codes, and physical security barriers.
The number of iterative applications of some sequence of operations,
such as occur in many trial-and-errorsearches, can be used as a basic
unit of measurement. These can be converted into units of time when
an assumption is made about the intruder's resources. Time is an important criterion in intrusion attempts -

success depends on completil!g

the activity before being detected by the threat-monitoring devices.
However, it is important to recognize that not all aspects of
security systems are quantifiable or measurable in a practical way.
Further, the characteristics used for effectiveness measurement may
vary with time, the sample spaces used for estimating empirical probabilities may be too small, and it may even be undesirable to obtain
numerical estimates of the "amount of security" under some circumstances.
(For example, a single number expressing the level of security is apt
to be misleading to the system management, since it would hide the
relative contributions of its components.)

2. Protection Costs
In general, the protection cost includes the standard cost components - the initial costs of designing and implementing the protective system and the recurrent-operating and maintenance costs. Operational costs include the salaries of the security personnel, and the
computer time and data storage costs associated with the operation of
security mechanisms, such as access-control procedures, encryption,
the operation of threat-monitoring devices, and complying with requirements to maintain data confidentiality and provide for citizens'
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rights safeguards.
More specifically, the initial costs of establishing a protective
system. include :
a) Security requirements analysis and specification, and design
of the total protective system.
b) Capital expenditures for physical security - facility improvements
and purchase and installation of security-oriented hardware.
These may range from card-key systems and closed-circuit TV
to shielded transmission cables.
c) Operating system vulnerability analysis and implementation of
security-oriented software.
d) Design and coding of security software modules for accesscontrol management, password generation and distribution, user
identification, data encryption, audit trail recording, and so
forth.
e) Validation and testing of security - related system softwareoperating system, utility programs, access-control routines,
data management system routines, and other application programmes.
f) Design and implementation of security regulations for data
handling, programming, and backup and recovery procedures.
g) Reformatting of the existing files to include security-oriented
data fields.
The initial expenditures on security system design determine the
quality of the security system. In particular, the expenditures on
software design, implementation, validation, and testing are the key
to the security system's effectiveness against intrusion attempts from
within the agency. Experience shows that currently these types of intrusions are much more likely than unaided technological penetration
attempts from outside the system (6) .
The operational costs of data security systems include the usual
fixed direct costs, such as salaries, expendable supplies, and equipment rental, and the following:
a) Processing time requirements for data security software modules
for user identification, authentication, application of processing restrictions, encryption, recording audit trails,
security-oriented housekeeping operations, and so forth.
b) Main and secondary storage requirements for the programs, parameters, and records produced by the security procedures listed
in (a) above.
c) Input-ouput operations and the associated costs of expendable
supplies.
d) Testing and re-verification of the system's hardware and software after modifications or repairs.
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Further, if the protection system's processing time and storage
space requirements are large, the data-base system may be unable to
meet its peak inquiry-handling or processing demand and may be compelled
to acquire_a faster computer, more on-line storage capacity, or both.
This reflects the general tendency of the protection features to reduce
the system's availability to its users.
An important determinant of the data-processing aspects of protection costs is clearly the frequency with which the controls are
applied. If they are applied only at each sign-on and file-open operation, the processing time costs for security will be small compared
with the normal file processing operations. If a set of fields in each
record must be checked, the costs will be much higher. The storage
space requirements for access-control procedures and for audit trails
depend, likewise, on the level of detail of access-control testing and
recording of transactions. Typical estimates are that access-control
features tend to increase the overall processing time by 5 to 10 percent, the operating system size by 10 percent, and the main memory requirement of the operating system by 10 to 20 percent (11, 12 ) . In
general, the operating systems in the contemporary computers contain
only nominal access-control features and, thus, expend very little processing time or take up very little storage space for security purposes
(as illustrated in a recent survey (13) ).

3. Safeguarding the Rights of Data-Base Subjects
The principal rights proposed for data-base subjects include

(14):

a) the right to know of the existence of a record (except in certain intelligence data-base systems where withholding this
information is to society's advantage);
b) the right to inspect his record and challenge its veracity,
relevance, and completeness; and
c) assurance that data are used only for the purposes initially
collected and that all safeguards are complied with.
The process of notifying a subject that a file on him exists and
that he has inspection rights may be relatively simple if it can be
combined with the routine interaction with the subjects (for instance,
when bills, checks, or other forms are being mailed). However, operational costs may be considerably increased if notification is made
by separate mailings. Further, a special effort must be made to provide the subject with his record in a form that he can understand. This
involves writing special programmes for converting the information which
is normally in coded form back to natural language statements. This
operation will probably result in a great deal of dispute - it is likely
that the initial coding was a many-to-one categorisation which is not
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easily reversible. The costs associated with the notification would
involve additional data fields in each record to indicate the mode of
inspection (e.g., automatic, on subject's request, by mail, at the
data-base system, etc.), the inspection history, and any

subseque~t

corrective actions. Automatic mailing of records to a subject may involve considerable problems in large systems (for example,

files of

the State of California Department of Motor Vehicles contain nearly
42 million identified records).
A subject's challenge of the information in his record may result
in correction, deletion or addition of information, or a dispute.

In

all cases, a record updating operation is involved, and it may be necessary to create an addendum to the record to clarify information or
to include a subject's statement on disputed material. New fields may
be required within the main body of the record to indicate which data
are disputed and to establish a linkage to the supplementing informat'ion. Maintenance of information timeliness by purging the records
of outdated information is another requirement that involves creating
new data fields for showing the age of information items and perfor.ming periodic file maintenance operations for removing the outdated
material.
A more complex corollary of the subject's right of challenge is
the requirement to correct or amend successfully challenged information
not only wherever it is stored but also if actions have been taken
based on the incorrect information. The technical implication of this
(unless a moratorium on retroactive corrections is enacted) is that
the data-base system must keep records of all transactions and uses
involving information that may be challenged, and large archival files
may be required. For example, the 76,000 transactions handled daily
by the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) in the United States
will produce a transaction archive that is a large data-base system in
its own right.
Other technical considerations are involved in assuring the subjects as well as the controller that all required safeguards are being
applied. Techniques may have to be developed to prove to the subject
that he has inspected all the data on him in a data-base system.

4. Maintenance of Confidentiality

A variety of restrictions may be placed on the authorised use and
dissemination of personal information in a data-base system. Some of
these may be statutory, others may reflect the data-base users' concern. The following approaches are available for satisfying the confidentiality requirements
a) reduce exposure by storing only essential personal information;
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b) increase anonymity of data by separating the identifiers;
c) reduce sensitivity (in statistical data bases) by innoculating
sensitive data with random errOi"S

(16); and

d) implement data security features to control unauthorised access.
Exposure reduction involves merely the application of the "principle of least privilege" to data collection. Increasing anonymity requires use of separate linkage tables to relate identifying information
in a separate file with the numbers assigned to the sensitive records.
The linkage file must be used each time an information request is processed. This may entail considerable processing time in administrative
systems.
Other technical aspects of maintaining confidentiality may involve
automatic labelling of sensitive files, records, data fields, or hardcopy, with appropriate sensitivity level "tags". Additional data fields
would be required in the records to record such labelling. Automatic
assignment of sensitivity tags to data that are derived from the files
may require special processing which could be quite complex depending
on the sensitivity scales used and sensitivity tag assignment policies.
The establishment of accountability procedures for sensitive information would entail maintenance of complete records on current "ownership", transfers of ownership, and data accesses.

5. Data Security Techniques
The purpose of data security techniques is to prevent unauthorised
access to the system's resources or, if this is not possible, to increase intrusion costs and risks to levels where the expected "profits"
are unattractive. Techniques for data security include "passive" s e - , !
curity barriers that exhibit intrinsic intrusion resistance, and "ac~_ _ _..._ _ _..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
tive" components for threat-monitoring, intrusion detection, and reinforcement of the passive barriers. The effectiveness of these techniques depends on the purposes and structure of the data-base system. An
obvious constraint in their use is the safety of the protected entities
and the system's users.
Among the main principles of data security system design are
a) defensive design by concentration of security functions into
compact modules, compartmentation of the system to limit
intruder's capabilities, isolation of users and their processes,
application of the principle of least privilege to operating
system's routines, and assurance of logical completeness of
all security modules;
b) complete control over all users' actions and their processes;
c) concealment of data in the files and communication links by
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cryptographic techniques (17), the application of "housekeeping"
routines;
d) physical protection of the computer facility; and
e) integrity management of the protection system's hardware and
software.
The techniques of defensive design include the use of systematic
software generation procedures (e.g.

structured programming), formal

proofs of software correctness, and vulnerability analyses. These
contribute mainly to the initial costs of the security system. Programme
proving, in particular, is presently an expensive manual activity

(18).

It may take a team of experienced computer scientists and logicians
six months to fully prove an operating system. To reduce the required
effort, concentration of critical security functions into "kernels" is
being studied along with the development of automated programme-proving
systems.
Access-control procedures are based on identifying the user seeking access and requiring authentication of his identity through something unique to the user (or the group to which he belongs), such as a
password, physical key, or a personal characteristic (information,
signature, voiceprint, or hand shape). Identification is usually required for initial log-in. Authentication may be required at various other
times, such as when opening a data file, when requesting processing
capabilities and resources, or when attempting to perform other controlled operations. For each authorised user, a record of his capabilities in the system is maintained in an access-control list or "capability matrix". Access may be data-independent or it may depend on the
content of the data fields accessed. In both cases the access-control
list is first searched for the requestor's authorisation record and,
then, the appropriate parameters are checked. In data-dependent access
control, each controlled field is checked in each record to which access is requested.
A recent experimental study of access-control processing time and
storage-control requirements on a CDC 6400 computer (19) revealed the
following: a 22 to 140 percent processing time increase in input-output
operations because of access-control testing; a 22 percent increase in
read and a 32 percent increase in write operation for data-independent
access~control

checking; 32 percent and 54 percent increases, respec-

tively, for data-dependent testing of a single parameter; and approximately 20 percent additional increase for each parameter tested. The
storage requirements were 1700 words for programs,4000 words for accesscontrol lists, 5000 words for security software modules, and 1500 words
for linkage modules.
Security-oriented housekeeping procedures include erasing a core
, storage area before allocating it to a new user and performing complete
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parameter testing in all subroutine calls and input-output operations.
Erasing a storage area involves a simple iterative loop for writing a
random number in the area being "sanitised" but, in a time-shared system, this may involve a considerable computer-time overhead.

Complete

parameter checking is likely to require additional conditional transfer
instructions.
Concealment of information in files and data communication links
using cryptographic transformations can be quite effective against
theft of removable storage media (such as tapes and disk packs) and
can offer protection whenever the material is outside the control of
the data-base custodian, provided that the cryptographic techniques
used are effective. Programmed cryptographic transformations are usually
applied in the central processor, and hardware devices are used at
remote terminals. Simple transformations involve substitution of characters or sets of characters in the records with similar groups from
one or more cyclically applied encryption alphabets, as specified by
the "key", or transposition of characters or groups of characters within
fixed-length blocks in the records as specified by some transposition
rule. Substitutions are usually implemented as cyclic additions of key
words to data words in the records, where the cycle period and, hence,
the number of key words, may range from unity to "infinity".

For rela-

tively short key periods the key words may be stored in a table, and
for "infinite-key" transformations they are produced as needed by a
pseudo-random number generation routine.
The cost of programmed cryptographic transformations is reflected
mainly in the computing time required to perform the additions and key
generation. Experimental cost data show (20) a processing time increase
of 168 percent for fetching or storing a word when a single, constant
key word is added, a 303 percent increase when a long key period is
used, and a 900 percent increase for infinite-key transformations when
the key words are generated during the encryption process. However,
these time requirements depend heavily on the efficiency of the encryption programs. The above figures are for FORTRAN routines in a CDC
6400 computer. Routines written in machine language can increase the
efficiency two - or threefold. Transpositions may involve several indexing, fetching, and storing operations per character. The expected
processing time increase for a data field of N characters is kN, where
k may range from 5 to 10, depending on the efficiency of the programme
used.
Hardware units for implementing substitutions, transpositions, and
more complex transformations at terminals and in communication links
are now becoming commercially available. Costs of these units depend
on the amount of programmed control, error-detection capacibity, and
communication-oriented features. Typical prices range from

~

750 to

Z 2500. However, the rapid advances being made in integrated circuit
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technology, especially in minicomputers, are likely to lead to substantial cost reductions for these units.
Great care must be exercised in the use of cryptographic techniques, however, since simple substitution transformations can be "broken"
easily by computer-aided cryptanalysis techniques, especially if fragments of known data are available and the record formats are known.
Physical security devices include various remotely controlled or
programmed locks, closed-circuit TV for monitoring, shielded cables
for communication links, and shields to prevent electromagnetic pickup
(21). The cost of this equipment varies widely depending on the complexity of the devices.

6. Integrity Management
Data integrity management is concerned with detection and correction of accidental or deliberate data modifications. Techniques include use of self-checking numbers, check-sums computed over the entire
record or various combinations of fields and more complex error-detection and correction codes (10). For example, the evaluation of a modulo11 check-sum for a record of N fields involves N additions, a division,
and a comparison with the previously stored value. The procedure results in a considerable increase in the processing time as well as a
need for one or more additional data fields in each record that is
checked. The computing requirements of more complex error detection
codes are much greater.
Assurance of hardware and software reliability is based on highquality design, use of special designs and hardware architectures for
high reliability and fault-tolerance, fail-safe procedures for handling
malfunctions, and revalidation of hardware and software after each
modification or repair. If systems are properly designed and documented,
it is relatively easy to trace the effects of modifications and to verify that they have not introduced new vulnerabilities.
Backup and recovery procedures require periodic preparation of
copies of all files and the storage of these at a secure location(10).
Reliability conditions require that two sets of backup files be kept.

7. Auditing, Validation, and Testing
The purpose of auditing is to maintain traceability of all operations in the data-base system and to permit an objective examination
of the adequacy and effectiveness of the protective procedures and to
determine the level of their compliance with requirements. Auditing
techniques include maintenance of reliable audit trail records and
balancing of transactions. An audit trail may have to record a substantial fraction of, or even all, the transactions that take place
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apd the access-control checks that were made. The costs involved are
for computing time to make the records and storage media required for
the audit trail logs.
Validation and testing include program proving, vulnerability
analyses, and So-called penetration testing. Vulnerability a~alysis
and (analytic) penetration testing typically involve 3 to 6 months
work by a team of 3 or 4 analysts (8). The cost has been estimated
as Z 100 to Z 1000 per flaw. The process includes generation of flaw
hypotheses from previous experience and their testing by detailed
analysis of the operating system's code.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Design, implementation, and operation of total protective systems
for personal information data bases involve a variety of costs. The
initial costs for physically securing the computer facility can be
substantial, especially in decentralised, shared, integrated, or on-line
systems. The design, testing, and validation of the software for secure
operating systems, when these become technically feasible, will be even
more expensive.
The operating expenses include costs for additional data fields
for every record, and the cost of processing time required for implementing subjects' rights safeguards, security-oriented housekeeping
operations, and provisions for maintaining confidentiality. Accesscontrol mechanisms require users' authorisation lists and repeated
application of identification-authentication procedures. In datadependent access control, this can lead to a considerable operational
overhead cost. Encryp"tion techniques, if properly implemented, can provide a high level of protection; however, the cost may be considerable
when the more effective, interspersed substitution-transposition transformations are applied. Large archival files must be maintained, and
records must be made in real time for auditing purposes and for assuring subjects' rights. "Hidden" costs come from the loss of systemflexibility and

easy availability, and the need to use less efficient

computational procedures.
The effectiveness of all programmed techniques depends on the
intrusion-resistance of the operating system. It is likely, therefore,
that capture of the operating system will be the principal goal of
any intruder - after this, all resources will be at his command. At
present, there are no operating systems that are intrusion-proof. It
is also likely that no such system can be designed in the near future.
Hardware-based protection mechanisms, however, can provide higher levels
of protection and are less vulnerable. There is already a trend for
increased use of hardware modules in access control.
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Not all data-base systems require the same level of protection.
Those containing personal information already publicly available or of
low sensitivity need implement only those features that assure data
integrity and that prevent users' interference with each other. More
sensitive information in on-line, shared, integrated, and, in

~~rti

cular, open systems may require all available protection techniques
discussed here and more. In fact, extremely sensitive information should
not be stored in any contemporary, computerised data-base system.
A number of tables relating to this paper follows the list of
references.
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COMPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
AND COST EXAMPLES

Table 3

Table 1

INITIAL PROTECTION COSTS

CONSTRAINTS

Requirements analysis

Conflict with management goals
- Efficiency

Acquisition of protection hard-

- Economy

ware

-

Data sharing
Protection software generation

Conflict with standard procedureE
Operating system software moTechnical capabilities

dification

Conflict with societal goals _
-

Software testing and validation

Freedom of information

- Public visibility and accoun-

Data base conversion
Development of protection pro-

tability

cedures and policies

- Reduction of public expenditures

Table 2

Table 4

PROTECTION

RECURRENT PROTECTION COSTS

Individual rights safeguards

Processing time overhead

Information confidentiality

Memory space

Data security

Communications

Data integrity

Expendables

Compliance with protection re-

Personnel

quirements

Protection hardware operation
Training and education
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Table 5
PROTECTION OF INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS
PRINCIPLE
Right to know
Right to inspect

COST ASPECTS

IMPLEMENTATION
Notification

\

Interview
Printout
Processing

Right to challenge and

Review

correct

Verification
Correction
Rebuttal
Purging

Right to limit cirulation

Special hardware
and software
Data fields
Transaction logs
Communications

Informed consent

Printouts

Confidentiality

Personnel

Data security
Assurance of compliance

Auditing
Testing

Table 6
COST EXAMPLE - 1
Credit information bureau in USA
- 35,000,000 records
- 200,00 inspection requests per year
- 67,000 corrections or rebuttals
- g B.OO average cost per inspection request
- Increases in staff, file size, processing overhead
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Table 7
COST EXAMPLE - 2
Estimated yearly costs for local databank
systems in California
- 80 "average" record-keeping systems
- costs for average system
3 x Moderate

Notification in writing
Inspection correction

Moderate

Transaction log

Moderate

Written consent

Moderate

Data integrity, accuracy

Minor

Purging

Minor

Annual report

2 x Moderate + Minor

Moderate cost

Z 90,000 - Z 180,000

Minor cost

Z 35,000 - Z

70,000

Estimate: Z 125,000 - Z 265,000 per year

Table 8
DATA SECURITY
PRINCIPLE
Defensive design

IMPLEMENTATION

COST ASPECTS

Concentrated security
Compartmented design
Limited capabilities
Design completeness

Complete control

Concealment

Physical protection

Processing
requirements

Identification
Authentication

Storage space

Monitoring

Programs

Encryption

Hardware

Housekeeping

Procedures
Personnel

Physical devices

Documentation

Procedures
Integrity

Testing
Aditing

I'
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Table 9
COST

EXAMPLE

ACCESS CONTROL IN FILES
180

PROCESSING

TIME

STORAGE

DATA

PROGRAMS

DEPENDENT

16000 WORDS

CONTROL LIST

4000

SECURITY MODULES

5000

LINKAGE MODULES

1500
26 SOO

•

- - WRITE

•

--

DATA INDEPENDENT

READ

L __- L__- L__-L__-L__- L__-L__-L__-L__________________

Table 10
COST

EXAMPLE

PROGRAMMED FILE ENCRYPTION
PROCESSING TIME INCREASE PER FILE ACCESS

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

500

L,...e-",'
...- ... '
...-.......-

...-'"

,"

"

, .... -

LONG KEY

... ' "

.~ CONSTANT

KEY
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.;-"

DOUBLE KEY

INFINITE KEY

~

Table 11
COST EXAMPLE - 5
Estimated costs of security
CPU processing time increase

10 %

2

-

Main memory requirements increase

10

Operating system software increase

10 %

Programming time increase

20 %

5 -,10 %

Table 12
INTEGRITY MANAGEMENT
PRINCIPLE
Error control

IMPLEMENTATION
Self-checking numbers

COST ASPECTS

II

Check sums
Codes
Reliability

Personnel integrity

Quality control of

Special hardware

hardware, software

and software

Failure-tolerant design

Processing time

modification and main-

Storage space

tenance control

Transaction logs

Hiring policies

Education

Operating procedures

Documentation

Training
Education
Backup and recovery

Backup files
Documentation
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II

Table 13
AUDITING AND TESTING
IMPLEMENTATION

PRINCIPLE

COST ASPECTS

Accountability

Assignment of responsibility

Traceability

Audit trails

Special hardware

Modular programs

and software

Special hardware and

Transaction logs

software design

Modeling and

Validation

simulation

Program proving

Processing

Analyses

Storage space

Penetration testing

Personnel
Threat monitoring

Instrumentation
Analyses

Analyses

I

Table 14
COST EXAMPLE - 6
Operating system software validation and testing
Validation of operating system's correctness
- 50 modules in a basic operating system (OS)
- 50 lines of complex code per module
One man-week per validating a module
One man-year for validating the OS
Testing OS vulnerability
- 3-4 expert analysts
- 3-6 months
- 2-5 flaws found per man-month
- g 100 - 1000 per flaw
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22. DATA PROTECTION IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT
by S. R. Barnes
Director of LAMSAC (United Kingdom)

PREFACE

I would like to emphasize that the opinions expressed in this paper are my

own and in no way represent the policy or future plans of

my employing organisation, the Local Authorities Management Services
and Computer Committee. LAMSAC has issued a report on the subject of
data security, which I will refer to later, but this paper has not
been considered or approved by LAMSAC. It represents my personal opinion as a private individual on a subject which is attracting a great
deal of attention internationally.

INTRODUCTION

Data protection in its absolute interpretation covers the preservation of data for the prime users from both the point of view of
accuracy and that of misuse. While much of my paper applies to the
preservation of accuracy the emphasis will be on the protection of data, particularly that used in computerised systems; from misuse in its
widest sense. The need for data protection extends over all aspects
of industry, commerce and government both central and local; in principle the problem is the same but as each sector exerts its own pressures discrete interpretations evolve.
My own background is mainly local government, an agency which
exists to serve the community and naturally both holds and uses a
considerable amount of data on persons and property which could be of
value to people who wish to make use of it in an unauthorised manner
for various illegal or unethical reasons including personal or political gain.
Local government in Great Britain has always been conscious of
the need for the security of the data it uses in its daily work, irrespective of whether computers are used or not. Indeed, it can be
argued that it is incorrect to discuss data protection regarding computer stored data in isolation. However, I am concentrating on the
protection of data stored on computers although some of the risks and
safeguards will apply to data held in any form.
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With the development of computer systems and associated techniques
involving centralisation of data storage the requirement for data protection has grown in parallel or possibly disproportionately and has
provided grist for the writer's mill and a great number of books and
papers have been and are still being written on the sUbject. LAMSAC
in its capacity as advisor to local government has looked at the specific problems of local authorities in its report, "Computer Privacy"*.
The National Computing Centre in Great Britain is continuously
reviewing the problem. One of its publications is "Security for Computer Systems" **.
In Great Britain there has been no specific legislation concerning data protection. Attempts have been made over the past few years
to prompt legislation by individual Members of Parliament concerned
with the confidentiality of information stored on computers, but none
of these attempts has obtained the necessary support in Parliament.
The Younger Report issued in 1972 *** contain'ed certain guidelines and
recommendations but was in no way legally binding. It also did not
deal with the public sector; a report is being prepared at the moment
which deals with the use of data in the public sector.

1. Privacy and Security
At this point I must seek to differentiate between "priv2cy" and'
"security". This is because I believe they are separate issues, although
the protection of privacy has two important implications in the field
of computer security. First it is obvious that confidentiality of
information in a computer system can only be guaranteed if that system
is secure. Second, much less obvious, it may one day become a legal
requirement that certain details of the management of confidential information be recorded and given to the individuals concerned.
I shall mainly be considering the security aspect of data protection but before going into detail let us first identify the differences
between privacy and security by definition.
a) Privacy
The right for a person to question the right of a third party
to hold data personal or private to them and dictate terms
under which that third party can hold or use their personal
data.
b) Security
Security is the means or methodology which is used to protect

* Obtainable from LAMSAC, 35 Belgrave Square, London S.W.1, England
(price £ 1).

** Obtainable from NCC, Quay Street, Manchester, England.
*** Obtainable from Her Majesty's Stationery Office, P.O. Box 569,
London S.E.1, England.
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data, equipment and buildings or personnel from risks which
may damage, misuse or betray the confidence of the predetermined method of operation.

2. Current Interest in Data Protection
The protection of various kinds of stored data is no new problem.
One of the greatest losses of irreplaceable data of all time occurred
with the burning of the library at Alexandria by Moslemss in the eighth
century. This loss could be said to be the result of bad security.
The use of a computer poses an almost identical problem to that
of the library at Alexandria : much of the essential data of an organisation is centralised in one location, i.e. the computer department.
The benefits of this centralised approach include.
- Less duplication of information if everything is centralised;
- Speed of information retrieval;
- Ability to store vast amounts of information, e.g. data bases,
although the sophisticated use of data bases in the U.K. is
grossly exaggerated.
This centralisation increases the risks in some ways but it also
concentrates them which makes it easier to take necessary precautions.
However when there is a breach of security it is often serious and
makes good newspaper copy. Journalistic licence concerning the risks
to privacy and security

has

built up spectres which have very little

substance in this country but their effect on the public is colossal.
Paradoxically, despite all the newpaper concern, in my opinion security of data can be increased by the use of a computer, because computer systems are in many ways more secure than manual systems. This
is because, with the advent of the computer, people must be instructed
how to use the computer system. No longer is it the case that anyone
who can read can open the file cabinet and scan his neighbour's folder.
In spite of this the natural mistrust of the unknown, and comparatively few people know anything about computers and computer systems,
enables capital to be made of the potential danger of computers ruling
our lives. It has been the subject of innumerable books and papers
since 1948 when George Orwell wrote "1984" introducing the phrase
"Big Brother is watching", which nowadays is often said of the computer.

HOW REAL ARE THE RISKS ?

Opinions, informed or otherwise, of the risks involved in maintaining security of data kept on computers, vary enormously. At one
end of the scale we have reassuring remarks from computer manufacturers
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and others saying that risks are very few indeed and at the other end
of the scale we have newspaper reporters and writers of books implying
that grave security risks exist. As with many other things the truth
lies somewhere in the middle. The main criticism that I make of those
who maintain that we are subjected to enormous risks is that they give
far more credit to the present degree of sophistication that exists
in designing data bases than is really true. It is mainly data bases
that have come under heavy criticism as being potential security risks,
particularly those where on-line working exists.
In seeking for facts and figures a recent article by Donn Parker
of Stanford Research Institute mentions 148 documented cases of computer abuse since 1964. If one thinks about this, there must have been
far more misuses of data kept by traditional methods through lack of
adequate data security in the same period of time. Unfortunately, nobody has gone to the trouble of getting out these figures in order
that a valid conclusion can be derived from comparing the two sets of
statistics.
In looking for a general reason why data stored on a computer has
been insufficiently protected, I personally think one has to bear in
mind the situation which exists when a new computer application is
proposed. Management, concerned with the cost of introducing computer
systems, often pressurises computer staff to get a system in quickly,
without giving any real regard to data security. It is the duty of management to specify the need for the security of certain data and insist on such data being adequately protected. This will obviously take
more time and cost more money, but this is a management decision and
it must be explained quite clearly to computer staff that adequate
protection must be made of sensitive data while designing systems.
The risks to security and data protection are real and are being
taken seriously, a fact proved by IBM's being reported to be spending

Z

40 million on security. Also in Great Britain the NCC has been

running a study group on security in computer based systems where a
review of computer user security needs and corrective action have been
examined in detail.
If the risks to security and data protection are real what are
they? I have spoken about persons and property data in local authorities which could be of use to people for personal or political gain
but this is only a small amount of the total data used by local government. The majority of the data in a computer installation is not
a security risk but it has a value, if only a replacement value, which
it is necessary to protect for the economic benefit or indeed in some
cases survival of the user.
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TYPES OF RISK

Havin~

stated that the risks are real it is now necessary to es-

tablish what the risks are from which data needs protection.
I approach this subject by considering risks as being divisible
into two types

:

- accidental loss or damage
e.g. fire, error, incompetence;
- malfeasance or malicious damage
e.g. fraud, illegal use, sabotage, hooliganism.
Enough is known about accidental and fraudulent risks generally
without going into these further at this stage.
However there are aspects of malfeasance which provide an ever
increasing risk to data protection and they come under the heading of
civil disorder. These again can be considered under two headings :
- general populace e.g. riots;
- computer staff,
e.g. action by union members among computer operators in support
of a pay claim.
If we look at areas of risk in greater detail we find that the
areas are basically the same for both the accidental and malfeasance
types of risk and fall under the following headings :
1. Equipment
2. Personnel
3. Systems and software.
While personnel are given a separate heading as they do create a
risk of their own they are also involved in all the other risk areas.

1. Equipment
Apart from the obvious risk of machines breaking down or corrupting data through the development of faults there is also the risk of
information becoming available to unauthorised people,e.g. through
telecommunications or through intercepting the electronic impulses
through an illicit receiver. Accidental mutilation or destruction of
data can be caused by other equipment unintentionally interfering with
computer equipment signals.

2. Personnel
The largest risk under this heading is one of illegal access by
unauthorised persons and this applies equally to both accidental risks
and those of malicious intent. With internal staff again the risks can
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be of both types :
a) Accidental
Examples of accidental risks are .:
accidental damage and errors in operating etc.
through ignorance, incompetence,
lack of interest.
b) Malicious intent
Though headed malicious intent many of the possible breaches
although carried out with purpose are not necessarily malicious but more possibly irresponsible, the real risk here being
the personnel not being aware what should be acceptable practice or not, e.g. the taking of listings and internal documentation when changing jobs.

3. Systems and Software
The risks in these areas are fairly widespread, the most common
"accidental" risks being faults in the systems or programmes which either
cause the system to breakdown with possible loss or damage to data or
cause the system to be wrongly used.

(An example of the latter occurred

when part payment to an account had the result of clearing the account
as for full payment.)
Loss and damage can also be caused by insufficient controls and
safeguards being incorporated in the system. Apart from incompetence
on the part of the staff involved this can be and has been caused by
management not realising the problems and time requirements and forcing
incomplete systems to be implemented. Risks are increased if work is
rushed.
Malicious intent risks are also serious in this area and include
not only misuse of data for gain,e.g. embezzlement but also the risk
of loss or damage to equipment and data. There are many stories of cases
where programmers arranged for the percentage values left after rounding to be credited to a personal account or a master file being irretrievably corrupted after a disgruntled programmer left the organisation.
Mention has already been made of risks where personnel take data
or documentation without being malicious. Another aspect of this risk
is the truly malicious approach where this use of data is made specifically for monetary or political gain. With the increased use of telecommunications the risks of unauthorised access to data have similarly
grown.
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SAFEGUARDS

To turn now to security measures especially in computer systems,
one must first realise that most safeguards are not delivered as standard items when computer systems are acquired. They do not come with
the hardware or with the software. If security safeguards are required
or are recognised as necessary they are generally furnished as special
items, tailor-made to each individual installation.
How does one establish what safeguards to use ? The costs of
guarding against all foreseeable risks would be prohibitive.

There is

therefore a need to balance the cost of risks against the cost of the
relevant safeguards. One approach is to try and identify high and low
risk areas and alternative safeguards.
As already stressed the largest amount of the data used in most
organisations is insensitive although it may cause considerable inconvenience in an organisation if it is damaged or lost. Duplicate files
stored away from the computer installation are a basic elementary precaution for this type of data. For sensitive data other criteria for
measuring the security rating are necessary and it is management's
responsibility to decide these having carefully balanced the security
value against the cost.
Probably the most important controls of all are administrative,
not technical. Here administrative can be a substitute for management,
and we should not be afraid to recognise that poor management is often
responsible for lapses in security measures. Risk areas of error,
incompetence, low morale, lack of control,etc. can usually be attributed to poor management.
Another important non-technological control method is physical
security. This can be very important and is often overlooked. One may
be using all the technological safeguards available but without physical security at the computer centre and at the files one's efforts
will be for naught. Physical security includes buildings, files organisation,etc. IBM's booklet "The Considerations of Physical Security
in the Computer Environment" is well worth reading on this point.
Assuming that physical and administrative safeguards have been
taken, one can now turn to technical methods for security in computer
systems. Software identification techniques have been developed. These
are generally based on something the user knows, something he has, or
something he is. Comparisons are made between the proper something and
what the computer expects and a decision to permit or deny access is
made accordingly.
In the category "something he knows" the techniques used include:
- single passwords;
- one time passwords;
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- handshaking precedures - executien ef an algerithm fer the
authenticatien precess;
- electrenic cembinatien lecks.
In the categery "semething he has" the user's phetegraph and signature
can be attached to. a credit card device.
Fer "semething he is" checks there is the
identimat which identifies individuals by measuring hand geemetry;
and the dial up and call back metheds, a simple reutine to. fellew
at lew cest.
To. ensure that the security facilities are eperating satisfacterily menitering er periedic audits are necessary to' ensure that the
safeguards are ,werking and are sufficient.
I am also. ef the epinien that every erganisatien using cemputers
sheuld have a designated persen respensible fer the security ef all
data kept en cemputer er by mere traditienal metheds.This persen sheuld
be ef managerial status within the erganisatien and sheuld net be a
member ef the cemputer staff. Everyene sheuld knew who. this designated
persen is, and it sheuld be his er her clearly defined respensibility
to. be fully cenversant with the erganisatien's security needs and all
available safeguards.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS IN THE FIELD OF DATA PROTECTION
SINCE JANUARY 1974

The mest significant event in my view is that the premised British
White Paper en Privacy, with regard to. recerds kept by the public secter ef the ecenemy, has net been issued. The ferthceming White Paper
must centain recemmendatiens en data pretectien, as well as privacy,
and it is new expected within the next menth er so.. It was premised
earlier in the year and the reasen given fer its delay is that the
change in the Gevernment has resulted in the White Paper having to' be
re-censidered by a different greup ef peliticians. The effects ef such
a change in the pelitics ef the Gevernment ef the day, en issues ef
privacy and data protectien, are difficult to. imagine. I persenally
wo.uld net have theught that a change in Gevernment weuld result in any
alteratiens being made in the recemmendatiens centained in the White
Paper. Hewever, since it is highly unlikely that we shall have the
eppertunity ef seeing the differences in the recemmendatiens that a
change in peliticians has, er has net made, we can enly guess at what
did actually happen.
Anether significant series ef events has been the rapid grewth ef
interest in the subjects ef beth privacy and data pretectien. The tepic has even assumed the impertance - and this is no. mean feat, ef
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having letters inter-changed on the subject in The Times. I t now ranks
among such remarkable events as the first cuckoo in spring and the
morality of the elected members and the officials of both local and
central government.
At the European Computing Congress held at Brunel University on
13 - 17 May 1974, a number of people, including myself, were asked to
give papers on the subjects of data protection and privacy (in this
instance I was asked to speak on the subject of privacy) and I doubt
whether any other topics that were discussed at the conference received such an extensive coverage in the national and computing press.
Indeed, one of the weekly computer magazines devoted a major section
on these topics in one of its issues, which not only included a report
of the conference proceedings, but also had a number of additional articles. However, despite the interest being shown by politicians, readers of The Times and computer professionals, there still appears to
be very little real interest by the average man in the street.
With regard to the protection of data held by local authorities
we have experienced in the first six months of this year the results
of the realisation by NALGO (the union representing the white collar
workers in local government) of the way in which computer staff can be
used as a bargaining force in pay negotiations. There has been a number of strikes by computer staff of London local authorities in support
of a pay claim for an increase in the allowance paid to staff who are
working in London. An increase in this allowance has been sought by
NALGO for some time, but a decision has been delayed since central
London has been considering the extra costs of working in London for
not only staff who belong to NALGO, but teachers and others. The Government has refused to be coerced into making an

~

decision for

one group of local authority employees and NALGO have brought out computer staff on strike to support the claim they are making for their
members.
With the increased use made by local authorities of computers, a
strike by such a comparatively small number of their staff has had
drastic consequences. Wages have not been paid to manual workers, rate
demand notes have not been sent out, creditors have not been paid and
many other services have been disrupted by the strikes. This is the
first time that NALGO have used this particular weapon and it has only
happened in the London area. I personally now realise how few people
they need to callout on strike, in any part of the country, in order
to support a claim for increased payor better conditions, to completely disrupt local authority services.
I do not know of any easy solution to this problem. It would be
difficult, if not impossible, to set up a special force of computer
staff who would run installations if this sort of trouble were to
occur again. This could prompt the original staff into not only refusing
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to operate and use the data to provide the services required, but could
encourage them to damage or destroy the data, if there was a possible
threat of s.omeone using it in order to break the strike. This is always
assuming that any strange team of computer staff, however competent,
would have the ability or experience of running this particular type
of installation at very short notice.

HOW AUTOMATED RECORD-KEEPING HAS AFFECTED
THE MANAGEMENT OF PERSONAL INFORMATION

There has always been a strong tradition in local authorities
concerning the confidentiality of records kept by them. The largest
volume of records kept by local authorities could not in any way be
described as confidential, but certain information is regarded at this
present time as "confidential" and the majority of the public would
not like this information to be freely available. Local authorities
have always recognised this and in automating this information, have
not changed this basic approach. This not only applies to information
kept on the general public, but also on the staff employed by local authorities. Many years

ago a clause was inserted in the Conditions of

Service agreed by both employers and employees, which clearly stated
that information' concerning an officer's private affairs should not be
supplied to any person outside the service of the employing authority,
unless the consent of the officer concerned was obtained.
Whilst automating this information has not changed the basic
principles in designing systems, additional cost has been incurred in
complying with these principles of privacy. There has been a genuine
concern on the part of management to do all possible to ensure the confidentiality of such information. LAMSAC is at present involved in a
central government project which is looking at information systems
throughout local government and we have found plenty of evidence to
support the statements that I have made.

HOW INDIVIDUALS WHOSE FILES ARE KEPT BY LOCAL AUTHORITIES
ARE LOOKING TO CHANGES IN METHODS AND PROCEDURES

A number of local authorities in Great Britain are engaged in large
exercices relating to the building up of data bases. This means aggregating individual files and the use of terminals, both for input and
for interrogation. These are areas which cause concern, both in the
field of data protection and privacy.
We should begin by putting things into their proper perspective,
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i.e. the number of local authorities who are advising such systems is
small at the moment and the competence of the hardware and the software to provide these systems still lags behind the expectation. However , we are in local government moving rapidly towards the use of
such systems, particularly with the advent of the re-organisation of
local government and the coming into being of larger local authorities
with greater resources and collective experience in the use of computers.
I have spoken to chief executives and computer managers of these
authorities and find that they have had very little reaction from the
general public about these changes in methods and procedures. In each
case, I have been personally impressed by the concern of those involved to protect data and ensure privacy, but, at the same time, I have
been surprised by the small amount of interest shown by the general
public despite the fact that these changes have, in certain cases,
been extremely well reported in the local Press.
This apparent indifference on the part of the general public
could arise from a number of things : it could be that despite changing values in a changing world they still have every confidence in the
standards of morality of officers employed in the public service. I
also believe the fact that the majority of these data bases being compiled by local authorities are mainly concerned with property and not
persons, is not, in the eyes of the general public, quite such an
invasion of privacy. It might well be that when local authorities move
into the area of persons and not property, when compiling data bases,
there will be more interest shown by the general public. It always
seems somewhat paradoxical to me -

howbeit it is reassuring - that

most of the concern at present is expressed by computer professionals.
I personally believe that a far greater attempt should be made to
bring these matters in a clear and unemotive way, to the notice of the
general public. This should be done through the medium of the elected
members in local authorities. Whilst responsibility should be allocated
to one officer within the authority to act as watchdog on data protection and privacy, decisions as to major policy should be within the
purview of the elected members. Not only should they be asked to give
their approval as to the advice on data kept but who should have access to it.
Whilst visiting the United States some time ago, I came across
a local authority who had what was called a Data Access Board. This
Board consisted of a group of elected members whose duty it was to
decide the very issues that I have outlined in the previous paragraph.
The data kept by central government should also be the subject of
discussion, in my opinion, by a special inter-party Parliamentary Committee. Subjects such as this are outside politics and clear and consistent guidance should be given to the civil servants responsible for
maintaining data.)
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CONCLUSION

Let us now bring together some of the points I have been making
on this somewhat emotive topic
1. There are possible threats to the security of data stored on
computers in the same way that there are threats to the security of data kept in a more traditional manner'.
2. There is nothing new in the basic problem of protecting certain data except that data kept on computers can be subjected
to either malicious or accidental damage through technological
methods peculiar to computing.
3. The fact that the number of people aware of these methods of
damaging or obtaining data for profit without the consent of
others is relatively small narrows the security risk.
4. In spite of the technological methods of damaging or improperly
obtaining data the most important areas of possible misuse
concern staff engaged in data processing.
5. Many methods exist for protecting data; it is the task of management to designate one of the management team in an organisation storing data on computers to be responsible for deciding what degree of security is required for the different
types of data stored and to be aware of the methods of protecting data that exist.
As I said in my opening sentences the protection of data stored
on computers is an emotive issue. Public concern has been aroused on
occasions without the true facts and figures being made available.
What is perhaps needed more than anything is a deliberate attempt on
the part of those engaged in the processing of data on computers to
communicate with the general public at every possible opportunity and
make them aware of the areas of risk and the adequate steps that can be
taken. I am also reassured by the increasing degree of professional
standards being accepted by computer staff through the auspices of
such professional bodies as the British Computer Society and its counterparts in other countries.
Perhaps the forthcoming White Paper will outline the difficulties
and problems that exist in a far better way than I have attempted to
convey in this paper. I only hope that the White Paper makes recommendations which are workable and serve to allay any apprehensions that
exists in the minds of the general public, and that some system is
evolved for keeping these questions under constant review. Not only
is the technology changing at a considerable rate, but there is a need
for the public to be kept fully informed and aware of the issues involved.
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23. INFORMATION PROTECTION PROBLEMS IN
BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS
by K. Lenk
University of Frankfurt (Germany)

INTRODUCTION

Until very recently the issue of information protection of guaranteeing non-access to information held either by institutions or by
individuals - whether these share it or not with a limited

numb~r

of

persons - has been clearly divided into two different sets of problems.
First, there has been the problem of denying to others information
restricted to particular (groups of) individuals, of protecting telecommunications channels against eavesdropping. Second, there has been
growing concern with the problem of invasion of personal privacy, or
erosion of civil liberties by the compilation storage and processing
of data which has been greatly facilitated by random access computer
storage media and data transmission networks.
Even as data transmission and time-sharing systems were beginning
to expand, indicating the convergence of the computer and communications technologies, few people felt it necessary to consider the matter
of maintaining information flow barriers for protecting confidentiality
and personal privacy against the background of a more comprehensive
understanding of modern communications. There were only a few authors
who did not limit themselves to studying data protection problems
raised by the computer, but also took into account the prospects of the
possible amalgamation of computer and 'communications ·technologies * •
With new applications resulting from the combination of different
information technologies being envisioned or implemented, the need for
a broader view is increasing. Clusters of new applications of information technologies are sometimes referred to as the "information utili ty", the "Wired City" or the "Wired Nation". The role of the computer
in future information and communications systems can be compared to
that of the power station in an electricity network or the engine in
a car. At least as important as computers is a broadband communications
infrastructure which in its most common form would rely on networks
of coaxial· cable developing from the presently familiar cable television

* For example, Miller (14), p. 17PF.
Note: Figures in brackets refer to the list of references, pp. 294-296.
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systems. Other technologies involved include microphotography and reprography.
The potential results of bringing together different information
technologies are hardly being exaggerated when it is stated that "out
of this widespread availability of computer, or more correctly 'information' power, there could flow social changes and opportunities for
human development that promise to make the next few decades among the
most critical that mankind has ever faced". * Based on a broadband
communications infrastructure there would indeed be opportunities for
changing ma,1' s information environment by creating information utilities and fostering unprecedented forms of private, organisational,
group and mass communication.
The prospect of broadband communications sytems developing from
the actual cable TV systems adds a new dimension to the problems of
information protection. It challenges many of our current assumptions
and criteria in dealing with "computer privacy" or "data protection".
The concerns commonly expressed over invasion of privacy will have to
be identified in a much clearer way than has hitherto been the case.
Otherwise they will hardly contribute to developing appropriate planning parameters for information technology which take into account
foreseeable positive and negative social consequences of alternative
uses of that technology.

BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS

Many predict that cable TV and the coaxial cable w.. ich make i t
possible will play the key role in the future development of information technology and its applications. ** Coaxial cables provide a broadband communications link which can carry much more than a limited number of :V signals. With the most advanced cable systems, up to 40 or
60 TV programmes can be transmitted simultaneously. This is equivalent

to several thousands of channels for voice communication.

1. The information utility

Such a broadband width spectrum can be used for a wide variety of
services available to the home or business premises. Broadband communications systems may provide video and voice communications

ch~nnels

to other people, to libraries of data and film, including printed matter
on microform, and to computers. The major components of a "home information system", or "information utility", would be a storage medium

* Telecommission (28), p. 1.
** For details see (2),

(3),

(10),
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(12),

(21),

(26).

permitting rapid access to any part of a very large store of information, a terminal device that permits the user to

i~.teract

with the

system, a communication link with two-way capability providing the
bandwidth required for any single application, switching techniques
for connecting the user to the storage medium as well as to other users
and finally a set of computer programmes required to translate the user
request into instructions the computer can understand. *
The variety of services eventually delivered by such an information

util~ty ~overs

such different things as cashless money transac-

tions, facsimile mail transmission, the delivery of an "electronic
newspaper" either on a screen or in hard copy reproduction, in the
present newspaper form or in a more selective, interest-profile
form; electronic shopping,access to libraries of microform or computer
stored information, reservations for travel and theatre, computer-aided
instruction, polling, voting, interactive political planning on a community level, music libraries, burglar alarm, fire alarm, utility meter
reading, switching and control of household appliances, and a host of
others.

2. The "Wired Nation"
Yet the full range of possibilities of broadband communications
is not exhausted with information utilities of the kind just described.
First, government and corporate use of the new facilities may easily
take a lead over "private" use unless sufficient political efforts are
directed to the latter. Broadband communications systems have a great
potential for enhancing intra-organisational communication (teleconferences, access to databanks, facsimile transmission of paper or microform-stored dossiers ,etc.), as well as public surveillance and control
(traffic monitoring, street surveillance and other forms of surveillance coming close to George Orwell's telescreens).
Second, cable TV has a potential for removing the constraints
which restricted the promise of TV down to nation-wide networks for
the distribution of contents of an often doubtful value. With the cable,
local broadcasting, or small group broadcasting, becomes technically
feasible and economically accessible. The possibility of small-range
broadcasting ("narrow-casting"), or interactive broadcasting provides
a unique occasion for definitely converting radio and TV from a mere
distribution device

into a communication device in the exact meaning

of the word "communication". ** Through their ability for providing the

* Edwin Parker, in (19), pp. 54 ff.
** As proposed by Bertold Brecht as early as 1932 : "Radio has one
side where it ought to have two. It is a mere distribution d2vice,
it only informs .... Radio ought to permit exchanges. Only the radio can organize the big debates ... , the deliberations of local
government". Bertold Brecht, "Der Rundfunk als Kommunikations
apparat", in Gesammelte Werke, Band 18, Frankfurt/M. ,1968, p.127 ff.
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infrastructure for the most varied forms of group communications, advanced information technologies have a potential for blurring the distinction between face-to-face communications and mass communications.
This opportunity is envisioned in scenarios for a"Wired City", or
"Wired Nation",

* where truly interactive communications would be

possible in forms we cannot yet fully imagine and where the individual
would no longer be a passive recipient of pre-packed information but
would participate in small group broadcasting and/or discussions via
conference switches.
Yet such an opportunity would presuppose a much more sophisticated
communications infrastructure than that needed for most of the "information utility" services requiring two-way capability. The "Wired City"
would rely on a "switched coaxial cable system which would have the
same philosophy of operation as the existing telephone system"'. * * Instead, the services commonly envisioned do not require a fully switched
system, and voice or data feedback may be carried on fairly narrow bandwidths. This excludes point-to-point services, in which one subscriber
transmits video, voice or data information to another. Increased twoway and switching capabilities of the kind envisioned for a "Wired
City" are presently being provided not by cable TV broadband systems
but by the communications system being built up in the United States
for the "Picturephone".
3. Determining social consequences for better policy-making
From the wide range of possibilities opened up by alternative
patterns of implementation of advanced broadband-based communications
systems, it immediately appears that information utilities and new
forms of communication and surveillance may bring about sweeping changes
in our information environment. They directly af:ect the distribution
of information access and information denial (non-access) opportunities
throughout society.
To be sure, information technology could develop very like other
technologies developed in the past. The dissemination of the automobile was not accompanied by much concern over its potential societal
benefits and harms, and thousands of people killed and hundreds of
thousands injured in automobile accidents have become a socially accepted price for its benefits (and for not disrupting the present industry
structure)in all "developed" countries. Yet with the rapid development
of information technologies, perhaps for the first time in history the
development and the dissemination of a key technology could be planned
and directed in the public interest with the probable social consequences

* See (26), (30), Hinshaw, in

(7),

** (30), p.2.
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pp. 305 ff.

taken into account*. Efforts aimed at a coherent overall communications
policy on a national or even international level presuppose the identification of long-term social cost and benefits of future information
and communication systems before these are implemented or while they
are still at an experimental stage. Among the planning parameters of
information technology those of a political and social nature must be
of prime importance.
Dealing with information protection problems, therefore.

is part

of a comprehensive anticipatory delineation of the political and social
consequences of alternative developments of information technology
applications. These consequences include a cluster of negative ones
commonly related to "privacy". However, the term "privacy" is in part
misleading. It has been rightfully observed that privacy is often a
surrogate name for generalised concerns which are generally poorly
articulated. Privacy stands as a "symbol for a clust-er of societal
concerns, all related to the possession of

inlor~ation

or to the denial

of it. Those concerns in turn seem to be rooted in premonitions of impotence in the face of all-knowing institutions, of manipulation, of
being reduced to a cipher, of being pressured to conform"**.
Some typical situations with advanced information technology where
such concerns seem justified are depicted briefly in the following
section. It must be borne in mind, however, that besides those under
the privacy label, there may be still other negative consequences of
information technology applications for the individual or for society.
Negative impacts on the individual*** include information overload,
adverse manipulation cf media to control news and mould opinion, and
increased discrimination via unequal access to advanced skills necessary to use information and communications effectively. In addition,
there may be still other negative impacts, not on individuals, but on
society at large.

THE DANGERS

1. Existing problems acquire a new dimension
With regard to the concerns over "invasion of privacy", new ...!ommunications media clearly add a new dimension. In government and business administrations, improved communication links can provide broader
access to data bases. Leakage from confidential data files may be less

* Kimbel, in (7), p. 150.

** (27), p. 120.
*** As listed by McHale (24), p. 199.
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easy to detect if the number of users tied into the system from the
most remote locations goes up or if government inform~tion systems containing confidential data are interconnected via telecommunication
links.
Of greater importance than access to data bases, however, will
probably be the possibility of facsimile transmission of paper or
microform-stored dossiers. Such dossiers are more likely to contain
sensitive or inaccurate information than data bases where safeguards
can easily prevent certain categories of information, or i:1accurate
information, from being stored. It appears likely that with further
progress in microform recording and reading devices, only frequently
accessed material of a lower sensitivity level will be stored in digital
(=

computer-readable) form, while larger quantities of less frequently

'used information, typicallY with a higher sensitivity level, such as
criminal court records, health and education records, will be stored
in analogue form on microphotographic medium. The risk of written or
printed confidential information being transmitted to non-authorised
users increases with easy access to two-way broadband communications
facilities within administrative agencies. To be sure, it can be expected that safeguards will soon be designed in the military and law
enforcement sector. But the same may not be true for those administrations which keep records confidential because their disclosure to other
agencies or to the public is considered to constitute an unwarranted
intrusion into somebody's privacy.
Such greatly facilitated transmission of written or microformstored material would allow government agencies to share their respective information, making individuals with whom they deal highly visible
to other agencies without such individuals

bei~g a~are

of it. Advanced

two-way broadband communications systems are already being planned or
implemented for government purposes. An example from the United States
is a telecommunications system developed by the Metropolitan Regional
Council, a yoluntaryassociation in the New York-New Jersey-Connecticut
metropolitan region, which will enable government officials to communicate with one another efficiently and quickly. This system will employ a two-way microwave television system with primary stations in
county seats and other selected cities *.

Similar systems are also

being designed in the law enforcement sector where, they will doubtless
be an adequate instrument for fighting organised crime. Yet they have
a dangerous potential for expanding the power of the government vis-avis the individual unless their use is clodely regulated and monitored.

2. Monitoring private communications
Another issue raised by broadband communications networks is how

*

(1),

Preface.
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signals addressed to single (groups of) individuals will be kept from
others. Of course, eavesdropping occurs over telephone lines as well.
But unlike switched telephone networks, all signals in cable TV netwo~ks

are normally available at every subscriber's terminal.

If safe-

guards are to be built into terminals, the danger may arise of a subscriber altering his terminal in order to receive his neighbour's mail*.
Yet the problem of providing technical safeguards which raise the level
of protection from intruders in broadband communications is probably
not a very complex one.
A more pessimistic view, however, must be taken with regard to
Jovernment surveillance. With facsimile mail transmission the temptation
for surveillance agencies to break the mail secret will certainly increase, as breaches might not be easily detected. Eventually methods
;.;ill be available permitting rapid scanning of mail by computers to
determine contents, extending existing snooping capabilities**. Fortunately, with the present state of the art in optical character recognition and software techniques, this is not yet very likely.
Another danger may result from the capability of computers to
register mailing adresses when forwarding the mail electronically, or
from telephone connections. Such data could be cross-correlated with
those from calls and letters originating from other persons, which would
reveal patterns of acquaintance and of political preferences. With increased reliance on telecommLnications in the future for group (conference) communications and broadcasting for physically dispersed small
groups, a detailed account of an individual's political opinions would
be available.

3. Collecting information on cable subscribers
The above observations on mail, telephone calls and group switches
may be generalised. Possibly the main negative feature of broadband
communications resides in the fact that at the "headend", typically in
a computer, sensitive data on individual subscribers and households
can be generated, stored and correlated. Without appropridte regulations
and control mechanisms, the recording of money transfers, information
on consumer habits from electronic shopping, political preferences expressed through electronic votes or simply by watchin6 political TV
programming, can lead to compilation of personal dossiers on consumer
habits and political preferences. Behavioural and political X-raying
could become a major danger in a "wired nation", with datu-hungry social scientists as the well-intentioned forerunners of a society in
which conformity would become the price of survival.
*Baer (2), p.

81.

**Miller (14), p. 43.
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No active response from the subscriber is required for monitoring
what TV programmes people may be watching. Measuring an audience

is

considerably facilitated. "With cable it will be possible to know when
each set is turned on, to what channel, and at what time. The connection with computers will permit recording and analysis, so that the
audience, far from being sampled, will be counted, set by set, continuously and instantly. Furthermore, it will not be difficult to feed
into the computer data about each household connected to the cable,
so that, among other things, the computer will show the economic, educational, occupational and other characteristics of households listening
to each programme" *.
With subscribers paying for what they watch (pay-TV), it is necessary to register the information needed for billing them. Yet there
is no saf8guard that what is being recorded for charging purposes will
not be used for other purposes. Audience sampling is not only confined
to commercial broadcasting. Even in public broadcasting systems many
bro~dcasters

feel that there is a public interest in knowing what en-

tertainment is most enjoyable to people. If a large spectrum of opinions,
interests and political tendencies found its expression on different
cable TV channels in the same way as there is diversity in printed
media, there may also be sources wanting to know if a subscriber is
regularly watching right-wing or left-wing programming.
The possibilities so far mentioned for collecting personal data
do not require any two-way capability for subscriber response. If services demanding subscriber initiation or response are introduced, this
may give a cable operator an additional occasion to amass a substantial
data file on each subscriber, including his buying and other behaviour
patterns. The individual's reponses from different services could easily Je correlated, sold to advertisers or made accessible to government officials**. With regard to subscriber response activities, regulations are urgently needed in order to determine whether a compilation
is legal or not. Clearly, it is far from satisfactory to leave it to
the individual to make a "free choice" whether· to activate his feedback
device or not. He may be willing to actively participate in a municipal
planning session but this participation would not imply consent to having
his interventions and votes registered for other purposes.
Information about the political behaviour of individuals is among
the mcst sensitive, the collection and storage of which by cable operators should be forbidc.en altogether. Active political participation
via "electronic votes", "instant referenda", or in other forms***would

*Bagdikian (3), p. 255.
**Baer (3), p. 82.
***See Baran (4), Eulau, Nie, and Marwick, all in (19), p. 187 ff,
217 ff, 249 ff.
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lead to more, not less political apathy if everyone had to fear that
his opinion be registered. Questions of a similar nature arise with
regard to subscribers demanding access to the future data or microform
libraries. From the books and documents they may want to read, their
political and intellectual profile could easily be compiled and transmitted to potential employers or to surveillance agencies. Still greater
dangers lie in advanced forms of computer-aided instruction *

and in

interest-matching services where subscribers may get the system to
store information about themselves and their interests, so that other
people with similar interests may find out who they are.
The interests striving for access to such data must not be underestimated.

Social scientists may well become the unwilling promoters

of tighter social control of individual behaviour by making that behaviour mo.'e transparent, at least as long as they do not consider the
social and political consequences of their actitivites. Their interest
in getting data by way of cable and direct electronic rec9rding is
evident. T.le costs of securing information from subscriber response
services will represent only a small fraction of those actually incurred
by surveys. But above all social scientists may be tempted by the opportunity of obtaining wholly new varieties of information about people's
activities and behaviour. Instead of relying on survey responses only,
they may get the "harder" data of actual behaviour * * .

4. Street surveillance
Urban broadband cable networks permit the surveillance of public
places by television cameras: "TV cameras are commonly seen surveying
activities in industrial plants, banks and high-traffic stores, and
undoubtedly such monitoring will be extended to a variety of public
places. The police, for instance, may wish to survey street corners,
parks, or other areas. Traffic surveillance through radar has already
become routine .

. ,. Managers of large apartment buildings and commercial

establishments may wish to cover entryways, hallways, stairwells, or
elevators, either to restrict access by "undesirables" or to observe
the conduct of employees or residents for various purposes." ***
With broadband cable, it becomes entirely feasible to have something approaching complete surveillance of a person's activities. Its
attractiveness for the police is obvious, as it could save them patrolmen and at the same time allow more efficient action against street
crimes. Experiments with a prototype system with cameras mounted at

* Miller (14), pp. 105 ff.
**Prewitt, in (19), p. 298.
***Goldhamer (8), p. 17.
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street intersections have been conducted in a city in the State of
New York. *

From traffic monitoring to street surveillance and from

there to home door surveillance there are no basic technological differences, and the main question is where surveillance stops before
complete knowledge of individual behaviour is attained. In declaring
any surveillance of employees by means of electronical devices illegal,
the Italian Workers' Statute is probably still the sole precursor of
the kind of regulations needed here.**

A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS AND POLICY-MAKING

When trying to analyse the nature of the dangers described in
order to identify viable policies and regulations to deal with them it
soon appears that starting from the category of privacy does not lead
to providing a conceptually sound framework for public policy. The fact
that privacy is not inconsistent with disclosure of information has led
to recognising that concerns over loss of privacy encompass fal more
than the term indicates.***

Yet there is a growing tendency to avoid

altogether analysis of the problems indicated by the undeniable human
need for privacy by simply putting a taboo on the word and speaking
of "person-related data", "data protection", or the like. If data need
protection, it is not because their uncontrolled diffusion is socially
harmful in itself but because of other individual and social values
affected. Such values are not yet identified to a sufficient degree to
insure their effective integration into new information technology applications.

1. Visibility of human behaviour
~he

common feature of the dangers described lies in the fact that

with new information technologies the visibility of behaviour, its
individual observability, is enhanced. As an immediate consequence,
surveillance as a means of social control is being tightened up whether
or not this is desired by society or parts of it. To start with the
effects of a higher visibility of human behaviour may be a good way of
explaining the nature of the dangers we are facing and for getting a
framework for developing the policies we need in order to deal with
them. ****
* Ralph Lee Smith, in (23), p. 103.

** Art. 4-6 Statuto dei lavoratori, of 20 may, 1970; Rodota (17),
pp. 62 ff.
*** See, for example, (29), p. 38 ff; Simitis (20), p. 145 ff,
pp.188 ff, 183.

(27),

**** Merton (13), pp. 373 ff, 396 ff; Muller and Kuhlmann (15), pp.
590 ff; Lenk (11), pp. 108 ff (with regard to citizen relationships with public administration).
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From this viewpoint, privacy is not perceived as a psychical need.
Rather, it is the result of irr,perfect information about human behaviour.
The degree of visibility of a person's behaviour is usually not the
same to the various individuals or institutions with whom this person
may interact in different roles, for example as a taxpayer, worker, or
husband. Each of the people and institutions with whom an individual
interacts keeps a different account of his role performance.

Privacy,

then, does not refer so much to a state of affairs where no information
is communicated as to one where information is communicated to specific
receivers, with there being little probability of its being passed on
to others. Privacy thus has to do with barriers inhibiting information
flow, with limited spheres of communication. Enhanced visibility of
human behaviour is typically a function of the greater overlapping of
environments which up to now could happen only in small village communities where the interaction partners of an individual in his different roles are largely the same.
Such a view of the problem does not yet indicate, however, what
the negative consequences would be, for the individual as well as for
society as a whole, from the breakdown of some of the information flow
barriers which is likely to occur with growing use of and increasing
reliance on modern information technology. But an important analytical
step is made distinguishing two different problem areas, namely
- identifying information flow barriers and limited spheres of
"private" or "secret" communication, and
- defining the situations which may eventually result from the
breakdown of such barriers and limitations.

2. Limited spheres of communication
Restricted spheres of communication play an important role in
society. Total observability of behaviour is accepted almost

nowhere~

Removing communication barriers often arouses resistance. Also, societies have only limited technical and organisational capacities for
handling information and providing unrestricted inforl.,ation flow. These
limited capacities can be increased by the use of new information technOlogies. Technical obstacles against enhancing transparency of behaviour can be removed. Limited communication structures can be more
easily broken up or invaded when the factual limitations to do so are
overtaken by technological progress. Keeping information and behaviour
secret or confidential will be more difficult when technological progress lowers the cost of accessing such information.

*Merton (13), p. 397; Westin (22), p. 59.
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3. Negative consequences of fuller visibility
The vanishing of mechanisms protecting restricted communication
spheres often gives rise to public concern, even when a changed state
of information distribution (information access and denial opportunities) leads only to mere nuisance rather than to individual or social
harm. In order to anticipate harmful

situations resulting from the

br'eakdown of communication barriers, the actual benefits of certain
forms of limited communication, of patterns of factual non-access to
information must be identified. It is astonishing that so few efforts
have been made to clearly identify such benefits and the dangers resulting from the technological challenge to protected communications
spheres. There are at least three categories of such dangers, and only
the first of these has been relatively well explored.
First, on a strictly individual level, discrimination by employers,
credit firms, etc., and a loss of personal autonomy may occur. Personal
autonomy not only includes the protection of the autonomy of the individual where he expects to be left alone, but also protection in public
and political spheres. Being able to express one's opinions without
fearing that every tentative utterance will be registered somewhere is
vital to a free political process. Also, there must be room for small
groups to experiment with ideas before these are tested on the marketplace of political ideas.
Second, removing the obstacles to full visibility of human behaviour is not only a matter of concern to single individuals with a need
for priv.acy but may ultimately demand a price which society is unwilling to pay. Some limits upon full visibility of behaviour are functionally required for the operation of society, including social control.
The ready observability of behaviour also includes feedback when that
behaviour departs from the norms of a society - when it is deviant
behaviour. As authorities, through perfect surveillance, will gain
"excessive" knowledge of what is actually going on-, this might have
dysfunctional consequences for social control. *

There is a risk of

disproportionate increase of social control in circumstances where deviant behaviour is of minor social importance but easy to register.
Using electronic means for crime detection may well succeed in filling
the dragnets with herring and mackerel, while the big fish escape
exactly as before. Potential effects of such a state of affairs need
to be further explored in detail, in order to determine the desirability of street surveillance devices, for example.
Third, there may be important consequences for the political system as a whole and for the distribution of political power. Centres of

* Merton, ibid; see also Dammann, in (6), pp. 41 ff and Evans and
Knisely rn-T31) , p. 136.
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power may shift in favour of individuals and agencies possessing information which they can easily adapt for purposes of social control.
Disparities of power partly stem from disparities in access to information and from disparities in the ability to deny access to information. "Information-haves" who succeed in keeping their own communications protected while at the same time profiting from the enhanced
possibility of interference into formerly limited "private" communication spheres, will gain power at the expense of "information have
nots" and of those who by their social situation are most visible to
the powerful.
Much detailed work on these and similar questions is still
in order to get an understanding of the dangers our societies will face,
sufficient to cope effectively with them.
The picture will be incomplete, however, unless 'attention is drawn
to the social benefits which may result from the use of information
technology, Among these is the prospect of greater chances of access
to information. As in the case of the opportunities for withholding
information, for information non-access, this is an important matter
for any information <communications) policy.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION

A major political task will consist of striking a sound balance
between information protection and the need to know, to collect information and to access stored information. Information protection is
rarely visualized in its complex relationship with access to knowledge,
including access to government and corporate records and to the wisdom
kept in the cupboards of administrators. Access, too, has to be guaranteed in exactly the same way as non-access <information denial),
and this considerably complicates the issue.
Information access problems raised by advanced information systems cannot be discussed in any greater detail here. Potential negative
effects flowing from bad policies or the absence of policy in this
sector include the danger that information networks, even when they
can be accessed by a maximum number of people, will give rise to new
information elites, since the terminal devices, the motivation and the
skills required for accessing such networks will be distributed unevenly among a population.
Closely related to the questions of <passive) access to stored
information is the problem of active access to communication utilities.
It is not restricted to the present common carriers but also arises
with respect to the mass media and intermediate forms of small-group
or local communication. With new communication patterns developing
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from the growing reliance on advanced communications systems, freedom
of speech may become equivalent to "freedom of channels". If the new
communications infrastructure is to become an unprecedented marketplace for ideas, freedom of speech not only has to be protected against
isolated violations, but its exercise has to be guaranteed and further
expanded by adequate regulations, including appropriate charging policies.
Of another kind, but also closely related, is the problem of manipulation of the- (stored or live) information that can be accessed.
There would be a permanent temptation for the power structure to deliberately shape the information environment of citizens, of social
groups, or of developing nations by controlling what goes into the community's knowledge store and by forwarding custom-tailored information and
entertainment via cable to fit the special characteristics of particular cultural and social groups. *

If cable "narrowcasting" is not in

the hands of its users but of an anonymous power structure, then the
ability of cable to pinpoint particular neighbourhoods and'communities
may well result in manipulating these differences by providing, for
example, a certain degree of satisfaction to disadvantaged minorities.
With regard to the narrower scope of "information protection", no
further exploration of these complex problems related to information
and communications access is needed. But a serious problem exists with
legitimate needs to collect, store and process personal information.
This problem is generally recognised in the data protection literature,
although in a very superficial way. Claims for accessing or withholding information will often be in conflict, and there is no easy solution of such conflicts in the sense that with regard to person-related
data the withholding ("privacy") interest prevails over the access
interest. There is an inherent conflict, for example, between the Government's need for information to pursue justice and an individual's
claim to privacy. Moreover, politically and economically relevant information that should be freely accessible is often person-related.
The inevitable tensions between the right to know and the need for
privacy cannot be resolved in abstract formulae. Detailed investigation
of the different sectors where such conflicts arise is necessary, taking into account and counterbalancing disparities of power among the
access and withholding interests.**

INFORMATION PROTECTION AND COMMUNICATIONS POLICY

With the tremendous changes in the information environment of man
* Hinshaw, in (7), p. 310.
**Dammann (5), p. 222; Rodota (17); (27), p. 121.
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which are being brought about by new information technologies, the
"natural" distribution of opportunities for accessing or withholding
information throughout the whole of society no longer guarantees personal privacy, civil liberties, personal and political autonomy of
individuals or enlightened political discussion. The task of instituting new distribution patterns of information access and non-access is
extremely complex. It constitutes an important facet of an overall
communications policy. Existing data protection regulations, laws, or
bills clearly fall far short of fulfilling this task, except when
limited to regulating well-defined small sectors or setting up adequate
policy-making and control structures to deal effectively with the problems.
With regard to the protection of person-related information, a
communications policy would apparently have the task of replacing the
former factual (technological) barriers of information flow by legal,
organisational or motivational ones. Still, such an approach could
only lead to freezing the actual information distribution in sectors
where the end of technological restrictions would cause sUbjective
concern. This might result in certain sectors being overregulated where
privacy concerns are loudly voiced, whereas others, where information
discrepancies could have far greater impact on the societal distribution of power, would be ignored.
Clearly, it would be too narrow an approach to freeze the information environment by guaranteeing the same chances of withholding or
accessing information whi6h prevailed before the application of advanced information technologies. With technologically induced changes
in information flow barriers and communications structures, the arbitrariness of many of the existing "natural" barriers and communication
patterns becomes apparent. When vanishing technological restrictions
have to be replaced by legal and organisational ones, it is possible
to ask whether it would not be wiser to draw the borderlines for information access and non-access differently in the future.
Looked at in this way, data protection, or information protection,
is part of a conscious policy aimed at the regulation of the global
state of distribution of information in a society. Further uncontrolled
development of the information environment would not only violate individual rights or upset existing social or political balances. It
would also lead to disregarding the possibility of bringing about
changes in the opportunities for information access in society. Better
education and information for the mass may influence the political
process favourably. Disparities in power, stemming from the disparities
in access to information, could be removed.
The framework for a comprehensive assessment of the changing information environment and for devising adequate regulations is still
widely lacking. Even in countries where plans for broadband communication'
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systems do not yet exist it would not be premature to start developing
such a framework. At the same time, such an effort could contribute
to a clearer understanding of the more "traditional" problems of "data
protection" .
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THE SWEDISH DATA ACT
given in the Palace of Stockholm, 11th May, 1973.
We Gustaf Adolf, by the Grace of God, King of Swedes,
Goths, and Wends, hereby promulgate, that We, together
with Parliament, have seen fit to enact as follows.

INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS

Section 1
For the purposes of this Act
Personal information means information concerning any person,
Personal register means any register or other record made by
automatic data processing and containing personal information
attributable to a given person,
Registered person means a person in respect of whom personal
information occurs in a personal register,
Person responsible for a register means any person on _whose behalf
a personal register is kept, if the register is at his entire
disposal.

PERMISSION, etc.

Section 2
No personal register may be started or kept without permission
from the Data Inspection Board.
The first paragraph of this section shall not apply to personal
registers established according to a decision of the King or Parliament.
Before such a decision is taken the Data Inspection Board shall be heard
in an advisory capacity.

Section 3
The Data Inspection Board shall grant permission to start and
keep a personal register, if there is no reason to assume that, with
due Qbservance of the regulations laid down pursuant to sections 5 and
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6, undue encroachment on the privacy of individuals may occur.
In considering whether undue encroachment may arise special attention should be given to the kind and quantity of personal information
it is intended to include in the register and to the attitude towards
the register shown by or expected from the proposed registered persons.

Section 4
Permission to start and keep a personal register containing information that any person is suspected of, or accused of a crime or
has served a sentence of imprisonment or suffered any

other penalty

following conviction or has been convicted of a crime or has been subjected to coercive measures under the Child Welfare Act, the Temperance
Act, the Act on Provision of Psychiatric Treatment in Detention in
Certain Cases, the Act on Care of Certain Mentally Disordered Persons,
the Act on Treatment of Asocial or Dangerous Persons, or the Aliens
Act, may not be granted to a person other than an authority which is
required by law to keep a record of such information, save for special
reasons.
Similarly, permission to start and keep a personal register containing information about any person's illness or state of health or
information that any person has received social assistance, treatment
for alcoholism or the like, or has been the subject of measures taken
under the Child Welfare Act or the Aliens Act, may not be granted to
a person other than an authority which is required by law to keep a
record of such information, save for special reasons.
Permission to start and keep a personal register containing information about any person's political or religious views may be granted
only for special reasons. This shall not, however, apply to a personal
register to be kept by an association concerning its own members.

Section 5
When granting permission to start and keep a personal register
the Data Inspection Board shall issue regulations as to the purpose of
the register and the personal information that may be included therein. For special reasons, the permission may be limited in time.

Section 6
If permission is granted to start and keep a personal register,
the Data Inspection Board shall, insofar as is needed to prevent any
risk of undue encroachment on privacy, issue regulations concerning
1. the collection of data for the personal register,
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2. the general design of the ADP system,
3. the technical equipment,
4. the actual processing of personal information that may be
carried out by means of ADP,
5. notice to be given to the persons affected,
6. what personal information may be made accessible, and by what
means,
7. the disclosure of personal information to others and the utilisation thereof,
8. selection and storage of information,
9. control and security.
Regulations regarding disclosure of personal information may not
restrict the duties of authorities under Freedom of the Press legislation.

Section 7
The provisions of sections 5 and 6 regarding the duty of the Data
Inspection Board to issue regulations shall also apply to the personal
registers referred to in section 2, second paragraph, if regulations
have not been issued by the King or Parliament.

THE DUTIES OF THE PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR THE REGISTER

Section 8
If there is reason to suspect that personal information in a personal register is inaccurate, the person responsible for the register
shall, without delay, take the necessary steps to check the accuracy
of the information and, if needed, to correct it or exclude it from
the register.
If the piece of information so corrected or excluded had been
disclosed to a person other than the registered person, the person
responsible for the register shall, at the request of the registered
person, notify the said recipient of such correction or exclusion. For
special reasons the Data Inspection Board may exempt the person responsible for the register from this duty.

Section 9
If a personal register contains personal information which must,
given the purpose of the register, be regarded as incomplete, or if a
personal register which constitutes a record of persons lacks information on a person who, given the purpose of the register, should be
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included in it, the person responsible for the register shall make
good the omission. Such addition shall always be made, if the om-ission
might cause undue encroachment on privacy or a risk of loss of rights.

Section 10
At the request of a registered person, the person responsible for
the register shall as soon as possible inform him of the personal information concerning him in the register. When a registered person has
been thus informed, no new information need be given to him until an
interval of twelve months has expired.
Information under the first paragraph of this section shall be
given free of charge. For special reasons, the Data Inspection Board
may, concerning a particular kind of personal information, permit a
fee.
The provisions of the first paragraph do not apply to information
which, by law or by decision of an authority, may not be disclosed to
the registered person.

Section 11
Personal information in a personal register may not be disclosed
if there is reason to assume that the information will be used for ADP
in manner contrary to this Act. If there is reason to believe that
personal information will be used for ADP abroad the information may
be disclosed only with permission from the Data Inspection Board. Such
permission may be given only i f there is reason to believe that the
disclosure will not cause undue encroachment on privacy. Regulations
concerning prohibition of disclosure of personal information by authorities are contained in the Act on Restrictions on the Right to obtain
Public Documents.

Section 12
Should the person responsible for a register cease to keep a personal register the Data Inspection Board must be notified. The Data
Inspection Board shall prescribe how the register is to be dealt with.

Section 13
The person responsible for a personal register may not, nor may
any other person who has been concerned with it, reveal without authorisation what he has learnt from it about the personal circumstances
of an individual.
If personal information has been disclosed in accordance with
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regulations made pursuant to sections 6 or 18 that limit the right of
the recipient to pass it on, the recipient or any person who in the
course-of the recipient's activity has dealt with the information
may not without authorisation reveal anything learnt about the
personal circumstances of an individual.
Section 14
Any record made of information for ADP purposes which is used by
an authority for the purpose of judicial or administrative proceedings,
shall be annexed to the relevant file in readable form, unless special
reasons require an exception.

SUPERVISION

Section 15
The Data Inspection Board shall ensure that ADP does not cause
undue encroachment on privacy.
Supervision shall be carried out in such a way that it does not
cause greater costs or inconvenience than is necessary.

Section 16
For the purpose of supervision the Data Inspection Board shall
be granted admission to premises where ADP is carried out or where computers or other ADP equipment or records are kept. Moreover, the Data
Inspection Board shall have access to all documents relating to ADP
and may check or operate all ADP equipment.

Section 17
The person responsible for a register shall deliver to the Data
Inspection Board all information and particulars concerning ADP which
the Board requires for carrying out its supervision. The same applies
to anyone who operates a personal register on behalf of the person
responsible for the register.

Section 18
If the keeping of a personal register has caused undue encroachment
on privacy or if there is reason to believe that such encroachment may
occur, the Data Inspection Board may, insofar as needed, alter existing
regulations or make new regulations of the kind referred to in sections
5 or 6. With regard to registers referred to in section 2, second
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paragraph, the Data Inspection Board may take such measures only if
they are not contrary to decisions taken by the King or Parliament. If
protection against undue encroachment on privacy cannot be attained by
other means, the Board may cancel a permit previously given.

Section 19
Any person who has dealt with matters concerning permission or
supervision under this Act at the Data Inspection Board may not without
authorisation reveal anything learnt about the personal circumstances
of any person or about professional or business secrets.

PENALTIES AND DAMAGES

Section 20
Any person who wilfully or by negligence
1. starts or keeps a personal register without permission under
this Act, when such permis-s ion is required,

2. contravenes a regulation issued pursuant to sections 5, 6 or

18,
3. discloses personal information in contravention of section 11,
4.

contravenes the provisions of sections 12 or 13,

5. gives incorrect information when fulfilling an obligation to
inform as provided in section 10,

6. gives incorrect information in a case referred to in section
17,or
7. contravenes the provisions of section 19,
shall be liable to a fine or to a term of imprisonment not
exceeding one year.
A prosecution for an offence against sections 13 or 19 may be
instituted only if the person aggrieved requests this or prosecution
is required in the public interest.

Section 21
Any person who, without authorisation, obtains access to ADP records or improperly alters, obliterates or records information in a
register, shall be guilty of data trespass and liable to a fine or to
a term of imprisonment not exceeding two years, if the offence is not
otherwise punishable under the Penal Code.
Attempted commission or preparation of an offence referred to in
the first paragraph of this section shall be punishable under Chapter
23 of the Penal Code. When the offence, if completed, would have been
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considered trivial, there shall be no conviction under this paragraph.

Section 22
If a personal register has been started or kept without permission,
when such permission is needed, the register shall be confiscated, unless this would be manifestly unreasonable.

Section 23
If a registered person suffers loss or damage because a personal
register contains incorrect information about him, the person responsible for the register shall be liable to pay him compensation. When
deciding if damage has been caused and assessing the compensation, the
suffering inflicted and other circumstances not of purely pecuniary
significance shall be taken into consideration.

Section 24
If the person responsible for a register or a person who operates
a personal register on his behalf fails to grant access to premises or
documents pursuant to section 16 or fails to give information pursuant
to section 17, the Data Inspection Board may impose a financial

p~nalty.

The same shall apply if the person responsible for a register does not
fulfil his obligations under sections 8, 9 or 10.

Section 25
Appeals aginst decisions of the Data Inspection Board may be lodged with the King in Council; the Public Prosecutor may appeal in order
to safeguard public interests.

INTERIM REGULATIONS

This Act shall enter into force on 1st July, 1973. The provisions
of sections 2-14, 18, 20 items 1-5, and sections 21-23 and 24 second
sentence shall not come into force until 1st July, 1974.
Notwithstanding the previous paragraph, the Data Inspection Board
may issue the regulations referred to in sections 5 and 6 at any time
before 1st July, 1974, for special reasons. If any person offends against
such a regulation, the penalty under section 20, item 2, shall apply.
Before 1st July, 1974, the Data Inspection Board may also determine
applications for permission and make regulations under section 5, 6 or
18, to have effect at any time after the end of June 1974.
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If a personal register which under this Act may not be kept without permission has been started before 1st July, 1974, and an application for permission is made before 1st January, 1975, the register
may be kept until the application has been ultimately determined.

The

kind of personal information included in the register and the purposes
for which the information is used may not be altered or extended without notice to Data Inspection Board. If any person offends against
this provision the penalty under section 20, item 1. shall apply.
These provisions shall be obediently observed by all concerned.
In witness whereof We have set Our signature hereto with Our own hand
and caused the same to be confirmed with Our royal seal.

Given at the Palace of Stockholm, 11th May, 1973.
During the Illness of His Majesty
My most Gracious King and Lor.d.
(signed) Carl Gustaf, Crown Prince
(seal)

(signed) Lennart Geijer
(Minister of Justice)

According to regulations issued by the King in Council the Data
Inspection Board consists of a full-time working chairman and eight
other members.

Important cases will be tried by the Board, while mat-

ters which are not of an essential character may be decided by the
chairman alone. Routine matters - for example, permissions concerning
simple registers of members, employees, tenants, insured persons or'
other customers - may be handled by a subordinate official.
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'jCline11!,third ttongrcsz of the
ilnitcd ~tatc5 of 5lnlmco
AT THE SECOND SESSION

Begun and held at the City oj Washinston on lvIonday, the tlt'Cnty-first
day of January, one thousand nine hundred and seventy-four

gn 21et
To amend title 5, United States Code, by adding a section 552a to safeguard
individual privacy from tbe misuse of Federal record!', to provide that
individuals ue granted accE',;S to records concerning tbelll which are maintained
by Federal agencies, to e~tablish a Privacy Protection Study Commission, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Seuat(! ITnd JJ 01lse of Rep'1'(;scntati-ves of the
Vn-ited States of Amerlm in Oongress a.~8embled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Privacy _\ct of 1974".
SEC. 2. (a) The Congress finds that(1) the privacy of an individnal is directly affe~ted by the
collection, maintellance~ llse, and dissemination of personal information by Fedpral agencies;
(2) the increasing- use of computers and sophistieated information terhnology~ while e,,::rntinl to the e!licicnt opel'Utions of
the Govelllment, has greatly magnified the harm to individual
privacy that can ocellr from any eollectlon, mailltenanc('. use, or
dissem·inn.tion of personal illfon~1ation;
,
(3) the opportunities for an individual to sccme employment.
insurance, and credit. and his right to due process. and other legal
protections are endangerprl by the misuse of certain information
systems;
(4) the right to privacy is a personal and fundamental right
protected by the COI1"titntioll of the rnited States: and
(5) ill order to protC'ct the privaey of illdh-iduals identified in
information systems maintained by Federal agencies, it is necessary and proper for the Congress to regulate the collection, maintenance. usc. and dissemination of information bv such agencies.
(b) The purpose of this Act. is to proYide cPl'tnin sa"£eguards for an
inc1i\rid ual against an invasion of persona I prh·acy by refluiring
Federal agencies, ('xcept as otherwisc provided by bw, to(1) permit an inc1i \-idll:11 to detennine what rccords pertaining'
to him are collected. maintaiIled~ nsed, or disseminatcd by snch
agencies;
(2) permit an inc1iddual to pre\'cnt records pertaining to him
obtained by such ngenciE's for a particular purposc from lJeing
used or made ayailnble for another purpose withont his cOJlsent;
(3) permit an indiyiclual to gail) ac('ess to information pertaining to him in Fecler,11 agency records. to IHtye a copy made of all
or any portion t !tereo f. :lnd to ('orrect or tllllE'l1cl snch records;
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(4) collect, mailltC1in~ usc: or dissclllinate any record of identifiable personal information in a manner that assures that such
action is for a necessary and lawfnl purpose, that the information is cnrrent and accurate fOl' its intendC'd 11SC, and that
adequate safegual'(ls a I'e proddl'<l to pl't"Yeut misuse of such
information; (5) pC'rl11it exempt ions from thC' }'<'qn i rcmC'uts with I'('sp('ct to
records-pl'oddNl ill this .Act only in thoi'e \,:tses whcre there is an
important public. policy H('C'd for s1Ich I'X('lllptioll as has b(,('ll
detel'min(,d by sp('('ific statutory authorit.y; and
(6) be sllbji'ct to ch'il !"uit fo}' :m)' dlllna!!'('s ",hieh OC('Ul' as a
result of will fnl or intpntional action which dolates any individual's rights under this _\ct.
..
SJo:c. 3, Title 5. Unitpd States Code. is amC'nded by ad<ling after
section rifiS the following 11C'' - sl,ction:
'~§

552a. Records maintained on individuals
"(a) D};]o'[XITIOXS,-:Fol: pUI'poses of this sl'ction~
.
"( 1). the term 'agency' means agcllcy as defined in section
552(e) of this title;
"(2) the term 'iudividuaF !lleanS a citizen of the United States
or an alien lawfully admitted for permanent I'esidl'nce;
"{ 3) the tel'lll 'maintain' includes maintain: ('ollect, tlse,or dissemmate;
."( 4) the term 'record' meallS any item, collection, or grouping
of information about an individual that is maintained by an
agency, including', but not limited to. his education, financial
transactions, medical history, and criminal Or employment history
and that contains his name, or the identifying number, symbol,
or other idel1t.if~·ing ~articlllar assigned to the individual, such
as a finger or VOIce prmt or a photograph;
"(5) theterm 'system of records' means a group of any records
under the control of any agency from which inJormation is
retrieved by the name of the individual or by some identifying
number, symbol, or other identifying particular assigned to the
individual;
"( 6) the term 'statistical record' means a· record in a system
of records maintained for statistical research or reporting purposes only and not used in whole or in part in making any determination about an identifiable indi\-idual, except as provided by
section 8 of title 13: and
"(7) the term iroutine use' means~ \vith l'esp('ct to the disclosure of a record, the usc of s11ch I'ecord for a purpose which
is compatible with the purpose for which it was collected.
"(b) COXDITIOXS OF DISCLOSURF.,-XO agency shall disclose any
record which is contained in a system of records by any means of communication to any person, or to another agency, except pursuant to a
written request by, or 'Yith the prior written consent of, the individual
to whom the r('col'd pertains, unless disclosure of the recol'dwould
be"(1) to those officers and employees of the agellCY which maintains the record ,,,ho haye a need for the record in the performance
of their duties;
.
"(2) required under section 55Z of this title;
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"(3) for a rou,tine use as define4 in snbsection (a) (7) of ,this
section and descnbed under subsectIOll (e) (-1:) (D) of thIS sectlOn;
"( 4) to the Bureau of the Censns for purposes of planning or
carrying out a census or sun'cy or related actiyity pursuant to
the El"oYisions of title 13;
"(5) to a recipient who has pl"Ovicled the afrency with advance
adequate written assurailce that the record will be used solely as
a statistical research or re~)ortinl! record. and the record is to be
transferred in a fOl"m that IS not. l'mli ddulllly identifiable;
"(6) to the XationalArchiyes of the "Gnited States as a record
which has slIfiicient historical ot' other yalue to warrant its continued preselTation by the United States Go\-ernment, or fOl:
evaluation by the Administrator of General Services or his
designee to determine whether the record has such value;
"( 7) to another agency 01' to an instrullIentality of any g-overnmental jurisdiction \\'ithin or under the control of the United
States for a ch'il· or criminal law en'forcemcnt acth'itv if the
activity is authorized by law, and if the head of the agency or
instrumentality has made a written request to the agency which
maintains the record specifying the particular portion uesired and
the law enforcement activitv for which the record is sought;
'.'(8) to a person pursuant to a showing of compelling circumstances affecting the health 01' safety of an individual if upon such
disclosurc notification is transmitted to the last known address of
such individual;
"(9) to either House of Congress, or, to the extent of matter
within its jurisdiction, any committee or subcommittee thereof,
any joint committee of Congress or subcommittee of any such
joint committee;
"(10) to the Comptroller General, or any of his authorized representatives, in the course of the performance of the duties of
the General Accounting Office; or
"(11) pursuant to the order of a court of competent jurisdiction.
"(c) ACCOUNTING OF CERTAIN DISCLOsUREs.-Each -agency, with
respect to cach system of records under its control, shall~
"(1) except for disclosures made under subsections (b) (1) or
(b) (2) of this section, keep an accurate accounting of"( ~.) the date, nature, and purpose of each disclosure of
a record to any person or to another agency made under
subsection (b) of this section; and
"(B) the name and address of the person or agency to
whom the disclosure is made;
"(2) retain the accounting made under paragraph (1) of this
subsection for at least 1h-e years or the life of the record, whichever is longer, after the disclosure for which the accounting is
made;
.
"(3) except for disclosures made under subsection (b) (7) of
this section, make the accounting made under paragraph (1) of
this subsection available to the individual named in the record
at his request; and
"(4). inform any person or other agency about any correction
or notation of dispute made by the agency in accordance with
subsection (d) of this section of any record that has been disclosed to the person or agency if an accounting of the disclosure
was made.
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"(d) ACCESS TO REcORDs.-Each agency that maintains a system
of records shall"(1) upon request by any individual to gain access to his
record or to any information pertaining to him which is contained in the system, permit him and upon his request, a perSOll
of his own choosing to accompany him, to review the record and
have a copy made of all or any portion thereof in a form comprehensible to him, except that the agency may require the individual to furnish a \,ritten statement authorizing discussion of
that individual's record in the accompanying person's presence;
"(2) permit the individual to request amendment of a record
pertaininO' to him and"(X) not later than 10 days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal public holidays) after the date of receipt of
such request, acknowledge in writing such receipt; and
"(B) promptly, either"(1) make any correction of any portion thereof
which the individual believes is not accurate, relevant,
timely, or complete; or
"(ii) inform the individual of its refusal to amend
the record in accordance with his request, the reason
for the refusal, the procedures established by the agency
for the individual tQ request a review of that refusal by
the head of the agency or an officer designated by the
head of the age)lCY, and the name and business address
of that official;
"(8) permit the individual ,vho disagrees with the refusal of the
agency to amend his record to request a review of such refusal,
and not later than 30 days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and
legal public holidays) from the date on which the individual
requests such review, complete such review and make a final
determination unless, for good cause shown, the head of the agency
extends such 30-day period; and if, after his review, the reviewing
official also refuses to amend the record in accordance with the
request, permit the individual to file with the agency a concise
statement. setting forth the reasons for his disagreement with the
refusal of the agency, and notify the individual of !'he provisions
for judicial review of the reviewing official's det~rmination under
subsection (g) (1) (A) ofthissection;
.
"(~) in any disclosure, containing information about which
the individual has filed a statement of disagreement, occurring
after the ~<ling of the statement under paragraph (3) of this subsection, clearly note any portion of the record \vhich is disputed
and provide copies of the statement and, if the agency deems it
appropriate, copies of a concise statement of the reasons of the
agency for not making the amendments requested, to persons or
other agencies to whom the disputed record has been disclosed;
and
"( 5) nothing in this section shall allow an individual access to
any information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil
action or proceeding.
"(e) AGENCY REQUlRE:lffiNTs.-Each agency that maintains a
system of records sha11"(1) maintain in its records only such information about an
individual as is relevant and necessary to accomplish a purpose of
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the agency required to be accomplished by statute or by executive
order of the President;
"(2) collect information to the greatest extent practicable
directly. from the subject individual when the information may
result In adverse determinations about an individual's rights, benefits, and privileges under Federal programs;
"(3) inform each individual whom it asks to supply information, on the form which it uses to collect the information or on a
separate form that can be retained by the individual"(A) the authority (whether granted by statute, or by
executive order of the President) which authorizes the solicitation of the information and whether disclosure of such
information is mandatory or voluntary;
"(B) the principal purpose or purposes for which the
information is intendl'd to be nsed;
.
"(0) the routine uses "'hich may be made of the information, as publishl'd pUl'snant to paragraph (4) (D) of this
subsection; and
"(D) the effects on him, if any, of not providing all or
any part of the requested information;
"(4) subject to the provii;ioilS of paragmph (11) of this subsection, publish in the Federal Uegister at least annually a notice
of the existenc(' and character of the system of records, which
notice shall include"(A) the name and location of the system;
"(B) the categories of individuals on whom records are
maintained in the system;
.
" (C) the categories of records maintained in the system;
"(D) each routine use of the records contitined in the system, including the categories of users and the purpose of such
use',
.
"(E) the policies and practices of the agency regarding
storage, retrievability, access controls, retention, and disposal
of the records;
"(F) the title and business address of the agency official
who is responsible for the. system of records;
"(G) the agency procedures whereby an individual can be
notified at his request if the system of records contains a record pertaining to him;
"(H) the agency procedures whereby an individual can be
notified at his request how he can gain access to any record
pertaining to him contained in the system of records, and how
he can contest its content; and
"(1) the categories of sonrces of records in the system;
"(5) maintain all records which are used by the agency in making an) uetermination about any individual '\yith si.ICh accuracy,
relevance, timeliness! and completeness as is reasonably necessary
to assure fairness to the individual in the determination;
"(6) prior to disseminating any record about an individual to
any person other than an agency, unless the dissemination is
made pursuant to subsection (b) (2) of this section, make reasonable efforts to assure that such records are accurate, complete,
timely, and relevant for agency purposes;
"(7) maintain no record describing how any indhidual exercises rights guaranteed by the First Amendment unless expressly
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authorized by statute or by the individual about whom the record
is maintained or unless pertinent to and within the scope of an
authorized law enforcement activity;
. "(8) make reasonable efforts to serve notice on an individual
when any record on such individual is made available to any person under compulsory legal process when such process becomes a
matter of public record;
"(9) establish rules of conduct for persons involved in the
design, dev~lopm.ent,. operation, or maintc~ance of any system of
- records, 01' m mamtammg any record, and Instruct each such person with respect to such rules and the requirements of this s~ction,
including any other ntles and procedures adopted pursuant to this
section and the penalties for noncompliance;
"(10) establish appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to ins!lre the sccu,ri.ty and confidentiality of
records and to protect agamst any anhcIpated threats 01' hazards
to their security or intl'grity which could result in substantial
harm, embarrassment, in('onn'llience, or unfairness to any individual on whom information is maintained; and
"(11) at least 30 days prior to publication of inforination under
paragraph (4) (D) of this subsection, publish· in the Federal
.Register notice of any new use or intended use of the information
in the syst~m, and provi~le a n opportunity for interested persons to
. submit "Tlttell data. \'lews, or arguments to the agency.
"(f) AOEXCY Ruu:s.-Tn o~der. to carry out the provisions of this
sectIon, each ag-pncy that mlllntallls n .systl"m of records shall promu]O'ate rules, in a('('0I'<I:1I11'e with the requirements (includinO' O'eneral
noti~e) of section 553 of t his tit 1e, which shallb b
. "(1) establish procedul'Cs whereby an individual can be notified
ill response to his request if any system of records nanied by the
individual contains a record pertaining to him;
"(2) definereasonable times, pluces: and requirements for identifymg an individual ,,-ho requests his record or information
pertaiilin_g to h~m before th~ a15':llcy shall make the record or
mfol'matlon u nlliable to the lll(hVldllal;
"(3) establish procedures f()r the disclosure to an individual
upon his request of his record or information. pertaining to him,
including special procedure, if deemed necessary, for the disclosure to an indiYidual of medical records, including psychological
records, pertaining to him;
"( 4) establish procedures for reviewing a request from an
individual concerning the amendment of any record or information pertaining to the individual, for making a determination on
the request, for an appeal within the agency of an.jnitial adverse
agency determination. and for whatever additional means may be
necessary for each indh-idual to be able to exercise fully his rights
under this section: and
"(5) establish fees to be charged, if any, to any individual for
makin[- opies of his record, ex;c1uding the cost of any search for
and review of the record.
The Office of the Federal Register shall annually compile and publish
the rules promulgated under this subsection and agency notices published under subsection (e) (4) of this section in a form available to
the public at low-cost.
.
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"(g) (1) CI'HL RE)fEDIEs.-Whenever any agency
"(A) makes a determination under subsection (d) (3) of this
section not to amend an individuaFs record in accordance with
his l~equest, or fails to make such review in conformity with that
subsection;
"(B) refuses to comply with an individual request under sub~
section (d) (1) of this section;
. "(0) fails to maintain any record concerning any individual
with such accuracy, relevance, timeliness, and completeness as is
necessary to assure fairness in any determination relating to the
qual.ific~t~ons~ character, rights, or opportUl~ities of, or benefits to
the mdl vIdual that may be made 011 the hasis of such record, and
consequently a determination is made which is adverse to the
individual; or
"(D) fails to comply with any other provision of this section,
or any rule promulgated thereunder, in such a way as to have
an adverse effect on an individual,
the individual may bring a civil action against the agency, and the
district courts of the rnited States shall have jurisdiction in the
matteI'S under the provisions of this subsection.
.
"(2) (A) In any suit brought under the provisions of subsection
(g) (1) (A) of this section, the court may order the agency to amend
the individual's record in accordance with his request or in such other
way as the court may direct. In such a case the court shall determine
the mattE'r de novo.
"(B) The court may assess against the United States reasonable
attorney1ees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred in any case
under this paragraph in which the complainant has substantially
prevailed.
"(3) (A) In any suit brought under the provisions of subsection
(g) (1) (B) of this section. the court may enjom the agency from withholding the rec<?rds and order: the production to the complainant of any
agency records lmproperly wlthheldfrom him. In sllch a case the court
shall determine the matter de novo, and may examine the contents of
any agency records in camera. to determine whether the records or any
portion thereof may be withheld under any of the exemptions set forth
III subsection (k) of this section, and the burden is on the agency to
sustain its action.
"(B) The court may assess against the United States reasonable
attorney fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred in any case
under this p·aragraph in which the complainant has substantially
prevailed.
"(4) In any suit brought under the provisions of subsection
(g) (1) (0) or (D) of tIllS section in which the coultd~termines that
the agency acted·in a manner which was intentional or willful, the
United States shall be liable to the individual in an amount equal to
the sum of"(A) actual damages sustained by the individual as a result of
the refusal or failure, but in no case shall a person entitled to
recovery receive less than the sum of $1,000; and
"(B) the costs of the action. together with reasonable attorney
fees as determined by the court.
"( 5) An action to enforce any liability created under this section
may be brou,!!ht in the district court of the United States in the district
in which the,-umplainunt resides, or has his principal plac~ of business,
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or in which the ~l<Teney records are situated, or in the District of Columbia, without l'cg';rd to the amount in contro·'rersy, within two y~ars
from the date on ,,·hich the cause of action arises, except that where
an agency has materially and '\'illfully misrepresented any information required under this section to be disclosed to an individual and
the information so misrepresented is material to establishment of
the liability of the agency to. the iI;diyidual under this s.eetion, the
action may be brought at any tllne wIthm two years after dIscovery by
the individual of the misrepresentation. Nothing in this section shall
be construed to al~thorize any civil action by reason of any injury sustained as the result of a disclosure of a record prior to the effective date
of this section.
"(h) RIGHTS OF LEGAL GC\RDL\Xs.-For the purposes of this section.
the parent of any minor, or the legal guardian of any individual who
has been declared to be incompetent due to physical or mental incapacity or age by a court of competent jurisdiction, niay act Qn behalf
of the individual.
"(i) (1) CRDfIXAL PEXALTIEs.-Any officer or employee of an
agency, who by virtue of his employment or official position, has possession of, or access to, agency records which contain individually
identifiable information the disclosure of which is prohibited by this
section or by rules or regulations established thereunder, and who
knowing that disclosure of the specific material is so prohibited, willfully discloses the material in any manner to any person or agency not
entitled to l'ecei\'e it, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not
more than $5,000.
"(2) Any oilicer or employee of any agencv who willfully maintains
a system of l'ccot'ds without meeting Uie nO'tice requirements of subsection (e) (4:) of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined
not more than $5.000.
"(3) .Any person who knm\'ingly and willfully requests or obtains
any record concerning an individual from an agency under false pretenses shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not more than $5,000.
"(j) GEXEIUL EX}::\Il'TIoxs.-The head of any agency may promulgate rules, in accordance with the requirements (including gene rat
notice) of sections 55:3 (b) 0), (2), and ·(3), (c), and (e) of this title,
to exempt any system of records within the agency from any part of
this section except subsections (b), (c) (1) and (2), (e) (4) (A) through
(F), (e) (6), (7), (9), (10), and (11), and (i) if the system of records
is"(1) ma~nta~ned by the Central Intelligence Agency; or
"(2) mamtamed by an agency or component thereof which
performs as its principal function any activity pertaining to the
enforcement of criminal la\ys, including police efforts to prevent,
control, or reduce crime or to apprehend criminals, and the activities of prosecutors, courts, correctional, probation, pardon, or
parole authorities, and which consists of (A) information compiled for the purpose of identifying individual criminal oli'enclers
and alleged offenders and consisting only of identifying data
and notations of arrests. the nature and disposition of criminal
charges, sentencing, confinement, release, and parole and probation statns; (B) information compiled for the purpo~e of a
criminal investigation: including report.s of illfOi!l.nants and
investigat.ors, and aswciated "'ith nn identifiable individual, or
(C) reports identifiable to an individual compiled at any stage
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of the process of- enforcemC'nt of the criminal laws from arrest
or inrlictment throngh release from supen·ision.
At the time rules are adopted under this subsection, the agency shall
include in t1le statement rC'qnllwl nnder :;:ect.ion 553 (c) of this title,
the reasons why the system of records is to be exempted from a provision of this section.
"(k) SPECIFIC EXE:\fPTIoxs.-The head of any agency may promulgate rules, in accordance wjth the requirements (including general
notice) of sections 553(b) (1), (2,), and (3), (c) ,and (e) of this title,
to exempt any system ofr~orc1s within the agency from subsections
(c)(3), (d), (e) (1), '(e) (4) (G), (H), and (I) and (f) of this section if the system of records is"(1) subject to the provisions o£ section 552 (b) (1) of this title;
"(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement. purposes, other than material within the scope of subsection (j) (2)
of this section: P1'ovided, however, That if any intliyidual is
denied any right privilege, or benefit. that he wou1r1 ot.henyise
be entitled by Fecleral law. Or for ,,-hich he would otherwise be
, eligible, as
result of t.he' maintenance of such material, such
material shall be provided to such indiddual, except to the extent
that the disclosure of such material wOlllcl re.nal the identity of
a source who flirnisllC'cl information to the Government unde~' an
express promise that the identity of the source would be held in
confidence, or, prior to the effective date of this section, uncleI'
an implied promise that the identity of the source would be held
in confidence;
"(3) maintained in connection with providing protective services to t.he President of the United States or other individuals
pursuant to section 30;,)() of tit.le 18;
"(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as
statistical records;
"(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of
determining su itability. eligibility, or qualifications for Federal
civilian emp10yment: military service, Federal contracts. or
access to classified information, but. only to the extent that. the
disclosure of such Illate]'ia 1 wonld I'(\\'('a]" t he identity of a source
who fllrnishl'Cl information to the GOH'\'Illllent lmder an express
promise that the idcnt ity of the source would be held in confidence, or, prior to the etl'ective dute of tllis section, undel'an
implied prolllise that the j(lentity of the source ,,,ould be held in
confidencll ;
"(6) testill!! or l~xallJination materialllf:pd solely to determine
,indiyidual <plaliticatiolls fo!' nppoilltmellt or promotion in the
Federal service the disclosure of which would compromise the
obiectivity or fairness of the testing or examination process; or
'(7) evaluation material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, but only to the extent that the
disclosure of such material would ren~al the idelltitv of a source
who furnished information to the GO\-el1llllcnt under an express
promise. that the iclentity of the source would be held in confidence, or, prior t.o the effective date of this section, under an
implied promise that the identity of the sourc~ ,vould be heM ill
confidence.
At the time rules are adopted under this subsection, the agency shall
include in the statement required. under section 5:)3 (c) of this title,

a
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the reasons why the systelll of records is to be exempted ·from a provision of this section.
"(l) (1) AncIIlnr. RE('(lnJ)~.-Ea('h agency record which is accepted
by the Administrator of General Sel'vicps for storage, processing, and
ser\"icing in accordance with section :3103 of t.itle 44 shall, for the purposes of this section~ be considel'l'd to be IlHlintained by the agencv
which deposited the record and shall be subject to the provisions
this section. The Administrator of Grlleral Sen'ices shall not disclose
the record except to the agency which maintains the record, or under
rules established by that agency which are not inconsistent with the
provisiolls of this section.
"(2) Each agency record pertaining to an identifiable individual
which was transferred to the Xational Archh'es of the United States
as a record which has sufficient historical or other value to warrant
its continued preservation by the United States Government, prior to .
the eifecti,'e date of this section, shall~ fOl' the purposes of this section,
be considered to be maintained by the Xntional Archives and shall
not be snbject to the provisions of this section. except that u. statement
generally descrihin;! sueIt records (modeled after the requirements
relating to records subject to subsections (e) (4:) (..:\.) through. (G) of
this section) shall be published in the Fedeml Register,
"(3) Each agency record pertaining to an identifiable individual
which is transferr(>rl to the Xational Archh-es of t.he United States as
a record which has sufficient historicai or other value to warrant its
continued presen'ution by the United States GoYernmcnt, on or after
the effective date of this section, shall, for the purposes ofthis section,
be considered to be maintained by the National Archives and shall be
exempt from the requirements of this !;)ection except subsections (e) (4)
(A) through (G) tUld (e) (9) of this section.
" (Ill) GOYF:nXl\fEXT CoxTnAcToRs.-1Vhen an agency provides by a
rontract for the operation bv or on behalf of the agency of a system
of l'ecords to accomplish ali agency function, the agency shall, consistent with its authority, cause the requin'ments of this section to be
applied to such system, For purposes of subsection (i) of this sectiOli
any such contractor and any emplo;wc of such contractor. if such
contract is agreed to on or after the effective date of this section, shall
be considered to- he an employee of an agency.
"(n) ~rAILIXG LlsTs.-An individuaFs mune and address may not
be sold or rented by an agency llllle~S sHch adion is specifically authorized by law. This pro\'ision shall not be. construed to require the
withho19ing of namps and addresst's otherwise permitted to be made
public.
"( 0) REPORT ox X EW S'nrl'lms.-Each llgnIlcy slla11 provide adt'(l'late
advance notice to Congn's;-; allIl the O/lirl' oft' )[anagt'IIIPllt and Blld~('t
of any proposal to establish or alter any $Iistem of records in order
to permit an evaluation of the probable (jiir poteutinl effect of such
proposal on the privacy and other personal or property rights of
mdlviduals or the disclosure of information relating to such indio
viduals." aild its eil'ect on the preservation of the constitutional
principles of federalism and separation of powers.
"(p) ANXUAL HEPOI~T.-The Pi'esident shall submit to the Speaker
of the House and the President of the Senate, by June 30 of each
calendar yea·r, a consolidated report, separately listing for each Federal agency the number of records contained in any system of records
which were exempted from the application of this' section under the

of
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prO.visions O.f subsections (j) and (k) of this section during the pre-

~dillg calendar year~ and the reaSO.ns fO.r the exemptiO.ns,' and such

other infO.rmatiO.n as indicates effO.rts to' administer fully this sectiO.n.
(q) EFFECT OF OTUER LAWs.-NO. agency shall rely on any exemptiO.n contained in sectiO.n 552 O.f this title to' withhO.ld frO.Ih an individual any recO.rd which is O.therwise accessible to' sQ.ch individual
under the provisiO.ns O.f this sectiO.n.".
SEC. 4. The chapter analysis O.f chapter 5 of title 5, United States
Code, is amended by inserting:
"552a. Records about indiyiduals."

immediately belO.w:
"552. Public information; agency rules, opinions, orders, and proceedings....

SEC. 5. (a) (1) There is established a Privacy PrO.tectiO.n Study
CO.mmissiO.n (hereinafter referred to' as the "CO.mmissiO.n") which
shall be cO.mpesed of seven members as fO.llows:
(A) three appointed by the President of the United States,
(B) two appeinted by the President ef the Senate, and
(C) two appeinted by the Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Members ef the Commissien shall be chesen from among persons who,
by reason of their lmowledge and expertise in any of the fellowing
areas--civil rights and liberties, law, social sciences, cO.mputer technology, business, recerds management, and State and local government-are well quali..fied for service on the Cemmission.
(2) The member~ of the ComIhissien shall elect a Chairman from
-among themselves.
(3) Any vacancy in the membership of the Cemmission, as long as
there are four members ~n office, shall nO.t impair the power of the
Commissien but shall be filled in the saine manner in which the eriginal
appointment was made.
(4) A quorum of the Commission shall cO.nsist of a majority of
the members, except that the Cemmission mav establish a lower number as a quorum for the purpese of taking testimO.ny; The Commission is authorized to' establish snch cemmittees and delegate such
authority to them as may be necessary to' carry out its functiens.
Each member of the Commissien, including the Chairman, shall have
equal respensibili~y and autherity in an decisions and actiens of the
CommissiO.n, shall have full access to all infermation necessary to tb~
performance of their functions, and shall have one vote. Action of
the Commission shall be determined by a majority vote of the members present. The Chairman (0.1' a member designated by the Chairman to be- acting Chairman) shaH be the official spokesman of the
CemmissiO.n in its relations with the Con[!'ress, Government a[!'encies,
other persens, and the public, and, on behalf of the CO.mmissioll, shall
see to the faithful execution. of the administrative pO.licies and deci.sions of the Commission, and shall report thereO.n to the Commission
from time to time or as the Commission may direct.
(5) (A) 'Vhenever the CommissiO.n submits any budget estimate
or request to the President or the Office of Management and Budget,
it shall cO.ncurrently transmit a copy of that request to COnfTl"ess.
(13) 'Vheney.er the Commission submits. anJ:legislative r:c?mmendatlOns, or testllllony, or cemments on leglslatlOn to' the PreSident or
Ofiice of ~Iallagcll1ellt nnd Budget, it shall cO.ncurrently transmit a copy
thereof to' the CO.ngress. Xo ofiicer or agency O.f the United States
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shall hnxe any authority to require the Commission to submit its
legislative recommendations, or testimony, or comments on l<:>gislatiOll, to any oflicer or agency of the l.7nited States for approval, comments, or review, prior to the submission of such recommendations,
testimony, or comments to the Congress.
(b) The Commission shall(1) make a study of the d'lta banks, automated data processing programs, and information systems of goverl1luclltal,
regional, and prinlte organizations, ill order to dC"termine the
standards and procedures in force for the protection of personal
information; and
(2) recommend to the President and the Congress the extent,
if any, to "hich the requirements and principles of section 552a
of title 5, "'Cnited States Code, should be applied to the information prncticl's of tho;;e organizations by ll'gishtion, administrative
action, or voluntary adoption of such requirements and principles,
and report on such other legislath-e recommendations as it may
determine to be necessary to protect the privacy of individuals
while meeting the legitimate needs of go,-ermnent and society for
information. (c) (1) In the course of conclucting the study required under subsection (b) (1) of this section, and in its reports thereon, the Commission may l'esearch~ examine~ and analyze(A) interstate transfer of information about individuals that
is undertaken through manual files or by computer or other electronic or telecommunications means;
(B) data banks and information programs and systems the
operation of ,yhich significantly or substantially affect the enjoyment of the priyacy and other personal and property rights of
individuals;
(C) the use of social security numbers, license plate numb~rs,
universal identifiers, and other symbols to identify individuals
in datu banks and to gain access to, integrute, or centralize
information systems and files; and
(D) the matching and analysis of stat.istical data, such as
:Federal census (bta, with other sources of personal data, sneh as
automobile registries and telephone directories, in order to
reconst.ruct indi,-iclunl responses to statistical_questionnaires for
commercial or other purposes, in a wny which results in a
violution of the implied or explicitly recognized confidentiality
of such information.
(2) (A) The Commission may include in its examination personal
information actirities in the following areas: mrdical; insllrance;
education; employment and personnel; credit, banking and finaneial
institutions: credit bureans: the cOIl1Il1ercialreporting industry; (':l1>le
tehwisi?n and other ~elecomnl1lnications lllrdia; travel, hotel and
entertamnwnt reselTatlOns; and electronic cheek processillg.
(B) The COJllmi:"sion shall include in its examill!ltion a study of(1) whether a person engaged iJl interstate commerce who
!l1ai.n~ains . a mailing list should be requiTed to remo,'e an
mdlvldnal-s name and address from such lIst upon request of
that individual;
(ii) whether the Internal Revenue Service should be prohibited from trallsfering individually illdentifiable data to other
agencies and to agcnci(·s of State governments;
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(iii) whether the Federal G?ve!'n,ment should be liable ~or
general damarrcs incuned by un lllclindual as the result of a wIll·fnl 01' intcnti;nal violation of the provisions of sectiolls 552a (g)
(1) (C) 0.1' (D) of title 5, United States Code; and
(iv) whether and how the standards for secmity and confidentialitv of l'ecol'lls required under section 5.52a (e) (10) of
such title~ should be applied when a record is disclosed to a
person other than an agency.
(C) The Commission lIlay study such other personal information
activities neceSSal'Y to carl'v' Ollt the congrcssional policy <'ll1bodied in
this Act, except tl~at the Commission shall not illYestigate information
systems maintained by religious organizations.
(3) III conductil~g such study, the Comm!ssion shall-;::.
.
(A) determmc "'hat Jaws, Executive orders, i'egulatIons,
directives, and judicial decisions goveJ'll t.he activities under study
and the extent to which t.hev are consistent with the rights of
priYacy, due pro('ess of liw, and other guarantees in the
Const.ituti~n ;
(B) determine to what I'xt.cnt go\'el'nmental and private
informat.ion s\'stcms affect Federal-State relations ol'the
principle of scl)aratioll of POW(,I'S;
(C) examine the standards and criteria governing programs,
policies, and practices rclating to tho collection, soliciting,
processing, use, acccss, integration., dissemination, and transmission of personal information; and
(D) to the maximum cxtcnt practicable, collect and utilize
findings, reports, studies, hearing transcripts. and r('commendations of gorernmental, ]<'g-islatiYe and pri\'nte bodies, institutions.
organizations, and indi,'idunls which pertain to the problems
under study bv the COlllmission.
(d) In additIon'to its other functions the Commission may(1) request assistance of thc hcads of appropriate departments,
agencies, and instrumentalitips of the Federal Go\'ernment, of
State and local goYernments, and othcr persons in carrying out
its functions under this Act:
(2) upon request. assist Fede1'lll ag<'nci<,s in complying' with the
requirements of section i);)2a of title 5, Cnited States Code;
(3) determine what spccific categol'i('s of information, the collection of which ,,"ould yiolate an indiYiduaFs right of pri\"Ucy,
s~lOulcl be prohibited by statHtc from collcetion by Federal agenCIes; and
(4) upon reC)uest. prcpare mod('l l('gislntion for use by State
and local go\"el'J1ll1I'nts in establishing proc('dllr<'s for handling-,
maintaining, and di:"sl'minating personal information at the State
and local le\'cl and pl'O\"lc{(' sHch teehnical assistance to State and
local gowrnml'nts as they ll1a~' J'N)llire in the pr~paration and
Implementation of sl1('h h·gislation.
(0) (1) The Commission may, in (,Hrl'ying' ont its functions und£'l"
this section, cOlldnd such insp<'ctiolls, sit and act at sn('h times and
placps, hold snch lw:tl'ings. take such t<'stilllony, l'pC)uil'e by SUbPl'lUt
the attC'ndance of such witncssl's nll(l tIl£' prodnction of snch hooks.
records, papPI's. cOl'J'('spondI'IlCe, nlld docl1llwnts, administer sueh
oaths, 111\\,(>. snch pl'inting alld bill(ling dOlll', alltl make sllch exp<'IHlitUl'es as the Comll\i~:=:ion dC(>1lls :1<1\"i:=:a1>l(', A snbp('na shall he issuecl
only upon an nflirmnth'c ,'otC' of a majority of nll JllC'llIbeJ's of the Com,
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mission. Subpenas shall be issued under the signature of the Chairman or any member of the Commission designated by the Chairman
and shall be served by any per:-on designated by the Chairman or any
such member. Any. member of the Commission may administer oaths
or aflirmations to witnesses appearing before the Commission.
(2) (A) Each department: agency, and instrumentality of the executive branch of the Government is authorized to fUl11ish to the Commission, upon request made by the Chairman, sl10h information, data,
reports and such other assistance as the Commission'deems necessary
to carry out its functions under this section. 1Vheneyer the hE'ad of
any such department, agency, or instrumentality submits a report
pursuant to section 552a (0) of title 5, United States Code, a copy
of such report shall be transmitted to the Commission.
(B) In carrying out its functions and exercising its pO"'el'S under
this section, the Commission may accept from any snch department,
agency, independent instrumentality, or other person any individually indentifiable data if such data is necessary to carry out such powers
and functions. In any case in which the Commission accepts any
such information, it shaIl a:;:SUl'e that the information is used only
for the purp0"'" for which it is pro,-ic1ed, and upon completion of that
purpose such mformation sha 11 be destroyed or returned to such department, agency, independent instrumentality, or person from which
It is obtained, as appropriate.
(3) The Commission shalllun-e the power to-(A) appoint and fix the compensation of an executive director,
and. such additional stair personnel as may be necessary, without
regard to the provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the competit.ive sen-ice, and without regard
to chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title relating to classification and General Schedule pay rates, but at rates
not in excess of the maximum rate for GS-18 of the General
Schedule under section 5332 of such title; and
(B) procure temporary and intermittent services to the same
extent as is authorized by section 3109 of title 5, United States
Code.
The Commission may delegate any of its functions to such personnel
of the Commission as the Commission may designate and may
authorize such successive redelegations of such functions as it may
deem desirable.
(4) The Commission is authorized(A) to adopt, amend: and repeal rules and regulations governing the manner of its operations, organization, and personnel;
(~) to enter into contracts or other arrangements or modifications thereof, with any government, any department, agency, or
independent instrumeiltality of the United States, or with any
person, firm, association. or corporation, and such contracts or
other arrangements. or modifications thereof, may be entered into
'without legal consideration, without performance or other bonds,
and without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as
amended (41 U.S.C. 5);
(C) to make ach-ance, progress, and other payments which the
Commission deems necessary under this Act without regard to
the provisions of section 3648 of the Revised Statutes, as amended
(31 U.S.C. 529) ; and
(D) to take such other action as may be necessary to carry out
its functions under this section.
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(f) (1) Each [the] member of the Commission who is an officer or
empfoyee of the United States shall serve without additional compensatIOn, but shall continue to receive the salary of his regular position
when engaged in the performance of the duties vested in the Commission.
(2) A member of the Commission other than one to whom paragraph
(1) applies shall receive per diem at the maximum daily rate for
OS-IS of the General Schedule when engaged in the actual performance of the duties vested in the Commission.
(3) All members of the Commission shall be l'cinibul'sed for travel,
subsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them in the performance of the duties vested in the Commission.
(g) The Commission shall, from time to time, and in an annual
report, report to the President and the Congress OIl its activities in
carrying out the provisions of this section. The CommissiQJl shall make
0. final report to the President and to the Congress on -its findings
pursuant to the study required to be made under subsection (b) (1)
of this section not later than two years from the date on which all of
the members of the Commission are appointed. The Commission shall
cease to exist thirty days after the date on which its final repolt is
submitted to the President and the Congress.
(h) (1) Any member, officer, or employee of the Commission, who
by virtue of his employment or ofilcial position, has possession of, or
access to, agency records which contain individually identifiable information the disclosure of which is prohibited by this section, and who
knowing that disclosure of the specific material is so prohibited, willfully dIScloses the material in any manner to any person or agency
not entitled to recei \"e it, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined
not more than S5,OOO.
(2) Any person who knowingly and willfully requests or obtains
any record concerning an individual from the Commission under false
pretenses shall be guilt.y of a misdemeanor and fined not more than
$5,000.

SEC. 6. The Office of ·'fanagement and Budget shall(1) develop gUIdelines and regulations for the use of agencies
in implementing the provisions of section 552a of title 5, United
States Code. as added by section 3 of this Act; and
(2) provide continuing assistance to and oversight of the implementation of the provisions of such section by agencies.
SEC. 7. (a) (1) It shall be unlawful for any Federal, State or local
government agency to deny to any individual any right, benefit, or
privilege provided by law because of such individual's refusal to disclose his social security account number.
(2) the provisions'of paragraph (1) of t.his subsection shall not
apply with respect to.
(A) . a.ny disclosure which is required by Federal statute. or
(B) the disclosure of a social security number to any Federal,
State, or local agency maintaining a system of records in existence
and operating before January 1, 1975, if such disclosure was
required under statute or regulation adopted prior to such date to
verify_the identity of an individual.
(b) Any Federal, State, or'local government agency which requests
an indh'idual to disclose his social security ll.ccount number shall
inform that individual whether that disclosm:e is mandatory or voluntary, by what statutory or other authority such number is solicited
and what nses will be made of it.
'
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SEC. S. The provisions of this Act shan be effective on and after the
date of enactment, except that the amendments made by sections 3 and
4 shall become effective 270 days following the day 011 which this Act
is enacted.
.
SEC. 9. There is authorized to be appropriated to carry out the provisions of section 5 of this Act for fiscal years 1975, 1976, and ID77 the
sum of $1,500,000, except that not more than $750,000 may be expended
during any such fiscal year.

8pealce1' of the House of

Repre8~ntatlves.

Vice President of the United States and
Pre8ident of the Senate.
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COUNCIL OF EUROPE
COMMITTEE OF MINISTERS

RESOLUTION (73) 22

ON THE PROTECTION OF THE PRIVACY OF INDIVIDUALS
VIS.A.VIS ELECTRONIC DATA BANKS IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR
(Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 26 September 1973
at the 224th meeting of the Ministers' Deputies)

The Committee of Ministers,
Considering that the aim of the Council of Europe is to achieve a greater
unity between its mem ber States;
Conscious of- the already widespread and con·standy increasing use of elec·
tronic data processing systems for records of personal data on indi vidual-s;

Recogni sing that, in order to prevent abuses in the storing, processing and
dissemination of personal information by means of electronic data banks in the pri vate
sector, legiSlative measures may have to be taken in order to protect individuals;

Considering th"r it is urgent, pending the possible elaboration of an international agreemenr, at once to take steps to prevent further di vergencies between the
laws of member States in this field;
Ha ving regard to Resolution No. 3 on the protection of pri vacy in view of the
increasing compilation of per~onal data into computers, adopted by the seventh
Conference of European ~Iinisters of Justice,
Recommends the governments of member States:
(a) to take all steps which they consider necessary to give effect to the principles

set out in the Annex to this resolution;
(b) to inform the Secretary General of the Council of Europe,

action taken in this field.
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In

due course, of any

ANNEX
The following principles apply to personal information stored in electronic data banks

in the private sector.
For the purposes of this resolution, the term "personal information" means information relating to individuals (physical persons), and the ~erm "electronic data bank" means
any electronic data processing system which is used to handle personal information and to
disseminate such information.

1.
The information stored should be accurate and should be kept up to date.
In general, information relating to the intimate private life of persons or information
which might lead to unfair discrimination should not be recorded or, if recorded, should not
be disseminated.

2.
The in(ormation should be appropriate and relevant with regard to the purpose for
which it has been stored.

3..
The information should not be obtained by fraudulent or unfair means.

4.
Rules should be laid down to specify the periods beyond which certain categories of
infolIU3tion should no longer be kept or used.

5.
Without appropriate authorisation, information should not be used for purposes oth.er
than those for which it has been stored, nor communicated to third parties.

6.
As a general rule, the person concerned should have the right to know the information
Irored about him, the purpose for which it has been recorded, and particulars of each release
of this information.

7.
Every care should be taken to correct inaccur~te. information and to erase obsolete
information or information obtained in an unlawful way.

8.
Precautions should be taken against any abuse or misuse of information.
electronic data banks should be equipped with security systems which bar access to
the data held by them to persons not enricled to obtain 'such information, and which provide
for the detection of misdirections of information, whether intentional or not.

9.
Access to the information stor.ed should be confined to persons who have a valid
reason to know it.
The operating staff of electronic data banks should be bound by ru\e.s of conduct
aimed at preventing the misuse of data and, in ·particular, by rules of professional secrecy_

10.
Statistical data should be released only in aggregate form and in such a way that it
is impossible to link the information to a particular person.
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